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The 2003 Symposium on Nuclear Data was held at Tokai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), on 27th and 28th of November 2003.

Japanese Nuclear Data Committee and Nuclear Data Center, JAERI organized this

symposium. In the oral sessions, presented were 18 papers on topics of ADS development and

nuclear data for transmutation, nuclear data needs for next generation reactors and future

JENDL plan, frontier of nuclear physics studies and nuclear data measurements, advanced

science study and nuclear data, nuclear data needs and activities in Asian region, future of

nuclear data study and other subjects. In the poster session, presented were 26 papers

concerning experiments, evaluations, benchmark tests and so on. Those presented papers

are comp'led in the proceedings.
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1. Introduction

The 2003 symposium on nuclear data was held at Tokai Research Establishment,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), on 27th and 28th of November 2003, with

about 120 partici ants. Japanese Nuclear Data Committee and Nuclear Data Center, JAEIRJ

organized the symposium.

The program of the symposium is listed below. In the oral sessions, presented were

18 papers on topics of release of ADS development and nuclear data for transmutation,

nuclear data needs for next generation reactors and future ENDL plan, frontier of nuclear

physics studies and nuclear data measurements, advanced science study and nuclear data,

nuclear data needs and activities in Again region, future of nuclear data study and other

subj ects. In the poster session, presented were 26 papers concerning experiments,

evaluations, benchmark tests and so on. Those presented papers are compiled in the

proceedings.

Program of Symposium on Nuclear Data 2003

Nov. 27 (Thu.)

9:30-9:40

1. Opening Address A. Hasegawa (JAERI)

9:40-10:30

2. ADS Development and Nuclear Data for Transmutation )

Chairperson: H. Takano (JAERI)

2.1 Present Status of Minor Actinide Nuclear Data 25+5] T. Nakagawa (JAERI)

2.2 Present Status of Fission Yield Data [ 1 5+5] J. Katakura (JAERI)

10:30-12:00

3. ADS Development and Nuclear Data for Transmutation 2)

Chairperson: H. Oigawa (ABRI)

3.1 Estimation for Effect of JENDL-3.3 on Neutronics Characteristics of ADS 25+5]

K. Tsujimoto JAERI)

3.2 Current Status of Spallation Product Data 25+5] V. Artisyuk (TIT)

3.3 Particle and Heavy Ion Transport Code System; PHITS 25+5]

K. Nfita (RIST)
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12:00-13:00 Lunch

13:00-14:30

4. Poster Session (Odd Numbers)

14:30-16:30

5. Nuclear Data Needs for Next Generation Reactors and Future JENDL Plan

Chairperson: H. Matsumoto (MHI)

5.1 Analysis of RMWR (Reduced-Moderation Water Reactor) Mockup Experiments

in FCA using JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 25+5] S. Okajima (JAERI)

5.2 Target accuracy of MA nuclear data and progress in validation by post irradiation

experiments with the fast reactor "JOYO" 25+5] S. Ohki QNQ

5.3 Nuclear Data for Emergency Preparedness of Nuclear Power Plants

- Evaluation of Radioactivity Inventory in PWR by Using JENDL-3.3 - 25+5]

Y. Yoshida (INSS)

5.4 Next Version of JENDL General Purpose File 25+5] K. Shibata (JAERI)

16:30-16:45 Coffee Break

16:45-17:45

6. Frontier of Nuclear Physics Studies and Nuclear Data Measurements

Chairperson: Y. Watanabe (Kyushu U.)

6.1 Fission Modes and Mass Distribution in Heavy Actinide, Region Studied with

Multi-dimensional Langevin Equation 25+5] T. Ichikawa (JAERI)

6.2 Measurement of Neutron-production Double-differential Cross Sections for

Continuous Neutron-incidence Reaction up to I 0 MeV 25+5]

S. Kunieda (Kyushu U.)

18:00-20:30 Reception (Akogi-ga-Ura Club)

Nov. 28 (Fri.)

9:30-10:30

7. Advanced Science Study and Nuclear Data

Chairperson: K. Oyamatsu (Aichi Shukutoku U.)

7.1 Cosmo-nuclear Physics Studied by Neutrons 25+5] Y. Nagai (RCNP)

7.2 Astrophysics and Photoreaction Data 25+5] H. Utsunomiya Konan U.)

- 2 -
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10:30-10:45 Coffee Break

10:45-11:45

8. Nuclear Data Needs and Activities in Again Region

Chairperson: A. Hasegawa AERI)

8.1 Neutron- and Proton-induced Nuclear Data Evaluation of Thorium, Uranium and

Cunum Isotopes for Energies up to 250 MeV 25+5] Y.-O. Lee KAERI)

8.2 Status Report and Measurements of Total Cross Sections at Pohang Neutron Facility

[25+5] G. Kim (Kyungpook National Univ.)

12:00-13:00 Lunch

13:00-14:30

9. Poster Session (Even Numbers)

14:30-15:45

10. Future of Nuclear Data Study - 0th Anniversary of JNDC -

Chairperson: M. Igashira (TIT)

1 0 I Forty Years Experience on Nuclear Data Evaluation 20+5 

T. Murata (Aitel)

10.2 JENDL Reactor Constant and its Application 20+5]

A. Zukeran (Hitachi)

10.3 What NDC should be in the Future? 20+5] T. Yoshida (Musashi Inst. Tech.)

15:45-16:00

1 1. Poster Award and Closing Address T. Ohsawa (Kinki U.)

Poster Session

Nov. 27 (Thu.) 13:00-14:30 Odd Numbers

Nov. 28 (Fri.) 13:00-14:30 Even Numbers

P. I Measurement of Double Differential Cross Sections of Secondary Heavy Particles

Induced by Tens of MeV Particles M. Hagiwara (Tohoku U.)

P.2 Measurements of Differential Thick Target Yield for Fe, Cu(pxn) Reactions at 35 and

50 MeV T. Itoga (Tohoku U.)

P.3 Measurements of Deuteron-Induced Activation Cross Sections for Aluminum, Copper

- 3 -
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and Tungsten in 22-34 MeV Region J. Hori (Kyoto U.)

PA Analysis of Continuum Spectra of (nd) Reactions with Direct Reaction Model

S.A. Sultana (Kyushu U.)

P.5 Investigation of the Proton-induced Reactions on Natural Molybdenum

M.S. Uddin (Tohoku U.)

P.6 Photodisintegration of Deuterium K.Y. Hara (Konan U.)

P.7 Total and partial photoneutron cross sections for I81Ta

S. Goko (Konan U.)

P.8 Verification of the Measuring Methods of the Thermal Neutron Capture Cross Sections

by Detecting Prompt and P-decay 7-rays I. Miyazaki (Nagoya U.)

P.9 Analysis of Low Energy Proton Capture Cross Section for Light Nuclei

T. Murata (Aitel)

P.10 Measurement of the Effective Cross Section of the Th-233(ny)Th-234 Reaction Using

the KUR Core H. Chatani (Kyoto U.)

P. I I Half-life of 228Pu and x Decay of 228 Np K. Nishio (AERI)

P. 12 Impact of the Total Absorption Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy on FP Decay Heat

Calculations T. Yoshida (Musashi Inst. Tech.)

P.13 Identification Of 156,pM through the 0-decay of 156Nd

0. Suematsu (Nagoya U.)

P. 14 Saturation of Asymmetric Nuclear Matter K. Oyamatsu (Aichi ShukutokuU.)

P. 15 Time Periodic Behaviors of the Compound Nucleus Coherent with the Incident

Neutron Wave at Resonances M. Ohkubo (N. Resonance Lab.)

P.16 Evaluation of Neutron Reaction Cross Sections for Astrophysics
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2.1 Present Status of Minor Actinide Nuclear Data

Tsuneo NAKAGAWA
Nuclear Data Center, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 39-1195
e-mall: nakagawa�ndc.tokaijaeri.gojp

Present status of neutron-induced fission and capture cross sctions of Np to Cm isotopes was
investigated. It is emphasized in this talk that new experimental data are needed in order to improve
the current evaluated nuclear data libraries.

1. Introduction
Nuclear data of minor actinides (MA) are important for estimation of aount of MA in reactors,

and for study of transmutation technology of MA. From the benchmark tests 1] with post irradiation
experiments indicated that the current evaluated data of JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-VI and JEFF-3.0 could
not predict well the amounts of MA in the reactors, in particular for Am and Cm isotopes. A report 2]
from a group studying ADS (Accelerator Driven System) for transmutation of MA showed large
discrepancies among k-eff values calculated from JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-VI and JEF-2.2. In order to
improve the current evaluated data, we have to know well the present status of MA data.

In the present paper, the status of thermal cross sections and the cross sections above I keV are
summarized mainly for Np, Am and Cm isotopes. The data of number of neutrons per fission are also
shown.

2. Thermal cross sections
The most serious problem of thermal neutron cross sections is the 24 'Am capture cross section.

Several experimental data exit for this cross section. However their recent experimental data are larger
than the thermal cross sections recommended in the current evaluated data libraries. Table I shows the
comparison of recent experimental data with the evaluated data. JENDL-3.3 gives the largest cross
section of 640 barns, while it is smaller than the experiments.

The total cross section of 24 'Am was measured before 1976 Those experimental data are well
reproduced by the current evaluated data. The total cross section at 00253 eV is about 650 barns at the
largest. The evaluation for JENDL-3 3 was based on mainly the total cross sections reported in 1970's,
and gave the large thermal cross section of 654 barns. However the recent experimental data for the
capture cross section are larger than this total cross section.

Katoh et al. 3 reported the thermal capture cross section of 237 Np recently. Their data of
141.7±5.4 barns is smaller than the evaluated data 162 b of JENDL-3 3 and 181 b of ENDF/B-VI
and JEFF-3.0) and experimental data of Kobayashi et al. 4] 158±3 b) and Weston et al 5] 180±6 b).

Table 2 shows the measurements reported after 1990 for the thermal cross sections, resonance
integrals and resolved resonance parameters. It is noticeable that the measurements for Cm isotopes
are quite scarce, and those for other isotopes are not many enough too. In order to improve the
evaluated data below the resonance region, we strongly need new experimental data for the MA.

Table 3 gives very rough status of the data in the thermal energy region. O" means that many
experimental data exit and the evaluated data are in good agreement with them, "n," that not enough
because of discrepancies among experimental data themselves and evaluated data, and " X " that no
experimental data are available, therefore the reliability of the evaluated data is quite low. For many
isotopes, the current experimental data are not enough and too old
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3. Lead Slowing Down Spectrometer
Cross-section measurements with lead slowing down spectrometers have been performed using

KULS at Kyoto University and RINS at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. These experimental facilities

have very strong neutron intensities. Therefore average cross sections can be measured with very good
statistical accuracies. Those data can be used to test the resonance parameters given in the evaluated

data libraries.
Figure I shows the 243 Am fission cross sections as an example. It is seen that the data of

JEFF-3.0 are too small, and the ENDF/B-VI has a little problem above 10 eV. From the comparison of
JENDL-3.3 and those experimental data, discrepancies have been found for 237NP fission , 237NP

capture , 244CM fission and 246CM fission cross sections 6]

4. Isomeric Ratio of 24'Am neutron capture cross section
The isomeric ratio (IR) of 241 Am neutron capture is one of important nuclear data for estimation

of nuclear production above 242 Am. Experimental data exist in the thermal region, which are about 09.

However no good experimental data are available in the higher energy region.

The data of JENDL-3.3 was calculated with the statistical model, and normalized to the upper

limit of error bar of the data measured by Wisshak et al. 7] at 29 keV However it has been pointed out
that the IR to 242gAM given in JENDL-3.3 is too small above the thermal region. Kawano et al. [8]

evaluated this quantity recently on the basis of the statistical model calculation and integral data

measured at Los Alamos, and obtained larger values than JENDL-3.3.
Figure 2 shows IR to the ground state of 242 Am. The data of 084 at 300 keV is an integral data

measured by Dovbenko et al. 9] using BR-5 reactor The data of Kawano et al. gives IR of about 0.85
in a typical fast reactor spectrum [10]. The data of Kawano et al. are the most reliable at the present

among the current evaluated data.

5. Cross Sections above I keV
Fission cross sections above I keV have relatively many experimental data. Figure 3 shows the

fission cross section of 24 'Am. The experimental data reported after 1980 in the figure are consistent

with each other and the data of JENDL-3.3 are in good agreement with them.
The fission cross section of 243 Am are shown in Fig. 4 The experimental data are separated into

two groups in the MeV region The reason of these discrepancies is not clear. JENDL-3.3 follows the

data in the lower group.
The data of 242 Cm are illustrated in Fig. 5. The data of ENDF/B-VI is largely underestimated.

JENDL-3.3 and JEFF-3 reproduce well experimental data.
In the case of 243CM fission cross section, the experimental data are discrepant with each other

as shown in Fig. 6 JENDL-3 3 is based on the most recent data of Fursov et al. [ 1 1 ]
In Figures 7 and 8, examples of capture cross sections are given. The 241 Am capture cross

section in Fig. 7 has experimental data up to several hundred keV. At the higher energies, evaluated
data are largely discrepant For the 243CM capture cross section, no experimental data are available in

the energy range above I keV We therefore cannot confirm the reliability of the current evaluated

data.
Table 4 shows the statistics of recent measurements of fission and capture cross sections

reported after 1990 The fission cross sections have been often reported. On the contrary no data have

been reported for the capture cross sections after 1990 The present status of the cross sections is
summarized in Table The situation of the fission cross section is better than the capture cross section

whose experimental data are too old or not available.

6. Number of Neutrons per Fission

An example of the total number of neutrons per fission (v) is given in Fig. 9 where shown are

the evaluated data of v-total and experimental data of v-prompt or v-total for 24 'Am. The evaluated

data are discrepant from each other. JENDL-3.3 adopted a fitting curve reported by Khokhlov et al

2 However their measured data points stored in EXFOR are not reproduced with the fitting curve as
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shown in the figure. Since these data points inconsistent with Ref, [ 2 were not available at the time
of evaluation, JENDL-3.3 dose not reproduce them.

In the case Of 243CM in Fig. 10, the experimental data exist only at the thermal energy. The
evaluated data reproduce those experimental data, while the.energy dependences are different. For
many nuclides the situation is the similar to 241CM.

7. Conclusions
It was found that the current experimental data are not enough to deduce the accurate evaluated

data for MA. New measurements are strongly expected for the 24'Am thermal cross sections, capture
cross sections above the resolved resonance region for Cm isotopes, and so on.
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Table I 24'Am thermal capture cross sections

Reference cross section barns)

Mughabghab 13] 587±12
Shinohara et al. [ 4 854±58
Fioni et al. [ 1 5 ] 696±48
Maidana et al.[ 6 (660)*
JENDL-3.3 640
ENDF/B-VI 619
JEFF-3.3 616

Maidana et al. 16] reported the cross section to 242 Am ground state 602±9 barris). The total
capture was estimated by assuming the isomeric ratio of 091.
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Table 2 Thermal cross sections, resonance integrals and resonance parameters reported after 1990

Nuclide thermal cross section Res. Integ. Res. Parms.

Np236 Gf(96) RIf(96) Res(96)

Np237 uc(94,03) Rlc(94,99,03) Res(94)

Np238 ac(03), yf(95,96,97) RIf(95) Res(96)

Pu236 (Ff(90) Rlf(90) Res(90)

Pu238 (Tf(90) Rlf(90)

Am241 cyc(97,0 1,0 1), yf(96) Rlc(97,01)

Am242g (TC(Ol)

Am242m CFf(O 1)

Am243 ac(98), Of(99)

Crn247 (yf(94) RIf(94) Res(94)

Table 3 Present status of thermal cross sections

Nuclide fission capture comments

Np237 Al A2 1) not agree with KULS 2 large discrepancies

Pu23 8 A A 1) old experiments.

Pu242 X 0

Am241 0 A 1) large discrepancies

Am242m Al X 1) large discrepancies

Arn243 Al A2 1) large discrepancies, 2 old experiments

Crn242 X Al 1) old experiments (absorption)

Cm243 A A old experiments

Cm244 A A old experiments

Crn245 0 A old experiments

Cm246 A A old experiments

Table 4 Fission and capture cross sections reported after 1990

Np236 (yf(96,97) Arn242m (yf(91,97,97)

Np237 (yf(rnany) Am243 (Tf(99,99)

Np238 (yf(96) Cm243 (yf(90,91,97)

Pu236 (yf(90,97) Cm244 uf(91,97)

Pu238 (5f(97) Cm245 cyf(91,91,97,97)

Pu242 (Tf(98) Cm246 cvf(91,97,97)

Pu244 uf(98) Cm247 (yf(91,91,94,97,97)

Arn241 af(99) Cm248 af(97)
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Table Present status of fission and capture cross sections

Nuclide fission capture comments

Np237 A I A2 1) discrepancies: E<100keV 2 not enough: E> 100keV

Pu238 A I A2 1) discrepancies. 2 old exp, no data: E> I 0keV

Pu242 01 A2 1) no exp.: E< I 0keV 2) no exp.: E> I 0keV

Am24I 0 A 1) no experiments: E>100keV

Am242m A 1 X 1) large discrepancies

Am243 Al A 1) large discrepancies

Cm242 A X 1) no experiments in the MeV region

Cm243 A X 1) no experiments: E<100keV

Cm244 Al x2 1) discrepancies. 2 no exp.: E> IO keV

Cm245 0 X

Cm246 0 X
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2.2 Present Status of Fission Yield Data

Jun-ichi KATAKURA
Nuclear Data Center

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-1195

e-mail ; katakura�ndc.tokai.jaeri.go.jp

Fission yield data of minor actinides are needed for transmutation of nuclear waste by an ADS system.
The yield data, however, are not enough for the application. The present status of the yield data is
presented in this report.

1 Introduction

In the study of transmutation systems of minor actinides using accelerator driven system (ADS), fission
yields data are needed for the calculation of neutron economy, reactor kinetics, decay heat and inventory.
The yields needed for the application are those by high energy neutron- or proton-induced fission. The
high energy means here that exceeds the range of traditional reactor application. In the reactor application
neutrons are produced by fission and the maximum energy is below 20 MeV. In an ADS system, however,
the primary neutrons are produced by spallation reaction by protons of energy of a few GeV. The energy
of the spallation neutrons exceeds much higher than 20 MeV. Then the fission yields as a function of
incident energy above 20 MeV are needed for such ADS application.

In this report the present status of fission yields data are described. First the situation of evaluated
nuclear data file is described. After that the status of systematics and nuclear model for high energy
fission is presented.

2 Status of Evaluated Nuclear Data File

There are several evaluated fission yield data, ENDF/B, JENDL, JEFF and so on. The number of types
of fission yield data is 60 for ENDF/B-VI [1] which has the most plentiful data. The JENDL-3.3 file 21
has 20 types of fission yield and the JEF-2.2 file 3 has 39 types. The number of fissile nuclides is 38
for ENDF/B-VI, 11 for JENDL-3.3 and 21 for JEF-2.2 respectively. As an example the data in the
ENDF/B-VI file are listed in Table 1. The data included in the file are designated as circle symbol.

Table Fission yield data in ENDF/B-VI

Nuclides Energy
Thermal Fission High Energy Spontaneous

-- 7T'-T h 0
229Th 0

232 Th 0 0
231 Pa 0
232u 0

233u 0 0 0

234-u 0 0

235u 0 0 0

236u 0 0

237u 0

238u 0 0 0

237 Np 0 0 0
238Np 0

continued on next page
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Nuclides Energy
Thermal Fission High Energy Spontaneous

238 Pu 0
239pu 0 0 0

240pu 0 0 0

241PU 0 0

242pu 0 0 0

241 Am 0 0 0
242rn Am 0

243 Am 0
242 Cm 0

243 Cm 0 0

244cM 0 0

245 Cm 0

246 Cm 0 0

248 Cm 0 0
249cf 0

25OCf 0

251 Cf 0

252 Cf 0

253 Es 0
254 Es 0

254 Fm 0
255 Fm 0
256 Fm 0

As seen in this table, the yield data are categorized as thermal, fission, high energy and spontaneous
fission. The therms of "thermal", "fission" and "high energy" mean that the energy of neutrons which
cause fission. The high energy means 14.7 MeV for traditional application. These categories are common
even for other evaluated data. The fission yield data by neutrons of much higher energy than 14.7 MeV
are -needed for the field of innovative nuclear technology like ADS to reduce high level nuclear waste.
These data, however, are not included in the evaluated nuclear data files available now.

For the ADS application it is reported that the yield data of the minor actinides from 217 Np through
141 Cm are needed for the incident energy up to 150 MeV[4]. The nuclides listed in table I cover the
needed nuclides but the energy is not enough for the application. Then systematics or nuclear models
are needed to be developed to estimate the fission yield of high energy fission.

IAEA organized in 1997 a Coordinated Research Program (CRP) entitled "Fission Product Yield
Data Required for Transmutation of Minor Actinide Nuclear Waste" to develop fission yield systematics
or nuclear models as a tool for an evaluation of energy dependent fission yields up to 150 MeV. As the
scope of the CRP covers the ADS application, the benchmark tests proposed in the IAEA CRP are briefly
described in the next section.

3 IAEA Benchmark Test

The purpose of the CP is to develop systematics or nuclear model which is applicable to transmutation
of nuclear waste. During the term of the CRP some systematics and model calculations had been
presented by the participants. The CRP was first planned to be 4 years term. At the planned last
meeting, benchmark calculations using the systematics and theoretical models presented in the CRP were
proposed and the CRP was extended for one year to accomplish the proposed benchmark calculations.
In the benchmark calculations, two kinds of comparisons were performed. One is the comparison with
experimental mass distribution which is called Type A comparison. The other is the comparison among
the calculations using the proposed systematics and theoretical models. The second type comparison is
called Type B. The proposed benchmark calculations are listed in Table 2.

As the Type B comparisons are performed among calculations only, it is a good demonstration of the
present status of the fission yield prediction.
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Table 2 Benchmark Calculation

Type A, Type 
Nuclide Energy (MeV) Nuclide Energy (MeV)
17U_ Thermal, 1.0 -- "I Np 13, 28, 50, 100, 16F
2"Np Thermal, 5.0+5.5, 16.5 24'Am 13, 28, 50, 100, 160
245Cm Thermal 245CM 13, 28, 50, 100, 160
238u 1.6, 55, 8, 10, 14-15 21

13, 28, 50, 100, 160
Ep= 20, 50

239pU 0.17 79, 14-15
242pU 15.1

The comparisons were performed for the mass distributions of post- and pre-neutron emissions. As
the systematics we proposed [5] is that can calculate only the mass distribution of post-neutron emission,
the comparisons of the mass distribution of post-neutron emission are shown.

As examples of Type A comparisons, some of the mass distributions of low energy fission, intermediate
energy and high energy fission are shown here. These comparisons are those presented at the CRP meeting
in 2002. The result of the comparison of the low energy fission is shown in Fig. 1.

Data of 29Pu (nf 017 Mev, post-neutron emission as ratio to
10I Vahl's systematics

010 ........... ............. Xr ... ... ......... ....

-1
10 ..... .. .... .. ......... ... . .... ...... ... ....... ....... ..................... .............. .......... ..... . ......... .....

V
2o ..................................... ............. .. ... ................
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-3 .. ..... ....10 ............ Talys (D. 17 Mevj........... ............. ... .. .. .. ....... ........ ..... ..... .......... ....... ..
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2
l o .. ............ ................ ... ............. .......... ... ...................................... ... .....................

10'

80 100 120 140 160
Mass

Fig. I Mass distribution Of 239pU fission by 017 MeV neutrons

The lines in the figure are the mass distributions calculated by participants using systematics or
theoretical models. The upper part shows the mass distributions and the lower part the ratios to Wahl's
systematics. Two calculations by systematics designated as Wahl and Katakura seem to be consistent
with te measured data designated by square. The calculations by theoretical model designated as Brosa
and Talys show large deviation at the valley part of the distribution. Figure 2 shows the comparison of
the mass distribution of 238U fission by 160 MeV neutrons. The energy of 160 MeV is close to the limit
in the CRP scope.
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Data of 238 (f) 160 Iev, post-rieutrou emission as ra tio to
Tahl's systematics
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Fig. 2 Mass distribution of 238U fission by 160 MeV neutrons

As seen in these figures the deviation among the calculations of high energy fission seems to be less
than that of low energy fission but the descrepancy still remain at valley and the wing part.

As other examples, the comparisons of intermediate energy fission are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Data of 238U (nf) 5.5 Key, post-aeutron emission as ratio to
Wahl's systematics
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Fig. 3 Mass distribution of 231U fission by 5.5 MeV neutrons
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Data of 239Pu (nf) 14.5 Mev, pmL-neuLron emission as ratio to
Tahl's systematics
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Fig. 4 Mass distribution of "'Pu fission by 14.5 MeV neutrons

These comparisons show the degree of the reproduction of the systematics or nuclear models used.
The reproduction of the proposed systematics and nuclear models seems to be still not enough.

For Type comparisons, the mass distributions of 237 Np, 241 Am and 244CM by 13 MeV and 160 MeV
are shown in Figs. 5 6 and 7 The left-hand side in these figure shows the mass distribution by 13 MeV
neutrons and the left-hand side the mass distribution by 160 MeV.
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Fig. Mass distributions of 117 Np fission by 13 and 160 MeV neutrons
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Fig. 6 Mass distributions of 24'Am fission by 13 and 160 MeV neutrons
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Fig. 7 Mass distributions Of 24 CM fission by 13 and 160 MeV neutrons

In these figures, the evaluated data of ENDF are also shown for 237 Np and 24'Am fission by 13 MeV
neutrons. In the ENDF file, mass distributions by "high energy" neutrons are given for 237 Np and 24'Am.
As the term of "high energy" means 14.7 MeV in the ENDF file which is close to 13 MeV, those data are
shown for comparison. As there are no experimental data comparable for these yield, these comparisons
only sow the difference among different types of systematics and theoretical models. We can not say
which one is good or bad. These figures show just the present status of fission yield prediction. In order
to develop more reliable systematics or theoretical model, more data of minor actinides by high energy
fission are strongly required.

4 Summary

The status of fission yield data was presented in this report. The evaluated data of fission yield are re-
stricted in the region of traditional nuclear energy application. For the application to ADS system, fission
yield data by higher energy neutrons than 100 MeV are needed. For such high energy fission, the present
systematics or theoretical models are not alway give reliable estimation. In the technological application,
it is important to know the accuracy of the estimated values. In order to have reliable accuracy, measured
data of minor actinides in high energy region are indispensable. Although the measurement using minor
actines seems to be difficult, it would be a challenging task for experimentalists interested in ADS or
advance nuclear energy systems.
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The latest version of Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (JENDL-3.3) was released in

last year. Primary purpose of this study was to estimate an effect of a revision of nuclear data library

on neutronics characteristics of accelerator-driven subcritical system (ADS). The burnup

calculations using both JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 were performed for JAERI proposed ADS. The

detailed contribution of each nuclide and reaction on the difference of the calculation results, such

as effective multiplication factor and burnup swing, were investigated. Moreover, to validate the

nuclear data of actinides, the burnup analysis for the actinides samples irradiated at the Dounreay

Prototype Fast Reactor were carried out.

1. Introduction

The Japanese long-term program called OMEGA has started in 1988 for research and

development of new technologies for partitioning and transmutation of minor actinides (MA) and

fission products. Under the OMEGA Program, for a dedicated transmutation system, the Japan

Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has been proceeding with the research and development

on accelerator-driven subcritical system ADS[ .

The ADS is a hybrid system that consists of a proton accelerator, a spoliation target and a

subcritical core. The proton beam current required to keep predefined power level is directly related

to the effective multiplication factor (k,,,) of system. Therefore, calculational. accuracies of k., and

burnup change of k, are very important in neutronics design of ADS. In the latest version of

Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library, JENDL-3.3, nuclear data for many MA nuclides were

revised from previous version, JENDL-3.2. In this study, the effect of a revision of nuclear data

library on neutronics characteristics of ADS, especially k., and burnup swing, were investigated.

2. Effect of Nuclear Data on Nuclear Characteristics of ADS

The latest version of Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library (JENDL-3.3) was released in

last year. Primary purpose of this study was to estimate an effect of a revision of nuclear data library

affects on neutronics characteristics of accelerator-driven subcritical system (ADS). The calculated

neutronics characteristics were effective multiplication factor (k,,,) and burnup swing. The burnup

calculations using both JENDL-3 3 and JENDL-3.2 were performed.

The calculated core was a lead-bismuth cooled ADS proposed by JAERI[2] for a dedicated

transmutation system of MA For the fuel, mixture of mono-nitride of MA 60%) and plutonium

(40%) recovered from high-level waste from power reactor were used with inert matrix In this study,

two types fuel wth different isotopic composition of MA were assumed. Case-1 ad Case-2

corresponded to MA from spent fuel of UO, and MOX fuel PWR, respectively 3]. The isotopic

compositions of MA for both cases are indicated in Tablel. The burnup calculations were

performed using revised ATRAS code system[4] under conditions of initial k, of 95 (results by
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JENDL-3.2), core thermal power of 80OMWth, and proton beam energy of I 5GeV Bunrup period

was 600 effective full power days. After each burnup cycle, all fuel were removed from the core and

recycled for next burnup cycle after cooling time. In the refabrication process, the fission products

were removed and only MA of equal mass to the burnup fuel was added to the recycled fuel.

Time evolutions of k,,f during five burnup cycle are showed in Fig. I. In Case-1, difference

between results using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3 2 for k,,, at initial state and the burnup swing is

small. On the other hand, in Case-2, kff at initial state by JENDL-3.3 is about 2 smaller than that

by JENDL-3.2, and difference of burnup swing is significant. To survey the reason of discrepancy

between the results using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3 2 contribution of each miclide for difference

of k., at beginning and end of first cycle were calculated. The results are shown in Table 2 From

Table 2 in Case-1, it is obvious that contributions of 13'Np and 24 'Am are dominant and compensate

each other, though k,,, values sows good agreement In Case-2, contribution of 14'Am is

emphasized since an amount of 2NP is very small in MA For 217 Np, 14'Am, and 24'Am. which are

main nuclides in MA, contribution of each reaction on difference of k., at BOC of first cycle are

presented in Table 3 The results showed that the effects of capture reaction and vX, are dominant.

For .. Np and 24'Am, sensitivity analysis were carried out using SAGEP code[51 to investigate

more detailed information which is depend on neutron energy. The sensitivity coefficients,

difference of cross section between JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2, and the energy breakdown of

reactivity cange are shown in Fig.2 The sensitivity coefficients of fission cross section and v-value

have peak values about I MeV because the threshold fission cross section, while that of capture cross

section are large from 10keV to MeV. From energy breakdown of reactivity change of "Np and

24'Am, differences of cross section above 10 keV are dominant for the difference of k,,,. Moreover,

the contribution of v-values overcome the effect of fission cross sections, since v-values changed

about 3 for both 2"Np and 24 'Am. The results showed that the effect of a revision of nuclear library

on neutronics characteristics of ADS is significant

3. Validation of Nuclear Data using Integral Experiment

For evaluation and improvement of nuclear data, not only differential experiments but also

integrated experiments are indispensable. Actinide samples which were irradiated in the Dounreay

Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) are precious experimental data for MA[6,7]. The samples were

milligram quantities of actinide oxides of 21 different isotopes from thorium to curium. The results

of chemical analyses and comparison with calculations] results by JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3 2 are

shown in Fig.3. In Fig 3 fission per initial metal atom (FIMA) for samples and difference between

beginning and ending of chemical analyses for main isotopes in samples are presented for some

typical samples. The calculations were done by ORIGEN-2 code[S].

The results showed that differences between GE values using ENDL-3 3 and JENDL-3.2 are

small for FIMA. On the other hand, for difference during irradiation for main isotopes, the C/E

values for 215 U and 24'Am by ENDL 3 are improved, though the result of 21'Np sho Ws

underestimation. Large disagreement for 2111 Pu sample does not change. Therefore, from the burnup

analysis for actinide samples irradiated at PR, further improvement is needed for nuclear data of

MAwhile ENDL-3.3 shows relatively good result

4. Conclusion

The effect of the revision of nuclear data in JENDL-3 3 on neutronics characteristics of ADS,

such as k,, and burnup swing, was investigated The results showed that the effect of the revision was

significant. The contribution of the capture cross section and the v-value of 27 Np and 24 'Am were

especially large. Moreover, for the validation of nuclear data, the burnup calculations for the

actinide samples irradiated at PR were performed. For 21'U and 24'Am, the calculation results by
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JENDL-3.3 are improved though the result of 23'Np shows underestimation. For MA miclides,

further improvement of nuclear data is needed.
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Table I Plutonium and MA compositions resulting from reprocessing of U02(Case-1) and

MOX(Casc-2) fuel from PWR (nuclide atom%)

Case-1 Case-2
238PU 2.7 4 1
239PU 55.3 4 9
2,10pU 23.9 305
241PU 9.5 106
242PU 7.1 1 13

24'Am 1.5 1 7

Total 100 100

'23 1Np 46 4 4 4
24 'Am 37.1 5 3
243 Am 12.7 26.1
244cM 3.8 11.3

Total 100 100
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Table 2 Contribution of each actinide nuclides for difference of k., by JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3 2

at BOC and EOC of first cycle (%Ak/k)

Nuclides Case- 1 Case-2
BOC EOC BOC EOC

Np -0.908 -0 717 -0.091 -0.075
238PU 0.051 0 403 0.084 0 035
239PU 0.016 0.072 0.010 -0 038
240PU -0.078 -0.117 -0.105 -0 146
241PU -0.010 0.099 -0.014 0.117
242PU -0.011 -0.026 -0.019 -0.040
24'Am 1.304 0 980 2.140 1.640
242"A m - -0.218 - -0.302

243 Am 0.120 0 088 0.249 0.198
242cM - -0.074 - -0.099

243cM - -0.011 - -0 009

244cM 0.010 -0.011 0 030 -0 004

245cM - -0 061 - -0.115

Table 3 Contribution of each reaction of 237 Np, 24'Am, and 243 Am for difference of k,, by JENDL-3.3

and JENDL-3.2 at BOC of first cycle (%Ak/k)

Case-I

Total Z, .1, VI, 1,

--- 73'Np -0 908 -0.573 0 040 -0.395 0 030
24'Am 1.304 0.639 0 009 0.544 0 112

243 Am 0.120 0.131 0 004 -0 012 -0.004

Case-2

Total Z, 1, VE, 2:�

--- n'Np -0.091 -0.055 0 004 -0.041 0.002

24'Am 1.640 1 014 0 016 0.939 0.174

243 Am 0 198 0.275 0 008 -0.027 -0.010

0 98 0 98 . . .

Case-1 Case-2

0 97 0 97 -

0 96 - ---- ---- k-eff (JENDL-3.2) 0.96 -

k-eff (JENDL-3.3)
:r_
I? 95 95

0 94 0 94 

0 93 O.,93 k-eff (JENDL-3.2)

% k-eff (J E N D L-3 3)

0 92 0.92
0 1000 2000 3000 0 1000 2000 3000

Burnup Days Burnup Days

Fig. I Time evolutions of k,,, during five burnup cycle
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Abstract

Proton induced isotopic transformation in spallation targets of accelerator-driven systems
(ADS) is becoming a key factor in selecting the reference target material&design options. The
present paper gives an outlook of the current status of data on spallation products from the view-
point of nuclear egineering stressing the isotopes whose accumulation would significantly
effect the target performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

The maturing of the accelerator technology toward practical implementation in the form
of accelerator-driven systems gave rise to the specific concern about isotope transformation in
neutron producing targets. Associated terminology sometimes looks confusing. The term
"spallation" that in nuclear physics is generally reserved for identification of specific nuclear
reaction with emission of secondary nucleons, by engineering community is taken in a complex
like "spallation neutron source" or "spallation target" to identify the vital design element
responsible for neutron generation induced by accelerated ions. Strictly speaking, in this element
pure spallation reaction might be accompanied by reactions like, for example, high energy
fission and multi-fragmentation having a different mechanism from classical spallation In
addition to that, if the target is large enough, the secondary nucleons emitted through spallation
will be moderated and trigger the nuclear reactions trough mechanism of compound nucleus,
like capture reaction.

Leaving the terminological issue to the field of nuclear physics, by "spallation products"
(SP) in this paper we mean those nuclides accumulated in neutron producing target which are
different from initial target material. Nowadays, at the edge of ADS implementation, it seems to
be instructive to compare the current status of SP-data with that of fission products (FP) at the
edge of implementation of critical nuclear reactors. In his classical monograph on physics of
nuclear kinetics, G. Keepin pointed out that measurement of about 120 FP resulted in a
reasonably accurate picture of mass and charge distribution for major fuels [I]. Available data on
FP yields in neutron induced fission is usually tabulated for thermal, I MeV and 14 MeV of
incident neutron energies and this covers all the spheres of fission technology application. The
situation with SP is much more complicated. Though the list of materials for spallation target of
ADS is limited to several heavy elements (Sn, Ta, W, Hg, Pb, Bi, Th, U), the energy of incident
protons considered in ADS ranges from hundred MeV to several GeV. In this energy interval
nuclides with mass number characteristic to FP form only the subset of long list of SP ranging
from light fragments like tritons and helium to isotopes closed to initial target materials. Because
of high price and complexity of the experiments with accelerator, experimental data base on SP
yields is rather limited. Before the burst of interest to ADS from technological community (that
happened about two decades ago) the high energy experiments were almost entirely focused on
speci ic aspects of nuclear physics, like problem-oriented cross-section systematics. As for the
engineering community, in early ADS projects, it was sufficient to know spatial distribution of
neutron and heat generation to estimate target design characteristics and this was well supported
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by simulation with computer codes based on existing models validated on some integral
experiments. This stage of research was comprehensively reviewed in Ref, 2.

Further maturing of ADS development put forward the necessity of detailed knowledge
of nuclear processes to estimate the dose impact for personnel, material damage, target cooling
time and decommissioning scenarios, These challenges were considered in Ref 3 which made an
attempt to prioritize the needed experiments. In brief, the high priority list of isotopes and
reactions was elaborated with the upper energy assumed at 200 MeV. Above this energy the
high-energy transport codes are recognized to reveal sufficient predictive power. In the list of
isotopes four nuclides belonging to the class of target materials 184 W, 208Pb , 232Th, 23SU were
nominated 3].

Currently, for technological reasons liquid metal spallation targets keep the leading
positions among candidates for ADS, lead and lead-bismuth eutectic being of the highest priority.
Recent progress and history of studies on residual nuclides in lead irradiated by protons are
summarized and reviewed in Ref.4. It is worth to refer briefly the activity of three experimental
groups which keep nowadays the leadership in experimenting on spallation products' yields and
the number of reactions inherent to analysis of lead targets. Given in Ref.4 are the results of
experiments on 127 residual nuclides from lead for proton energies between 64.8 and 26 GeV
identified in ZSR Hannover) by gamma spectrometry 4]. For fixed proton energy of GeV,
production cross-sections of more than 400 nuclides were measured with direct gamma
spectrometry at ITEP (Moscow) [5]. By the inverse kinematic method realized in GSI
(Darmstadt) with magnetic fragment separation about 900 nuclides from GeV/A 208Pb+p
reaction were identified 6]. As one can see the list of SP depends on experimental technique and
this list anyway exceeds the list of fission products recognized as essential for reactor kinetic.
Obviously such a long list of nuclides illustrates the skills of experimental groups and definitely
might help to improve the theoretical models responsible for simulation of high-energy nuclear
reactions. However the question about significance of SP accumulation is still open and this
paper attempts in identification of particular group of SP that might effect on ADS performance.
This is done on the basis of lead target which is treated as the number one candidate for ADS
designing.

2. GLANCE AT MASS DISTRIBUTION

Figure gives a typical illustration of SP yields obtained with computer code
CASCADE (original Russian code developed especially for the high-energy simulation in Joint
Institute of Nuclear Research (Dubna) and modified in Obninsk Institute of Nuclear Power
Engineering (Obninsk 7 The reference energy is 16 GeV which is the highest one among
ADS projects. Figure 2 incorporates the experimental data obtained by leading experimental
groups with reference energy of GeV [5]. As one can see from F.1 typical SP distribution
curve reveals three classes of spallation products. One is represented by sharp peak in the region
of light nuclides (isotopes of hydrogen and helium). The second one comprises ntermediate
nuclides with mass numbers characteristic to fission products of nuclear reactors. The third is
formed near the mass number of initial target nuclei. The gap between the last two peaks for
heavy uclides (W, Pb, U) is filled by either products of high-energy fissions (descending heavy
fragment tail) or residuals from evaporation stage following spallation reaction (sometimes they
refer to this as "deep spallation"). Non-uniqueness of nuclear mechanism responsible for this
region leads to significant uncertainties as it is shown in Fig.2 that gives an order-of-magnitude
difference in experimental data. Simulation with help of theoretical models gives even more
pronounced difference. Figure 3 reflects this fact by showing production cross-sections for
ytterbium, neodymium and lead isotopes (incorporated data was taken partly from Rf. IO and
added with results obtained with CASCADE 7] and MCNPX [ 1 1 ] codes. As it is seen for the
case of lead isotopes, the closer residual nuclide to initial target material, the better agreement
among the theoretical results and experimental data is observed. Ytterbium and neodymium
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isotopes are representative of the residuals close to the valley between two peaks and theoretical
modeling in this region definitely needs to be improved.

The detailed comparison of the models is out of the scope of the present report, though
significance of the uclides of this region is stressed in the next section.
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3 CHALLENGE OF SPALLATION PRODUCTS

So far the experimental studies on SP accumulation were oriented to validation of
general predictive power of theoretical models and associated computer codes. In view of
complexity of the processes involved it seems to be difficult to provide reasonable accuracy for
all the range of mass numbers and, for this reason, it is instructive to select the nuclides of
importance and concentrate the efforts on improving the accuracy in this particular area. Several
criteria from technology side might be put forward. Among them radiation damage, corrosion
and radiological issues are of the highest importance. Liquid metal targets give the possibility to
reduce significantly the problem of radiation damage, (for example swelling due to accumulation
of gaseous SP is avoided) and this fact stimulated interest to lead and lead-bismuth eutectic.
Corrosion issues of SP accumulation have not been studied yet. The main focus was one the
analysis of their radioactivity. Frequently targets are compared with respect to accumulation of
polonium which is volatile and toxic (210po undergoes alpha decay with T/2 =138 days).
Accumulation of 210po goes mainly by neutron capture in 209B1, thus giving the possibility of
one-step production reaction in the Pb-Bi eutectic, and, at least two-step reaction in pure lead
starting from neutron capture in double-magic nucleus of 208Pb. Polonium was an important
argument and continuous issue of contention in the debate of advantages and disadvantages of
lead and lead-bismuth targets.

Several target design options were developed exclusively to response polonium. challenge.
Thus, polonium free operation was considered as the main point in favor of solid tungsten 121
and liquid tin 131 spallation targets. Lead-tin alloy (38.lPb-61.9Sn) was proposed as a target
material with no "serious polonium or toxic daughters' accumulation" 14]. Opposite to
aforementioned accentuation of polonium, in Russia there is an opinion that itsactivity is not a
big problem and could not be a criterion in making the choice between lead and lead-bismuth, at
least. The main reason, as they say, is that "the main contribution to long-lived activitY T1/ >

100 days) for both target materials is caused not by2'0Po, but by various isotopes of Bi, Te, Hg,
and Au accumulated due to (pxn) and (nxn) reactions in high-energy part of proton and neutron
spectra" [15]. For example, specific activity of mercury isotopes exceeds that of poloni-um by
factor of 35, at proton energy and current of 800 MeV and 130 mA, correspondingly, and they
single out the long-lived 194 Hg 520 yr) nuclide rather than polonium 16]. Whatever elaborated
analysis of induced activity could be performed it would offer no more than pure nuclear physics
and is insufficient to judge on how inuch adverse effect this brings to the human environment.
Along with relatively high specific activity, implicitly included in the polonium concern is its
alpha decay mode and volatile physical form whose combination brings polonium inhalation
toxicity to an extreme. All this should emphasize the importance of toxicity units for
characterization of induced activity. With respect to spallation products such a characterization
was done by the authors of the present paper in Ref.17,18 that reveals the importance of rare
earths. Among them there several alpha emitters (see Fig.4), four of them being with half-lives
less than that of uranium 116 SM (TI/2-IxIO'yr), "8 Gd (TI/2=74.6yr), 15'Gd (T1/2=l.8Xl06Yr)62 64 64

and 154 Dy (T,12=3xl 06 yr). For incident proton energy of about GeV, their location in mass66

distribution is in the problematic interval identified in the previous section. Figure gives 90%
fraction of the overall generated toxicity (which is just a translation of the cumulative yield
(measured in atoms per proton) into toxicity units (ALI per proton)) for some representative
reactions. For broad interval of proton energy these values are determined by only three uclides:
11'-Cd (T,12=14.1 yr) for tin, 114 Hg(TI/2=520 yr) contributing generated toxicity of lead at low
energies, and 148Gd(TI/2=74.6 yr), which is significant for both tungsten and lead. Judging from
Fig.5, overall generated toxicity (with exception of tin) is increased with energy increase and,
what important, this growth is largely due to 148Gd which is the RE isotope. Important to note,
that tungsten advocated for his polonium-free advantage reveals the highest toxicity exclusively
due to alpha activity of rare earths. Coming back to Fig.1 one can conclude that their
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accumulation in W target is more pronounced than in Pb (or Pb-B') because mass number of
initial nuclides is closer to this problematic region.

Fragment of Chart oft he Nuclides Containing Rare Earths
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Fig.4 Fragment of Chart of Nuclides with Fig.5 Toxicity from singular interaction of proton with
alpha-emitting Rare Earths one nucleus in Pb-Bi, W, and Sn targets as a function of

proton energy [ 71

Figure 6 ab comprise the dynamics of 21 OPo and important SP accumulation in large bare Pb-Bi
target expressed in units of activity (Bq) and toxicity (ALI). Polonium reaches its equilibrium
state within I year - operation time common for nuclear facilities between two successive
shutdowns for maintenance. Other nuclides presented by Fig.6 require several decades. Since
their half-lives longer than for 210Po, their decay within maintenance periods is not essential, so,
one can reasonably expect that all the selected nuclides reach equilibrium within the ADS
lifetime. It is seen that for the reference beam parameters 210Po euilibrium activity is inferior
only to tritium (Fig. 6,a), Nevertheless, tritium hazard generally is not stressed in SPanalysis.
Implicitly, it warns that activity is a crude measure in hazard characterization. Figure 6,b
underlines the significance of alpha emitting rare earths exemplified by "Gd (T,,,=74.6 yr)
whose equilibrium toxicity is almost by one order of magnitude higher than that of 210po Wat
important is that their toxicities become equal rather soon 'ust after 35 years of operation. The

210poessential result is that neither activity nor is a criterion to select material for target of ADS.
Rather than these, the toxicity of alpha emitting rare earths must be carefully looked at. Recently,
similar conclusion was reported by Los Alamos group They found that despite of low activity
level of 148Gd it encompasses almost two thirds of the total dose burden in the LANSCE
fcilities based on present yield estimates 9.
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Fig.6 Time dependent activity (Bq) and toxicity (ALI) of selected isotopes
in Pb-Bi target irradiated with I GeV protons (beam current 50 mA)
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Rare earths are known also for their large capture cross-sections and they are broadly used in
reactors as burnable poisons. The effect of their accumulation on neutronics and reactivity
coefficients in ADS is knot touched yet. That is subject of our ftiture research.

3 CONCLUSIONS

The focus of this paper is on accumulation of spallation products from the view point of
their effect on target performance. Rare earths spallation products were identified as the most
problematic in terms of toxicity. Review of experiments on their accumulation showed the big
discrepancy in available data. Theoretical evaluations do not agree well either. Thus
improvement of data on rare earths production in spallation target is important for further
successful ADS development.
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2.5 Particle and Heavy Ion ']Transport Code System; PHITS

Koji Niita

RIST (Research Organ' atzon for Information Sczence & Technology)
Tokm-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraks-ken 319-1106, Japan

Intermediate and high energy nuclear data are strongly required i design study
of many facilities such as accelerator-driven systems, intense pulse spallation neutron
sources, and also in medical and space technology. There is, however, few evaluated
nuclear data of intermediate and high energy nuclear reactions. Therefore, we have to
use some models or systematics for the cross sections, which are essential ingredients
of high energy particle and heavy ion transport code to estimate neutron yield, heat
deposition and many other quantities of the transport phenomena in materials

We have developed general purpose particle and heavy ion transport Monte Carlo
code system, PHITS (Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System) [1], based on the
NMTC/JAM code 2 by the collaboration of Tohoku University, JAERI and RST.
The PHITS has three important ingredients which enable us to calculate (1) high
energy nuclear reactions up to 200 GeV, 2 heavy ion collision and its transport in
material, 3) low energy neutron transport based on the evaluated nuclear data.

In the PHITS, the cross sections of high energy nuclear reactions axe obtained by
JAM model 3 JAM (Jet AA Microscopic Transport Model) 3 is a hadronic cascade
model, which explicitly treats all established hadronic states including resonances and
all hadron-hadron cross sections parametrized based on the resonance model and string
model by fitting the available experimental data.

The PHITS can describe the transport of heavy ions and their collisions by making
use of JQMD 4 and SPAR code. The JMD (JAERI Quantum Molecular Dynamics)
[4] is a simulation code for nucleus nucleus collisions based on the molecular dynamics.
The SPAR code is widely used to calculate the stopping powers and ranges for charged
particles and heavy ions.

The PHITS has included some part of MCNP4C code, by which the transport of
low energy neutron, photon and electron based on the evaluated nuclear data can be
described. F�jrthermore, the high energy nuclear data like LA150 and JENDL high
energy file can be also used by the PHITS.

[1] H. Iwase, et al.: J. Nucl. Sci. Technol. 39 2002) 1142
[2] K. Niita, et al.: Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B-84 2001) 406
[3] Y. Nara, et al.: Phys, Rev. C61, 024901 2001)
[4] K. Niita, et al.: Phys, Rev. C52, 2620 1995)
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2.6 Analysis of RMWR (Reduecd-Modcration Water Reactor) Mockup Experiments in FCA using

JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3

M. Andoh, M. -ukushima, T. Yamane and S. Okajima

Research Group for Reactor Physics, Department of Nuclear Energy System,

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-1112
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Abstracts

The critical experiments have been carried out at the FCA to estimate the accuracy of

prediction of the core characteristics in the design study of RMVvR. A part of the experiments was

analyzed by two different conventional deterministic methods: the SRAC code system and a standard

calculation code system for a fast reactor, and a probabilistic method, WP. The C/E values were

compared between the JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 libraries. The calculation overestimates the

criticality. The C/E values of the central fission rate ratios become larger in the order, F49/F25,

F37/F25, 1728/1725. For C28/F25 the calculation agrees with the measured one within twice of the

experimental error. For the moderator void effect the calculation underestimates the measurement.

When the C/E values are compared between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3, there is no large C/E

discrepancy between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 except for the criticality. For the criticality

JENDL-3.3 gives larger C/E value than JENDL-3.2.

1. Introduction

To estimate the accuracy of prediction of core characteristics in the design study of RMWR'),

a program of critical experiments was planned at the fast critical facility, FCA. This program

consisted of two phases; the first phase ctical experiments in the mock-up core composed of uranium

fuel plates and the second ones in the mock-up core composed of a combination of uranium and

plutonium fuel plates to simulate MOX fuel. The principal aim of the first phase experiments is to

study the basic characteristics of the RMWR core and that of the second phase is focused on the

nuclear characteristics of the MOX fueled ore. The first phase experiments were carried out

between 2001 and 2002. The second phase ones are under way

These experiments have been analyzed by using JENDL-3.22) and JENDL-3.3') libraries and

their results have been compared.
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2. Brief Description of Mockup cores

The FCA-RMWR mockup core is a coupled system of a central test zone and a driver zone.

The test zone is represented by a close to rectangular prism with about 38 cm in square base and 61

cm in height, as shown in Fig. 1. It is surrounded by the enriched U driver zone and two blanket

zones; an inner blanket zone of 30cm in thickness containing a significant amount of depleted uranium

oxide and sodium, and an outer blanket zone of 15cm in thickness containing only depleted uranium

metal. The test zone is composed of a combination of uranium/plutomum fuel plates and moderator

material (foamy polystyrene) plates to simulate the neutron energy spectrum of RMWR (Fig. 2. The

principal cell averaged parameters of the test zone are shown in Table 1. The cell averaged fissile

enrichment of the test zone is 15 atom % of 235U and the hydrogen to nuclear fuel atomic number ratio

(H/Fuel) is systematically changed from 0 I to 0.8.

The measurements were made for criticality (keff value), central fission rate ratios,

moderator void reactivity worth, central sample reactivity worth and 238U Doppler effect.

3. Calculation method

The nuclear reactions in the RMWR core are dominantly occurred in the interinediate

neutron energy range. Two different conventional deterministic methods, therefore, were used to

analyze the experiments; the SRAC code system and a standard calculation code system for a fast

reactor (FR code system). The cell averaged effective cross sections for each cell were obtained by

the collision probability calculation with a one-dimensional infinite slab model and the group constant

set generated from the JENDL-3.2 or JENDL-3.3 libraries. The effective cross sections in the

resonance energy range were calculated by the table-look-up method of resonance shielding factors

based on the narrow resonance approximation. The criticality and the forward and adjoint fluxes

were calculated by the three-dimensional transport calculation code THREEDANT with PO-S8

approximation. The infinite dilution cross section of fission reaction for the detector was used in the

central fission rate calculation while the cell averaged effective capture cross section was used in the

central capture rate calculation,

In order to minimize the uncertainties of core geometrical modeling and data processing for

the multi group cross sections generation, a probabilistic calculation system, a continuous-energy

Monte Carlo code MVP, was also used to analyze the criticality (keff value) and the central fission rate

ratios. In this analysis, the numbers of neutron histories were 2 millions and millions for the

criticality and the central reaction rate ratios with considering the geometrical model of the detector,

respectively.

4. Comparison between Calculation and Experiment

The comparison between calculated (C) and experimental (E) results, C/E value, is shown in

Table 2 to 4.
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Criticalfty

The calculation overestimates the criticality. In the deterministic methods, the anisotropic

effect of neutron leakage, caused by the plate-type fuels and materials, cannot be considered. If the

effect is considered, the calculated value will become about 12% smaller. When the results are

compared between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3, JENDL-3.3 gives larger C/E values than JENDL-3.2.

Central reaction rate ratio

The GE values of the central fission rate ratios become larger in the order , 239PU/235u

(F49/F25) 2NP/135U (F37/F25), 231U�31U (F28/F25). From these results, the calculation code

systems have a tendency to give a harder neutron spectrum. There is no significant difference in the

C/E values between the SRAC and FR systems except for the F49/F25 in the XXI-ID core. The

MVP calculation with JENDL-3.3 gives large underestimation for the F49/F25 in the XXIT-I (65V)

core. We need further investigation in the analysis of it. For the ratio of 238U capture to 235U fission

rates (C28/F25), the MVT calculation agrees with the measured data within twice of the experimental

error. When the C/E values of the C23/1725 are compared between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3, there

is no large difference between them.

Reactivi1y Worth Measurement

As the moderator void effect, the reactivity worth caused by the void fraction change of

polystyrene plates from 65% to 95% in the central cell of the test zone were measured. The

calculation underestimates the measured value by 10% and more. The GE values obtained by

JENDL-3.2 agree with those by JENDL-3.3.

As the 238U Doppler effect, the Doppler reactivity worth of the U02 sample due to sample

temperature change from room temperature to 800'C was measured. The calculation with using

JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 agrees with the experiment within twice of measurement error.

In the analysis of Pu sample reactivity worth, the SRAC system shows the GE dependency

on Pu contents. When the C/E values are compared between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3, there is no

large discrepancy.

5. Summary

The critical experiments at the FCA have been carried out to estimate the accuracy of

prediction of core characteristics in the design study of RMWR. The first phase experiments, of

which the purpose is to study the basic characteristics of the RMWR core, were finished. The second

phase experiments, which are focused on the nuclear characteristics of the MOX feled core, are under

way. The analyses were earned out by two different conventional deterministic methods, the SRAC

code system and a standard calculation code system for a fast reactor (FR code system), and a

probabilistic method, MVP. The C/E values were compared between the JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3

libraries.

In the analysis of the criticality, the calculation overestimated the measurement and
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JENDL-3.3 gives larger C/E values than JENDL-3 2 For the central reaction rate ratio, the GE

values become larger in the order, F49/F25, F37/F25, F28/F25. On the other hand, the calculation

agreed with te measured C28/1725 within twice of the experimental error. When the C/E values

were compared between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3, there was no large difference between them

except for the NWP calculation for the F49/F25 in the XXII-I (65V) core. In the analysis of the

reactivity worth measurement, the calculation showed the underestimation in the moderator void effect

and the C/E dependency in the Pu sample worth. However, there was no large C/E discrepancy

between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3.

The further detail analyses will be carried out to solve the problems, such as the

underestimation in the moderator void effect and the C/E dependency in the Pu sample reactivity

worth after completing the experiments in the other cores with different moderator voidage fraction.
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Table I Cell averaged parameters of the test zone in FCA RMWR mockup cores

Core name ist phase 2nd phase RNMR
XXI-1 D2 XXII-1(45V I XXII-1(65V I XXII-I(95V)

Enrichment %) 15.2 15.8 15.8 15.8 to
VmNf * 1.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.18
Void fraction 80 45 65 95 68
H/Fuel ** 0.50 0.81 0.52 0.091

Volume fraction of moderator to fuel plates in a cell

Atomic number ratio between Hydrogen and Fuel materials in a cell

Table 2 Ratio of calculated to measured criticality (keff value)

SRAC FR MVP
Core name

J-3.2 J-3.3 J-3.2 J-3.3 J-3 2 J-3.3

XXI-1 D2 1. 0196 - 1. 0155 - 1. 0036 -
±0.02% 10.02% +0.04%

XXIM (65V) 1, 0057 1. 0071 1. 0003 1. 0013 1. 0099 1. 0107
±0.04% ±O 04% ±0.04% ±0.04% ±0.05% :LO.04%
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Table 3 Comparison of central reaction rate ratios between calculation and experiment

Reaction Core name SRAC FR MVP
J-3.2 J-3.3 J-3.2 J-3.3 J-3 2 J-3.3

1728/1725 XXI-1 D2 1.10 - 1.10 - 1.00±6%
XXII-1 (65V) 1 18 1.17 1.18 1.17 1 20+8% 1.15+10%

F37/F25 XXI I D2 1.06 - 1.03 - 0 9215%
X-XII-1 65 1 06 1.07 1 07 1.07 1.08±7% 1.02±8%

F49/F25 YXI I D2 0.84 - 0.99 - 0 89±12% -
X-XIl-l (65V) 0 , 99 0.99 1 00 I 00 0.92±11% 0.831111%

C28/1725 XXII-1 (65V) 1.03 1.04 1.13 1 13 1.01±2% 1.05±2%

Measurement error: F28/1725 6%, F37/F25 5%, F49/F25 4%, C28/1725 ±2%

Table 4 Comparison of reactivity worth between calculation and experiment

Item Core name SRAC FR
J-3 2 J-3.3 J-3.2 J-3 3

Moderator void effect XXII I (65V) 0 84 0 85 0.87 0.87
U-238 Doppler effect XXI-1 D2 (1.07)1 - 1.09 -

(Sample: U02) X-XII-I (65V) (0.83 (0.84)1 1.00 1.01
Pu sample PU 92) XXII-1 (65V) 0.92 0.92 0 95 0.95

PU (8 1) XXII-I (65V) 1.02 0.96 1.10 1.05
Pu 75) XXII-1 (65V) 1.17 1.15 0 92 0.90

Reactivity worth due to moderator void fraction change from 65% to 95% in the central cell of the test region

Doppler sample reactivity worth due to sample temperature change from room temperature to 800 'C.

*** Pu 92) : 239/240/241/242=91 78.0/0.2/0.1, Pu (81) 239/240/241/242=80.3/18.6/0.7/0.4, Pu 75)

239/240/241/242=73.0/23.1/1.7/2.2.

Calculation was carried out by the diffusion code (CITATION) with 2-dimensional model.
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This paper presents a discussion about the target accuracy of MA nuclear data for fast reactor

cycle system development as well as the validation work on those nuclear data by PTE aalyses. The

PIE analyses are in progress on fuels and MA samples C 7Np, 241 Am, 'Am, 144CM) irradiated at the

experimental fast reactor JOYO". The analysis result on the first examined MA sample suggested the

necessity of re-evaluation of the isomeric ratio for 241Am capture reaction both in ENDF/B-VI and in

JENDL-3.3. The above result contributes to the uncertainty-reduction. both of bumup reactivity loss and

of gamma energy release from fuel assemblies.

1. Introduction

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development histitute is developing a commercialized fast reactor cycle

system that involves the recycling of minor actinide (MA) nuclides. To develop a burnup calculation

method and to validate MA nuclear data, we have lunched isotopic composition analyses of post

madiation examination (PEE) results. The muchations were performed at the experimental. fast reactor
46JOYW.

MA recycling in fast reactors brings about the reduction of burnup reactivity loss, the increase

of sodium void reactivity, and the increase of decay heat and neutron emission from fuel assemblies.

Before getting into the PIE analyses, nuclear-data-induced uncertainties for above-mentioned quantities

were evaluated tentatively as described in Section 2 We discussed the relation between target accuracy

of those quantities and that of MA nuclear data. Then, the influential MA nuclear data having a priority

in validation work were selected.

PEE analyses are in progress on (1) JOYO MK-l core fuel, 2) JOYO MK-111 driver fuel, and 3)

MA samples C7 Np, "Am, 'Am, 'Cm) irradiated at OYO MK-H core. The former two analyses

are dedicated to the development of a burnup calculation method, as well as to the validation of capture

cross-sections for major heavy metal nuclides C"U, "Pu, 2Pu, etc.). The third one is expected to be

applied directly to the validation of MA nuclear data. The present status of those PEE analyses is

reported in Section 3.
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2. Target accuracy of MA nuclear data
In this section, we try to estimate how much the uncertainty of MA nuclear data influences on

reactor core parameters and fuel-cycle-related quantities. The contributions from MA nuclear data
uncertainty were compared with the target accuracy assurned for each quantity. Then we discussed the
necessity of MA nuclear data improvement and its target accuracy A demonstration-type
sodium-cooled FBR core concept[l. I was eployed as a reference. 'lhe reactor thermal power is 1600
MWth. The operation cycle length is 375 EFPD. Fuel exchange is performed by 3 dispersed batches.
The aver-age fuel bumup is 85700 MWd/t. Fuel type is mixed oxide, and the plutonium enrichment is
about 19 weight of heavy metal. MA extracted from VVR spent fuel (denoted as WR-MA
hereafter) was assurned to be mixed to the active core fuel homogeneously. The MA contents were
211NP�41AM/241AM?44CM = 49/30/16/5 (weight /o), and its amount heavy metal was set to 27

weight %.
Nuclear-data-induced. uncertainty was evaluated by the following formula

Standard deviation =,[GMGT.

The G and M stand for a vector of cross-section sensitivity coefficients and a cross-section covariance
matrix, respectively They are expanded in the space of nuclide, reaction, and energy group riumber
Sensitivity oefficients were alculated by using the SAGEP code[2]. For covariance matrix, the JENDL-3.2

covariance file[3] was used for imJor nuclides Snce covariance for MA nuclides was not available, variance
of MA nuclear data was tentatively deduced from dsenpancies aong the following major nuclear data

libiaries: JENDL-3.3 4], ENDF/B-VI release 5 [5], and JEF-2.2[6]. Note that there is no confidence that the
discrepancy among those libraries is euivalent to actual uncertainty

First, fuel-cycle-related quantities such as decay heat, neutron emission, and gamma energy release

from a fuel assembly loaded i the entral Tablel Nuelideandreaction-misecontributiontotheuncer-tainty

core region are discussed. We etricted for fuel-cycle-related quantities (to, %)
our investigation to cross section (60OMWe-FBR, LV7R-NIA 2 7 added, 4-year-cooled)

ntributed Nuchde and Decay Neutron Gammauncertainty concerning the prediction of Source CO energy
burnt amount of heavy metal sources, and Nucbde Reaction heat emission release

23 Pu 238 Pu Capture 2
did not consider te etTors associated with 241 Am someric Ratio 2

decay constants, Q-values, neutron and 241 Am 241 AmCapture 4

gamma yields, and so on. The time point of 242-AM 241 Am Isomeric Ratio 4 7
evaluation was set to 4 years after te 141CM 211AMCaptUre 1.5

242 CmCapture 6 9
discharge. The results are summarized in 243 CmCapture I 

Table 1. For decay heat and neutron 243 CmFission 1.7

emission, 243Am capture and 244Cm capture 241 Am Isomeric Ratio 2.3
211CM 213AMCaptore 2.4 4 

reactions were found to be the main 244 CmCapture 2 3 4 4

contributors. They were related to te net (cf) Target accuracy tentative value) 5-10 5-10 5-10

generation of important source nuclide cntributions of MA were deduced frointhe discrepancy of nuclear data libraries
244Cm. For gamma energy release, oth ** Contribtion, less than I % are not indicated
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isomeric ratio of 24'Am capture reaction and 242Cm capture reaction gave relatively large contributions,
around 5% or more. If we assume the target accuracy is _ 5-4 0%, then the cross-sections of above
contributed reactions turn out to have
necessity of improvement. Table2 Nuclideandreaction-AsecontiributiontotheurteertaintyASmporL for reactor core parameters

ant reactor Core parameters %)

(60OMWe-FBR, LVY'R-MA 27% added)

for recycling MA, we investigated Contributed Nuchde and keff Sodium void Burnup

effective multiplication factor &ff), sodium Reaction (BOC) reactrvity reactivity

void reactivity, and bumup reactivity loss. 23 (BOC) lossU Capture 0 24 0 8 36

The nuclear-data-mduced uncertainty for 23 U Inelastic Scattering 0.47 2 

those quantities is listed in Table 2 239 Pu Capture 0 12 2 2

239 PU 'V 0 12 7together with the target accuracy. For kff 239 P

and sodium void reactivity, the 240 Pu Fission 0 47 2 6 1.5

contributions from MA nuclear data were 241 Pu Capture 0 10 0 5 2.1
Pu Capture 0 10 3

relatively small compared with other data 241 Pu Fission 0 0 0 5 1.0

Such a 2U -nelastic sattering, 29pU 241AM Capture 3

238U 241 Am Isorricric Ratio - - 1.9
fission, 239Pu fission spectrum, ad 242m Am Fission 0.6

delayed neutron yield ( P d). Meanwhile, 242 CmFission 0 5

we found a certain amount of contributions 244 Cm Capture 0.5

from both 24'Am capture and its isomeric Luiwed FP C91`u) Capture 1.4
Lumped p ffpU) Capture 0.6

ratio to the burnup reactivity loss. These 23 Na Capture 0.8

are related to te generation of the efficient 73 Na Elastic Scattering 1.1

fissile material 242"Am. It is also necessary 23 Na. Inelastic Scattering 1.7

to iprove capture cross-sections of major 23 Na -average 0.6

heavy Metal nUCHdeS 31U, 29pU, 240M]) Fe Capture 0 10 7
Fe Eastic Scattering 1 0

for the burnup reactivity loss. Fe Inelastic Scattering 0 28 7

As a result the following MA 239 Pu Fission pectrum 40

238 U V d - 1.9 1.9
nuclear data were selected to have a higher 239

priority for improving te accuracy: 241 Am 241 PU Vd 1.2 2
PU V d - 0.7 7

capture, 24'Arn isomeric ratio, 243Arn Others 0 28 14 1 0

capture, 242 Cm capture, and 244 Cm capture. Total (root of sum of squares) 0 94 52 6.5

(cf) Target accuracy 03 1 0 5
We also found that the present (tentative value)

discrepancies of MA nuclear data had Coninbutions ofMA were deduced fronathe discrepancy ofmiclear data libraries

relatively small impacts on fast reactor ** Coiiribtjons ]es s than 0 05% (I 0%) are not indicated for 6jr(for sodium void
reactivity and bumup reactivity loss)

cycle systems as long as MA abundance in
fuel is less than a few percent of heavy metal. However, sce there is no confidence that the
discrepancy among lbraries is equivalent to the actual uncertainty, necessity for measurement and
validation works still exists. Preparation of covariance files for MA nuclear data is also required for a
practical uncertainty evaluation in the future.
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3. Progress in PIEE analyses

(1) JOYO MK-1 core fuel
So far, most of the analyses for JOYO MK-I core fuel have been completed. The 235T-f

enrichment ('" of the fuel was about 23 weight %, and the plutonium enrichment (Pu/(U+Pq)
was about 18 weight %. We analyzed about 70 specimens up to % of bumup. The neutron flux istory
was calculated by 3-dimmensional whole core diff-usion calculation taking into account the fuel
exchange patter trough I I operation cycles. The effective cross-sections were prepared from the fast
reactor group constant set FS-3-J3.2R based on JENDL,3.2[7]. Nuclide depletion calculation aiming
at each PEE specimen was performed by the ORIGEN2 code with the neutron flux history and
spectrum obtained by the preceding whole core calculation. The GE values for main nuclides C 35u,

219pU, 24'Pu) didn't show any significant inconsistency. However, large dispersions were observed in
C/E Values for Minority iotopes Such as 211pU' NON, and 242Pu. Those dispersions possibly came from

measurement. Such a discrepancy was reduced in the latest MK-E[ dver fuel PIE data, for wich

refined experimental techruque had been applied. We carry ori finding out the cause of larger
discrepancy of the MK-I GE values, while proceed to the MK-11 driver fuel analyses.

NMA sample imdiationpositkms(2) MA sample irmdiation
Y' row, N fPZ'29'1'�3v cycle)

We have just started the PM Yh row, 251 pd 30k�3314 cycle)
analysis of the MA Samples (37NP,

241 , 24Arn, 244CM) - C) Ma fud

Am inadiated at
CMUCI rodJOYO MK-11 core. Twenty-five

MA samples were loaded at the two ig WA&gimft tcA 3VA

irradiation positions in the 3rd and (

the 5th assembly row (see Fig. 1). Fig. I layout of JOYO INIK-11
The iadiation was performed for core 321w cycle) and NIA smpte
200-250 E`PD during the period of irradiation positions

1994 to 1999. PIE of the first sample (one of the 243Am samples) was finished in October, 2003. The
preliminary analysis result on the 243Am sample is presented in the rest of this paper. The sample was
loaded in the 3d row, and the axial position was 350 mm upper from the core inidplane (core height
was 55 cm). That is, the sample was loaded in upper reflector region, and it was adjacent to control rod
absorber. We suspected that the alculation modeling error ould be large.

of 243AM. We UThe 243Arn sample was iitially composed of 12.2% of 24'Am and 87.8% oc sed

on the generation of 242mAm from 24'Am, as well as that of 244Cm from 243Am. Main purpose of the
foriner transmutation process was to validate the isomeric -ratio (IR) of 24'Am capture reaction. There
exist oly two IR evaluations with following large discrepancy: about 0-8 (ground/(ground meta))
given from ENDF/B-VI under fast reactor spectrurn wle about 07 from JENDL,3.3. This

discrepancy influenced strongly on the generation amount of 242'�Am.
Preliminary calculation method is illustrated in Fig. 2 Burnup calculation of MA sample was

carried out by the use of the ORIGEN2 code. The power history during MA iadiation was referred to

the data from JOYO core management code system[8]. The absolute flux level and neutron spectrum
were obtained by 70-group 3-dimmensional whole core static calculation, where the transport and mesh
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effects were corrected. The rou JOYO core
effective cross section of control cons n se management Power history

code system (291:h-331d cycles)
rod was prepared by te reaction I MAGI
rate ratio presmation (RR-RP) 70-group Tri-Z whole o Absolute flux le

method[9]. hifitfitely-diluted core static calculation Spectrum
CITATION-FIBIR 1-group

cross-sections for MA nuclides -14 a
were obtained from major nuclear - Corrections 70-group a_

(transport, mesh,
data libraries (fENDL-3.2, - Reaction Rate R Burnup calculation

Preservation (RRRP) uc ear ata of MA sample
JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-VI release 5, method for NDL-3.2, JE ORIGE 2
and JEF-2.2), which were preparation of contro ENDF/8-VI.S,

condensed into -group to be used I r d cross-section

in ORIEGN2 calculation. Fig. 2 Preliminary calculation method for the MA samples

The result of the preliminaty calculation was summarized in Table 3 Assuming IR = .8 and
using JENDL-3.2, we obtained te preliminary E value of 130 for the abundance ratio of
242mAm/24'Am. hi the case of IR = 0.85, the GE value reduced to 1.00. To use other nuclear data
libraries (IR was set to 0.85) changed the GE value no more t1 6 The experimental error was
about 2% via mass spectroscopy, which was small enough. The above results iplied the possibility
that the IR of 24'Am capture reaction hes around 0.85. This is consistent with the independent PIE
results with PFR[10] and PHENIX[l 1]. Necessity of re-evaluation of the Rboth in ENDF/B-Vl and in
JENDL,33 is suggested.

For the abundance ratio of 24tm/243Ain, the present calculations were systematically
underestimated by 10-20%. We have met the difficulty measuring the ratio of Cm/Am, which
relatively large experimental error (about 10%) arose from alpha spectroscopy. We now try to improve
the measurement accuracy by means of the isotope dilutiori analysis.

Finally, calculation model' dependency for the 24Am sample was investigated. The
heterogeneity effect of the sample-loaded assembly and the self-shielding effect of sample nuclides,
were found to be small. However, by the reason that the sample was loaded in reflector region with
adjacent to control rod absorber, there was % of tiransport effect on neutron flux level, and the 34 of
changes in one-group capture cross-sections for 24'Am and 243Am took place from ambiguity of control
rod model' in the RRRP calculation. Significant uncertainty from nuclear data of structure material
could also be anticipated. So, we had better concentrate on the other samples loaded core region in
future detailed analysis. Anyway, single result we have just obtained is never enough. We carry on the

Table 3 Comparison of GE values for the isotopic abundance ratio of irradiated MA samples

PFR JOYO (prelimmary result on the 243 Am sample) PHENIX
JRef 1 0 [Refll]

Nuclear data library JENDL,3.2 JENDIA.2 ENDI 2 ENDL 3 ENDF/B-VI.5 JEF-2.2 E-2 2

241 Am Isomenc ratio 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0 85

242m Am/ 241 Am 1 29 1.30 1.00 1.02 0.94 1.03 1.03

244CM 23AM 0 95 0.84 0.84 0.84 0 83 0.88 0.96
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analyses for the remaining samples, increase the number of results, ad apply detailed calculation
modeling. The eor estimation for both experiment and calculation will work out for practical
utilization of the analysis results.

4. Summary
To develop a commercialized fast reactor cycle system involving the recycling of MA nuclides,

we have launched the isotopic composition analyses of PIE results for fuels and MA samples C37Np,
241 Am, 24Am, 244Cm iradiated at the experimental fast reactor JOYO". For reducing the uncertainty
of burnup reactivity loss, as well as neutron emission and gamma energy release from fuel assemblies,
the following MA nuclear data are selected to have a higher piority in accuracy-improvement: 241,A,,M

capture, 2Am isomeric ratio, 24Am. capture, 242Cm capture, and 244Cm capture. The analysis result on
the first examined NU sample (one of 243Am samples) implies the possibility that the 24'Arn isomeric
ratio hes around 0.85, which suggests the necessity of re-evaluation of the data both in ENDF/B-VI and
in JENDL-3.3. We carry on the analyses for the remaining samples, increase the number of results, and
apply detailed calculation modeling in order to sophisticate the interpretation of analysis results.
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The radioactivity inventories in PW ces, one with U02 fuels and the other with /4 mixed

oxide fuels, wich focused on emergency preparedness of nuclear power plants were calculated by
ORIGEN 2 code using the newest nuclear data in Japan, namely JENDL 3 (neutron cross sections),

JENDL FP ecay data file 2000 (decay data) and JNDC second version (fission yields) It is seen that these
results agree with those for seven cases in which rather older nuclear data and ORIGEN2 1 code have
been used However, in details, these results exceed those by conventional method using ORIGEN2 I code

with its built-in nuclear data from a few to 7. It is found that this difference is niamly caused by
neutron cross sections, fission yields and calculation codes.

1. ntroduction

The purpose of emergency preparedness of nuclear power plants s to protect the public and the

employees from radiation exposure and radioactive materials in a severe accident. Therefore, it is necessary to

evaluate the accumulation of the radioactivity inventory in a reactor core and the diffusion of radioactive

materials to the containment vessel in the accident as precisely as possible. And then, it is required to evaluate

their leakage from the containment vessel and their movement to the concerned points inside and outside of

the plant accurately At present, conventional methods using codes such as ORIGEN2 l(l),(2) with nuclear data,

namely neutron cross sections, decay data and fission yields, which are built-in the code are still often utilized

for safety analysis without strict review Old conventional methods using rather older code and nuclear data

are not always interior to newer ones, but it is advisable to adopt the newest code and nuclear data in which

most of the contents are deeply and strictly examined and their uncertainties are also evaluated.

In this work, the radioactivity iventories in PWR cores, one with U02 fuels and the other with 14

mixed ode (MOX) and 34 U02 fuels, have been Table I Evaluated reactor cores and

calculated by a newer burnup code, ORIGEN2 20), using bur up con tions

the newest nuclear data, namely JENDL3.3(4) (neutron U02 Core MOX Core
cross sections), JENDL P decay data file 2000(5) (decay Core U02 1/4MOX
data: it is referred to as JNDC 2000), and JNDC second Composition t7x17 Fuels) f7x17 Fuels)

Number of 157
version(6) (Fission yields it is referred as JNDC V2). The Fuel 193 tJO, 117)
results are compared with those for 7 cases in which Assemblies VOX-40)

rather older nuclear data and ORIGEN2.1 have been used. Maximum 55GWd/t 48GWd/t
Thereafter, these new radioactivity inventory data are Burn up
adopted into the database in our employees dose Burn up Cycle 3 Batches 3 Batches

prediction system(7) for emergency preparedness of nuclear Average 36 7GWd/t 30 6GWd/t
power plants I Burn up I 1
2. Calculated Reactor Cores and Calculation Method I Power Ratio 1 37 6 MW/t 1 36 7 MW/t�

Two cores of PWRs 4 loop plant with U02 fuels ad 3 loop plant with 14 MOX fuels and 34 U02

fuels) were chosen for evaluation. The conditions of these two cores and fuel burnup are tabulated Table 

The burnup calculation was carried out by either ORIGEN2.2 or ORIGEN2.1 to obtain radioactivity

inventories and the decay of radioactive nuelides after reactor shutdown was also calculated. We calculated the

radioactivity inventories of the U02 and MOX cores for cases of the combinations as shown in Table 2 In this

table the case is regarded as the basic case in this work, The case 7 is the conventional method which is often

used for safety analysis in Japan. The data sets used in the burnup calculation are shown as corresponding
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Table 2 Combinations of nuclear data, namely neutron cross
neutron cross section libraries in Table 3 sections, decay data and fission yields, and calculation code

Although, the radioactivity inventories Radio- Nuclear Fission Calculation
were calculated during the burnup and Case activity Cross Decay Data Yields Code

longer time after shutdown, only those au Inventory Sections
the shutdown and 2 12 and 24 hours after 0 (Base) C, JENDL 33 JNDC2000 JNDC V2 ORIGEN2.2

it are compared and discussedmi this work. 1 C, JENDL 32 JNDC2000 JNDC V2 ORIGEN2.2

For the use of emergency preparedness, 2 C2 Built-in JNDC2000 Built-in ORIGEN2.2ORIGEN ORIGEN
total amounts of radioactivity, total noble 3 C, JENDL 33 JNDC V2 JNDC V2 ORIGEN2.2

gases 0.5 MeV conversion value) and total 4 C, JENDL 33 Built-in JNDC V2 ORIGEN2.2
iodines (131I equivalent thyroid conversion ORIGEN I
value of a child) are considered. In order to 5 C, JENDL 3 JNDC2000 JNDC V2 ORIGEN2.1

find the sensitivity of different nuclear data 6 C6 JENDL 32 JNDC V2 JNDC V2 ORIGEN2.1

and code to the basic case, we alculated 7 C, Built-in Built-in Built-in ORIGEN2.1
ORIGEN ORIGEN ORIGEN

the difference factor DFdefined as follows,
D - C, - i) Table Data sets used in burnup calculation

Ci Nuclear Cross U02 Core MOX Core
where a and are the radioactivity inventories Section Library .U02 Fuel MOX Fuel

obtained for the basic case and for the case I JENDL3.3 PWR47J33 PWR41J33 -PWRM0205J33

respectively. The object of the comparison and its JENDL3.2 PWR47J32 PWR4IJ32 PWRM0205J32
Built-in ORIGEN, PVTR-U50 PWR-U50 PWR-PUPU

purpose are tabulated in Table 4.

Table 4 Object and purpose of comparison and difference factor

Case Object of Comparison Difference Purpose
Number Factor

Si JENDL 3.3(JNDC V2) JENDL 3.2(JNDC V2) (CO-CI)ICO Sensitivity to Nuclear Cross

S2 JENDL 3-3(JNDC V2) Built-in ORIGEN WO- C2)1 CO Section and Fission Yields

S3 JNDC 2000 JNDC V2 (CO-C3)ICO Sensitivity to Decay Data

S4 JNDC 2000 Built-in ORIGEN (CO-C4)ICO

S5 ORIGEN2.2 ORIGEN 21 (CO-COCO SensitivitytoCalculationCode

S6 Newest Version Previous Version WO-COCO SensitivitytoNuclearDataand

S7 Newest Version Conventional Calculation (CO-C7)ICOI Code

Table Calculated results of total amount, noble gases and iodines

Type Difference Factor W
Object of

of Total Amount Noble Gases lodines
C.) Comparison Core 0 hr 2 hr 112 hr 24 hr 0 hr 2 hr 12 hr 24 hr 0 hr 2 hr 12 hr 24h

Si JENDL 33 vs. U02 0.17% 021% 0.25% 0.26% -0-08% -0.13% 0.04% 0.02% 0.10% 0.10% 0.10% 0.10%

JENDL3.2 MOX 0.17% 022% 0.25% 0.26% -0.09% -0.22% -0.18% -0.08% 0.11% 0.11% 0.12% 0.12%

JENDL 33 vs. U02 1.55%,1.34% 1.32% 1.28% 2.24% 0.31% 2.93% 2.78% 0.25% 0.30% 0.34% 0.41%

S2 Built-in ORIGEN MOX 1.70%11.58% 1.61% 1.58% 2.17% 0.96% 3.42% 3.11% 0.38% 0.43% 0.47% 0.54%

S3 JNDC 2000 vs. U02 0.19% 048% .0.32% 0.17% -0.01% -0.26% 0.33% 0.21% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00%

JNDCV2 MOX 0.18% 0.44% 029% 0.16% -0,01% -0.25% 0.26% 0.24% 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.00%

S4 JNDC 2000 vs. U02 0.23% 0.85%10.70% 0.56%1-0.20% 1.18% 0.48% 0.01% -0.02%i 003% 0.11 I .18 I

Built-in ORIGEN MOX 0.18% 0.83% 070% 0.57% -0.20%i 121% 0.52% 0.05% -0.04% 0.00% 0.07% 0.15%

S5 ORIGEN2.2 vs. U02 IL 510N 1.33% 1.22% 1.19% 2.48% 2.50% 1.99%il.83% 1.73% 1.73% 1.71% 1.70%

ORIGEN2 .1 MOX 12.50% 2.33% 2.23% 2.20% 2.70% 2.93% 3.36% 342% 3.49% 3.49% 3.52% 3.55%

Newest Version U02 168% 1.81% 1.58% 1.42% 2.31% 2.05% 1.57% 199% 1.73% 1.74% 1.73% 1.71%
S6 vs. Previous

Version MOX 2.77% 2.94% 2.72% 2.57% 2.51% 2.35% 2.82% 348% 3.50% 3.51% 3.55% 3.57%

Newest Version �UU U 2 2.89% 3.21%12.99% I 2 00/1 3 230N 277% 490% 429% I 1.78% I 187% 2 010/ 2 170N
S7 vs. Conventional

MOX 4.060/. 4.44%14.28%14 4.15%14.52%16.85% 615%13..31%1,3.40%Calculation 109% ' 0
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3. &suits and Discussion

The calculation results of the difference factors of the total amounts of radioactivity inventories,

noble gases and iodines for both cores at the reactor shutdown and after 2 12 and 24 hours after it are

tabulated in Table 5. As a whole, the radioactivity inventories agree with each other within 7 of the difference

factor. Sensitivities of each factor of the nuclear data and of the calculation code to the difference factor are

shown in Figs 19 with some discussion below.

(1) Neutron cross sections and fission yields

The difference factor of 3 quantities by JENDLU and JENDL3.2 in Table are less than 03%,

however those by JENDL3.3 and built-in ORIGEN are much larger. The largest difference factors appear for

noble gases at 12 and 24 hours after the reactor shutdown, namely 293% and 278% for 12 and 24 hours for

the U02 core. This tendency is slightly enhanced for the MOX core. The breakdown of noble gases is shown in

Fig. 1, in which large contribution of 135Xe is observed at 12 and 24 hours for both cases. Therefore, the large

difference factors of noble gases seen Table are mainly due to the 135Xe buildup. The neutron fluxes for the

cases of 4 and are shown in Fig. 2 As seen in this figure, snce the neutron fluxes obtained with built-in

ORIGEN are smaller than those calculated with JENDLs 33 and 32) and with JNDC V2, noble gases,

mainly 135Xe, for the former are less than those for the latter.

4% 4%
0 3% 0� 3%

2 % 2%

%
I MsU 0% 0%

0 0 1%
X-1% i5 z - I- I M I I

-2% _2%

0 2 1 2 24 0 2 1 2 24
Time after Reactor Shutdown (hours) Time after Reactor Shutdown (hours)

(1) U02-COre - - (2) MOX Co-re
0 Kr 83m 0 Kr 85 11 Kr 85m El Kr 87 El Kr 88 9 K 89 El Kr 90 E XeI31m

E Xe133 IN X033m N Xe135 M Xe135m Iffl Xe137 SXe138 IM Xe139

Fig. 1 Breakdown of difference factors between JENDL3.3 and built-in ORIGEN for noble gases.

5.E+14 5.E+14

4.E+14 4.E 14

U 3.E+ 14 3.F+14

2.E+14 2.E+14

I.E+ 14 I.E+14

O.E+00 O.F_+00

0 500 1000 1500 0 500 1000 1500
Time of Bum-up (Days) Time of Bum-up (Days)

(1) U02 Core (2) MOX Core

JENDL3.3 - JENDL3.2 - ORIGEN - JENDL3.3 - JENDL3.2 - ORIGEN
PWR47 PWR47 PWR-U50 PWRM0205 PWRM0205 PWR-PUPU

-JENDL3.3 JENDL3.2 ORI
PWR41 PWR41 PWR-U50

Fig. 2 Neutron flux with burnup obtained with different neutron cross section data.

(2) Decay data

The difference factors of 3 quantities with different decay data JNDC 2000, JNDC V2 and built-in

ORIGEN) are smallm' general, but those of noble gases for 2 hours with JNDC 2000 and built-in ORIGEN are

slightly large as about 1%. The breakdown of noble gases in these cases are shown in Mg. 3 The quantities of

88Kr at 2 hours and those of 115-Xe at 2 and 12 hours calculated with built-in ORIGEN are less than those with

JNDC 2000. Therefore, these nuclides would increase the difference factors of noble gases.
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4% 4%

3 % 30A
U U

2 % 2%
U U
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Fig. 3 Breakdown of difference factor between NDC 2000 and built-in ORIGEN

for noble gases. The patterns re as same as those in Fig. .

(3) Calculation code

All of the difference factors of 3 quantities between the two calculation codes, ORIGEN2.1 and

ORIGEN2.2, show considerably large as from 12% to 36%. The difference factors for the MOX core are much

larger than those for the U02 core. The breakdowns of noble gases and iodines are shownm' Mg. 4 and Eg. 5,

respectively The quantities of 88Kr, mXe, 35Xe, 31I and 1331 calculated by ORIGEN2.1 are less than those by

ORIGEN2.2. Therefore, these nuclides would increase the difference factors of 3 quantities between the two

codes. The noticeably large difference factors for the MOX core are probably caused by defective algorithm

calculating total fission rate of the inor actinoides in ORIGEN2.1, which is given in te release note of

ORIGEN2.2(l).
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0 00/. z
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0 2 12 24 0 2 12 24

Time after Reactor Shutdown (hours) Time after Reactor Shutdown (hours)

(1) U02 Core (2) MOX Core

Fig. 4 Breakdown of difference factor between ORIGEN 22 and ORIGEN 21
for noble gases. The patterns are as same as those in Fig. .
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Fig. Breakdown of difference factors between OIUGEN2.2 and ORIGEN2.1 for iodines.

(4) Combination of nuclear data and codes

All of the 3 quantities calculated by the previous version, namely ORIGEN2.1 with JENDL3.2 and

JNDC V2, are smaller than those by the new ones, ie. the basic case. This tendency for the MOX core is about
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twice of the U02 core. The breakdowns of noble gases and iodines are shown in Mg. 6 and Mg 7 respectively.

'Ihe quantities of 88Kr, I'13Xe and I-"'Xe calculated by the previous version are about 2 for the U02 core and

about 3 for the MOX core less than those by the new one. The quantities of 131I and -3I obtained by the

previous version are also about 2 for the U02 Cre and about 35% for the MOX core less than those by the

new one. Since the results of comparison of neutron cross section and decay data show less difference factors,

the above differences are mainly due to the calculation codes, ORIGEN2.1 and ORIGEN2.2.
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0 0

3% 3%
2U U
'd Q)Z 2 2%

1% Q) 1%

C, 0% 0%

-1%

0 2 12 24 0 2 12 24
Time after Reactor Shutdown (hours) Time after Reactor Shutdown (hours)

(1) U02 Core (2) MOX Core

Fig. 6 Breakdown of difference factors between newest version and previous
one for noble gases. The patterns -are as same as those in Fig. .
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(1) 02 Cre (2) MOX Cre
Fig. 7 Breakdown of difference factors between newest version (basic case) and

previous one for iodines. The patterns are as same as those in Fig. .

All of the 3 quantities obtained by the conventional method are considerably smaller than those for

the basic case. This tendency is even enhanced for the MOX core. The breakdown of noble gases is shown in

Fig. 8. The maximum difference factors for the sum of the 33Xe and 35Xe by the conventional method are

about 4% and 6 for the U02 core and the MOX core, respectively. The breakdown of iodines are depicted in

Mg. 9 The difference factors for sum of 111 and 33I by the conventional method are about 2 and about 35%

for the U02 core and the MOX core, respectively.
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Fig. Breakdown of difference factors between newest version (basic case) and conventional
method for noble gases. The patterns are as same as those in Fig.l.
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Fig. 9 Breakdown of difference factors between newest version (basic case) and conventional

method for iodines. The patterns are as same as those in Fig. .

Since the difference factors for different decay data show little values, the fference factors between

the conventional method and the basic case are mainly composed of the difference of the neutron cross sections

and fission yields between the case 2 and the basic case and the difference of the calculat ion codes.

4. Conclusions

As a part of the works to construct a prediction system for emergency preparedness of nuclear power

plants, the radioactivity inventories in PWR cores, one with U02 fels and te other with 14 MOX and 34

U02 fuels, were calculated by ORIGEN2.2 with the newest nuclear data in Japan (the basic case), and the

results were compared with those by the conventional method using ORIGEN2.1 with the built-in nuclear

data, and with those for other 6 cases. As a whole, radioactivity inventories agree with each other within 7 of

the difference factor. In details, the followings have been pointed out:

(1) Concen-iing the neutron cross sections, the difference factors by JENDL3.3 and JENDL3.2(8) are small,

however those of noble gases at 12 and 24 hours after reactor shutdown between JENDL3.3 and built-in

ORIGEN are close to 3 for the U02, core, and a little more for the MOX core. This is mainly due to higher

buildup of 135Xe which is aused by higher neutron fluxes by JENDL3.3 than those by-built-in ORIGEN.

(2) Between 2 calculation codes, ORIGEN2.2 and ORIGEN2.1, there are considerably large difference

factors. This tendency is much larger for the MOX core than that for U02 core. Ms difference is considered

to be caused by defective algorithm calculating total fission rate of the minor actinoides in ORIGEN2.1.

(3) All of the 3 quantities, i e. total amount, noble gases and iodines, obtained by the conventional method

are considerably smaller than those for the basic case. This difference is ftirthermore enhanced for the

MOX core. It is found that tis difference is mainly caused by neutron cross sections, fission yields and

calculation codes.

Since most of the newest nuclear data have been thoroughly evaluated with the newest

experimental data and theoretical models, it is recommended to use them not only for the emergency

preparedness of nuclear power plants, but also for their safety analysis in general.

As future subjects, we are planning to investigate the causes of the differences in more details, to

make the comparison of the inventories of the major actinoides (U and Pu) and the minor actinoides (Np Am

and Cm), and to make the comparison of the decay heats all together.
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2.9 Next Version of JENDL General Purpose File

Keiichi SHIBATA
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e-mail: shibata�ndc.tokaijaeri.gojp

The latest version JENDL General Purpose File, JENDL-3.3, was released in 2002.

JENDL-3.3 is regarded as one of the major libraries in the world for its quality and size. The

next version has been discussed at an ad hoc committee in the Japanese Nuclear Data

Committee.

1. Introduction

JENDL-3.31) was released in May 2002. It is the latest version of JENDL-3 series

which have been developed since 1980s. The Steering Committee in the Japanese Nuclear

Data Committee NDC) set up an ad hoc committee, which is referred to as the Committee

on Next JENDL, in order to discuss the next version of ENDL General Purpose File. The

Committee on Next JENDL consisted of evaluators, experimentalists, and users. It was

agreed in the Committee that we should develop JENDL-4 with a giant leap from JENDL-3.3

instead of perforining minor modifications.

We discussed the demands for ENDL-4 by inviting many specialists for various

applications. Considered were the technologies for light water and fast breeder reactors, the

development of accelerator-driven systems (ADS), shielding, criticality safety, fusion

neutronics, radiation damage, neutron therapy, the production of radioactive material for

medical use, and astrophysics. As a result, the Committee recognized strong needs for

JENDL-4.

This report deals with the purposes, rough specifications, key subjects and issues for

JENDL-4.

2. Demands for JENDL-4

The demands for JENDL-4 were collected by interviewing with the specialists for

various applications.
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LVY'R and FBR technolqgj�Ls

• More accurate minor actinide and FP data are required.

• FP yield data should be re-examined.

• Evaluation of spontaneous fission neutron spectra is required.

• Gamma-ray production data are needed for all nuclei.

• More covariances are needed.

Development of ADS

• More accurate minor actinide data are required.

• FP yield data should be re-examined.

Criticality a4fety
• More accurate minor actinide and FP data are required.

• Gamma-ray production data are needed.

Radiation Damage Study

0 59 Ni data should be evaluated, since its contribution is significant but there exist no data

in JENDL-3.3.

0 Charged-particle and PKA spectra, and KERMA factors are requisite for a radiation

damage study.

High Energy Accelerator Shielding

0 All the data are covered by the JENDL High Energy Files, which are being developed.

Fusion Neutronics

• The problems with JENDL-3.3 should be resolved by comparing with benchmark

experiments at FNS and OKTAVIAN.

• Charged-particle spectra are required for light nuclei.

• Covariances are needed for further analyses.

• The data for IFMIF are required. These data will be produced as activities on JENDL

High Energy Files.

• Light charged-particle (p, d, t' 3He, 4_1e) induced-reaction data are required. The

demand might be covered by a special purpose file instead of JENDL-4.

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy

Data are required for neutron sources such as Li(pn) and Ta(pn), for moderator materials

such as Li, , Al, for tissue-equivalent materials such as H, C, N, 0, and for 1013(n a

reaction. These data will be prepared by JENDL High Energy Files, which are being

developed.

Other Demands

In the beginning of FY2002, the demands for Next JENDL were collected by interact.

The items, which are not overlapped with the ones mentioned above, are given as follows:

Nuclear model codes should be developed in Japan to accumulate evaluation expertise.
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• International cooperation should be promoted because of man power shortage in Japan.

• Infier-shell electron ionization data should be evaluated for medical use. Unfortunately,

it is impossible to achieve this task by considering the present framework of NDC.

• The information on ENDL should be extended to various fields other than nuclear

energy applications.

3. Purposes of JENDL-4

The Committee agreed that ENDL-4 should be developed for researches on

innovative reactors such as a reduced-moderation water reactor and an ADS, high bum-up and

the use of MOX fuels for VvR, criticality safety with bum-up credit, medical use and

astrophysics. JENDL-4 should be regarded as a system including reactor constants.

Quality assurance of JENDL-4 is important so that it can be used as a standard nuclear data

library in Japan.

4. Specifications of JENDL-4

4.1 Incident particles

Up to ENDL-3.3, the incident particles are limited to neutrons. JENDL-4 will

include charged-particle and photon induced reaction data as well as spontaneous fission data

in addition to neutron-induced reaction data.

4.2 Maximum incident energies

The range from 10-5 eV to 20 MeV is mandatory. However, the maximum energy

can be extended to a larger value than 20 MeV depending on data needs.

4.3 Nuclides to be considered

We discussed how many nuclides should be included in JENDL-4. Some people

stated that more than a thousand nuclides would be required for bum-up calculations. We

reached a conclusion that there are no needs to increase the number of nuclides drastically.

There is a possibility that the nuclides required for bum-up calculations might be prepared by

the Working Group on Evaluation of Astrophysics Data in NDC.

So far, the data contained in ENDL have been evaluated by ourselves. For

example, JENDL-3.3 does not contain 197 Au data, since the data were not evaluated in NDC.

However, from the viewpoints of users, a library should contain all data required for

applications. In JENDL-4, we may take the whole data on particular nuclides from other

libraries, if the data are necessary.

4.4 Data format

We are going to adopt the ENDF-7 forrnae�, which will be determined later.

Requirements for fori-nat change should be given to CSEWG.
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5. Key Subjects

5.1 Incident particles and maximum energy

JENDL-4 will include neutron, charged-particle, and photon induced reaction data as

well as spontaneous fission spectral data. Limited is the number of nuclides for

charged-particle-, photon-induced reaction data and spontaneous fission.

5.2 Problems with JENDL-3.3

It is necessary to solve problems with JENDL-3.3 by considering benchmark

analyses and users' experiences.

5.3 Minor actinide and FP data

The importance of minor actinide data is increasing due to high bum-up, use of

MOX fuels and ADS. Therefore, the accuracy of minor actinide data should be improved.

FP data should be also improved because of criticality safety with bum-up credit and

of the development of innovative reactors.

5.4 Covariances

Covariance data are required to evaluate uncertainties in design calculations using

nuclear data. JENDL-3.3 contains covariances for 20 nuclides. However, the quantity is

not enough, and further evaluation is necessary.

5.5 FP yields and fission neutron spectra

FP yields should be re-examined. Neutron spectra emitted from neutron-induced

and spontaneous fission should be evaluated.

5.6 Gamma-ray production data

Secondary gamma-ray production data should be added when re-evaluation is

performed.

5.7 Charged-particle and recoil nucleus spectra

Evaluation of charged-particle and recoil nucleus (PKA) spectra is essential for a

research on radiation damage.

5.8 Data consistency

We have to pay attention to consistency of data such as energy balance of spectra.

5.9 Data to be added

JENDL-4 should include '9Ni and 197 Au data required by users.

6. Development of JENDL-4

6.1 General remark

The JAERI Nuclear Data Center should take the initiative to carry out evaluation,

compilation and benchmarking and to produce reactor constants in cooperation with NDC.

Each working group in JNDC will work on an allocated task for JENDL-4. The Steering

Committee in JNDC is responsible for providing each working group with good
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circumstances so that it could achieve the mission efficiently.

6.2 Role of each group

JAERI Nuclear Data Center

• Coordination of the whole ENDL-4 project

• In charge of minor actinide data evaluations

• To develop tools for covariances and provide them for evaluators

• In charge of important nuclides such as structural materials and major actinides

• In charge of 59Ni and 197 Au data

Evaluation and Calculation Soport System WQ

To make a guideline of evaluations, which leads to a textbook

To consider the use of standards in JENDL

To develop evaluation tools and provide them for evaluators

FP Nuclide Evaluation WG

• To evaluate FP data

• Covariances for capture cross sections

Gamma-ray production data

FP Yield Data Evaluation WG

To evaluate FP yield data and fission neutron spectra

Consideration of uncertainties in FP yield data

Hiah Enemy Nuclear Data Evaluation WG

• To decide on for which nuclide the maximum incident energy should be extended, and to

provide the data

• To provide PKA data and proton- and photon-induced reaction data for JENDL-4

Reactor Integral Test, Shielding Integral Test and Evaluation of Nuclide Generation WGs

• Selection of benchmark problems

• To make criteria for data validation

• To carry out benchmark analyses and to feed the results back to evaluators

• To construct databases of input and output of benchmark calculations together with

experimental data

Standard Group Constant WG

0 To generate standard group constants based on JENDL-4 by considering needs

JENDL Compilation Group

• To compile evaluations and carry out checking

• To make review kits and set up a review system in JNDC. The critical review is

necessary for quality assurance.

Steering Committee

To make arrangements for JENDL-4 evaluations
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• Strong link with AESJ Nuclear Data and Reactor Physics Divisions

• To cooperate with AESJ Standard Committee and to make JENDL-4 a standard nuclear

data library in Japan

7. Some Issues

7.1 Resonance analysis

The resolved resonance parameters for most of important nuclides contained in
3)JENDL-3.3 were taken from the analyses by the ORNL group using SAMMY code Such

a situation is not preferable by considering the fact that the resonance parameters are most

important nuclear data for energy applications. We should have Japanese specialists who

can deal with resonance analyses in universities or in research organizations. As the first

step, people are encouraged to attend a SAMMY workshop which holds periodically.

7.2 Nuclear model codes

We frequently use nuclear model codes made in foreign countries. However, it is

recognized that our own nuclear model codes should be developed in order to improve the

reliability of evaluations and to reflect the recent knowledge on nuclear physics.

7.3 Thennal scattering law data

Unfortunately, ENDL does not have thermal scattering law data. This matter

should be discussed in NDC.

7.4 Processing codes

The evaluated data are usually processed for nuclear energy applications. We have

to keep a man power to develop and maintain the processing codes.

8. International Cooperation

It is forty years since NDC was founded. The number of evaluators is steadily

decreasing without replacements. To supplement the present situation, we should join

international evaluation activities such as NEANSC/WPEC and IAEA/CRP. We should also

keep a good relation with KAERI, CEA, and LANL in which nuclear data evaluations are

actively performed. We may have some common data in JENDL, ENDF and JEFF.

However, we have no intention to make a world-wide unified library at present.

9. Quality Assurance

It is necessary to raise the reliability of JENDL-4 better than that of JENDL-3.3.

Thus, we need to make criteria for quality assurance. Extensive benchmark analyses should

be performed for various applications before the release of JENDL-4. A database will be

produced so that users could refer the input and output of benchmark calculations together

with experimental data. For users' convenience, we should make reactor constants based on
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JENDL-4 for typical applications such as transport and burn-up calculations. It is believed

that these activities make JENDL-4 a standard nuclear data library in Japan.

10. Conclusions

The ad hoe Committee on Next JENDL discussed about JENDL-4 and made

recommendations and proposals for JENDL-4. On the 22nd of December 2003, the Steering

Committee in JNDC decided to start the JENDL-4 project proposed by the present report.

We should go forward although there exist some difficulties such as man power shortage.
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We evaluate the mass-energy distribution with the 3-dimensinal Langevin equation

in the potential energy surface including the shell correction. From the analysis of our

results, we expect the existence of several modes in the fission of ... Sg. We show that the

dynamical effect plays an important role with respect to the components of the asymmetric
mode with low-TKE.

1. Introduction

In the fission of low excited actinides and transactinides, mass and total kinetic energy

(TKE) distributions consisting of some components were observed. These experimental

results exhibit the presence of different deformation paths, wich is well reviewed in several

articles [1 2. The aim of this study is the reproduction of the mass and TKE distribution

and the investigation of the dynamical fission paths obtained by the numerical calculation.

For example, the measurement of the mass-energy distribution of the fission fragments

of ISg was performed by Itkis et al. 3 It was observed that in the low energy fission, the

mass-asymmetric components with low-TKE appear, whereas this component vanishes in

the case of the high excitation energy. It appears that in the low energy fission, the shell

effect has a very important role.

The problem of fission modes has been studied theoretically as well 45]. The multi-

dimensional energy surface was calculated with Strutinsky's shell correction method and

the search for the saddle points and the valley paths leading to fission in the multi-

dimensional energy surface was performed. These static methods reproduce te fission

paths expected from the experimental result. However, this is insufficient for the evalua-

tion of the mass and TKE distribution.

Therefore, we propose a dynamical approach by solving the multi-dimensional Langevin

equation numerically on the energy surface including the shell correction. In the high ex-

citation energy where the shell effect vanishes, the fission process has been studied on the

basis of the fluctuation-dissipation dynamics and the Langevin equation has been succeed

in describing this dynamics. By including the shell correction energy to the potential
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energy surface, we apply this method to the fission of the low excitation energy

In this paper, we show the mass distribution of fission fragments of 2 Sg at the

excitation energy E*=28 MeV by solving the three-dimensional Langevin equation. The

origin of the mass-asymmetric component with low-TKE is investigated in terms of the

fission paths obtained by numerical calculation. The influence of the potential energy on

the dynamics is also discussed.

IL Marnework

The shape of nucleus is described by the two-center parameterization. Z denotes

the distance between the harmonic oscillators in the unit of the radius of the spherical

compound nuclei & �ro (Al A2) 1/3 I5 denotes the deformation of the fragments

with the constraint that both fragments have same deformation 1 = 62) and a the mass

asymmetry parameter (a = (Al - A2) / (Al A2)), where Al and A2 are the mass number

of the fragments. The liquid drop energy, the surface energy and the coulomb energy are

also calculated with this parameterization.

We describe the fission process by the following equation, called as the Langevin

equation,

= (,m-,)" 3,

dt

dp� O V I a Pk 9, R3 (t),
dt o9q,- 2aq, (M ')31P3Pk (Tn-')31

where the suffix stands for Z, J or ce. Summation over repeated indices is implied. V(q)

is the potential energy taken account of shell effect, ,,(q) and yq) are the shape de-

pendent collective inertia and dissipation tensors, respectively. We assume the random

forces as the white noise type of which the normalized random force R(t) is to satisfy

(-[?(t))=O, (s(t1)R_7(t2) = 26,�_,6(tj - t2). The strength of random force g, is calculated

from 7,T � ,k9k, that is given by the fluctuation-dissipative theorem. T denotes the tem-

perature of the compound nucleus that is defined as E = aT' with the excitation energy

E* of a compound nucleus and the level density parameter a of Uke and Swiateck 6.

The inertia tensor is calculated using the hydrodynamical. model with Werner-Wheeler

approximation 7 for the velocity field, and wall-and-window one-body dissipation [8 is

adopted for the dissipation tensor.

The shell correction energy of the two-center shell model is calculated with the code

TWOCTR 9 0]. The shell correction energy depends on the temperature of the nu-

cleus. The temperature dependent factor of the shell correction energy is assumed as

exp (-E*lEd), where Ed is the shell damping energy that is taken to be 20 MeV [11].

III. Numerical Results and Discussion

We study the fission of the compound nucleus of OSg in the ase of the excitation

energy E*=28 MeV and the origin of the mass-asymmetric fission modes from the anal-

ysis of dynamical fission paths obtained by the numerical solution of the 3-dimensional
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Figure 1: Mass distribution of the fission Figure 2 Deformation distribution of the

fragments of 271 Sg. The open circle and fission fragments at scission configura-

solid square denote the experimental and tion.

the numerical results, respectively.

Langevin equation.

Figure I shows the mass distribution of the fission fragments as a function of the

mass number of the fission fragments. The open circle and the solid square denote the

experimental result and our numerical one, respectively. We obtain the mass distribution

with the single peak, whereas it is seen that the experimental mass distribution consists

of some Gaussian-components. In our result, the fission fragments with the large mass

asymmetry are underestimated. In the experiment 3 the quasi-fission component was

not separated in terms of the measurement of the angular distribution of fission fragments.

We expect that this underestimation of our results comes from the mixture of the quasi-

fission component in the experimental data.

In order to evaluate the quasi-fission component in the experimental data, we perform

three-Gaussian fitting for the mass distribution of the experimental result. The mass-

symmetric component is denoted by the dashed line and the mass-asymmetric components

are denoted by the dotted lines in Figure 1. From the analysis of the TKE distribution,

the mass-asymmetric component has the low TKE and differs from the characteristic of

the fission mode in the region of the actinide nucleus. It is expected that this asymmetric

component comes from the quasi-fission. In this paper, we focus on the distribution

coming from the fission of the compound nucleus corresponding to the dashed line in

Figure and the investigation is restricted to fission modes with mass number around

80-190.

Figure 2 shows the deformation distribution of the fission fragment at the scission

configuration. It seems that the mass distribution of our results consists of the single

component, whereas two peaks is clearly seen at 6=0.25 and 036 in the deformation

distribution. From the calculation in the liquid-drop energy surface without the shell
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Figure 3 Mass distribution of the fis- Figure 4 Landscape of the potential en-

sion fragments with the deformation ergy of 27OSg projected to Z-J plane at

0.32<5<0.4. a=0.0 with the sample trajectory.

correction, it seems that the peak at =0.36 corresponds to the liquid-drop like mode. It

is expected that the peak at =0.26 appears due to the shell effect. The mass distribution

of the events with the deformation <0.3 has a very sharp single peak and the average of

the TKE value is high compared with the liquid-drop like fission. This is because of the

contribution of the components with the peak at =0.26 affected by the shell effect.

On the other hand, the mass distribution of the events with J>0.3 is the liquid drop

like one. However, the mass-asymmetric component appears in the liquid-drop like distri-

bution. In order to see the shell effect clearly, we perform the calculation at the excitation

energy E*=20 MeV. This corresponds to the increase of the shell correction energy by

50%. Figure 3 shows the mass distribution of the events with 032<6<0.4 in the case of

E*=20 MeV. We obtain the mass distribution having the flat top. In order to estimate the

mixture of the components, we perform three-Gaussian fitting for this mass distribution.

The solid line denotes the result of the fitting with three-Gaussian. The dotted line de-

notes the main Gaussian component sed in the fitting. The peak of the dotted line is at

135, i.e. this is the mass symmetric division and is the liquid-drop like component. The

peaks of the mass-asymmetric components denoted by the dash-dotted lines are at 144

and 125. We expect that this mass-asymmetric component corresponds to the standard

11 mode proposed by Itkis et al. 3 In the following, we discuss this mass-asymmetric

component that appears in the liquid-drop like distribution.

We consider the origin of this mass-asymmetric component. Although the dynamical

motion is calculated in the three-dimensional parameter space, it is instructive to look at

the potential surface projected onto two-dimensional spaces like Z-a and Z-6. We show

the time evolution of the deformation of the sample trajectory in this mode. Figure 4

shows the sample trajectory in the mass-asymmetric component with low-TKE and the

potential energy landscape projected to the Z-6 plane at a=O. The solid line with the
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Figure 5: Landscape of the potential en- Figure 6 Landscape of the potential en-

ergy of 27OSg projected to Z-a plane at ergy of 271ISg projected to Z-a plane at

J=0.27. 6=0.36.

squaxes denotes the sample trajectory of the mass-asymmetric exit channel at J=0.36 that

corresponds to the one of peaks of the distribution shown in Figure 2.

At first, the Brownian paxticle remains around the ground state. Receiving the random

force from the heat bath, the Brownian particle goes through the first saddle point around

at =0.27. The deformation increases with Z until =0.65. After it passes through

ZO=0.5, J decrease to 036. Finally, the Brownian particle goes to the scission line with

random-walking.

Figure shows the potential projected to the Z-a at =0.27 that corresponds to

the saddle point deformation in the ZO-6 plane of Figure 4 Figure 6 shows the potential

projected to Z-a at J=0.36 that corresponds to the maximum of the distribution in Figure

4. In the Z-a plane, the saddle point is around at ZO=0.25 and +O.I. First, in Figure

5, when the fissile nucleus goes from the ground state to the saddle point according to the

potential surface, the mass asymmetry a increases (the arrow 1). After passing through

the saddle point (the cross), the fissile nucleus goes toward scission and Z and increase.

At the same time, a decreases following the potential slope as shown by the arrow 2 in

Figure 5. As is seen from the sample trajectory in Figure 4 after passing through the

saddle point, the deformation increases from 025 to 065 with large fluctuation while

the increase of Z is relatively small(around the number 3 in Fig. 6 With the increase of

J, the bump due to the shell effect becomes prominent at Z 0.75 and a= i Figure .

Since the Brownian particle keeps away from tis bump, the mass asymmetry a increases

again (the arrow 4 and the fissile nucleus goes to the asymmetric direction. This is how

the asymmetry of fission fragments is determined.

It should be noted that the potential around ZO=1.2-2.0 is very flat in a direction

in the present system. In addition, the mass asymmetry a at the scission point differs

from the one at the saddle point. Therefore, it is inappropriate to determine the mass
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asymmetry a by the potential valley; the dynamics after the saddle point plays a very
important role for the determination of the mass asymmetry at scission. The mass asym-
metry distribution cannot be evaluated only from the position of the saddle point such
as the discussion with the static calculation. Thus, we conclude that the dynamical cal-
culation is very important for the understanding of the mass distribution and the fission
paths.
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2. 11 Measurement of Neutron-Production Double-Differential Cross Sections for

Continuous Neutron-Incidence Reaction up to 100 MeV
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The inclusive measurements of neutron-incident neutron-production double-differential cross sections in
intermediate energy range is now being carried out Spallation neutrons are used as incident particles. As a
part of this, the experiment was performed by using of NE213 liquid organic scintillators to detect outgoing-
neutrons. Incident-neutron energy was determined by time-of-flight technique, and outgoing-neutron en-
ergy spectrum was derived by unfolding light-output spectrum of NE213 with response functions calculated
by SCINFUL-R. Preliminary cross sections were obtained up to about 100 MV, and were compared with
calclations by te GNASH code. It will be hoped to get pure measurements by using of measured response
functions for our detectors used in this study.

1. Introduction

Nuclear reaction data especially for neutrons and protons are required in the intermediate energy region for
programs of accelerator driven transmutation system, radiotherapy, and space development Because it is difficult
to get many measurements in this energy region, model calculations have been playing he major role. Forexample,
calculationcodes such as the GNASH') based on the exciton and Hauser-Feshbach statistical model, NMTC/JAM2)
based on the intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model, and the JQMD 3) based on the quantum-molecular-dynamics
had developed to get cross sections. Several measurements of double-differential cross sections (DDX) for proton-
incident neutron-production have been reported in the wide intermediate energy region,4-1 ') and have been used
to get reliabilities of model calculation, and/or to improve the models themselves. On the other hand, neutron-
incident DDX measurements are very scarce in the intermediate energy region (Only a few of measurements",")
had reported for neutron-production DDXs above about 20 McV) It is difficult to get rehabilitics on the model
calculations for neutron-incidence

The purpose of this study is to measure neutron-production DDXs for neutron-incidence in the wide interme-
diate energy range by using of spallation neutrons as incident particles Liquid organic scintillators were used to
detect outgoing-neutrons, and the fission chamber was used to know the number of incident-neuLrons. Incident-

neutron energy was determined by the time-of-flight (TOF) between the neutron source and neutron detectors

OuLgoing-neutron energy spectrum was obtained by unfolding charge-integration spectrum with calculated re-

sponse functions of the detector Preliminary results were compared with the model calculations by the GNASH

code

11. Experiment

1. Neutron source and neutron beam line

The experiment was performed at the P 5L beam line of WNR facility 14) in Los Alamos Neutron Science

Center (LANSCE). The schematic view of the neutron source and the neutron beam line used in this study is

shown in Fig. I Intense white neutrons covering up to about 750 MeV were provided from the Target-4 area

where spoliation reactions were triggered on the thick tungsten target by the part of the high-current (about 2

tzA) 800 MeV proton beam from linear accelerator. This neutron beam line was 15' angled to the direction of

the proton beam incidence, and was about 90 in long To decrease the number of low-energy (up to several tens

Corresponding author, Tel 892-642-3765, Fax 81-92-642-3769, E-mail kuni�meteor nucl kyushu-u ac p
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MeV) neutrons from the Target-4 area, a polyethylene block of 101.6 mm thick was placed upstream on the beam
line. Neutron flux was introduced into the the detector room through iron coil mators of 35.7 mm in diameter that
defined the beam size

T t area (W)
Spoliation neutrons

is' Attenustor (CH2)
all I I

'cp �'- " I---- Collimator amm
Al AM- --

Neutnon beam line
90 m )

PSR Fission chamber I '"U)

15,

Neutron shield (Pb blocks)
90 3e

Det t r room Sample

F. (10 m thi.k, 0
Pb ( 5 mm thck, 50 Stage Beam dump

Fig. I Schematic view of the neutron source and the
4FP15L neutron beam line at VVNR facility in
LANSCE Fig. 2 Schematic view of the experimental setup

2. Experimental setup

The layout of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2 Cylindrical NE213 liquid organic scintillators
were arranged at 15', 30', 60', 90', 120', and 150' to detect outgoing-neutrons. The size of all these detectors
were 127 mm thick and 127 mm in diameter, and were optically connected with photomultipliers. The average
distance between the sample and detectors was about 7 NE102A plastic scintillators of 10 mm thick were
also set in front of ail NE213 detectors to reject charged-particle events. To obtain the number of incident netrons,
the fission ionization detector15) was set right behind the collimator. Iron 10 mm and 40 mm thick) and lead 5
mm thick) were selected as samples. All of these samples were of natural compositions.

1200

cFission chamber NE-102A NE-213 _ 1000 
co

[Aocl a) Boo Neutrons
A

I?
EFG G1 Wo 

Uu�rm� __ __1 2
A A A C3 400 -

COIN COIN -A 0 200 Gamma-rays
6Y Y %'Y

TDC GG 4 0.1pul r.gi.t.,
200 400 600 80 1000 1200

Fig. 3 Schematic draw of the electical circuit for online ADC with Prompt-Gate (channel)

data aqu isitions
Fig. 4 Example scatter plot for charge-integrations

with the prompt-gate and the delayed-gate for
NE-213

The schematic block diagram of electrical circuit for online data acquisitions is shown in Fig. 3 Analog
signals from all detectors were branched into two One of these was converted into logic signal by the constant-
fractional-discriminator (CFD) for each detector, and was sent to the coincidence module (COIN Proton beam
micro-pulses were delayed about 2 8 [t se , and their width was adjusted by the gate-generator (G G to be able
to accept conincidences with logic signals of detectors within the micro-pulse spacing The proton beam mcro-
pulse spacing was about 8 seconds The lower energy limit of the neutron energy that could be accepted at
COIN -A and COIN -13 was about 10 MeV To eliminate most of charged particle events, logic signals from the
NE102A were used as veto signals at COIN -A Coincidence signals were issued from either COIN -A or COIN -
B, and were sent to the time-to-digital converter (TDC) as the start signal foi TOF measurement On the one
hand, micro-pulses of proton beam (delayed about 2 seconds, this time interval corresponded to the maximum
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range of TDC module used in this experiment) were used as the stop signal Charge-integrations of analog signals
were also recorded by using of charge-sensitive analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) for all neutron detectors after
coincidences were caused For signals from photomultipliers of NE213s, two kind of charge-integrations were
recorded to discriminate neutrons and gamma-ray events using the two gate integration method 6 As shown in
Fig. 4 neutron and gamma-ray events are separated successfully

3. Calibration

Charge-integration spectra were calibrated for all neutron detectos to get corresponding electron-equivalent
light-output The -y-ray compton-edges of Co and Pu-Be sources were used with the semi-empirical formula of
Dietze et al ") for low-energy parts For the calibrations of higher-energy neutrons, spallation neutrons (collimators
of mm in diametor was used to identify the one neutron event) were induced directly into all NE213s as shown in
Fig. 5. Neutron energies were identified by TOF, and were possible to be converted into light-unit by the empirical
equation by Cecil et a.18) Maximum channels of ADC spectra were used as corresponding charge-integration
values. The relationship between charge-integrations and electron-equivalent light-output. for NE213 is shown in

Fig. 6 This example is for the detector used at 15'

150

By spoliation neutrons
> 1 By "Co

00 By PU-Be
Fit

NE213 + PM CL

0
Collimator so
( 2 mm)

NE102A PM

00 1 OGO 20DO 30DO 4000

ADC (channel)

Fig. Setup for the calibration of NE213 by using of

spallation neutrons. Fig. 6 Relationship between charge-tritegrations and

electron-equivalent light-output for NE213

111. Analysis

1. Determination of incident neutron energy

Because raw data obtained in the online measurement were of whole events for overall incident energy range

that were allowed in this data acquisition system, the incident-neutron energy was required to be identified for

all outgoing-neutron evrents to get DDX In this study, incident neutron energies were determined by the TOF

technique, on the assumption that the total TOF between the Target-4 and the neutron detector was exhausted

only by the incident-neutron Because the flight path between the Target-4 and the sample (Time-B) was quite

long enough to ignore the distance between the sample and all neutron detectors ime-A), this assumption was

acceptable Tmie-A and Time-B were estimated, and are compared in Fig. 7 For example of 100 MeV neutron

incidence, the ratio of time-A on time-B was not more than 35 above about outgoing neutron energy of MeV

that correspond the lower energy limit of the n--y discrimination

A typical TOF spectrum are shown in Fig. The sharp peak seen in this graph is flash gamma-ray events

from the Target-4, and were used as the time fiducial to get TFs of incident-neutron events Outgoing neutron

events that were triggerd by incident-neutrons of the energy range above about 10 MeV were obtained in this

measurement

2. Getting the number of incident neutrons

To normalize the outgoing-neutron spectrum, the number of incident neutrons must be known, and was possible

to be gotten by the equation

N (E) f (E) (1)

O'f (E) x rdt f

where, N(E), nf(E), and af(E) are thedesired numberof incidentneutrons, the numberoffission eventsdetected

by fission chamber, and the fission cross sections of 238U for corresponding neutron energy E respectively Ed&
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Fig. 7 Estimations of Tirne-A and Time-B. Fig. Typical TOF spectrum between the Target-4 and

NE213

is the detection efficiency of the fission chamber, and pf is the arial density of the number of atoms of fissionable

material deposited on the foil in the chamber (see ref'5)). nf (E) was also determined by TOE Measured fission

cross sections 19,20) were used as of(E).

3. Outgoing neutron energy spectra

Electron-equivalent light-unit spectrum was obtained from the charge-integration spectrum of N213 based on

calibration analysis The example light-output spectra that were normalized by the number of incident-neutrons

and were subtracted background (sample-out) spectra are shown in Fig. 9 at 90 - I 10 MeV neutron-incidence for

the iron target.

lo' id'

. nat Fe(nxn) 90-110 MeV Pb(nxn) 90-110 MeV

-6 lo' lo,
4) CD
> >

lo, lo,

...... 60'(.10)'(A
lo' lo'

0 91)'(.10 0 se (.10

W lo' lo' IqC C
0 0
CL CL
0) 150, (0) 150,(.1o')

10 10 cc 1010
I 120'(.1o')

1012 10 12

10 1DO 1 10 100

Light Output (MeVee) Light Output (MeVee)

Fig. 9 Example light-output spectra of NE213 at 90 - 1 10 MeV neutron-incidence for the iron sample

Outgoing-neutron energy spectra were determined by unfolding measured tight-output spectra with response

functions of NE213 The FERD021) unfolding code was used to get optimal neutron energy spectrum. The

SCINFUL-R") calculations, that were adjusted to reproduce measureme ntS23) by light attenuation and reduction

factors,wereusedasresponsematrixelementsforallneutrondetectors Examplesofresponsefunctionsareshown

in Fig. 0

Gaussian shape window functions that determined energy resolutions of outgoing-neutron energy spectrum

were assumed to be 1 - 80 %, and the lowest tight-output thresold levels were fixed around 2 MeVee in the

unfolding process. Because neutron detectors were not large enough to differentiate neutron energy above 120
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Fig. 10 Example neutron response functions of NE213 for I - 100 MeV used in this unfolding process.

MeV in respect to charge-integration of NE213, data analysis was performed up to around this energy. Obtained
double-differential cross sections were shown in Fig. 11 at 90 - I I MeV neutron-incidence for the iron sample and
the lead sample with calculations by the GNASH code DDX can be calculated basing on the Kalbach and Mann's
systematics 24) with the exciton pre-equilibrium model and the Hauser-Feshbach statistical evaporation model in
this code

lo' le
(� _'11'0' Mev' ........... -'Pb(nxn) 90-1 10 MeV

0 Present measurement 0 Present measurement
- GNASH lo' GNASH

10, t lo' 15' (Xi ).
Q

15' (Xi 0) PE
100 Z: 100 30' (xi ')co

1 2 30'(xio) lo' 60' (xi )

X X

60' (XI 0)lo' 1 4 (Xi ,

1 0 90' (Xi 0 lo, 150 (xio
150' (Xi 120'(xio')

1120'(Xio)le lo'
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

Outgoing Neutron Energy (MeV) Outgoing Neutron Energy (MeV)

Fig. 11 Preliminaly DDX for iron and lead sample with calculations at 90 - I 10 MeV

It must be known that these approach and results are preliminary, because calculations[ response functions were
used in this analysis Neutron detectors usually have thier own chracters due to the depletion of the NE213 and the
transmission efficiency of the light signal to the photomultiplier, and a slight difference of response functions are
tend to affect the final neutron energy spectrum Response functions for neutron detectors used in this measurement
should be used in the unfolding process radically.

IV. Summary

Double-differential cross sections were measured for (nxn) by using of spallation neutrons as incident-particles.
Incident-neutron energy was determined by TOF between the neutron source and neutron detectors Preliminary
DDXs were obtained up to about I 0 MeV by unfolding charge-integration spectrum of NE213 with calculational
response functions, and wet e compared with calculations by the GNASH code
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Recently, response functions have been measured for all NE213s used in the present measurement by using of
spoliation neutrons, and the analysis is now being proceeded. t will be hoped to get pure measurements by using
of measured response functions in the unfolding process
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Abstract:

Various elements observed in Galaxies can be used as relics to trace the history of the Galaxy after the Big

Bang. Light elements up to Mi were produced during the primordial nucleosynthesis in the early universe

and the rest of the observed elements were synthesized in stars through various nuclear reaction processes.

By studying the physics conditions of these processes when these light and heavier elements were

synthesized, one could construct models about the evolution of stars and stellar nucleosynthesis to be used

to trace the history. In this paper we discuss keV neutron induced reactions of a nucleus to construct the

models.

1. Introduction

The history of the universe after the Big Bang has been an interesting subject to be studied. It can be traced

by referring various elements observed in the uiverse and in Galaxy as relics. In order to trace the history,

therefore, it is necessary to construct models of the evolution of these elements. It is well known that light

elements up to Mi would have been synthesized during the primordial nucleosynthesis [1] and elements

heavier than Fe were produced by slow- and rapid-neutron capture processes in stars 2]. In these processes

keV neutron induced reaction of a nucleus plays crucial roles, since the reaction cross-section determines

the production yield of these elements, which is necessary to construct the models.

Concerning the light elements a standard Big Bang model predicts the nucleosynthesis up to Mi in the

early universe, and the observed abundance of the light elements are claimed to be in good agreement with

the calculated value by standard Big Bang models 3] A decade ago, however, inhomogeneous Big Bang

models have been proposed as alternative models of the standard big bang models 4]. According to the

models, an intermediate mass nucleus up to A=30 could have been produced in neutron rich regions mainly

via neutron capture reactions [5]. The prediction differs from that of the standard models, and therefore a

possible discrimination between these two models would provide us crucial information about the physics

conditions in the early universe. In order to estimate the production yield of the intermediate mass nuclei in

the framework of the inhomogeneous models it is certainly important to measure the neutron capture cross

section of the light nuclei at astrophysical relevant energy A possible comparison of the estimated yield

with observation can discriminate a certain ihomogeneous model from others.

Concerning the elements heavier than Fe we have reasonable models of the nucleosynthesis in evolved

stars such as the sun 6]. However, we do not have proper models for the nucleosynthesis of heavy elements
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in less-evolved metal-deficient stars 7 Currently a lot of efforts are being made to observe the heavy

elements abundance in these less-evolved stars to construct the models of stellar evolution and

n-ucleosynthesis [8]. The observed abundance is considered to carry important information on the

micleosynthetic processes in the earlier Galactic stellar generations. Concerning the s-process

nucleosynthesis in these metal-deficient stars, light nuclei abundant in the stars would act as a strong

neutron poison to influence the production yield of the heavy elements 7 How these light elements

strongly act as a neutron poison depends on the cross section of the neutron capture reaction of these

elements. Concerning the rprocess nucleosynthesis the astrophysical site remains as an open question. It

has been claimed as one of the possible site to be in nascent neutron star winds 9], in which light nuclei

would also act as a possible neutron poison.

Both in the primordial- and stellar-nucleosyntheses a neutron induced reaction of light nuclei plays an

important role for the construction of the models of the stellar evolution and nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy.

While, the study of the neutron induced reaction of light nuclei is also quite important for nuclear physics.

Since the main part of the gamma-ray transition amplitude after the keV neutron capture reaction of

few-body system is usually either forbidden or hindered, one can learn the roles of non-nucleonic degrees of

freedom in the reaction, which has been an important subject for many years [10]. In addition, since the

level density of light nuclei is low, one can observe a discrete 7-ray eitted promptly from a neutron

capturing state feeding to a low-lying state of a final nucleus [ 1 1 ]. The 7-ray carries unique information of

electromagnetic property, and therefore one can learn the mechanism of the kV neutron capture reaction.

The information is quite important to estimate the neutron capture reaction cross section of an unstable

nucleus at stellar energy for calculating the production yield for primordial intermediate mass nuclei and

reprocess nuclei.

2. Experimental method

keV neutron capture reaction cross section of a nucleus has been measured by either an activation or a

prompt 7-ray detection method. In the latter method a prompt discrete y-ray emitted from a neutron

capturing state feeding to a low-lying state of a final nucleus is measured. Since a discrete 7-ray

characterizes a final nucleus, one can identify a true signal from the neutron capture reaction of a target

nucleus free from background and determine a small capture cross section of a light nucleus

unambiguously. The discrete 7-ray carries a unique electromagnetic property such as El, MI and E2 etc.

Therefore its observation gives us unique information of initial and final states of a final nucleus, which

connects the 7-ray. Through the information one can learn the neutron capture reaction mechanism and

nuclear structure of the final nucleus. It could happen that such nuclear physics information is quite unique

and can be hardly obtained by other experimental approaches. Our experimental method to use the prompt

7-ray detection method is described briefly 121. Pulsed keV neutrons are produced by the 7Li(pn)7 Be

reaction using pulsed protons provided from the W Pelletron Accelerator of the Research Laboratory for

Nuclear Reactors at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Discrete prompty-rays from a capturing sample are
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detected by an anti-Compton NaI(TI) y-ray spectrometer 131. The spectrometer is placed at 125.3' with

respect to the proton beam direction to obtain an angle-integrated y-ray intensity for the dipole transition. A

gold sample has been used for ormalization of the cross section, since the capture cross section of gold is

well known.

Since the (np) and/or a) reaction of a light nucleus also plays important roles in stellar nucleosynthesis,

we have developed a gas scintillation drift chamber (GSDC) to detect low energy charged particles with a

large solid angle of 4 and high efficiency of 100 % 14]. Here, it should be noted that both the reaction

cross section and energy of emitted charged particles induced by low energy neutrons are low. The high

sensitivity of the GSDC for detecting low-energy charged particles emitted from the keV neutron-induced

reaction of a nucleus has been shown for the measurement of the 14N(np) 14 C reaction cross section 15].

3. Results and discussions

The cross-section of the neutron-capture reaction of various light nuclei has been successfully measured by

detecting their discrete y-rays at several neutron energies between 10 and 550 keV with an uncertainty of

5-10 %. What we have learned through the studies are as follows. First, we have for the first time observed

a non-resonant direct p-wave capture reaction process at astrophysical relevant energy of a few 10 keV [I 1.

Because of the new process in the reaction the cross section we obtained is significantly larger than the

value estimated assuming a IN law and using the thermal neutron capture cross section. The present result

has a big astrophysical impact. It indicates clearly that light nuclei act as a strong neutron poison in the

nucleosynthesis of heavy elements especially in less evolved metal deficient stars 16] and in addition in

estimating the production yield of various nuclei in many astrophysical sites one must take into account the

new process so far ignored. Second, we could clearly clarify the important role of the meson exchange

currents in the keV neutron capture reaction of few-body system 171. Third, the physics reason why the

non-resonant direct p-wave capture reaction process becomes important even in the keV energy region is

clarified as the unique nature of the neutron capturing nucleus with a 1/2 (SI/2) state and with relatively low

neutron binding energy [ 1 8]. Hence the keV incident neutrons can be captured directly by a target nucleus

transferring an orbital angular momentum of I to the final nucleus.

4. Future Prospect

Elemental abundance observed in less-evolved ultra metal deficient stars provides us crucial information

to construct the models to trace the history of the Galaxy. Among various elements, heavier elements than

iron carry important information of the generation of stars, in which the elements were synthesized by the

slow- and rapid-neutron capture process of a nucleus. Since many important and interesting problems of the

neutron induced reaction of a nucleus remain to construct the solid models of stellar evolution and

nucleosynthesis, it would be extremely important to extend such studies using intense spallation neutrons

provided such as by J-PARC. Here, one can use rare-abundant samples and even long-lived radioisotopes.
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The present status of photoreaction studies at AIST and the prospect of the future at

SPring-8 are presented. The Konan University and the Universit6 Libre de Bruxelles launch

a 5-year project, starting i 2004, of constructing an extended NACRE compilation in which

photonuclear reactions will be included.

1. Introduction

There are three major real-photon sources that have been used in nuclear physics:

radioactive isotopes, bremsstrahlung, and positron annihilation in flight 1,21. Recently, a

new generation of 7-ray sources has emerged at synchrotron radiation facilities that are

devoted to material science. The idea of producing y rays in the laboratory by interactions

between laser photons and relativistic electrons was born in 1963 341. The idea was first

put into reality for practical purposes at Frascati in 1980's 5]. However, its use for

astronuclear physics had been ignored until recently.

Photonuclear data of astrophysical relevance concern (y,'y), (yn), (yp), and (ycc) reactions

near particle thresholds without/with Coulomb barrier effects in exit channels. As shown in

the literature 6 photoneutron reaction rates are determined by the product of a Planck

spectrum of black-body radiation and photoneutron cross sections. As a result, (yn) cross

sections just above thresholds are of astrophysical significance. Although a nuclear physics

database for electric giant dipole resonance was constructed after major contributions from

the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Saclay 7 the data near thresholds lack

sufficient accuracy for astrophysical use. Coulomb barrier effects make ('Yp), and (ya)

reactions difficult to measure and cross sections below particle thresholds should never

be forgotten for photoreactions on nuclei with thermally equilibrated excited states [8].

2. The present status at AIST

Real photon beams in the MeV region have been developed at the National Institute of
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Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) in ead-on collisions of laser photons

with relativistic electrons stored in the accumulator ring TERAS 9]. The laser Compton

scattering US) plays a role of Photon acelerator, producing quasi-monochromaticy beams

in the energy range of I - 40 MeV. They are bremsstrahlung-free unlike the positron

annihilation in flight, and 100% linearly (circularly) polarized. Because of the

monochromaticy, the AISTLCS beam is best suited to excitation function measurements of

photoreaction cross sections with enriched target materials. In addition, photo-activation of

natural foils by the AIS'I'LCS beam can be done for nuclei whose isotopic abundance is

sufficiently large.

The AIST-LCS 7-beam with a rather limited intensity 104-5 photons/see) was so far used

to measure cross sections of 9Be(,yn)cc(x for supernovae nucleosynthesis [10,111, 18ITa(yn)18OTa

[121 for the p-process nucleosynthesis, and Dyn)p 131 for big bang nucleosynthesis. The

latest photoneutron cross section measurements include 186W, 187Re, and 1880S for the

s-process nucleosynthesis and cosmochronometry, and 93Nb and 139La for the p-process

nucleosynthesis. Measurements for many more nuclei will follow over the next years.

Large differences were found in electromagnetic quantities (B(El)j and ][',,(Ml)) for 9Be

between the present real-photon measurement and the electron scattering (virtual-photon)

measurement. The present experimental data are analyzed with the help of a microscopic

model of the 9Be nucleus 14-161. The reaction rate of cCcc(n,,Y)9Be was evaluated from the

photoneutron cross section [111 and compared with those of the CF88 171 and the NACRE

[181compilations. AfactoroftwodifferencewasfoundwithrespecttoCF88overthe

temperaturerangeT=(0.1-10 X 109KwhilereasonableagreementwithNACREwas

obtained, putting aside details in the treatment of individual states in Be.

Figure shows photonuclear data for 181Ta. 121. Their interpretation has necessitated a

microscopic understanding of threshold behavior of photoneutron cross sections, showing the

advantage of a QRPA calculation over a conventional Lorentzian- or hybrid-model analysis.

From these nuclear data, it appears that 18OTa, the nature's rarest isotope and the only

naturally occurring isomer, can be a p-process nuclide. Nuclear challenges remain in order

to reliably evaluate the 18OTa p-process yield from various stellar locations reviewed in [8].

They include 18OTa photo-destruction rate and 8Ta photo-neutron branching to the 18OTa.

These would help constraining reaction models.

Figure 2 shows photonuclear data for deuterium 131. The filled circles are from this work.

The photodisintegration data for deuterium were converted to cross sections of the p(n,7)D

capturereaction. Aleast-squaresfittothepresentcrosssectioncombinedwiththeexisting

capture data 19,201 was obtained. It has to be pointed out that the capture cross section

was evaluated only theoretically for more than 30 years since the compilation 211.

Furthermore, details of the latest evaluation by Hale compiled in ENDF/B-VI 221 can no
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longer be traced. The present work has provided an experimental confirmation of the

theoretical evaluation, offering the foundation for recent discussions of the baryon density

based on observations of primeval deuterium-to-hydrogen ratios in metal-poor hydrogen

cloudsathighredshiftstowardquasars[23-251. OnemaybeenteringaneweraofBigBang

nucleosynthesis through an independent confirmation of the baryon density by the

observation of temperature anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)

radiation by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite 261.

Ta(-Y�n) ""Ta

NZ

1AEA 8]

-CIRPA

11-L6rentzMn

a 9 10 it 12 13 3 4 5 10

E Nev) E WeV)
Y

Figure 1 Photodisintegration cross sections Figure 2 Photodisintegration cross sections

for 18'Ta(yn)18OTa. for Dyn)p

3. The future prospect at AIST

Currently two y-sources are under development at the GeV Super-Photon ring

(SPring-8) in Japan: one y-source is based on inverse Compton scattering of far-infrared laser

photons with = 8.8 �Lin from 8-GeV electrons, the other one being a high-energy radiation

from a 0 tesla superconducting wiggler (SCW) 271. The former is rather white with

maximum energy - 10 MeV, while the latter is characterized by exponential tails extending to

several MeV It is expected that their intensities are 107-8 photons/sec/MeV near neutron

thresholds, - MeV.

Figure 3 shows energy spectra of the SCW radiations calculated following the

prescription of 28,291. It is remarkable that the exponential tails of the radiation are

equivalent to temperatures of a few to several billions of Kelvin T9). In other words, the

SCW radiation mimics the Planck spectrum of black-body radiation generated in particular

during supernova explosions. In a promising astrophysical site for the p-process, the /Ne

layers of massive stars during their pre-supernova phase 30-321 or during their explosions as
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type-11 supernovae 33,34,31,321, temperatures of the blackbody radiation lie in the T = 17 -

3.3 range. These temperatures can be accessed by the SCW at lower magnetic fields. The

intensity of the high-energy tail of the SCW radiation strongly depends on the magnetic field.

Under this condition, the SCW radiation can be used to directly determine photonuclear

reaction rates by the activation technique without manipulations such as superposition of

several Bremsstrahlung spectra with different end-point energies 351.

Experimentally, the higher the intensity the more feasible the measurement. The

intensity at the maximum 10 Tesla field is indeed attractive. The threshold behavior of the

photoneutron cross section can be parametrized by

(Y(E = Yo KET Sn)/S.] P,

where E is the 7-ray energy and S. is the neutron separation energy. When a neutron with

an orbital angular momentum I is emitted in a photodisintegration, p is given by I+ /2.

Generally different values of contribute, depending on the spin and the parity of the residual

nucleus in the photodisintegration. This is in interesting contrast with the fact that s-wave

neutrons are preferentially captured at low energies. cFo and p are parameters to be

determined experimentally. Based on Eq.W a few measurements of the photoreaction rate

with the SCW radiation at the highest available magnetic fields enable us to determine these

experimental parameters. This method is most promising in the p-process study, opening up

a variety of applications. We have a long list (not presented here) of photoreactions to be

studied by the photoactivation technique.
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Figure 3 Synchrotron radiation from a 0 Tesla superconducting wiggler at SPrmg-8 (calculations)
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The highest priority would be placed on the photo-destruction of 18OTa among the long list,

18OTa[0.012%1(yn)179Ta[TI/2=1.82y]. Preparingenrichedl8OTamaterialforphotonuelear

reactions is out of question. This reaction can be studied by photoactivation of natural

tantalum foils with a high-intensity y-source at SPring-8 (see 361 for details). On the other

hand, a higher luminosity of the order of 1011 photons/sec is awaited by another p-process

nuclide 138La[0.09%] whose photo-destruction leads to 137La[T1/2 =6 X 104 A

4. Konan-Brussels Database

Since the first compilation by WA. Fowler et a]. in 1967 211, the astrophysics community

benefited from a series of the CalTech compilations 21,37-39,171. It was nearly 0 years

after the last one that a new compilation NACRE [181 a partial update of the CalTech

compilation, was constructed.

The Konan University and the Universit6 Libre de Bruxelles are launching a 5-year

project, starting in April 2004, of constructing an extended NACRE compilation based on a

comprehensive convention between the two universities. In the first place this may be a

public seMce to the international astrophysics and very low-energy nuclear physics

communities. In addition, we intend to stimulate experimental, observational, and

theoretical developments in astrophysics.

We are at the start of an unexplored field of photonuclear reaction studies with new g

sources available at synchrotron radiation facilities. In addition to reactions induced by

neutrons and charged particles, the Konan-ULB database will also include information on

photonuclear reactions. To be most successful and continuously updated, our compilation

and evaluation effort has clearly to benefit from the input from the international nuclear

astrophysics community.
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The evaluation of neutron- and proton nuclear data for thorium-232, U-233,234,236, and

Cm-243,244,245,246 isotopes have been performed at energies up to 250 MeV. Neutron

data was evaluated at energies from 20 MeV to 250 MeV, and combined with the JNDL-

3 3 data at 20 MeV, while proton data was obtained for energies from I to 250 MeV.

Nuclear model parameters are largely based on the 1AEA-RIPL recommendation, and

adjusted to better reproduce the available measurements. The coupled channel optical

model was applied to calculate the total, reaction, elastic, and direct inelastic cross sec-

tions, and to obtain the transmission coefficients. Deciy of excited nuclei was described

with the Hauser-Feshbach and exciton models using the GNASH code to simultaneously

handle neutron, proton, deuteron, triton, helium-3, a, -y emissions and fissions. Special

attention was paid on the fission cross sections for energies where experimental data are

scant, using appropriate systematics and fittings. Particles and -y emission spectra after

fission were calculated based on the the statistical approach of Fong, and adjusted to

the experimental data using the ALICE-ASH code.

I. Introduction
Within the frame work of the JENDL high energy library, the evaluation of neutron-

and proton nuclear data for thorium-232, U-233,234,236, and Cm-243,244,245,246 iso-

topes have been performed at energies up to 250 MeV. Neutron data was evaluated at

energies from 20 MeV to 250 MeV, and combined with the JENDL-3 3 data at 20 MeV,

while proton data was obtained for energies from I to 250 MeV.

2. Models and Codes
Nuclea-f model parameters are largely based on the IAEA-RIPL recommendation, and

adjusted to better reproduce the available measurements The coupled channel optical

model was applied to calculate the total, reaction, elastic, and direct inelastic cross sec-

tions, and to obtain the transmission coefficients Decay of excited nclei was described

with the Hauser-Feshbach and exciton models using the GNASH code to simultaneously

handle neutron, proton, deuteron, triton, helium-3, a, -y emissions and fissions. Spe-

cial attention was paid on the neutron fission cross sections to achieve continuity and
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consistency with the existing JENDL-3.3 evaluation using theoretical and experimental
fission barriers, and fittings. Primary pre-equilibrium emission spectra of hehum-3 and
a-particles were calculated with the coalescence pick-up model using the ALICE/ASH
code, and fed into the GNASH calculation. Particles and -y emission spectra after fission
were calculated based on the the statistical approach of Fong, and adjusted to the exper-
imental data using the ALICE-ASH code. The original frame of the procedure is based
on the ECIS-GNASH code system for the evaluation of non-fissionable spherical nuclei
for energies up to 150 MeV. With some modifications and expansions, JAERI Nuclear
Data Center has been using it for the evaluation of JENDL High Energy File for energies
up to 250 MeV. Meanwhile, for the intermediate energy evaluation of actinide nuclei, a
major change was made onto it to handle the rotational coupled-channel optical model
and fission The new code system for the actinide evaluation consists of three main nu-
clear model codes such as the ECIS [1], GNASH 2 ALICE-ASH 3 and ALICE95Y 3]
with pre-/post processors and auxiliary tools supporting them

The ECIS code performs the coupled-channel optical model calculation to provide
total, reaction, elastic, and direct inelastic cross sections, and elastic and inelastic scat-
tering angular distributions. It is also used to produce the transmission coefficients for
neutron, proton, deuteron, triton, helium-3, and alpha particles. Usually input files
for various cases are prepared by PREG-ROTW with appropriate optical models The
GNASH code performs Hauser-Feshbach and exciton model calculation to handle n, p,
d, t, he-3, a, and -/ emission as well as fission. Original version was modified to handle
8 decay modes simultaneously including -y and fission for energies up to 250 MeV of
incident neutron and proton on nuclei as heavy as up to Cm-247. The ALICE-ASH code
provides precompound spectra via the hybrid and GDH models, and fission cross sections
via the Bohr-Wheeler approach The ALICE95Y code, combined with the ALICE-ASH,
performs post-fission emission and fission yield calculations using statistical approach of
Fong with the adjustment to experimental data

3. Results and Comparisons
In this article, only the neutron total, proton non-elastic, and fission cross sections

are presented in Figs. 1 2 3 and 4 compared with available measurements More details
of evaluated results and discussions will be available in 4 As seen in Fig. 1, present
evaluation of neutron total cross sections are consistent with the existing JENDL-3.3
evaluation at the neutron energy of 20 MeV. Figure 2 shows neutron-induced fission
cross sections, which are continuous with the existing JENDL-3.3 evaluation except the
U-234 case, and consistent with the measurements The proton non-elastic cross sections
are in Fig 3 where the comparisons were made only for Th-232 and U-233 with the
measurements. Figure 4 presents proton-induced fission cross sections, where Th-233
and U-233,234,246 cases are compared with the available measurements showing good
agreements, while only theoretical results are presented for the case of Curium isotopes.
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Figure 1: Evaluated neutron total cross sections for minor actinides
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We report the status of the Pohang Neutron Facility which consists of an electron linear

accelerator, a water-cooled Ta target, and an I I in time-of-flight path. It has been equipped

with a four-position sample changer controlled remotely by a CAMAC data acquisition

system, which allows simultaneous accumulation of the neutron time of flight spectra ftom

4 different detectors. It can be possible to measure the neutron total cross-sections in the

neutron energy range from 0. 1 eV to I 0 eV by using the neutron time of flight method. A

6LiZnS(Ag) glass scintillator was used as a neutron detector. The neutron flight path ftom

the water-cooled Ta target to the neutron detector was 10.81±0.02 in. The background

level was determined by using notch-filters of Co, In, Ta, and Cd sheets. In order to reduce

the gamma rays from Bremsstrahlung and those from neutron capture, we employed a

neutron-gamma separation system based on their different pulse shapes. The present

measurements are in general agreement with the evaluated data in ENDF/B-Vl. The

resonance parameters were extracted from the transmission data from the SAMMY fitting

and compared with the previous ones.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pulsed neutrons based on an electron accelerator (linac) are a powerful tool to measure the

energy dependence of cross-sections with high resolution by using time of flight (TOF). The Pohang

Neutron Facility (PNF) was proposed in 1997 1] and constructed at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory

on December 1998 2 It consists of a 100-MeV electron linac, water-cooled Ta neutron producing

target, and an 1 1-m-long evacuated flight vertical tube leading to the detector location. The electron

linac consists of a thennioni R-gun, an alpha magnet, four quadrupole magnets, two SLAC-type

accelerating sections, a quadrupole triplet, and a beam-analyzing magnet. A 2-m long drift space is

added between the first and the second accelerating section to insert an energy compensation magnet or

a beam transport magnet for other research. The overall length of the lac is about 15 in. As a

photoneutron target, it is necessary to use heavy mass materials in order to produce intense neutrons by

way of bremsstrahlung under high-power electron beams. We have chosen a tantalum as the target

material, which has advantages of high density 16.6 g/cm 3) , high melting point (3,017'C), and high

resistant against the corrosion by cooling water. Since we have to utilize the space and infrastructures at

PAL, an 1 1 n long TOF path and a detector room were constructed vertically to the electron linac. The

E-mO: gkim(�,knu a. Tel.: 82-53-950-6328
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TOF tubes were made by stainless steel with two different diameters of 15 and 20 cm. The neutron
beam line was equipped with a four-position sample changer which can allow the simultaneous total
cross-section measurement for four different samples. The sample changer is controlled remotely by a
special CAMAC module, which is part of a CAMAC data acquisition system in which great advances
have resulted from simultaneous accumulation of the neutron TOF spectra from four different detectors.
The facility details of PNF are described elsewhere 3].

We report the measured total cross-sections of natural Dy, Ag, Ti, and W in the neutron energy
range from 0 I eV to I 0 eV by using the neutron TOF method at the PNF. The measured result was
compared with the evaluated data in ENDF/B-VI. The resonance parameters for Dy and Ag were also
reported and the results were compared with the previous ones.

11 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental arrangement for the transmission measurements is shown in Fig. I (a). The
target is located in the position where the electron beam hits its center. To reduce the gamma-flash
generated by the electron burst in the target, this one was placed 55 mm away from the center of the
neutron guide. The target was composed of ten Ta plates with a diameter of 49 cm and an effective
thickness of 74 cm 4]. There was a 0.15-cm water gap between Ta plates in order to cool the target
effectively. The housing of the target was made of titanium. This target was set at the center of a
cylindrical water moderator contained in an aluminum cylinder with a thickness of 0.5 cm, a diameter of
30 cm, and a height of 30 cm. The water level in the moderator was 3 cm above the target surface,
which was decided based on a measurement of the therinal neutron flux [5]. The measurement was also
compared with the Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) transport code 6].

B 702
Detector

B

Dela

STOP

L .U G TAC

Collimators

S en.

Concrete STARTIF STOP ......
NIWTTL -DNE

Time Digitizer
STOPL

sTmTj.-Time-:Enc f"NEW TTL .............................

walet
Moderator

(a)

Fig.l. (a) Experimental setup and (b) data acquisition system for the transmission measurements.
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The neutron guide tubes were constructed of stainless steel with two different diameters, 1 cm
and 20 cm, and were placed perpendicularly to the electron beam, The neutron collimation system was
mainly composed of 1-131303, Pb and Fe collimators, which were symmetrically tapered from a 10-cm.
diameter at the beginning, to a 5-cm diameter in the middle position where the sample changer was
located, to an 8-cm diameter at the end of guide tube where the neutron detector was placed. There was
1. 8 -m-thick concrete between the target and the detector room.

The sample changer consists of a disc with 4 holes; each hole is cm in diameter, which
matches the hole of the collimator in the neutron beam line. The sample changer, which is controlled
remotely by the CAMAC module, has two important goals: Firstly, it allows data taking from up to 4
different samples simultaneously. Secondly, the exposition time for each sample may be selected
individually and be precisely controlled by electronics. The last point allows systematic errors owing
time variations in the neutron beam intensity to be avoided. The distance between centers of two
opposite holes is 31 cm. The holders allow solid samples, as well as liquid or powder ones, to be fixed
in special cassettes. The pressurized cover with a rubber O-ring prevents penetration of dust and
moisture into the device. There are three windows in the sample changer: two for control and
management and the other for samples downloading. All of them are transparent and pressurized. The
beam transmission windows - one in the fixed disk of the sample changer, another in a top of cover (see
Fig.2), are covered with aluminum foil and pressurized. The movement of the mobile disk with samples
is perforined by an electric motor with a built-in reduction gearbox. The time of movement between two
neighboring positions is 10 see. The mobile disk moves only in one direction, like a revolver. This
decreases the backlash in fixing the sample position. Besides, a combination of an electrical and a rigid
spring system allows the sample position to be fixed to better then I mm. Photographs of the sample
changer are shown in Fig. 2.

Rli

Fig. 2 (a) Inside part of the sample changer without a cover, and (b) outside view of the sample
changer with a cover which is in its permanent location on the PNF upright neutron beam
line.

The physical parameters of the samples used in the total cross-section measurements are given in
Table 1 A set of notch filters of Co, Ta, and Cd plates with thickness of 0.5 nun, 02 mm, and 0.5 mm,
respectively, was also used for the background measurement and the energy calibration. The
transmission samples were placed at the midpoint of the flight path and were cycled into the neutron
beam by using the automatic sample changer with four sample positions.

The neutron detector was located at a distance of 10.81 in from the photo-neutron target. A 6 Li-
ZnS(Ag) scintillator BC702 from Bicron (Newbury, Ohio) with a diameter of 127 mm and a thickness
of 15.9 mm mounted on an EMI-93090 photomultiplier was used as a detector for the neutron TOF
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spectrum measurement. This scintillator consists of a matrix of a lithium compound enriched to 95% 6 Li
6 dispersed in a fine ZnS(Ag) phosphor powder. The detection process employs the nuclear reaction Li

(na)3H in which the resulting cc - particle and 3H produce scintillations upon interacting with the
ZnS(Ag).

Table 1. Physical parameters of the samples used in the experiment.

Sample Purity (%) Size (cm 2) Thickness mm) Weight (g)
Ag 99.98 1OXIO 0.5 53.04
Dy 99.9 10XIO 0.5 37.95
W 99.98 10XIO 0.2 19.30
Ti 99.9 1OXIO 0.5 4.50

111. DATA TAKING AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 (b) shows the configuration of the data acquisition system used in our measurement.
Two different data acquisition systems were used for the neutron TOF spectra measurements: one for
the NIM-based system and the other for the CAMAC-based system. The main purpose of the NIM-
based system was neutron-gamma separation and the parallel accumulation of the neutron TOF spectra
if necessary.

The dynode signal from a BC702 scintillator was connected through an ORTEC-571 amplifier
(AMP) to an ORTEC-552 pulse-shape analyzer (PSA) for use in neutron-gamma separation. A fast NIM
signal from the "A" output of the PSA was delayed by 60 ns and used as the start signal for an ORTEC-
567 time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). The "B" output signal from the PSA was used as the stop
signal for the TAC. One of TAC outputs was connected to an ORTEC-550A single channel analyzer
(SCA), and the other output signal was fed to a multi-channel pulse-height analyzer (MCA) for neutron-
gamma separation. The output signal of the SCA was used as stop signals for a 150-MHz Turbo MCS
(Time Digitizer) and for a time encoder of the CAMAC-based system for the neutron TOF spectra
measurement. The output of the SCA was sent to an ORTEC-416A gate and delay generator (G&D
Gen.) and a TTL/NIM module in order to form the proper signal for the CAMAC system. This output
signal was connected to a time encoder through a detector number encoder (I)NE). The ME allowed
data taking from up to 4 detectors simultaneously. The time encoder had 4096 channels and a minimal
dwell time of 0.5 �ts. MEM16k is a memory of l6k capacity and collected the TOF spectra during the
measurement.

The 1 0-Hz R trigger signal for the modulator of the electron linac was connected to a G&D Gen.;
one of output signals was used as the start signal for both the time digitizer and the time encoder, and
the other output was sent to the counter through a TTL/NlM converter. The remote control signal from
the TTL/NIM was used as the start pulse for the time digitizer for parallel data accumulation. In
distinction with the direct use of the start pulse from the R trigger for the time digitizer, this scheme
temporaryily interrupts the start pulse sequence while the sample changer moves. The counter has 4
independent inputs, as well as the relevant displays for data and control signals. It is used to accumulate
the monitor counts for each position of the sample changer and to control the duration of sample
exposure.

The CAMAC part is controlled by PC software via an interface card and crate controller (not shown
in Fig. I (b)). The program sets and controls the following parameters:

• the numbers and quantity of actual detectors used in the measurement;
• the actual number of TOF channels and dwell time for each detector (may be different);
• the duration of the exposition for each sample as the number of starts from the linac.

It also sets the number of full turnovers of the SC and provides a data record from the MEM16K to the
relevant files for future processing. Parallel data acquisition with both the Turbo-MCS system and the
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CAMAC system may be used if one desires to optimize the dwell time for different regions of the TOF
spectra. For example, the CAMAC time encoder dwell time may be set to 0.5 gs to get good energy
resolution in the high-energy part of the TOF spectra while the simultaneous setting for the Turbo-MSC
might be 1.5 �Ls to approach, say, I meV in the low-energy region of the TF spectra. A command file
written in special script language synchronizes the CAMAC and the Turbo-MCS.

In order to adjust the neutron-gamina separation circuit used in this experiment, we used two
radiation sources, 117CS and 152Cf. Cesium emits gamma radiation at 662 keV, and califomium emits
neutrons along with gamma radiation of 100 and 160 kcV. The MCA pulse-height spectra of y rays
from 137Cs, neutrons and y rays from 252 Cf, and noise from the neutron detector are shown in Fig. 3 We
can see a shape difference between the neutron and the gamma-ray pulse-height spectra. In order to
discriminate the gamma-ray and the noise contribution from the neutron TOF spectra, we set the lower-
level discriminator (LLD) threshold voltage of the SCA to 112 V in the integral operation mode. The
threshold voltage of the SCA was determined as the value at which the output signal of the SCA in the
oscilloscope was almost zero when increasing the LLD value from the minimum voltage. The
corresponding LLD value of 1 12 V is indicated as a line in Fig. 3 (a).
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50 252 Cf 250- "Co 132 e)
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Ta 10.3 eV)

40 - 200 - I ... -U) Events rejected (y and noise) 
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(a) (b)

137 OM 252CFig. 3 (a) Pulse height spectra of y rays from Cs, neutrons and y rays fr f, and noise
from the neutron detector, (b) Neutron TOF spectra for events selected and rejected by
the LLD setting value.

Notch Filter
The effectiveness of this LLD value Open Beam

was tested with the neutron TOF spectra 400 - ..... Background Fitting Function

obtained by using notch-filters of Co, Ta. F(l = A+Ale've
and Cd, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The AO = 0, A,= 155.68 2.19

c 324.71 7.86
upper solid curve was obtained with

0
events selected by the LLD setting value, 0 200 -

and the lower doted curve was obtained
with events rejected by the LLD setting
value. Figure 3 (b) demonstrates that the Co.(132 eV)

e
neutron-gamma separation circuit could 0 

T-
discriminate gamina-rays from neutrons 1000 2000 3000
effectively.

We could estimate the background TOF Channels [5 lis/ch]

level by using resonance energies of the Fig. 4 Background level determination with Co, In, and
neutron TOF spectra of notch-filters of Cd samples. The background fitting function was
Co, In and Cd as shown in Fig. 4 The determined by using the black resonance energy of

the notch filters.
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magnitude of the background level was interpolated between the black resonances by using the fitting
I/Cfunction F(1 = A, +,41e- where AO, Al, and c are constants and lis the channel number of the time

digitizer.
The measurements were performed with two samples simultaneously. The two other positions of

the sample changer were empty to collect the neutron TOF spectra without a sample (open beam). The
positions of the samples were chosen in the following sequence: sample I - empty - sample 2 - empty.
The exposition times for both sample and sample 2 were 15 minutes 9000 pulses of PNF linac); for
each empty position, it was 75 minutes. Thus, the durations for the samples were the same as those for
the total open beam measurements. The interleaving sequence of free positions of the sample changer
was chosen to minimize the influence of slow and/or/ small variation of the neutron beam intensity. If
the beam intensity variations or its drift was fast and/or large, then these partial measurements were
excluded from the total statistics. The total data taking times for Ag, Dy, W, and Ti were 65, 16, 48, and
43 hours, respectively, with the same times for the open beams.

The net neutron TOF spectra for the sample-in and the open beam for W and Dy as for an
example are shown in Fig. 5, together with the estimated background level which is indicated by dash
line. The neutron energy E in eV corresponding to each channel I in the TOF spectrum is derived from
the relation E = 172.3 x L (I _10)XW12, where L is the neutron flight path in meters, W is the channel

width in microseconds, and Io is the channel of TOF=O when the neutron burst was produced. In this
experiment, we found Io to be equal to channels.

- Sample(W)Beam 80 - . . . Dy sample
800 - ...open beam

..... Open Beam 7001� CR
---- Background ----- background level

600-
6000 - P

500-

0 4004000 - 0
300-

2000 - 200-

100-
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0 100 200 300 400 Soo 200 400 Soo 800 1000 1200 1400

TOF Channel 2 Itsich] TOF Channel [0.5 gs/ch]

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Neutron TOF spectra for the sample in and out for (a) W and (b) Dy samples, together with
the background level indicated as a dotted line.

The neutron total cross-section is determined by measuring the transmission of neutrons through the
sample. The transmission rate of neutrons at the i-th group energy E is defined as the fraction of
incident neutrons passing through the sample compared to that in the open beam. Thus, the neutron total
cross-section is related to the neutron transmission rate TEd as follows:

a(E) = - InT(Ei), (1)
YNj
i

T(Ei = [I(Ei - IB(Ei) /Ml (2)
[O(Ei - OB E) MO
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where Nj is the atomic density per cm 2 of the j-th isotope in the sample. IEd and O(Ed are the
foreground counts for the sample in and out, IB(Ed and OB(Ed are the background counts for sample in
and out, and -Ml and MO are monitor counts for the sample-in and the open beam, respectively. In this
measurement, we assumed the monitor counts to be equal during the measurement.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The total cross-sections of natural W, Ti, Dy, and Ag were obtained in the energy range from 01 eV to
100 eV by using the neutron TOF method as shown in Fig. 6 We only considered the statistical errors
for the present measurements because the other sources of uncertainties, which include the detection
efficiencies, the geometric factor for the sample, and the other systematic eors, are negligible.
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Fig. 6 Measured total cross sections for (a) W, (b) Ti, () Dy, and (d) Ag samples, respectively.

The present measurement for the neutron total cross-sections of natural W is compared with other data
measured by Schmunk et al. 7], Chrien and Zimmerman [8], Harvey et al.[9], and Selove 10] and with
the evaluated data in ENDF/B-VI [ 1 1 1 as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Figure 6 b) shows the neutron total cross-
sections for natural Ti compared with the other data measured by Shmunk et al. 7 and Jold 12] and
with the evaluated data in ENDF/B-VI [I I]. The neutron total cross-sections of Dy as shown in Fig. 6
(c) is compared with other datameasured by Moore 13], Okamoto 14], Sailor et al. [15], Brunner et al.
[ 1 6], Knorr et al. [ 1 7], Carter [ 1 8], and Cho et al. [ 1 9] and the evaluated data in ENDF/B-VI [ 1 1 ]. The
present measurements for the neutron total cross sections of Ag is compared with other data measured
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by other groups 20] and the evaluated data in ENDF/B-VI 11] as shown in Fig. 6 (d). The present
measurements without any corrections are generally in good agreement with other data and the
evaluated one in the energy range between 0 I eV and I 0 eV.
There are many resonance peaks in the neutron total cross sections for Dy and Ag. In order to get the
resonance parameters of each resonance peak, we fit the transmission data with the SAMMY code 21 .
This code uses the Reich-Moore approximation 22] in the application of the R-matrix formalism An
implementation of Bayes' theorem is used to fit the requested resonance parameters to the data. For the
Doppler broadening and resolution analysis, the MULTI method 23] is applied: the free gas model is
applied to the Doppler broadening and the convolution of Gaussian and exponential function to the
resolution. Resolution function ME, E) used in this calculation is the convolution of Gaussian and

exponential function and its mathematical expression is as follows:

I - (E - E - AEs (E'-E'y
RGE E, E) -_ - -_ f dE'exp A exp A2 (3)

A E A G �Z E-AE, E G

where the width of Gaussian resolution function AG is given by
AG = E[aE + bf , (4)

and the width of exponential resolution function A E is given by
AE = CE312. (5)

The energy shift E., which is automatically determined in the SAMMY, is introduced in order to

locate the maximum of the broadening function at E= E. The constant values of a, b , and c are
1.3645XIO-' eV-', 9.1281xlO-', and 6.3969xlO-' eV-"2, respectively.

The resonance parameters for the Dy and Ag isotopes have been obtained from the SAMMY
fitting and listed in listed in Table 2 and 3 respectively, where they are compared with the existing data
[24],[25] listed in the brackets. The quantity J and I is the spin of a particular resonance. The resonance
energy of each state is generally in good agreement with the existing data.

Table 2 Resonance parameters for the Dy isotopes.

Dy Isotope i E (eV) gr, (eV) F. (meV)

163 2 Present 1.7093 ± 00007 0.9344 ± .0105 91.574 0.827
MuOiab&ab (1.713 ± 0004) (0.8 ± .05) (102.6 0.8)

160 1/2 Present 1.8871 ± 00321 0.1394 ± 00135 124.97 12.32
Mughabghab (1.88) (0.20) (105.80)

161 3 Present 2.6979 ± 00028 0.3929 ± 00122 130.12 ± 6632
Muglifthab (2.71 ± 002) (0.328 ± .015) ( 19 0)

161 2 Present 3.6618 ± 00025 0.9524 ± 00243 139.14 ± 6087
Mughabghab (3.68 ± 003) (0.89 ± 004) (124 ± 15)

161 2 Present 4.2810 ± 00041 0.6677 ± 00273 130.25 ± 8702
Mughabghab (4.33 ± 002) (0.575 ± 0065) (80 ± 3)

162 1/2 Present 5.3697 ± 00022 14,492 ± 04007 262.08 ± 11.08
Mughabghab (5.44 ± 002) (21 ± .5) (148 ± 15)

163 2 Present 5 8377 ± 00775 0.0198 ± 00014 108.07 ±10.81
1 Mughabghab (5.81) (0.0135) (108.60)

Present 7.6632 ± 00195 0.4284 ± 00340 158.0 ± 14.46
161 3

Muglifthab (7.74) (0.30) (107 00)
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Table 3 Resonance parameters for Ag isotopes.

Ag Isotope i I E(eV) r7 (Mev) gF, (meV)

107 1 0 Present -11.142 108.06 14.613
Landolt-Boemstein (-11.1) (141.50) (24.587)

Present 16.423±0.004 363.54±10.64 1,886±0 028
107 0 0

Landolt-Boemstein (16 3 (134) (2.917)

107 1 1 Present 18.899±0.140 100.00±10.00 0.000105±0.000011
Landolt-Boemstein (18.9) (100) (O 000105)

107 1 1 Present 20.323±0.147 99.99±10.00 0.00012±0.00001
Landolt-Boemstein (20.3) (100) (0.00012)

107 1 1 Present 35.826±0.233 99.997±10.00 0 000286±0.000029
Landolt-Boemstein (35.84) (100) (0.000285)

107 1 0 Present 41.726±0.0264 163.78±15.68 1.891±0.095
Landolt-Boemstein (41.57) (137) (4.5)

107 1 1 Present 42.751±0.276 100.00±10.00 0.003511±0.000351
Landolt-Boernstein (42.81) (100) (0.003495)

107 0 0 Present 45.264±0.118 150.12±14.94 0.462±0.0423
Landolt-Boemstein (44.9) (147) (03)

107 1 0 Present 51.756±0 018 314.97±24.32 7.286±0.219
Landolt-Boemstein (51.56) (133) (23A)

107 1 1 Present 64.197±0.428 99.970±9.997 0.01951±0.001950
Landolt-Boemstem (64.24) (100) (0.018975)

Present 64.565±0.431 99.997±10.00 0.02631±0.000263
107 2 1

Landolt-Boemstein (64.74) (100) (0.0026)

107 1 1 Present 72.667±0.494 99.981±9.998 0.02722±0.00272
Landolt-Boemstein (73.21) (100) (0.027)

107 1 0 Present 82.827±0.598 139.07±13.91 0.01403±0.001403
Landolt-Boemstein (82.600) (139.07) (0.0014)

109 1 0 Present 5.186±0.001 (345.27±3.608) 4.4633±0.00032193
Landolt-Boemstein (5.145) (143) (9.6495)

109 1 0 1 Present 30.674±0.011 432.99±24.17 3.3719 ±0.0851
Landolt-Boemstein (30.6) (130) (6.33)

Present 32.694±0.214 100.09±10.01 0.0068938±0.000690
109 1 1 Landolt-Boemstein (32.7) (100) (0.0069975)

109 1 0 Present 40.492±0.020 231.62±19.89 2.7860±0.1113
Landolt-Boemstein (40.3) (131) (3.24)

109 0 0 Present 56.048±0.0318 171 55±16.32 4.8898±0.22453
Landolt-Boemstein (55.8) (139) (11.623)

109 1 0 Present 71.260±0.038 138.85±13.44 9.725±0.469
Landolt-Boemstein (71.) (120) (26.019)

109 1 0 Present 88.474±0.336 130.81±13.07 1.6569±0.15893
Landolt-Boemstein (87.7) (130) (4.70)
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The measured total cross-section of Dy in the neutron energy range from 0025 to eV was compared
with the SAMMY fitting results as shown in Fig. 7 (a). The SAMMY prediction of total cross-section
and the present data are in good agreement with each other with X2 /N=1.04. In Fig. 7 (b), the measured
total cross section of natural Ag in the neutron energy range from I eV to 65 eV was compared with the
SAMMY fitting results, The SAMMY prediction of total cross section and the present data are in good
agreement with each other with)?/N=1.41.

104_

Present Data Present Data
SAMMY Fittin 10'� -SAMMY Fitting

0,

0

M
.2 lo'-

P 0

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Neutron Energy [eV] Neutron Energy [eV]

ta) (b)

Fig. 7 Comparison of the measured total cross sections of (a) Dy and (b) Ag with the predicted
ones from the SAMMY fitting.

V. CONCLUSION

The Pohang Neutron Facility was constructed as a pulsed neutron facility based on an electron
linae for producing nuclear data in Korea. It consists of an electron linac a water cooled Ta target, and
an 1 1 -n long TOF path.

The neutron total cross-section of natural W, Ti, Dy and Ag have been measured in the neutron
energy region from 0025 eV to 100 eV by using a 6Li-ZnS(Ag) scintillator and the neutron TOF
method. The present results are in good agreement with the evaluated data in ENDF/B-VI and the
previous measurements. The resonance parameters of Dy and Ag isotopes have been determined by
fitting the transmission data and their results are also in agreement with the previous ones.
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2.16 Forty Years Experience on Nuclear Data Evaluation

(Personal View)

Toru Murata

AITEL corp. 41 Ulushima-cho, Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki, Japan

mUrat�green.ocn.neJp

Japanese Nuclear Data Committee JNDC) was organized in 1963. Since then many activities

have been made successfully by JNDC. `Ihe results of the activities were summarized in

chronological table and some remarks based on the forty years experience in evaluation work were

described.

1. Evaluation Activities

During the last forty years, JNDC has prepared and released several versions of general

purpose neutron nuclear data file JENDL and special purpose data files such as P decay heat data

file, neutron dosimetry, neutron activation, 6an) reactions and so on And now JNDC is preparing

high energy nuclear data files of neutron and proton incident reactions and photo-reaction data file.

Several dozens of researchers, as the JNDC members, attended to the development of evaluation

methods, evaluation work, verification of the evaluated data and compilation of the data fdes, almost

as a side job.

Chronological table of these works is shown in Table 1. In the third column of the table, names

of main software for the nuclear data evaluation developed or prepared in JNDC are given. These

codes were utilized productively to evaluate the nuclear data files shown in the fourth column of the

table. Besides these codes, experimental data supplied by several domestic universities and national

organizations are great help for JENDL evaluation. These experimental data are

DDX by /Osaka Univ./'Ibhoku Umv.

FissionCrossSectionby /TbhokuUniv/KyotoUniv,

(ny)CrossSectionby /Tokyolnst.ofTech./KyotoUmv/JNC/JAERI

Charged Particle Production by /Tohoku Umv../ JAERI,

Charged Particle Reaction by Kyushu Umv.

Resonance Parameter by JAERI

Activation Cross Section by /JAERI/ Nagoya Univ.

FP Decay Heat by Univ. of Tokyo

KEPWA Factor by JAERI

2. Some remarks on evaluation work

In the course of evaluation work, some interesting problems are recognized personally in nuclear

physics aspects and evaluation support aspect. But, at present, these problems are not solved and

left untouched because of lack of ability and spare tune. Some of them are described below;

Nuclear physics aspe

e Resonance analysis,

An approximated R-matnx theory was applied successfully to analyze total cross section of
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neutrons incident on ANand 1602). The theory also applied to analyze the (o., n) reaction of light

nuchdes3). In the analysis, total width, incident channel width and outgoing channel width are given

as parameters besides other resonance parameters. Principally, total width is not a parameter, but

determined by sum of al outgoing channels. So, all experimental data of outgoing channels are

required for the analysis. For amost cases, it s not practical to acquire a open channel data. Some

approximation sould be made to obtain partial width for channels of which experimental data are

not available.

e Deformed optical potential and single particle states.

Next stage evaluation is planned for fission product nuchdes and minor actmides. For these

nuclides, optical model potentials will be resurveyed. Structure of reaction cross section is reflected

by sngle particle shell states of the optical model real part potential. As an example, neutron single

particle states are surveyed for 9r+-n. The results are shown in Fig. L Similar survey w be

effective to determine deformed potential depth and deformation. For deformed potential, is there

correspondence with Nilsson orbits?

More elaborate gamma-ray transition model.

Gamma-ray transition probability called Weisskopf units is used frequently in calculation of

capture cross section, gamma-ray energy spectrum and so on. However, it is well known that

Weisskopf units are dffering from experimental transition probability by some order of magnitudes.

Empirical dstributions of the difference were studied by Wilkmson5) in 1956 Since then many good

experimental data have been accumulated. New study of the empirical distributions would

contribute to the development of more elaborate model If the development of elaborate model will

not be attained, new empirical distributions will be integrated in calculation codes of capture cross

section and so on.

9 Photoreaction sum rule

Though there are plentiful experimental data for pboto-neutron production, experimental data of

photo-absorption cross section are scarce. With resonance parameters obtained by analysis of

photo-neutron cross section, photo-absorption cross section can be calculated assuming photon

widths. Photon widths are estimated to reproduce integral of photo-absorption cross section. Integral

of photo-absorption cross section are known to be proportional to N*Z/A. Preliminary result is shown

in Fig.2. More careful study on the relationslup should be made

* Fission cross section analysis.

JNDC has not yet cross section calculation code including fission process with double humped

fission barrier.

Calculation of number of fission neutron vp and v).

For hgh energy file and photo-reaction file, vp and vd should be estimated m. the incident energy

region over 20 MeV Is there simple model or systematics to estimate the quantities?

Evaluation work aspe

9 Automatic reading of experimental data shown in figures

For neutron incident data, EXFOR file includes almost experimental data as numerical data. But

for charged particle incident data, in many cases, we must read the values i a figure.

Dialogue type easy system to make ENDF format files.

ENDF format is complicated and to make the file, we must consult with the manual and it is very

tune consuming and tedious labor.

9 More effective and rapid accomplishment of evaluation work.

Th attain this problem, some system, management and/or tools should be studied.
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Table Chronological Table of JNDC (an abbreviation of table of ref I

Year JNDC Codes for Eval. Evaluation

1963 organized by JAERI and AESr ELIESE
1965 1 st sarninar on ND
1966 1 st JNDC News I st evaL(01,,, of C+n)
1968 ND Lab.

1969 Sub-Com.on ND, and Reactor Const.

1970 JENDL oval. started
1972 28FPND
1973 Sub-Comon N.Fuel Cycle CASTHYSPLW JENDL-1planned
1974 (DWUCK4) JENDL-0

1976 ND center I A Chart of Nuclides, Ber6miwk
test of JENDL-1

1977 Mass Chain vallook part (GNASH) JENDL-1 released(72nucJides),
JENDL-2 planned

1978 1 st Nuclear Date symposium NDES

1979 JENDL-3 planned
1981 ASREP FP dewy data file 

1982 CWSTR Simul.C&evalzoda JENDL-2 released(89nudides)

1984 IOOFPND

1985 JENDL-2 awarded by AES.J(special
prize)

1987 PEGASUS (an dta evalstarted
1986 Special Purpose File Prorrotim

Report
1988 Mito Lrit.Corrf. on Nuclear Data (ECISMISINCROS FP decay data file 2
1989 (GMA) JENDL-3 raleasedO 71 nuclides)
1990 JENDL-3.1(324)
1991 Standardization of FP dcay data Dosimetry file, Gas prodfile

awarded by AEW released
1993 High Enew File WG AUCE-F
1994 JENDL-32"leas"340nuelides)
1995 ND Center hme page
1996 Activebw file96
1997 KAL.MAN
1999 Fusion ile99
2000 SOCDSD FP dcay ta File 2000
2001 Tsukuba kit.Conf. on Nuclear Date QMD/JAM
2002 JENDL-3.3re6ased(337nuclides)

(an) data file rleased,
2003 Phato-react.,HE File in preparatim

AESJ: Atomic Energy Society of Japan
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Fig. 1 Top: Compound nucleus formation cross section calculated with Koning-Delaroche4�

and Wilmore-Hodgson (no -s term) potential for imaginary potential nearly zero.

Tvhddle: Transi'ssion coefficients for Koning-Delaroche potential for determination of shell

model states of peaks in the top figure.

Bottom: Shell model states of bound states in oning-Delaroche potential and unbound

ordinary shell model states with term. Some correspondences are recognized with the

states in the top figure.
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Fig.2 Tntegrated photo-absorption cross section systematics, In abscissa N, Z and A are
neutron, proton and mass number of target nucleus, respectively.
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2.17 JENDL Reactor Constant and its Application

The 40th Anniversary of Japan Nuclear Data Committee:::::::

Atsushi ZUKERAN

Power & Industrial System R&D Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd,

7-2-1 Omika, Hitachi 319-1221, Japan

e-mail: atsushi-zukeran�pis.hitachi.cojp

Abstract

The status of reactor constants about 27 years ago is briefly reviewed from the criticality predictions and nuclear
data processing codes In the second section, status of current users of JENDL-3.3 and/or JENDL-3 2 is consulted
with the 2003 Fall Meeting of Atomic Energy Society of Japan. In the third section, the reliabilities of JENDL-3 3
and 3.2 are rviewed mainly from the application to light water reactor (LWR) mockup experiments, MISTRAL and
BASALA made on EOLE critical facility of Cadarache Laboratory in France, since an extensive evaluation for nuclear
data applicability to LWR have been scarcely performed in relative to for FBR. The results of international benchmark
cores and criticality safety analyses are briefly reviewed In the concluding remarks, overall applicability is shown as a
summary with respect to all reactor parameters obtained in the LVYrR mockup experiment and some remarks are noted

1. A Glance of the History of Reactor Constants

The activity of the 40 years of JNDC should be faitliftilly celebrated and highly appreciated, and

I would say "Congratulations!, so long time for nuclear data". In this period, some files in the world

ended and some new ones like CENDL were born. Our JENDL is a highly qualified and big file com-

pared to ENDF/B and JEFF. The contents of these files have been significantly enriched, and currently

the energy range is extending so as to dealing with the neutronics of ADS and the other application is for

astrophysics.
On the other side, reliability of reactor constants is increasing together with the brushing up of the

evaluated nuclear data files. Following two examples show a typical status of reactor constants used for

nuclear performance parameters about 30 years ago.

(a): International Intercomparison

International intercomparison of LLMFBR nuclear characteristics') had been conducted by ANL.

Sixteen participants, as shown below, had calculated overall nuclear performance parameters of large

sodium cooled fast breeder reactor by using their own libraries. The results were intercompared and

discussed at ANL(Chicago) (1978).

USA(ANL)[ENDF/B-V1], USA(HEDL)[ENDFiB-Vl], Belgiurn[KEDAK-21, France[CARNAVAL-IIIJV],
Italy[ENDF/B-IV], SwitzerlandLENDF/B-111,-VII, Japan[JENDLJAERI-FAST-2,GJAERI-FAST-2(25)],
GermanyjKEDAK-3,KFKlNR], Sweden[ENDFIB-111], England(UKAEA)[FGL-51, USSR[BNAB-70]

where Country [data set], and the mean kef f -value, kef f, and its standard deviation was

kf f = 1. 00000 ± 0. 0 1292, -kf f) = 0 151% and minimum (kf f - -kf f) = -2 458%.
with the maximum (kf f -
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The standard deviation of 01292 is seemed to be about twice of current deviation even if similar

comparison was taken place at present.

(b): MOZART Project

The first LLMFBR Mockup experiment in JAPAN, namely MOZART(Monju Zebra Assembly

Reactor Test? project had been performed in ZEBRA critical assembly of Winfrith (UK). The MOZART

experiment analyses were made by six domestic participants with their libraries; JAERI[JAERI-FAST],

Hitachi[HIM-2], Toshiba[NNS-2], Mitsubishi[MICS-V/2], Fuji[FX-2] and Surnitomo[SEAI]. The JAERI-

Fast set was based on their own evaluated nuclear data, but the other five domestic libraries were so-called

modified Abagyan Set since at that time the text book for this library was available in JAPAN and it had

been modified taking into account ENDF/B-I with ETOX nuclear processing code. The final recom-

mended kf f was

kf f (C/E) = 09973 ± 00033 for MZA Core (approximately spherical core),

kf f (C/E) = 0972 00034 for MZB Core cylindrical core for MONJU physics mockup).

These C/E-values are significantly close to uity within about ±0.3% which are better than those of

current benchmark test and experiment analyses mentioned later For the MOZART case, consistency

between mockup and calculated cores was deeply investigated and twelve corrections were applied.

Comparing the (a)'s kf f -values with the current results shown by Figs. and 3 the reliability of

kf f prediction has been improved with time. The trend approaching forward unity, however, seems not

to be monotonous, and some fluctuation in the process of updating version is found.

11. JENDL-3.3 Users

1. Users in the 2003 Fall Meeting of the Atomic Energy Society of JAPAN

The users in the reactor physics session of the 2003 Fall Meeting 3) were consulted and the fol-

lowing statistic was obtained as
Table JENDL-3.3 and/or JENDL-3.2 Users

Nuclear Data Presentations Fraction (%) Note

JENDL-3.3 and 3.2 4 29 Mainly MISTRAL, BASALA and BFS analyses.

JENDL-31 9 64 PIE data analysis included, see summary.

ENDF/13-VI I I BWR core simulation: 3 group kinetics model.

where SRAC and/or MVP libraries are used except ENDFIB-VI case. JENDL-3.3 reactor constants

are not yet widely used since SRAC and MVP libraries have been recently released.

2. Users in FBR project

JNC provides multi-group cross section library based on JENDL-3.3 and 3 2 for BR Project.

They say the 900-group constant is available where hyperfine group effect is taken into account by bi-

mixture slowing down code PEACO. Besides, they have a unified cross section set ADJ20OR based on

the cross section adjustment.

Therefore, as long as FBR project, only one reactor constant set given by JNC is commonly used.

The newest version of JENDL-3 3 will be cited for their future library although the current adjustment

was applied for JENDL-3 2

3. Users in WR project

No standard or common used reactor constant, at present, is available for WR reactor, but as

shown in section III 2 SRAC and MVP with their cross section libraries have been commonly used like
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a standard library in many universities and organizations such as NUPEC (Nuclear Power Engineering

Corporation), Analyses of LWR mockup experiments MISTRAL and BASALA 4,I) of Section III are

typical examples for SRAC and MVP.

Individual cross section library used for BWR, PWR core designs and fuel management seems to be

produced from JENDL-3.3 or 3.2 file but detailed information isn't opened.

111. Applicability of JENDL Reactor Constants

1. Benchmark Test
6)Criticality benchmark test for well known fourteen cores were made by Takano et al, where

continuous energy Mote Carlo code MVP with JENDL-3.3 nuclear data was used. Resultant kf f 's are

shown in Fig. .

The calculated to experiment ratio (C/E) and their standard deviation is approximately

1.025

1.020

1.015 JENDL- 3 C/E
ENDF/B-VI C/E

4-- 1.010
T

1.005

Al1.000

0.995

0.990

0.985
2: M C�j C> co 00 C) cm co Nt U-)
LU LU C\j X X LO 00 CD M cm LO

co In rr M 'It LO
LU =5 =3 =3

0 r,4 CL EL 0- 0-(D LU < < < <O O Q 0 < < < <
CZ C) C) 0 U

U)

Fig. I The CIE values for thermal cores calculated with JENDL-3.3 and ENDF/B-VI.5

kf f CIE - value -_ I 00 ± 0 005

where the TRX I and 2 cores are excluded since their kf f's may be improved by more careful treatment

of 238U cross sections by taking into account hyperfine group effect. Therefore, the current reliability of

JENDL-3 3 for criticality may be within 0.005.

2. MISTRAL and BASALA MOX Physics Mock-up Experiment

(1) Core Specifications in MISTRAL and BASALA MOX Physics Mock-up Experiments

Some mockup experiments focusing on the fast reactor such as MONJU had been carried out for
overall core performance parameters so far. For light water reactors, however, such mockup experiment
had never been extensively performed, although well known benchmark cores like those used by H.
Takano et a6) as well as experiments for a few parameters in TCA or FCA of JAERI are available

Recently, MOX core physics mock-up experiments MISTRAL and BASALA 4, ') had been doned
in the ECLE Light Water Critical Facility at Cadarache Lab. of CEA, France, where overall nuclear
performance parameters as shown in Table 2 are measured. For instance, reactivity worth of a cruciform
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BWR control blade shown in Fig.2 as well as effective delayed neutron fraction,3,f f were obtained.
The analyses have been made by NUPEC with four organizations, and serious evaluation of the

applicability of nuclear data and codes to LWRs fueled with partial or full MOX has been made. The
detailed C/E-values of overall nuclear performance parameters are shown in detail in references 4 and
5), and thus the results are shortly summarized in Table 3 where results of criticality safety7) and pE
data analysis3) are shown together.

Table 2 Nuclear Performance Parameters measured in MISTRAL and BASALA Cores 4,5)

Item I MISTRAL Cor BASALA Core
�j Core I Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core I Core 2

Core Specification U02 MOX MOX Pva BWR BVYR
-Homo. -Homo. -Homo. Mockup Mockup Mockup

Water to Heavy Metal(H/HM) 5.1 5.2 6.2 5.8 5 0 9.0
Water to Fuel Vol.frac. 8 1.8 2.1 2.0 1.7 3.1
Fuel piteb(cm) 1.32 1 32 1 39 1.32 1.13 1.35
Enrichment (to Total Pu) U02 MOX MOX MOX F _MO X MOX

3 7 7.0%, etc. 7.0% 7.0% 7%, etc. 7%, etc.

1): Critical Mass 0 0 0 0 0 0
2). Boron Concentration 0 0 0 0 -
3). Buckling 0 0 0 -
4): Spectrum Index 0 0 0 -

Power Distribution

(5): Radial 0 0 0 0 0 0
(6): Axial 0 0 0 0 0 0

(7): Isothermal Temp. Coeff. 0 0 0 - - 0

Reactivity Worth

8) Boron 0 0 0 0 0
9): Absorvers 0 0 0 -

(4 Types) (4 Types) (2 Types)
(10). Burnable Poison 0 0
(I 1) Cluster Control Rod - - - 0 -
(12). Criciform Control Blade 0
(13)- Two Dimensional Void 0 0
(14) Water Hole 0 0 -
(15) Water Rod - - 0

ff 0 0

0 Measurement was performed

(2) Analyses of MISTRAL and BASALA Experiments

Nuclear data used for analyses are mainly JENDL-3 2 and 3.3, and partially ENDF/B-VI and

JEF-2.2 The application of JENDL-3.3 is also limited to kff and spectrum index since the release of

the JENDL-3.3 cross section libraries was on the way of experiment analyses.
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Core and/or cell calculation codes are SRAC diffusion (CITATION) and transport (TWOTRAN)

routines, and continuous energy Monte Carlo code MVP was also used as shown in Table 3 Thermal

cut-off energy of 182 eV is optimized so as to take into account 240 Pu resonance and effective energy

range of up-scattering.

Geometrical calculation models for MVP were as built as experiment. For analysis by SRAC, two

dimensional XY geometry for a quarter of core is basically used when the 14 symmetry exits, while the

two dimensional XY geometry for full core was employed for non-1/4 symmetry core. Then, experi-

mental axial buckling was applied to Z-axes, and sixteen group cross section set was prepared by group

collapsing from PEACO hyperfine group cross sections. For integral boron worth, three dimensional

XYZ geometery for a quater of core was adopted.
. Table3 NuclearDataandReactorConstant

a) Nuclear Data: JENDL-3.2 and Partially ENDL-3.3
b) Group Constant

SRAC 107 group set
Spectrum 1ndex(5X5Rods)

16 group set condensed from PEACO yperfine group cross sections and nutron spectra
-�- Single Ros Cell: Fuel+C1ad+0verc[ad+Moderator

Thermal cut-off=1.82 eV

c) Cell Calculation
SRAC 107 group set

.Pij-rneffiod

d) Core Calculation
SRAC-CITATION

-TWOTRAN
MVP: History: 00 X 1( = 17,

Criticality: Ak 0.02%, Power Distribution: 1%

C-ft. C.m.1 W& (84C)

13 0 MOX(83%) 96 rods

[]MOX(7.0%)1218

MOX(7.01/6 72

MOX(3.0% 16

FFR Waier Rod

I 0 Sarely Rod Guide Tube

IRUM 0 Pilot Rod Guide Tube

H Fission Chamber
I.... I I I I I I I I ..........

Fig. 2 BASALA Core 2 with Cruciform Control Blade for BWR

(3) Results of MISTRAL Experiment, BASALA Experiment, Criticality Safety and PIE Data Analyses
The results of experiment analyses are shown in references 4 and 5) in detail, and a short sum-

mary is shown in Table 4 where discrepancies in unit of experimental error are shown. Only kf f trends
are shown in Fig. 3 for individual critical core and five nuclear data files.

As shown in Fig. 3 the kf f -values for MOX cores are increasing with core from about 10032 of
MISTRAL Core 4 UO2-REF) to 10074 of BASALA Core 1, although kff for U02 core is around

unity. The increment of kf f is expected that the transmutation effect from 24lpU with half-life = 14.290

y to 24' Am. This effect has been already corrected for Fig. 3 The effect, however, could not flatten the
kf f trend. Further study has been continued and thus the reason of increment will be made soon clear.

In order to interpret above increasing trend, the transmutation effect to the neutron balance is intu-
itively formulated and the following expression can be obtained
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6kef f V0, Am24 - vorPu241 < Ef > u241 or Am24 - 1 Pu24 < > 1
f f a a a

keff VU Pu241 < Ef > OrPu241 < ,
f a

X 11 - exp(-A Pu241 t)

where A u241 Means 241 Pu decay constant for half-live= 4.290 y < vEf > Total neutron produc-

tion reaction rate and < vEf > 24 = 241 Pu neutron production reaction rate. Eq. 1) means that the

changes of effective neutron production and absorption cross sections take place between 241Am and

241 Pu, and their effect to kff is given by the multiplications of fractional isotopic reaction rates, and e

second term with the decay constant Of 241pU is increasing function, similar trend to Fig. 3 with respect

to time t in the range from (EPICURE M111.2) to about 7(BASALA Corel) years. In the MISTRAL

and BASALA experimental analyses, direct k-difference method was used instead of this simple expres-

sion.

The kff for criticality safety is shown in Table 4 kff = 10007 ± 0.0011 for 39 LEU-SOL-

THERM Benchmark Configuration and, kf f = 09980 00019 for 24 LEU-COMP-THERM Bench-

mark Configuration, respectively, i.e. the criticality is fairly well predicted within 0.2%.

As mentioned previously, JENDL3.3 had been used only for the kff's for all cores and the spec-

trum indexes of the MISTRAL cores because of the release time of SRAC and MVP libraries. For the

spectrum index, the fission reaction rate ratio of U-238 to U235, denoted by F28/F25, is about 28%

underestimation 0.72 ± .8%) and similarly for those of Pu240 to Pu239 (40/F49) is about 11%

underestimated 0.89 ± 28%) beyond the experimental errors, In general such a threshold reaction

is generally difficult to enter into an agreement with the experimental data because it is significantly

affected by the higher energy flux, while the other non-threshold reaction are predicted within experi-

mental errors.

As summarized in Table 4 the other nuclear performance parameters are well predicted by JENDL-

3.3 or 3.2 nuclear data. 'Typical example is the reactivity worth of cruciform, B4C control blade for BV;R

whose (C/E-I)-value is within experimental error 6%), and also the effective delayed neutron fraction

is fairly well predicted.

The analysis of PIE data for a BWR core in UKUSHIMA site gives well agreement of atomic

1.010

I . 005

1. 000 -JENDL-3 2

0--JENDL-3.1

ENDF/B-VI

0 9 9 TEF2 2
0_

---*-JENDL-3 .3

UO Partial x os� MOX Core

0 9 9 
EPIC... MISTRAL MISTRAI. EPICURE MISTRAL MISTRAL ISTRAL BASALA

UH1 Care I ( Core 41, MH1_2 Core 2 Core 3 Core Core I

U02-RE (MOX-REF

Fig. 3 Criticalities of EPICURE, MISTRAL and BASALA Cores
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number densities with the experimental data except 241 Am.

Table 4 Summary of Benchmark Test, MISTRAL, BASALA, Criticality Safety and IPE Data Analysis

No. Quantity Reliability

(1) Criticality -03 3 Takano, Benchmark Test: Kq f C/E_ I 000 ± 0.005*)

-03.3) MISTRAL and BASALA. Kf f CE- 1.0000+0 0081')
the lowest and highest dicrepancies are shown as errors.

-03.3) Criticality Safety: Kf f 10007 ± 0.0011 for 39 LEU-SOL-

THERM, Kf f = 9980 0019 for 24 LEU-COMP-THERM

(2) Boron Concentration Integral Worth I CIE - II <Exp. error�_- 53% except Core 4 with IO%
overestimation

_Q3.3) ICIE - 1 Exp. error 24 - 76%), except F28/F25=
(3) Spectrum Index 0 72 ± 1.80% (Exp.Error=10%) and F40/F49= 0.89 28%

(Exp.Error=5.9%), �):MVP statistical error

(4) Conversion Factor -(J3.2 I CIE - 11 <Exp. error 1.4 - 30%)

(5) ==== Power Distribution ====

(5-1) Radial -(J3.2 I CIE - <Exp. error 1.5%
( 2 Axial -(J3.2 I CIE - Exp. error _- 1 5%

(6) Isothermal 'Temperature Co- -(J3.2 I CIE - II < 2 x Exp. error (gausscd from figure)
.- efficient

(7) ==== Worth

(7.0 Absorvers -(J3.2) ICIE - 11 Exp. error - 6 - 13%, except U02-Gd2O3
C/E= 13 82% in MISTRAL Core 3

(7-2) PWR Cluster Control Rod -(J3.2 I CIE - 11 <Exp. error 6%

(7.3) BWR Crucitorm Con�tro -(J3.2 I CIE - 11 Exp. error 6%
Blade

(7.4) Void -(J3 2 CIE - 1 2x Exp. error 12%
(7.5) Water Hole -(J3 2 ICIE - 1 2 x Exp. error 14%
(8) Oqf -(J3.2 I CIE - 11 2x Exp error 3 2%

Isotopic Weight (CIE) la (standard dematson)
234U=l 05::L 0 04, 23'U=l 04 ± 03, "'U=O 94 ± 1, 238U=l 00

0 00, 28pU=O 94 ± 9, 239pU=O 99 ± 004 , 240pU=O 99 ± 02,

(9) Analyses of PIE dataO) 241pU=O 96 ± 004 , 242pU=O 92 03 , 24'Am=1.04 ± 24, well
agreement, but larger calculational eff or for 24'Am because of missing
power history effect to bum up process

Presentations by M Sasagawa, T Yamamoto, M. Sugawara and M. Yamamoto as D41 of the 2003 Fall Meeting

of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan
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Remarks

[I]- FurtheranalysisbyusingJENDL-3.3library:JENDL-3.3reactorconstantsnotyetfullyused.

[2]: Exceptkff andspectrumindexJENDL-3.2and/or-3.3fairywellpredictfeactorparameters,as

shown in the summary Table 4 The overestimation of Kf f with the time as shown in Fig. 3 should be

further studied. The kf f deviation from JENDL-3.2 to 3.3 mainly comes from te 2,35US less neutron

production rate by amount of -0.5%, 238U more by 0.25, and 239pu more +0 12%, while 240pu less

absorption rate by 0.25% and 24'Am more by 0.25% which are in cancellation each other.

[3]: Thek,ff-valueisjumpingupanddowndependingontherevisionofJENDLanditsmonotonous

improvement cannot be expected. That may imply a limitation of kf f prediction accuracy of about

0.5%. The kf f is most important and basic quantity, and it is a result of the best balance of reaction

rates among overall contributions from many constituent isotopes. Consequently, it is very sensitive to

small perturbation destroying the balance. Therefore, in order to keep the best balance, equally and

highly graded nuclear data of all isotopes are unavoidable In the same sense, resonance parameters of

fuel isotopes are key quantities to be continuously and carefully evaluated. Therefore, sensitivity ap-

proach should be adopted even for nuclear data evaluation as well as the cross section adjustment. If

current C/E-value is a limitation of approaching from nuclear data side, the cross section adjustment

method will be effective in order to guarantee practical accuracy.

[4]: Cell and/or core calculation code: As shown in Section 11.1, general purpose neutronics calcula-

tional code SRAC and Monte Carlo code MVP are widely used by many users like standard codes. No

problem has been found so far. Therefore, these codes and their cross section libraries can be nominated

as the standard cross section libraries in Japan, since a study of standardization has been made by the

Standard Cross Section Working Group of JNDC.
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2.18 What JNDC should be in the Future?

Tadashi Yoshida

Musashi Institute of Technology, Tamazutsumi 128-1, Setagaya-ku, ToA:yo 158-8557, Japan

e-mail: yos�ph.ns.musashi-tech.acJp

It is well recognized that Japanese Nuclear Data Committee, or Sigma Committee, contributed

greatly to establish the solid basis of the Japanese nuclear science and technology. In 2002, JNDC

completed ENDL-3.3 in close cooperation with the Nuclear Data Center of EARI and is now ready

to go on the JENDL-4 project. The ground on which the JNDC stands, however, have gradually been

changed and the now the two research-wid-development organizations, JAERI and NC, are going to

be united into one organization. In these backgrounds what NDC should be in the ftiture beyond

these several years of big change must be defined. In order to discuss this issue a new Ad Hoc

Committee was established and was asked to report on the future vision of JNDC. As an interim

report, several plans and the main points of discussion in the Ad Hoc Committee is presented.

1. Introduction
The Japanese Nuclear Data Committee (JNDC) was established in 1963 and it has been playing

a key role in developing the evaluated nuclear data libraries ranging from ENDL-1 to JENDL-3.3.

Not only these libraries but various Special Purpose Files such as FP Decay Data File, Activation

Cross Section File, High Energy File and so on, and a lot of related publications in addition, are the

fruits of the close and excellent collaboration between NDC and the Nuclear Data Center (NDC of

the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). These libraries and files constitute a versatile

and user-friendly data basis for nuclear science and technology. The committee also conducted long-

term consecutive works such as compilation and evaluation of the nuclear structure and decay data for

Nuclear Data Sheets. In this way the activities of JNDC made a huge contribution to the peaceful use

ofthenuclearenergyinthiscountry. NowatthebegiDningofthe2l"century,advancedutilizatiori

of light water reactors and accomplishment of the nuclear fuel-cycle are being elaborated and there

exist a further challenge for the innovative fission reactors deployable after 2030 when the reactors

currently in operation start to fulfill their lifetimes. Technologies expected to realize these goals

require more reliable and versatile nuclear data and this is why the activity of JNDC must still be
continued toward the future.

2. Current Situation of JNDC

The committee, NDC, which is known domestically as the Sigma Committee, has been working

almost on the voluntary basis with partial but persistent financial support from JAERL NDC has

rather a complex organization. On the one hand, it is one of the Special Committees of Atomic

Energy Society of Japan (JNDC/AESJ), and one of the Research Committees of JAERI

(JNDC/JAERI) on the other hand. In the course of years of its activity this duality worked favorably

making the collaboration among the private, the academic and the governmental sectors very effective

and smooth. With the help of tis kind of the structural merits as well as the zeal of the participants

JNDC has long been active and productive. It is, however, recognized that JNDC is now turning a

comer after the four decades of its successful history. The most influential factor is the unification of

JAERI and JNC (Japan Nuclear Cycle development Institute) anticipated in two years. It is still an
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open question what part te JNDC/JAERI will take in te regime of the new organization. It is easy

to see that this issue affects the fundamental ground of the JNDC activity. The recent change in the
way of governmental funding to scientific activities is the second important concern we must think

about. The funding is becoming more project-oriented and competition-based. This trend makes it

difficult for the basic and long-term activity like production and the evaluation of nuclear data to be
persistently funded. The third concern is the aging of the members of the Sigma committee.

On the other hand, Ad Hoc Committee on Next Generation JENDL chaired by K. Shibata.

reported on July 2003 that the next generation General Purpose Library, ENDL-4, must be produced

and that JENDL-4 should possess higher quality than ever for the wider range of users from nuclear

technologytomedialandphysicalscience. Inthereport[I]totheHeadofNDCtheygive

specifications of JENDL-4 in a detailed way. To achieve this goal, they describe, JNDC should

optimize its organization flexible enough to cope with the difficulties brought about by the recent

circumstances surrounding the nuclear science field.

3. Discussion on the Future of JNDC

As described in the preceding section, the ground on which the Japanese nuclear data

community stands has gradually been changed and now the two research-and-development

organizations, JAERI and JNC, are going to be united into one organization. JNDC, if it has to be

active and productive still in the future, has to cope flexibly with this new situation. In this context, a

new Ad Hoc Committee was established this year to discuss the future vision of JNDC. It was

required to report the conclusion to the Read of NDC/JAERI by the end of fiscal year 2003. The

members of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Future of JNDC are as follows: M. lgashira (TIT), K. Ikeda

(MHI), T. Iwasaki (Tohoku), 0 Iwamoto (NDC/SAERI), K. Oyamatsu (Aichi-Shukutoku), K. Shibata

(NDC), H. Harada. (NC), N. Yarnano Sumitomo), T. Yoshida (chair, Musashi Tech) and Y. Watanabe

(Kyushu).

The Committee met twice (July 16 and Oct. 17, 2003) in Tokyo. Through the discussion, the

essentiality of JENDL-4 for the nuclear science and technology in the future was a consensus among

almost all the participants in accordance with the final report I] of te Ad Hoc Committee on Next

Generation ENDL. Some people argued in favor of the continuation of the current dual

JNDC/AESJ-and-JNDC/JAERI structure and others pointed out the difficulties in sustaining it in the

coming years of restructuring of JEARI and NC. It was also argued that, in order to keep the high-

standard activity, NDC/AESJ could possibly play an essential role in the transitional years of the

restructuring. In this case the working groups belong to JNDC/AESJ, one of the Special Committees

of the Atomic Energy Society, and they work with the funding from NDC and/or other bodies Ue

MEXT or industry. Works must be organized in a project-oriented way to be funded and the problem

is that this is not always suitable for the basic work like nuclear data evaluation.

4. Concluding Remarks
In this country there is a very long and fertile history of nuclear physics research. Nuclear

technology for peaceful uses has made a big progress since its infancy in 1950's and now one-thirds of

the electricity is produced by nuclear plants in this country. Nuclear data (and only this) fully

connects these two different but mutually conjugate scientific fields. This point must be stressed and

then we can understand that the discipline of nuclear data is essential as one of the fundamentals of

subatomic science and that te activity of JNDC should not be terminated. The Ad Hoc Committee is

now finalizing the report on the electric mail basis.

[1] K. Shibata et al.: private communication 2003)
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3.1 Measurement of double differential cross sections for fragment-production induced

by tens of MeV particles.

M. Hagiwara, M. Baba, T Oishi,

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center Tbhoku University

E-mail: hagi�cyric.tohokuacjp

T. Sanami

High Energy Accelerator Research Organization KEK)

H. Nakashima, S. Tanaka

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

M. Takada

National Institute ofRadiological Sciences

Measurements of differential fragment production cross sections for proton- and neutron-induced reaction are

described. Double-differential fragment production cross section for 70 MeV protons and the yields for 65 MeV

neutrons were obtained with a specially designed Bragg curve spectrometer (BCS). An experiment is also

described for proton-induced reactions employing the ETOF method to obtain complementary and more

detailed information than neutron-induced reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fragments which are secondary particles heavier than alpha-particle, cause a large local ionization. It is a

serious problem for a semiconductor device and human in space enviromnent. Therefore, te data for fragments

production, in particular, the energy and angular doubly differential cross-section data (DDX) are required for

dosimetry and evaluation of radiation effects in devices or instruments, such as single event upset (SEU by

cosmic rays. Up to now, however, experimental data of the fragment production are very scarce due to

experimental difficulties of the detection. Thus, almost all past experimental data were obtained by the activation

method that did not provide energy and angle information. Furthermore, theoretical calculation treating fragment

production is very few. Therefore, it is important to accumulate reliable experimental DDX data for fragment

production.

For fragment detection, we adopted 1 a Bragg curve spectrometer (BCS) providing various information with

a single counter and 2 an energy-time of fight (E-TOF) method having the capability of mass identification in

almost whole energy region for fragment For 1), BCS was designed with special care to apply to a neutron beam,

in addition to a charged particle beam and resulted in success to obtain light fragments by proton- and

neutron-induced reactions BCS proved very promising for fragments detection in neutron-induced reaction,

while there are still some problems that should be solved For 2 we have fabricated a chamber for

measurements and started measurements

This paper describes energy-angular fragment production measurements in neutron- and proton-induced

reactions and experimental plan of extension to proton-induced reactions employing the energy and TOF method

(E-TOF) method.

2 BRAGG CURVE SPECTROMETER (BCS)

2.1 Principle of BCS

Figure I shows a schematic diagram of BCS. It is a cylindrical gridded ionization chamber (GIC) The

distance between the cathode and the grid is 27 cm, the grid and the anode is cm Wire radius and spacing of
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the grid are O. I mm and I mm, respectively. Thus, the grid inefficiency is 26 %. Ring electrodes are arranged in 3

cm steps to achieve a homogeneous electric field. The chamber is filled with an Ar I CH4 gas at a pressure

of 2.7xI 04 Pa 200 Torr). As shown in fig 2 if fragments enter the detector along the axis through a thin film

window and ionize the gas in BCS, ionized electrons drift to the anode by the electric field keeping a shape of

Bragg curve. The time distribution of the anode signal corresponds to the reversal of the ionization distribution

(Bragg curve) by the fragment. Therefore the fast part of anode signal is proportional to the Bragg peak value

that is in proportion to the atomic number (Z) of the fragment. The integration of the whole anode signal

represents the total charge that is proportional to the fragment energy. Therefore, BCS can provide information

on the energy and the atomic number of fragments using only the anode signal.

A,,l /6CH4 gs

Ionization distribution Anode output
. ... .................... ... ... ................... .. ....

la.. Bia peak

Shoil ime constaia
Drlftt.....byE Z

tant
peak Range

rag ent
Has I.. trij.J.ri Heavy ion trajectory

i V A,.+1flCH4
FWH� field Grid:

Anode Pat. -ath- o' e Anode
Cathode Plat. Field hape 6.g. PH signal obt.i,

Prod- d6ft E field G,1d: shield anode
0.15V1..(T.n, front E field of athod-Urld

Fig. I Schematic diagram of the Bragg curve spectrometer Fig. 2 Detection scheme of BCS method

To apply BCS to neutron-induced reactions, we put samples inside the chamber to decrease the energy loss of

fragment and enlarge the detection solid angle. In this case, however, the following difficulties arise:

1) increase of backgrounds due to neutron irradiation of the chamber body and detection gas, and

2) distortion of anode signal due to angular spread of fragments.

To solve 1) we adopt tight neutron collimation, high-Z element electrodes having small fragment production

rate, and an additional shield electrode. The shield electrode is installed in front of the chamber with the same

potential as the cathode, to reject signals by charged particles from chamber wall in front of the cathode plate.

The problem 2 will be solved by using the above geometrical arrangement and employing the cathode signal

(4,5)
which has dependence on the angle relative to the BCS axis

3. APPLICATION OF BCS TO PROTON-INDUCED REACTION

Figure 3 shows the experimental setup used in the. case of proton-induced reaction at the cyclotron laboratory

of National Institute of Radiological Science. The fragments emitted to 30 degree direction were measured. The

proton energy was 70 MeV. Proton beam current was 10 nA. For samples, foils of carbon 100 �im thick, and

silicon 500 �tm thick, aluminum 2 tm thick, and polypropylene 4 tm thick were employed.

Figure 4 shows the electronics block diagram used in a series of experiments. In this circuit, the energy signal

and the Bragg peak signal were obtained from the anode signal by processing with a long time constant 6 �Lsec)

and a short time constant 0.25 or 0.5 psec), respectively. To reduce background events and dead time of ADC,

only coincidental data between anode and cathode were accumulated by using 4FIV and GG (See fig. 4. The

coincidence time is set to 6 Lsec that is equivalent to the maximum traveling time of electrons from the cathode

to grid. They are collected as a two-dimensioned data by KODAQ (Kakuken Online Data Acquisition System)

with CAMAC system,
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Fig. 3 The block diagram of electronics circuit Fig. 4 The block diagram of electronics circuit

Figure shows the measured two-dimensional spectrum on the energy vs. Bragg peak. Excellent separation of
each fragment and S/N ratio are confirmed in the energy region where particles are separated as shown in fig.6.
In this case, fragments lighter than carbon are produced mainly and heavier products are very few. The turning
blows at maximum energy point in fig. are caused by the fragments that have ranges longer than the
cathode-grid distance. It is meaningful to extend the measurable energy range by developing a correction method
for this effect. Energy calibration was performed by replacing a sample with 24'Am source. The DDX for
lithium, beryllium and boron from carbon obtained by polypropylene sample are shown in figs. 79. As observed
in fig.7, the present results agree with the data by C. T. Roche (8) et al. in shape.
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Fig. 5 the energy vs Bragg peak two-dimensional Fig. 6 the histogram of Bragg peak over separation
spectra for polypropylene 4 m sample limits for polypropylene 4 gm sample
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4. APPLICATION OF BCS TO NEUTRON-INDUCED REACTION
4.lExperimental setup

An experiment for neutron-induced eaction was performed using the 7Li(pn) neutron source at TIARA,

JAERI, Takasaki site. To measure fragments from carbon, samples of carbon 100 m thick, 200 gm thick, and
nickel 100 m thick, aluminum 6 gm thick were employed. Each sample set on the cathode plate inside was
irradiated directly by neutrons collimated by a 3 m long neutron collimator, and 60 cm long additional
collimator to avoid neutrons hitting the BCS structure. The proton energy was 70 MeV and te neutron peak
energy was 65 MeV 7 Proton beam current was -1 gA. Nickel and thin aluminum samples were used to
evaluate the backgrounds oginated ftom.BCS gas and entrance window, respectively. This application might be
the first trial to neutron-induced reaction in the world.

4.2 Result
Figure 10 shows the two-dimensional spectrum on the energy vs. Bragg peak for neutron-induced reaction on

a 200 gm-thick carbon sample. The spectrum was obtained by only 4 hour irradiation. The electronics circuit is
the same as fig. 5. Fragments heavier than a particle are separated distinctly as shown in fig. II, though the
separation of Bragg peak was not better compared with proton-induced reaction. Hydrogen isotopes are
eliminated by the electronics because of small energy loss in the chamber.

The energy spectra for each sample are shown in figs. 12-14. As observed in these figures the results of two
carbon samples are in fair agreement. It will be due to the fact that the range of fragments in carbon (-several
gm) is much shorter tan sample thickness. These samples are too thick compared with fragment ranges but te
spectra obt ained were close to that from a thin sample. The yields. for the nickel sample are lowest for all
fragments because of smaller cross-sections for fragment emission than carbon and aluminum. The data for the
thin aluminum sample are similar as the nickel case in magnitude and suggest that the data for nickel and
aluminum are close to backgrounds. The lower limit of the spectrum (a particle: 2 MeV, carbon: MeV is
governed by the particle identification limit of BCS and the upper limit by the range of the particle in the gas (a
particle: 75 MeV, carbon: 38 MeV). We are considering to extend the dynamic range by treating the overlap at
lower energy and blow in high energy end. For te purpose, improvement of BCS for more tight geometry and
sample-changing mechanism, and also application of digital signal processing using a high speed digital
oscilloscope are now in progress.
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5. Fragment production experiment for proton-induced reactions with ETOF method

In the case of neutron induced reaction, there are several difficulties such as I)low counting rate, high

backgrounds due to neutron bombardment of BCS body, and 3 non-monoenergetic neutron source and so on.

We are now planning to do fragment measurement for proton-induced reactions using a energy-TOF method

which is used in heavy ion detection. In this method, the energy and TOF of the fragment is measured and mass

and atomic number are derived by combing the energy, TOF and energy loss information. Therefore, the

dynamic range of fragment energy will be higher than in BCS, and much higher counting rate will be obtained.

These data will be useful to complement neutron-induced data. Furthermore, the fragment production data for

proton induced reaction are important and useful for analysis of soft errors around accelerators and in space. For

the reason, we fabricated a chamber for proton-induced fragment measurement and are stating experiments. The

schematic view of the chamber is shown in Fig. .

For a start detector of TOF, we will employ a MCP (micro-channel plate) coupled with a thin Al film which

has good time resolution and low energy loss for fragments. For a stop detector (E detector), MCP and SSD
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which has good energy resolution will be adopted. The scattering chamber was designed to enable simultaneous

measurements of BCS and ETOE The combination of these methods will be powerful for the measurement of

fragments induced by charged particles.

90deg
60deg

135d
45deg

30deg Timing Detector:MCP
15degEnergy Detector:SSD

I atai

proton V K
P 30 5

!on

20degSample
E & Timing

SSD

m n
dete t

telescope

operation range 20' 160'

Fig. Schematic view of vacuum chamber for ETOF measurement

6. SUMMARY

We developed a BCS detector and applied to proton- and neutron-induced reactions aiming at measurement of

fragment productio n cross section. Through the experiments, BCS proved to be applicable to neutron-induced

reaction. We intend to improve the measuring method with the refinement of data treatment as follows

employing new data acquisition method:

1) evaluation and decrease of backgrounds,

2) extension of the dynamic range, and

3) correction for the effects of emission angle.

We are also preparing fragment production measurement for proton-induced reactions using the energy-TOF

technique to extend energy range and improve data quality.
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Abstract

Differential thick target neutron yields (TTY) for "'Fe, -tCu(pxn) reactions were measured at
35 and 50 MeV at several laboratory angles between 0- and 110-deg using the trine-of-flight, method
with the Tohoku Univ AVF cyclotron and a beam-swinger system. We determined neutron energy
spectra from - 4 MeV to the highest secondary neutron energy The experimental results were
compared with the LA150 data library

1 Introduction

By the development of accelerator technology, high intensity and high energy accelerators are now

available Uses of the accelerators are expanding to material studies, medical treatment, rachobiology

studies ad evironmental science as well as nuclear physics Now some acelerators with high energy

and intensity are under construction or in plan e g., Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-

PARC, which is promoted by the corporation of JAERI and KEK), Spallation Neutron Source (SNS,

United States), and European Spallation Source (ESS) For the design of acelerator shielding ad the

accelerator-based neutron sources, differential thick target neutron yields (TTY) data are required. Data

are required to be obtained with high energy resolution over a wide energy ad angle range. However,

such nuclear data files are not good enough in quality for high energy accelerators, and experimental data

covering wide range of secondary neutron energies are very few

In the present experiments, we obtained the TTY data for the u'Fe, aCu(pxn) reaction at 35 and 0

MeV These elements are very popular element for beam-lines and beam-dumps in accelerators. Therefore,

it is important to know secondary neutron spectra from these lements bombarded by accelerated charged

particles The experiment was carried out as a part of the series of TTY measurements using a time-of-

flight (TOP) technique at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC)[1], Tbhoku University with

the =110 AVF cyclotron and the beam-swinger system.

2 Experiment

The experimental setup is shown in Fig I A proton beam accelerated by the AVF cyclotron was

transported to the target room No of CYRIC equipped with a beam-swinger system ad a neutron

TOP channel 2 The beam swinger system changes the incident angle of the beam onto the target from
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O-deg to 110-deg and enables to measure angular distributions with a fixed detector setup. The targets

of Fe and Cu were plate of natural elements. Their sizes are shown in table 1. The target chamber

was shielded with a 25 m tick concrete wall having a beam channel for collimeters which enable to

measure neutrons under a low background environment. Emitted neutrons were detected by a NE213

liquid scintillation detector, 14 cm-diam x 10 cm-thick or cm-diam x 5 cm-thick equipped with a pulse-

shape-discriminator (PSD). The larger and smaller detectors were placed around -11 rn and 3.5 m. from

the target, respectively. The shorter flight path was adopted to measure the low energy part (-0.4-3

MeV) of the neutron spectrum by low pulse-height bias (-0.4 MeV). The TOF, PSD and pulse-height

data were collected event by event as tree parameter list data for off-line analysis [31-

5th Target Room Neutron Flig

NE2 (I
E

E id
_2

6.i.

13- S�mp' S ..... ....... ..

Tpt Cb-b.

Fig 1: 5th target room and TOF room

3 Experimental procedure

The pulse width of proton beam was generally less than ns in FWHM, and the beam current on the

target was around - A. The beam current was digitized and recorded by a scaler for normalization

of the neutron TOF spectrum. The TOF data were obtained at five laboratory angles (0, 30, 60, 0,

110).

Table 1: Present measurements and target size

Proton energy Stopping range Thickness
[MeVj Target Angle [deg.] [mm] [mm]

Fe 2.26
35 Cu 0, 30, 60, 90,110 2.11 3

Fe 4.24
50 0, 30, 60, 90,110 5

Cu 3.93
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4 Data analysis

Neutron TOF spectra gated by the PSD signal and the lower pulse-height bias were converted into

energy spectra The efficiency vs. energy curves of the detectors were obtained by the calculation with

a SCINFUL-R, whichi is revised version of the Monte Carlo code SCINFUL 41 and was verified to be

accurate within ± up to 80 MeV [5]. The spectra were normalized by the integrated beam current

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Experimental data

Figures 2 and 3 show the present results of differential thick taget neutron yield from the `e,

natCu(pxn) reactions at 35 and 50 MeV. The data have not been corrected yet for the effect of neutron

attenuation in the target and air. As shown, both spectra show almost similar feature with no marked

structures The neutron spectra show pronounced increase in lowest energy region because of evaporation

neutrons and the yields are larger than light nulide like "'C and "'Al. The angular dependence of the

spectra becomes stronger with increasing neutron energy

In Fig 4 the present results are compared with the data by Nakamura et al , at E=52 MeV obtained

by the unfolding technique 9 The data by Nakamura et al are limited in energy range but in fair

agreement with the present one in the overlapping energy region

5.2 Comparison with LA150 -

In the following, experimental data are compared with the TTY data derived from LA150 The TTY

predicted by LA150 67] was derived by using the following equation 181

d2y(EO) T d20, (EO - (!Ld,-) dt) -N,,_,(E,,-f dt
= IV Jo . (!i-- ) dt) tdt (n MeV-1 sr-' projectile-'),

dQ dEdQ

where, E is incident particle energy [MeVj, N is density of target nulide [/cm'], T is thickness of

the target [cm], Ononel is nonelastic cross section ICM2], dE/dt is stopping power of incident particles

[MeV/cm).

Figures 5 and 6 show comparison of the present results with the LA150 data library Both data for

natFe and "'Cu show marked disagreements with LA150 in higher energy region. Such disagreement

with LA150 was observed also in the cse of heavy nuclide as tungsten and tantalum 10]

In the future, we are planning to correct for the effect of the attenuation of neutron in the taget and

air, and also do measurements for thin target to clarify the difference.
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Activation cross-sections for deuteron-induced reactions on aluminum, copper and tungsten

were measured by using a stacked-foil technique at the AVF cyclotron in TIARA facility, JAERI.

We irradiated three types of stacked-foil with 35 MeV deuteron beam and the activation cross

sections for the 27AI(dX)27Mg, 24Na, natCu(dX)62, 63Z11, 61, 64Cu and natW(dx)181184, 186Re, 187W

reactions were obtained in 22-34 MeV region. The experimental cross sections were compared with

other experimental ones and the data from ACSELAM library in the IRAC code system.

1. Introduction

International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) is an accelerator-based D-Li

neutron source designed to produce an intense neutron field for testing fusion materials. The

TFMIF is driven by two 40 MeV deuteron linear accelerators with 125 mA beam current. In the

design of the IFMIF system, the long-term operation with a total facility availability of at least

70 by hands-on maintenance is planned [11 However, beam loss would activate the structure

materials along the beam transport lines and make hands-on maintenance more difficult.

Therefore, the accurate estimation of the activities produced in accelerator components and the

selection of structure materials are important issues in order to determine the beam loss criteria

for achieving the overall availability.

Aluminum is the main component of the beam tube and chamber Copper is used in the

cavity wall, electrodes and magnetic conductor For beam slits and coating to protect the beam

facing materials, bigh-Z elements are so useful that gold, tantalum and tungsten are candidate

materials.

In this work, we focused on main twelve radioactive nuclei produced in Al, Cu and W by the

irradiation with deuteron beam. Since those nuclei have half-lives longer than ten minutes, it

would give effects on considering the cooling time for starting hands-on maintenance.

'Present address Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Kumatori-cho, Sennan gun, Osaka 590-0494, Japan
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2. Experimental Procedure and Data Processing CU Al W

Activation cross sections were measured by using a

stacked-foil technique. In order to cross-check the obtained D+ Stack I

cross sections, three different types of stack consisting of IT E [fl
natural composition aluminum, copper and tungsten foils

with chemical purity more than 99.95 were prepared as Stack-2

shown in fig. 1. Every stack was wrapped in an aluminum

foil of 10 m in thickness. The thickness of the foil was 200 Stack-3

gm for Al, 25 m for Cu and 20 gm for W The stacks were

irradiated with a 35 MeV deuteron beam at the AVF Fig I Schematic view of the irradiated

cyclotron in TIARA facility, JAERL Each irradiation was stacks

performed with a I pA beam for minutes. After suitable

cooling time, the decayed gamma-rays emitted from the irradiated foils were measured by a

calibrated Ge detector and the induced activities were obtained for the following nuclei a 27Mg,

24Na, 61,64CU. 62,63Zn, 181184, 136Re, 187W and 65Zn.

The energy degradation along the stack and the effective deuteron energy at the middle

position of each foil were estimated by using the IRACM code[21. The number of incident deuteron

on each stack was determined from the natCu(dX)65Zn reaction cross section data reported by

Tak6Lcs et a]. 31 and the observed 65Zn activities. The elemental cross-sections were derived from

the induced activities and the number of incident deuteron. The following errors were taken into

account as well as statistical error 1-40 %) in the error estimation of the present results: the

errors in the determination of continuous background for obtaining net counts of the decayed

gamma-ray 1-30 %), the standard cross sections for the atCu(dX)65Zn reaction 12 %), the full

energy efficiency of the Ge detector 3 %) and the foil thickness (1 %). Finally, the total uncertainty

on cross section values was estimated as 13-50 .

3. Results and Discussion
We have measured the elemental cross sections for producing the twelve radioactive nuclei

and compared those with previous ones by other groups and the data from ACSEIAM library

calculated by using the ALICE-F code[4]. As the cross sections in ACSELAM library are given for

each isotope target, we normalized the values to elemental cross sections by weighting with

natural abundance in order to compare with the present results in figures.

3-1. Aluminum

The activities of three nuclei, 22Na(Tl/2=2 6y), 24Na(TI/2=15.0h) and 27MgM/2=100, are

expected to be important from the viewpoint of hands-on maintenance. However, the

21A1(docp2n)22Na reaction has high threshold energy around 25 MeV and the 22Na activity is very

weak in 22-34 MeV region, so that the 22Na production was not considered in this work

The comparison of the present cross sections with other experimental ones and the data in

ACSELAM library for producing 21Mg and 24Na are shown in figs. 2 and 3 For 27Mg, there is only

one experimental data reported by Wilson et a]. 51 in low energy region. The present results are
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larger than the data of ACSELAM by a factor of 13-2.0. Though the cross sections of the

27AI(dX)24Na reaction were reported by many authors, the present results are in agreement with

the data by TakAcs et a]. 31, Martens et al 61, and Michel et a]. 7]. within experimental error. This

work show that the data in ACSELAM for the 27AI(dX)22Na reaction are about I order lower than

the experimental ones.

3-2. Copper

Figures 47 show the present results for the aCu(dX)61Cu(T1/2=3.33h), 64Cu(TI/2=12.7h),

62Zn(TI/2=9.19h) and 63Zn(TI/2=38m) reactions with other experimental ones and the data in

ACSELAM library. In the energy region of 22-34 MeV, there exist only two experimental data

reported by Bartell et .[141 and Fulmer et al[151 on those reactions. There are lots of differences

between the two experimental data. In the case of 64CU, the present results are in agreement with

their values within experimental error. For other nuclei, the present results support the shape of

cross sections reported by Fulmer. However, their data become systematically higher than the

present ones by a factor of 15-4.

14
27AI(d,2 P)2lMg T,,,= Present "AI(d .)"N. T�=l 5h

Wilson(76)[51
ACSELAM

4A 4-011
�TE E -r.,F
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0 0 Rd-00)[101W. . Will
W--ML121
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------------------
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Fig 2 Cross sections for the 21A1(d,2p)27Mg reaction Fig 3 Cross sections for the 2A1(dX)24Na. reaction
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Fig 4 Cross sections for the --,Cu(dx)bCu reaction Fig. Cross sections for the aCu(dx)GCu reaction
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Fig 6 Cross sections for the nalCU(dX)62Zn reaction Fig 7 Cross sections for the --tCu(dX)63Zn reaction

The present results are in agreements with the data of ACSEIAM except for the

natCu(dX)6lCu and 62Zn reactions. In the case of 64CU, large discrepancy between experimental ad

ACSEIAM data was observed around 10 MeV as shown in fig. 5. It should be noted that the 64CU

activity would be produced by not only 63Cu(dp) but ao 63CU(ny) reaction. The latter reaction

could be induced by secondary neutron, so that the experimental results would include the

contribution.

3-3. Tungsten

Figures 813 show the present results for the atW(dx)181Re(T1/2=19.9h), 182 gReM/2=2.67d),

1112-Re(T112=12.7h), 183Re(TI/2=70d), 184gRe(T112=38d), 1114-Re(Tl/2=169d), 186Re(T1/2=3.78d) and

187W(Tl/2=23.72h) reactions with other experimental ones and the data in ACSELAM library.

In the energy region of 22-34 MeV, there are no experimental data. The present data are in

fairly good agreement with the data in ACSELAM of 18'Re, 182--IgRe and 183Re. The valleys of cross

section curves are also reproduced well in ACSELAM library. In the case of 186Re, the present

results show decreasing tendency above 24 MeV For the 84-+gRe and 8W production reactions,

this work shows that the bumps exist around 30 and 10 MeV, respectively. It should be noted that

the 187W could be produced by not only 186W(dp) but also 16W(n,,y) reaction. The latter reaction is

......... ......... ..... ... ......... .

-'Md.)'-ReT.,=l27h IN T
-W(d,.)"' R. T,,,= 9 9h 11=267d

P sent
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E

lo,
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Fig Cross sections for the -W(dx)18'Re reaction Fig 9 Cross sections for the natW(dx)18'Re reaction
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Fig 12 Cross sections for the --tW(dx)1111Re reaction Fig 13 Cross sections for the -W(dx)187W reaction

induced by secondary low-energy neutron. The experimental results obtained by adopting an

activation method include the component via the (ny) reaction. On the other hands, the values in

ACSELAM were calculated for only

25 (dp) reaction Previous experimental

Rel82 data by Andelin et a] 191 and Baron et
I 7 !R'�:l 84

20 a]. [221 also show higher values than the

15 data in ACSELAM about 1-2 order
below 20 MeV.

10 Moreover, we have obtained the

activation cross sections corresponding
05

A-# to producing the ground and

00 meta-stable states for 1112Re and 184Re
0 1 0 20 30 40 50

Deuteron Energy MeV as shown in figs 9 and 11. The obtained

Fig 14 The ratio of cross sections for producing the ground and branching ratios ((Ym/(Tg) were also

meta-stable states of 182Re and 8Re shown in Fig. 14.
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4. Conclusion
The activation cross-sections for the deuteron-induced reactions have been obtained for Al,

Cu and W in 22-34 MeV region. Present results were compared with previous experimental ones

and the values in ACSELAM library. For -atAI(dX)24Na, it was pointed out that the values of

ACSELAM are obviously lower than experimental ones by about order. Present results show

good agreements with ACSEIAM library for the natCu(dX)64CU, 63Zn and atW(dx)181183Re

reactions. For the 27AI(dp)27Mg, natCU(dX)61CU, 62,63Zn, natW(dx)186Re reactions, the discrepancy is

shown between the present results and the data in ACSELAM by a factor of 13-4. This work

showed that the bumps existed around 30 and 10 MeV for producing 184Re and 187W, respectively.

Moreover, we obtained the ratio of cross sections for producing the ground and meta-stable states

of 182Re and 184Re
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Abstract
Higher energy deuteron emission spectra in the continuum region in nucleon induced reactions, i.e. (p, d)

and (n, d) reactions, are not reproduced well by the usual pre-equilibrium reaction model. It has been suggested
that the one-step direct pick-up reaction model gives better predictions for the (p, d) reactions at incident energies
of several tens MeV region The present study aims to establish a method to analyze the continuum spectra of
both the (p, d) and (n, d) reactions in the direct reaction scheme with global optical potentials. In this paper, we
analyze the "Ni(p, d)57 Ni and na'Fe(n, d)"tMn reactions in ensemble by this model

1. Introduction

There have been many works on one-nucleon transfer reactions However, works on the (n, d) reaction have
been yet scarce. As the (n, d) reaction data are not easy to be measured experimentally, it is desired to prepare a
model which gives a reliable theoretical prediction, and to use it as a substitute of experimental results.

Some theoretical models have been proposed Lo study the continuum spectra excited by the (n, d)reactions
[1-3], which can not reproduce well the experimental data 4]

For the (p, d) reaction continuum spectra, Syafarudin et al [5] have given a procedure, which can reproduce
well the spectra of the one-nucleon transfer reactions in higher emission energy region Te present work for
the (n, d) reactions is a extension of the (p, d) reaction analyses We have applied here the similar procedure to
analyze the (n, d) reaction data with global optical potentials 6]

To predict the direct reaction continuum spectra of the (p, d) reaction, we adopted an approach suggested
by Lewis 7] According to this model, continuum spectra in the dect reaction scheme are given as a result
of nuclear damping From several studies on the direct reaction sheme, Matoba et al. reached eventually a
decision to solve this critical problem 8,91 They assumed continuum spectra as an incoherent sum of all shell
contribution and adopted an asymmetric Lorentzian form for the response function in the DWBA-based cross
sections calculation and the experimental (p, d) double differential cross sections are predicted In the present
work the same method is applied for analysis of the K d) reactions to reproduce the double-differeDtial cross-
section From this work, we can realize that this method is applicable not only for the (p, d) reactions, but aso
for the (n, d) reactions

11. Experimental data

1. (p, d) reactions

The experiments were performed at the TIARA facility of JAERI A proton beam of 68McV from the AVF
cyclotron was lead to the HB-1 beam line Energy distributions of light ions emitted from the target were mea-
sured using a AE-E counter telescope, which consisted of two thin silicon AE-detectors and a CsI(Tl) E-detector
with photo-diode readout Details of the experimental procedure and the, results have been reported in ref 10]
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2. (n, d) reactions

The experiments were performed at the neutron source 7Lz (p, n) of the TIARA facility of JAERI A spec-
trometer, which consisted of three counter telescopes mounted on a vacuum chamber to reduce the energy loss
of secondary particles and charged particles in the air was used Details of the experimental procedure and the
results have been reported in ref [I 1

111. Theoretical Analysis

In the present method, the theoretical calculations of the double differential cross-sections have been done
by considering a direct reaction model as an incoherent sum of the direct reaction components, which are based
on DWBA predictions and expressed as below-

d 2 , C 2SI,, E) do, DW
__ - 2 30 1: X - (E) (1)
dQdE I,) I I ( dQ 1,3 I

where do-ldo- IDW (E) is the cross-section calculated by a DWBA code DWUCK 121 and C251,,(E), the
1,3

spectroscopic factor expressed as-

C2 SI,] E) C2 S, x f,, (E) (2)

where y_ C2S," is the sum of the spectroscopic factors of all the predicted states and the distribution of strength
function over the spectra is obtained by using an asymmetric Lorentzian function 8,9,13]

fi = no r(E) (3)
27 (JE - EF1 _ Ej'j)2 + 2(E)/4

and

(E) dE (4)

where no is the renormalization constant and E is the Fermi energy. The Fermi energy can be calculated
by using an empirical formula given in 141 The sums of spectroscopic factors and te centroid energies (El,,)
for J = I shell orbits have been estimated by using BCS calculations. In these calculations, single particle
energies required to calculate the centroid energy are calculated by the prescription of Bohr and Motelson [15]
Spreading width is expressed by a function proposed by Brown and Rho 16] and by Mahaux and Sartor
[13],as,

(E - EF )2 El (E - EF)2

F(E = 'o - + � � (5)E2 (E _ E)2 + E2(E - EF)2 + I

where 60, El, E and El are constants which express the effects of nuclear damping in the nucleus [8]. The
estimated parameters [8] are

Eo � 19 4 MeV), E = 1 4 MeV), (6)
El = 40 (MeV), El = 60 (MeV)

The sum rule of the spectroscopic factors of nucleon orbits for T 1 isospin states is estimated with a simple
2

shell model prescription 17]

nn (1 3 for T, =T- EC '2 s, 2T + 1 2 (7)

n,(1'j) for T = T + 1

2T + 1 2

where n,(,,,) and np(,,,) are the numbers of neutrons and protons respectively for each ( 3) orbit and T is

the isospin of the target nucleus
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Table I
Optical model parameters used in the DWBA calculations.
"Ni (p, d) 57 Ni:

Particle v r a r, W, W, r/ a/ VSO rso a.,

(MeV) ft) (fm) ft) MeV) (MeV) ffni) ft) (MeV) Um) (frn)
Proton 32.11 1 20 0.67 1 26 7 36 3 11 1 28 0 54 4 51 1.02 59
Deuteron a 1 20 0.67 1 26 b c 1 28 0 54 d 1.02 59
Neutron c 1 25 65

-4 Fe(n, d)"Mn

Particle v r a r, W, W, r, a/ V80 rso a.,

(Mev) (fm) Urn) (fm) (Mev) (Mev) ft) (fm) (Mev) (fM) UM)
Neutron 30.04 1 20 0.67 7 11 2.38 1 28 0.54 4 33 1.01 59
Deuteron a 1 20 0 67 1.26 b c 1 28 0 54 d 1 01 59
Proton e 1 25 0.65 26

-6 Fe(nd)55Mn.

Particle v r a r, W, W� r' a' V50 r., aso

(MeV) (fm) UM) (frn) (MeV) (MeV) ft) ft) MeV) (frn) U111)
Neutron 29.65 1 20 0 67 7 11 2.30 1 28 0 54 4 34 1.02 0.59
Deuteron a 1 20 0 67 1 26 b c 1 28 0 54 d 1 02 59
Proton e 1.25 0 65 1.26

5'IFe(n, d) 56Mn

Particle v r a r, W, W� rt a' VSO rso a.,

(MCV) (fm) (fM) ft) (MeV) (MeV) ffrn) (fm) (MeV) UM) Um)

Neutron 29.46 1 20 0.67 7 11 2.26 1 28 0 54 4 34 1.02 59

Deuteron a 1 20 0.67 1 26 b c 1 28 0.54 d 1.02 59

Proton e 1 25 0 65 1.26

51IFe(n, d)""Mn

Particle v r a r, W, W, r/ a/ V30 rso a.,

(MeV) ft) Um) (fni) (MeV) (MeV) Uni) Uni) Mcv) Unl) U111)

Neutron 29 28 20 0 67 7 11 2.22 1 28 0 54 4 34 1 02 59

Deuteron a 1 20 0 67 1.26 b C 1 28 0 54 d 1.02 59

Proton e 1 25 0 65 1.26

Nonlocality parameters (tni) Finite-range parameter ft) spin orbit ter A 25

Proton 0 85 0 621

Neutron 0 85 0.621

deuteron 54

'V = V(proton)+V(Deutron), See ref 61 for V(proton) and V(neutron)

bW = W, (proton)+ W, (neutron), See ref 6 for W, (proton) and W, (neutron).

'W = W, (proton)+ W (neutron), See ref 61 for W., (proton) and W, (neutron)

dVO= V,(proton)+ V,, (neutron), See ref 6 for V,, (proton) and V,, (neutron)

Well depth adjusted to fit the separation energy
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This sum rule of each orbit is suitable for (p, d) reaction but for (n, d) reaction, we considered no contribution
for n(,,, i e no contribution for IAS in the spectrum So we applied 100% contribution for he spectra only for
n,(L,,) and did some modification ot the above sum rule equation e

Y:C2S, = n,(I,,) (8)
2T+l

IV. Results and Discussion

Experimental and theoretical double differential cross-sections, for the 58Ni(p, d) 57 Ni and the "'Fe(n, dnat Mn
reactions at 68MeV and 75MeV, respectively are shown in fig I For natural Fe target, we consider isotopes
(54 Fe, 16 Fe , 57Fe and "Fe) with natural abundances and calculate their contributions to double-differential cross-
sections Table I shows the optical model parameters used in the DWBA calculations for the "Ni(p, d) 57 Ni and
natFe(n, d)" tMn reactions In fig 1, thin solid curves represent the experimental spectra and thick one the
theoretical The calculated spectra of both the (p, d) and (n, d) reactions obtained from the same method of
calculation are in good agreement with the experimental ones in the higher energy region To compensate the
experimental energy resolutions for the (p, d) and (n, d) reactions, a convolution integration was applied to the
theoretical cross-section with experimental resolution.

lo, lo,
'N ( d) "N i at 68 ev 016 25' "Fe(n d)'tMn at 75 MeV 0�&= 25'

lo'

lo, 10,

lo, lo'

la I lo-,

lo, V

lo,

45' 0,.,= 45'
lo, lo,

lo,

lo-,

lo,
,E�

>< lo, ..... ........ lo,

60, 0_= 65'

lo, lo,

lo, 0.

lo , ... .... ..
1 20 30 40 50 70 60 0 lo 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Emission Energy [MeV1

Fig. 1 5Ni(p, d) DDX data(left) and "'Fe(n, d) DDX data(right) at 68 MeV and 75 MeV respectively The thin solid curves
show the result of experimental data and the thick one the theoretical

V. Conclusion

The 58M(p, d57 Ni and "" Fe(,n,, d)r .. tMn reactions data have been analyzed here with the same method of
calculations
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The theoretical calculations can reproduce well experimental spectra of forward angles 250,450), at high
outgoing energies But for the spectra at backward angles 60( for 8N1 and 650 for "'Fe), the calculated results
are somewhat underestimated It is thus possible that for the backward angles there may be some contribution
from the pre-equilibrium reaction process

As a whole, a fairly good overall agreement is found between the theoretical and experimental spectra in
both the magnitude and shape of double-differential cross-section. So from all the above consideration we can
conclude that this theoretical method is suitable not only for the (p, d) but also for (n, d) reactions. Further studies
of the (p, d) and (n, d) reactions for the targets with atomic mass ranging 27-209 are now planned to make this
theoretical procedure more global.
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3.5 Investigation of the proton-induced activation reactions on natural molybdenum.
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C tron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University, Aramaki, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8578, Japan
fiy"C"taute offuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy ofSciences, DebrecenH-4001, Hungary

Excitation functions of the proton-induced activation reactions on a natural molybdenum target were measured
using the stacked foil activation technique in the energy range 22-67 MeV at the Tohoku Unuversity cyclotron
laboratory. In addition the thick target integral yield was desired using the measured cross-section data.

1. Introduction
Molybdenum is important as an accelerator structural material and the measurement of cross-section data on

this element is of interest to apply to the thin layer activation (TLA) technique to determine the rate of wear,
corrosion and erosion processes of Mo. The "mTc TI,2= 602 h) isotope is the single most important radioisotope
for diagnostic nuclear medicine. The 99'Tc labeled radio pharmaceuticals account for over 80 of all diagnostic
nuclear medicines used over the world and is provided through a 99Mo-499'Tc generator system

In every day practice 99Mo is produced by use of research reactors. There are two ways of 99Mo production,
i.e., the (n,,y) and (,n, fission) nuclear reactions. Production of 99'Tc and 99Mo by charged particle bombardment is
also possible. The most suitable reactions for the production of 99Mo is "Mo(ppn)"Mo and "'Mo(p,2p,)'9Nb(l5
S) _> 99Mo. For production of "-Tc the ""Mo(p,2n)99'Tc reaction is preferable.

Several authors have reported a variety of data of proton induced reactions on the molybdenum but most of
these studies are limited to a maximum proton energy of 40 MeV A few of them did measurement at higher
energy, but large discrepancies are found among them 1,2]. Therefore, the data of isotope production from Mo
target in medium proton energy are not sufficient yet. The present work was performed to give reliable excitation
functions and thick target integral yields of Mo+p reactions in the energy range 22-67 MeV using the 90 MeV
AVF Cyclotron at Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) of Tohoku University.

The cross-sections were also calculated theoretically by using the Monte Carlo code, PHITS (Particle and
Heavy Ion Transport code System) 3], which is a new version of NMTC/JAM code based on INC and GEM
models, to compare with experimental values.

2. Experimental technique
The independent and "cumulative cross-sections" of the proton-induced reactions on molybdenum were

measured as a function of proton energy in the range 22-67 MeV using the conventional stacked foil activation
technique. Special care was taken in preparation of uniform targets with known thickness, in determination of the
proton energy degradation and of the intensity of the bombarding beam along the target stack and in
determination of the activities of the samples. High purity > 99%) Mo foil 49.58 �tm thick) of natural isotopic
composition (92MO 14.8 %, 9Mo 9 3 , 95MO 1 9, 9Mo 16 7, 17MO 9 6, "Mo 24. 1 %; and 1OOMo 96%)
was used as a target material for the irradiation. The stack was assembled from Mo, Cu and Al like as
Cu-Al-Mo and 10 groups were set together in an aluminum holder for irradiation. The size of the target was
about I cm xl cm which is sufficiently larger than the proton beam collimator diameter, mm The stacked
samples were irradiated by a 70 MV collimated proton beam (8 mm in diameter) of 25 nA for I hr and 17
minutes using the AVF Cyclotron at CYRIC, Toboku University. A proton beam accelerated by the AVF
Cyclotron was transported to the target room. It was necessary to ensure that equal areas of the monitor and the
target foils intercepted the beam The irradiation geometry used guaranteed that practically the whole entering
beam passed through every foil Reactions induced on aluminum 102 Rm thick) and copper 104.2 tm thick)
foils were used to monitor the parameters of the bombarding beam. The complete excitation functions of the
monitor reactions were measured simultaneously with the reactions induced on molybdenum to confirm the
beam intensity and the energy, and also to check the relative behavior of the recommended data.

3. Data analysis
The activities of the radioactive products in the target and monitors were measured nondestructively using

HPGe-detector gamma ray spectroscopy at cm and 19 cm from the detector surface The efficiency versus
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energy curve of the detector was determined experimentally using the standard gamma-ray point sources with
known stiength, 152 Eu 133 Ba 24'Am, "Co and "'Cs at both cm and 19 cm from the endcap of the detector TheI 17 (PX)22,24 atCU(pX)56Co,62,65
proton beam intensity was determined via the monitor reactions 41, Al Na and Zn
taken place at the top radioactive monitor foils of the stack considering that the monitor foils were irradiated
simultaneously and measured at the same detector and in a comparable geometry as the Mo targets The proton
energy degradation along the stack was determined using the computer program SRIM-2002 [5]

The cross-sections were deduced for the production of 93,,99MO I94,95,95m,96 Tc, 90,92m,95,96,qb, 86 88,89Zr and

16,11,11y in the proton energy range 22-67 MeV by using the well-known activation formula. The decay data for
monitorsandmolybdenumweretakenfromENSDF(1996) Thecross-sectiondataofthemonitorsweretaken
from EXFOR 2003]. The thick target integral yields were determined by using the measured cross-sections and
stopping power via integration from the respective threshold up to 67 MeV. The following errors were
considered to derive total uncertainty on cross-section values. statistical error 0.3-5%), error in proton flux
(5.8%) and the error in the energy dependence of efficiency calibration (-3%) The overall uncertainty of the
cross-sections is around 10 %.

The activities of thcI40 keV, 776 kcV and 765 kV gamma rays emitted from different radinuelides were also
corrected by using the independent gamma rays of the corresponding radionuclides and the establishing decay
curve.

The activity of 51 1 keV and 909. 1 0 keV gamma lines were corrected for subtracting the background counts
from total measuring counts. The data were corrected for the coincidence-summing effect caused by the
coincidence detection of two or more gamma-rays

We have observed good agreement between the measured results at short and long distances from the
detector surface after the coincidence-summing correction. We have also obtained excellent agreement in the
numerical values of proton fluxes determined individually using the monitor reactions after coincidence-
summing correction

The proton flux determined was considered constant through the foil stacks to avoid the effects of the energy
broadening and mean energy on the cross-section measurements. There is a very small loss in the number of
protons and not possible to measure it practically

4. Results and discussion
The measured excitation functions with other experiments and theoretical calculations are shown in Figs I-

I I The thick target integral yields determined in the present work are given in Figs 12-15. The obtained results
are discussed in the following subsequent sections

4.1. Exeitationfunctions of theproton-induced reactions on Afo

4.1.1 "Mo(px)9Mo and naMo (PIX) 93mmo

The measured excitation function of 99Mo production is shown in Fig 3 99Mo produced in directly or through

the decay of the parent isotope 99N-b 15 s) by proton activation on Mo target isotope To determine the

production cross-section of 99Mo, the isotopic aboundance of 100Mo 9 6 %) was normalized to I 0% enriched

100Mo isotope The hump at around 41 MeV in Fig I indicates two reaction channels leading to the production of

99Mo are 100Mo(ppn)99Mo (Q = 3 MeV) and 1 OoMo(p,2p)99Nb (I s - 99Mo (Q = - II 14 MeV) Takaes et a]

[1] reported cross-section data up to 37 MeV and evkovskij 6 reported up to 29 MV for 99Mo production on

enriched Mo isotope that are shown in Fig I Our measured values are consistent with Scholten et a] 7] at the

two points, 22 and 35 McV, but his results at other energies are scattered Our measured values showed

excellent agreement with Takaes et a] and Levkovskij in lower energy region and this fact confirms the

reliability of our measured data at the energies above 37 MeV Lagunas-solar et al [8] reported numerical cross-

section data shown in Fig I that are much lower than the recently published data in lower energy region

The measured 93,Mo production cross-section shown in Fig 2 increases almost linearly Various reaction

channels are opened at different stages depending on threshold energy in the overall investigated energy range

contributed to the direct formation of93,nMo
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Fig. 1 Excitation function of the 3(Mo(px)99Mo reaction.
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Fig.2 Excitation function of the naMO(PX)93Mo reaction Fig 3 Excitation function of the ,1M0(p'X)96Tc

reaction.

4 12 na1m0(PX)96,95,95m 94TC

To obtain high reliability, we measured excitation function of 969Tc production by using the intense
independent gamma line, 812.5 keV The measured excitation function of 96Tc production shown in Fig. is due
to a sum of three single processes, 96MO(pn)16Tc (Q - 375 MeV), 97Mo(p,2n)96Tc (Q = - 10.57 MeV) and
9'Mo(p,3n)96Tc (Q - 19 21 MeV). It is interesting to note that the recommended values and large number of
recently published data for 96Tc production are available only up to 38 McV Our measured values show very
good agreement with the latest data reported by Takaes et al. and the recommended values shown n Fig.3 and
that fact confirms the high reliability of the measured cross-section values of 96Tc production in the whole
investigated energy range of the present measurement Only Lagunas-solar et al. reported 9Tc production cross-
sections in the energy range 567 MeV and it is so much higher than recommendation in lower energy region that
it can not be believed and no explanation for such a high value was found in his work Therefore our measured
values may be considered as a first one from 40 MeV to 67 MeV

Birattan et al.[9], Korinali et al. and Levkovskij indicate the reliability of the measured values of 94 T in
lower energy region that are shown in Fig 4 Because of the short half-life and the existence of numerous
reaction channels are available for 94 Te production from a natural Mo target, this radionuclide was produced
abundantly in the 22-67 MeV energy region studied in the present work The measured excitation function of
95Tc 20 h) radionuclide production via the numerous direct reaction channels and the IT decay of 95'Tc 61 d is
compatible with Levkovskij (I 99 1) and Birattart et al 2002) both in shape and magnitudes In the present work,
the cross-sections for 95'Tc production are also measured and shown in Fig In the cases of the investigated
Te-radionuelides productions, PHITS calculation does not provide cross-sections
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investigated energy range are not reported yet anywhere.
92atM, 96ioC� 200 In the present work, 9GNb, 95M and

radionuclides were identified as the reaction products
100 and the obtained results are shown in Figs 7 9 The

production of Nb radionuclides is most likely due to

0 - (pa)-type reactions on Mo target, the Coulomb barrier

0 20 40 60 80 in both the entrance and exit channels largely inhibits
the probability of tese reactions. In the case of 9Nb, its

Proton energy MeV) production through the decay of the parent Mo also

Fig 6 Excitation function of theaMo(Px)9'Tc reaction contributed on the direct formation cross-sections from
below 30 MeV as shown in Fig.7.

4 14 na1m0(PX)8688,89zr

Our measured excitation functions of Zr radionuclides along with the values of model calculation using the
PHITS code are shown in Fig. 10. The theoretically calculated values of 89Zr production are completely
supporting the experimental values, both in shape and magnitudes. The PHITS calculation for 88Zr radionuclide
is also consistent with the measured excitation function. By considering the good agreement between the
experiment and theoretical calculations, it could be mentioned that the productions of 89Zr and 88Zr radionuclides
are most likely direct formations from Mo targets. The shape of excitation functions for 86Zr is similar with
model calculations
4 1.5 naiM0(P'X)86 87,88Y

The experimentally measured cross-sections for the productions of yttrium radionuclides from Mo target are
not available in literature. The measured cross-sections are shown in Fig. I with the PHITS calculations. The
measured excitation functions for all of the identified Y-radionuclides are larger than that of theoretical
calculations using PHITS code Because, all of the Y-radionuclides are produced through the decay of parent
radionuclides, i.e., the experimental values are "commutative" while PHITS calculation shows the cross-section
of direct reaction

4.2. Thick target itegralyields as a function ofproton energy
Mo is an impotant material in nuclear technology. For different possible practical applications we have

deduced the thick target integral yields by using the recently measured excitation functions and the available
literature data at low energies, which was not covered by us. n most of the cases, the thick target integral yields
are linearly rising with the increase of bombarding proton energy that are shown in Fig. 12-15. It has been found
from Fig. 15 that the contribution of the investigated energy range to the total integral yields from threshold) is
not very significance for 88 Y radionuclide
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reaction. production of 99MO,96 Nb and 86 Zr radionuclides
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Fig 13 Thick target integral yields for the production of
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95m, 92MNb, 88 Zr, 88y and 95mTc radionuclides.

400 _ 93m Mo (This work) 5. Conclusion
350 96Tc (This work) We have measured the excitation functions for the

89Zr (This work)
co 300 �86Y (This work) production of the radionuclides with >4 h half lives

250 - ------ 81Y (This work) through the proton-induced activation reactions on
molybdenum in the energy range 22-67 MeV using the

7j-D 200
stacked foil technique In the cases of Mo- and T-

dionuclides, in view of the excellent consistency with150 ra.

100 the available literature and recommended data of lower
C 50 energy region it may be considered our measured

0 excitation functions as only one reliable above 38 MeV

0 20 40 60 80 (Upto 67 MeV) No cross-section data for Nb, Zr and Y
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Proton energy (MeV) energy ange. The present experiment has given new
data for all of the investigated proton-induced reactions

Fig 15 Thick target integral yields for the production on Mo in the energy range 22-67 MeV. In cases of the
of 93mmo,96 Tc, 9Zr, 86 Y and 87 Y radionuclides investigated Mo- and Tc-radionuclides and some of Nb-

radionuclides, results were not obtained by PHITS due
to its limitation

From the new cross-sections, first integral yields are reported at higher energies (up to 67 MeV) We have to
mention that in the investigated energy range no directly measured yield values exist The cross-sections and
integral yields obtained in the present work would be useful to upgrade theoretical codes, for estimation of the
activity for future accelerator developments and other radiation safety problems, for thin layer activation
technique and for checking the yield on enriched target for medical isotope production
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Abstract:
Photodisintegration cross sections were measured for deuterium with Laser Compton scattering beams
at E, 23 - 46 MeV The present data made it possible to experimentally evaluate R(E = N'v for the
p(n,-y)D reaction with 6 uncertainty in the energy region relevant to big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN).
The result confirms the past theoretical evaluation and the recent calculation based on the effective field
theory. The reaction rate for the pn,-y)D reaction is presented for the BBN in the precision era.

1. Introduction

Big bang ucleosynthesis (1313N), which is one of the cornerstones of big bang cosmology,
has been developed based on the primeval abundances of four elements (D , 3He , 4He' 7Li) [1-8].

BBN may be entering a precision era in view of the latest observations of deuterium abundances
for quasar systems 912] and temperature anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background by

WMAP 13]. In the precision era, the primeval abundance of deuterium is expected to play a
role of a cosmzc baryorneter 14-17], because of its good sensitivity to baryon density.

Recently, a Monte Carlo method of directly incorporating nuclear inputs in the standard
BBN calculations dramatically reduced uncertainties in the predicted abundances by as large as

a factor of three [15, 18]. Among nuclear inputs for twelve key reactions in the standard 1313N,

however, only the one for pn,,y)D is very scarce. Capture data for deuterium axe available only

at four energies relevant to the BBN 19, 20] though a large collection of photodisintegration
data is available above MeV 21-27]. In the energy region of the 1313N, the cross section starts

deviating from the 1/v law for te MI capture and including the contribution from the El

capture. The scarcity of data in this transitional energy region made a theoretical evaluation of

the cross section mandatory. Although the theoretical cross section is available in the ENDF/13-
VI data library 28), it is said that details of the evaluation are not possible to trace [15]. Very

recently, revived attempts were made of evaluating the cross section within the framework of
the effective field theory 29, 30].

Experimental cross sections for deuterium with sufficient accuracy axe desired in the precision
era. In this work, photodisintegration cross sections for deuterium were measured at 7 energies

near threshold. We discuss the dependence of the pn,-y)D reaction cross section on the energy

relevant to the BBN in comparison with theoretical evaluations. We present the reaction rate
of the p(n,,y)D reaction for BBN
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Figure 1: Response of a 120% Ge detector to the LCS y rays (A) and an energy distribution of the LCS
beam determined by a Monte Carlo analysis of the Ge response with the code EGS4 (13) A fractional
flux above the threshold is responsible for the photodisintegration of deuterium

2. Experimental method

The laser Compton scattering (LCS) -y beam has been developed at the National Institute of

Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) 31, 32]. The LCS -y rays were produced

in head-on collisions of Nd:YLF Q-switch laser photons with relativistic electrons in the accu-
mulator ring TERAS. Quasi-monochromatic -y beams, which were collimated into a 2 mm spot

in diameter with a 20 cm Pb block, were used to irradiate heavy water.

Energy spectra of the LCS -y rays were measured with a 120% Ge detector and analyzed
with a Monte Carlo code EGS4 33] to determine the tail profile of the LCS beam. An energy

spectra of the LCS rays that best reproduced the Ge response (A) is shown (B) in Fig. 1. The

fraction of LCS -y rays above 222 MeV was responsible for photodisintegration.

The total number of rays was determined from responses of a large volume (8 in. in
diameter and 12 in. in thickness) NaI(Tl) detector to multi photons per pulse of the kHz

LCS beam and to single photons of the dc beam. The uncertainty in the total flux arose from

no-rilinearity in the response of our beam monitoring system to the pulsed multi photons. In

view of the statistical analysis of pile-up spectra 34], we assigned 3 uncertainty to the flux.
The neutron detector consists of sixteen 3He proportional counters (EURISYS MEASURES

96NH45) embedded in a polyethylene moderator. Eight counters were placed in a concentric
ring at 7 cm from the beam axis; the other eight at 10 cm. The neutron detection efficiency was
measured with a neutron source of 252Cf whose uncertainty in the absolute neutron emission

rate is 5%. The results for the 252Cf source were well reproduced by Monte Calro simulations

with the MCNP code 351. The efficiencies for monoenergetic neutrons were calculated with the

same code and were used in the data analysis.

3. Photodisintegration cross sections for deuterium

The present photodisintegration cross sections are shown in Fig. 2 The data analysis method

and the numerical values of the cross sections are given in our recent paper 36, 37]. All the

photonuclear data compiled in the IAEA document 38] are also shown in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(b),

the data of Bishop et al. 39], though not included in the IAEA compilation, are shown. The
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Figure 2 Photodisintegration cross sections for deuterium. The JENDL evaluations are shown by the
dashed line for the MI cross section, by the dot-dashed line for the El cross section, and by the solid line
for the sum, respectively.

datum of Moreh et al. 27] is consistent with our data, whereas the data of Bishop et al. 3 axe

not. The solid line is the JENDL evaluation 40] which is the sum of the El (the dot-dashed
line) and the MI (the dashed line) cross sections. The JENDL evaluation is based on the Ml

cross section of Segre 41] and the El cross section of the simplified Marshall-Guth model 42]

below 10 MeV and that of Partovi above 10 MeV 43].
The systematic uncertainty of the cross section has three source: the neutron emission rate

of the 252Cf source (5%), the total flux of the LCS -y rays 3), and the angular distribution

of neutrons 2. The overall systematic uncertainty is 62% after adding three sources in

quadrature.

4. Evaluation of the reaction rate for the pn,-y)D reaction

The present data were converted to capture cross sections with the detailed balance theorem.

Figure 3 shows R(E = Nov for the p(n,-y)D reaction as a function of the center of mass energy

E, where N,, is the Avogadro's number, is the capture cross section, and v is the c.m. velocity.

High-energy capture data 44-491 are also shown in the figure. A least squares fit was performed

to the present data combined with the preceding data in the energy region up to 2 MV. The

preceding data included the latest thermal neutron capture datum [50], the capture data 1 20],
and te photodisintegration datum 27]. The data of Ref. 39] were not included in the fit. The

same polynomial expansion formula as that [Eq. 19), m=5] in Ref 7 was used. The thick solid
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FCZ1 511
ENDF/B-VI 28]
JENDL 40]

---- ET 29] X

5

4
X

3

2

10-4 10 -2 10 0 10 2

E (MeV)

Figure 3 R(E)=N,,ov for the p(n,-y)D reaction as a function of the c n energy. Keys for the data are
solid circles (present); open circles 19]; open square 20]; open triangle 27]. Only statistical uncertainties
are shown for the present data. The high-energy ata ae from Refs. 44-49). The dot-dashed line, the
dotted line, the shin solid line, and the dashed line stand for the theoretical evaluations of FCZ1 [51],
ENDF/B-VI 28], JENDL 40], and EFT 29], respectively. The solid line shows the present fit to the
data connects to the JENDL evaluation at MeV

line shows the present fit to the data which is connected to the JENDL evaluation 40] at MeV.
The X 2 value of the best fit was 061. The error involved in the fit was estimated to be 6,

which is dominated by the systematic uncertainty of the present measurement. For comparison,

the theoretical evaluations of Fowler, Caughlan, and Zimmerman (FCZI) [51], ENDF/B-VI, and

JENDL are shown by the dot-dashed line, the dotted line, and the thin solid line, respectively.
In addition, the result of the effective field theory (EFT) calculation 29] is shown by the dashed

line. The present R(E) evaluation based on experimental data is consistent with the theoretical

evaluations of the ENDF/B-VI and the EFT.
The reaction rate N,,(av), which is the thermal average of the present R(E) function over the

Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, was calculated in the temperature range 0.01<Tg<100.
The numerical intergration was made from 0.1 keV to 100 MeV. The resultant reaction rate is

presented by the solid line in Fig. 4 in comparison with the past theoretical evaluation of FCZI

(dot-dashed line) and ENDF/B-VI (dotted line).

5. Conclusions

Photodisintegration cross sections for deuterium were measured at 7 energies near threshold

with the LCS -y beams at AIST. These cross sections resolve the scarcity of data relevant to
BBN. The present data combined with the preceding data provide an experimental fundation

for the pn,-y)D reaction cross section which has been evaluated only theoretically for more than

three decades since the FCZI. The present R(E) evaluated with 6 uncertainty confirms those

theoretical evaluations made in the past and te recent EFT calculation. The reaction rate for

the pn,-y)D reaction is presented for the BBN in the precision era.
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10

present

FCZI [511

ENDF/B-VI 281,'

5

X 4
A

3V

2 I d
10-2 10,1 10 0 10 1 102

T9 Temperature

Figure 4 Reaction rate for the p(n,,y)D reaction The solid line shows the present evaluation based on
experimental data The theoretical evaluation of FCZI [51] and ENDF/B-VI 281 for the reaction rate
were hown by the dotted line and the dashed line, respectively.
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3.7 Reliability of prompt 7-ray intensities

for the measurement of neutron capture cross sections.
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We verified a new measuring method of cross sections for the thermal neutron

capture detecting prompt y-rays (the promptly method). There was a tendency for measured

cross section values by using the promPt-7 method to be smaller than those by using the

activation method. The ratios, of measured cross section values by the prompt-7 method to

those by used the activation method, are lower systematically from 1.0 (Yprompt�(Tdecay). it is

considered the disagreement is caused by inaccuracy of the emission probabilities of prompt

7-rays. Because precision of emission probabilities is not enough, the new method cannot

determine cross sections within 10%. It is necessary to measure precise emission

probabilities of prompt 7-rays in (n 7 reactions when we use the method.

1. Introduction

Cross sections for the neutron capture of long-lived fission products are needed for a

nuclear transmutation technology. When we want to determine the cross sections, we utilize

the activation method [1]. This method uses 7-rays following 0-decay. If produced nuclei

have too long half-lives or are stable, the utilization of the activation method is difficult or

impossible. A measuring method by detecting prompt 7-rays (the prompt-7 method) is

expected to solve this problem. The method doesn't depend on half-lives.

It is considered that the comparison of the prOmPt-7 method with the activation

method, which has reliable actual results, can verify the new method. Therefore we

measuredthecrosssectionsbyusingtheprompt-,ymethodandtheactivationmethod. Then,

these two measured cross section values were compared.
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2. Experiment

Thermal neutron irradiations were carried out by the supen-nirror neutron guide tube

(neutron flux 5xl 07 n/CM2 -s) at the Kyoto University Reactor 2]. Used detectors were 22,

38 and 90% I-IPGe detectors and a 90% GAMMA-X HPGe detector. The distance from a

sample to the detector was cm. Trget nuclides were 23 Na , 27 Al, 51v, 55 Mn '64Ni, 65cU, 141pr,

116 W and "'Au. (Table 1) Measured reactions were selected by following five points;

(1)Induced activities for the neutron capture have short half-lives enough to measure

efficiently. (2)The emission probability of that y-ray is large. (3)The cross section for the

neutron capture is large, 02 to I b. (4)Abundance of the isotope of interest is large. Those

points are important for an efficient measurement of cross section. (5)Lists of prompt Y-rays

from the (n 7 reactions are well known.

The schematic view of measuring processes was shown in Fig. 1. When the sample

was irradiated, first yray measurement was carried out simultaneously. The measurement

was detecting prompt and P-decay 7-rays. Then, the irradiation stopped and the second

measurement was carried out. The measurement was only detecting P-decay 7-rays. A box

and plates made of a lithium fluoride (6 LiF) were used for shielding from neutrons. (Fig. 2)

Because of those shields, the neutrons were activated surrounding materials including the

detectors. A shutter made of a lithium fluoride stopped the irradiation. (Fig. 3 During no

irradiation, leak of neutrons was smaller than 06%. (Fig. 4)

3. Results

For nine reactions, ratios of measured cross section values by the promPt-7 method to

those by used the activation method were evaluated. The ratio is

(7prompi Count P--Xrompl --prompt

Ratio = -
0-decay Countdec�l

Idecay - -decay

a is measured values of cross sections. I is an emission probability. The emission

probabilities are taken from ref. [3-8]. is efficiency of a 7-ray of interest. A subscript

shows a measuring method. It is clearly seen that the ratios are lower systematically than 1.0

(uprompt=Gdecay) in Fig. 5. The ratios of 65 Cu and 186 W are -10% and 25% away from the

others, respectively. Those of the other seven reactions were in agreement within 5%.

Additionally, the ratios are scattered. It is considered the disagreement of the results is

caused inaccuracy of the each emission probability of prompt y-rays. Because their values

are published for nuclear structure studies, it is thought that each value of them was not

desired high accuracy.
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4. Conclusion

We have concluded that the promptly method cannot determine (n, Y cross section

within 10% because precise emission probabilities are not well known at present.

Additionally, using more precise emission probabilities of y-rays following P-decay, those of

prompt y-rays can be determined.

Using the prompt-y method, we will determine the cross section of 104 Pd(n y)

reaction which cannot be measured by using the activation method. We are going to

construct the precise level scheme of 114 Pd(n, y'Pd. We will gain the emission

probabilities of the prompty-rays by balancing intensity of y-rays at each level.
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Table I List of reactions and samples

Chemical
Reaction Abundance form TI/2 Ey (Decay) IY

23 Na(n, 7)24 Na 100 NaF 14.95h 1368.6 1

"AI(n, 72'Al 100 Al 2.241min 1779.0 1
5 Y)52v'V(n, 99.8 V205 3.743min 1434.1 1

"Mn(n, 7)56 Mn 100 Mn 2.578h 846.8 0.9887

"Ni(n 765Ni 97.9(SI) Ni 2.517h 1481.8 1

"Cu(n, 7)66CU 99.6(SI) Cuo 5.088min 1039.3 I

14'Pr(n, V42 Pr 100 Pr6011 19.12h 1575.9 0.037

186 W(n, Y)187w 97.5(SI) W03 23.72h 479.5 0.218

197AU(n, 7)198Au 100 Au 2.695d 411.8 0.9558

Neutron

Activity

Measurement I Measurement 2

Fig. I The schematic view of the measuring process. "Measurement I" was detecting

prompt y-rays including decay -y-rays. "Measurement 2" was detecting only decay

,y-rays.
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Detector I Detector 2

0 Sample ED Lead

E3'LiF (Box) - 6 LiF (Plate)

Fig.2 Theschematieviewofthepresentexperimentarrangement. Thecombinationof"Detectorl"

and "Detector 2 were 22% and 38% 1-fPGe, or 90% HPGe and 90% GAMMAA HGe.

Distance from sample to each detector was cm.

6LiF Shutter

6LiF Box
Neutron

Up Down

Sample

Fig. 3 ne schematic view of the beam shutter and the target Box. The shutter moving down

made the irradiation stop.
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197 Au(n, 7'"Au=

rornpt 7-rays 
75

On beam

19
U

0 Decay 7-ray 411 keV)

Off beam

%6.Ll ��Ij

77M,0 2000 4000 6000 8000

Energy of 7-ray [keV]

Fig. 4 Spectra for capture of thermal neutron in 197 Au. "On beam" and "Off beam" were

switched by using a shutter made of 6 LiF. It is clearly seen that the 7-rays from te

197 Au(n,,y) 198 Au reaction can be observed at "On beam" and cannot at "Off beam". It

is considered that effects of the eaking neutrons are <0.6% at "Off beam

1.4

1.2

141
51 64N. Pr

23 Na V
1.0

U + %

5%
0 197 7

0.8 27 Al Au
55 Mn .�65

CU VV

0.6
Devastated vlue

0.4
0 50 100 150 200

Mass Number

Fig. The ratio of cF used prompty-rays to cy used P-decay yrays. Used detector was the 22%

HPGe detector. It is clearly seen that the ratios are lower systematically than 1.0

((Yprompt=CTdecay). The plot of 186W are differentiated from the others because the values of

of 86W 7)187Wemission probabilities (n, is evaluated values.
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Proton capture cross sections of D, 6,7Li, 9Be, 10,1113, 12C, 14N and 160 in the incident

energy region from I keV to 10 MeV were analyzed with direct reaction model for

Deuteron and with resonance formula for other nuclides.

1. Introduction

For astrophysical estimation of stellar nucleosynthesis and hydrogen consumption

in astrophysical environments, low energy proton capture cross sections for light

nuclides are crucially important. In the present study, the experimental cross sections

compiled in NACRE file') and other published data were analyzed for target nuclidesp- D,

6,7Li, 913e, 10,1113, 12C, 14N and 160 in the incident proton energy region of 1keV to 10 MeV.

The calculated cross sections will be used to calculate the astrophysical factors and

reaction rates.

2. Method

For Deuteron, analysis was made with the inverse reaction 3He(yp)D analysis
formula gven by Gunn and Irving2) 3T(yn)D

I . They give the cross section formula of the

reaction using a exponential type wave function. The formula was converted to the cross

section of the 3He(yp)D reaction by replacing the Q-value and Coulomb barrier

penetration factors. For the barrier penetration factor calculation, orbital angular

momentums of the emitted protons were assumed to be s-wave and p-wave and their

mixing ratio was determined to reproduce the experimental cross section comparing

with calculated inverse cross section.

For other nuclides, analyses were made with an approximated R-matrix resonance

formulas) given by

Z QJ + 1) 1U. 12
a,, (E = 2 

k j, 2(2I + 1)

with
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/2 12Dr, r,, I(E. - E)
UJIr- A and r,, = 2P, (E) Y,2

1+ (All Xj / 2) I(E - E)

where X designates a resonance level and includes spin-parity J and isospin r , and

other symbols are same as that of R-matrix theory by Lane and ThomaS4).

The initial resonance parameters were obtained from the compilation "Energy

Levels of Light Nuclei"O and adjusted to reproduce experimental cross sections.

3. Results

Results of present analysis are shown in Fig. to Fig.9, comparing with experimental

cross sections. Solid lines show the calculated cross section of the present analysis.

Figure I shows the D(py)3He reaction cross section. Experimental data exist in the

energy region of Ep(cm)=10keV to 22MeV.

Figure 2 shows the 6Li(py)7Be reaction cross section analyzed with 2 resonances.

Though resonance levels of gamma-ray emission were not cited in ref. 5),

gamma-emission widths were assigned to two levels of low spin and large width, to

reproduce experimental cross sections.

Figure 3 shows the 7Li(py)8Be reaction cross section analyzed with 6 resonances.

For the experimental data above Ep(lab)=1.5MeV, no experimental error was assigned

in the original paper. Therefore 30% error was assumed to them presently.

Figure 4 shows the 9Be(py)'OB reaction cross section analyzed with 6 resonances

including a negative resonance which corresponds to the excited state of 1013;

Ex=5.181MeV, JR =1+. No experimental data were available in the energy region above

Ep=2MeV, so, in this region, cross section was calculated using resonance parameters

given in ref. 5) choosing appropriate spin-parity from candidates.

Figure shows results of the OB(py)11C reaction analyzed with 6 resonances

including a negative resonance which corresponds to the excited state of 11C ;

Ex=8.655MeVJn =7/2 To reproduce the cross section in the energy region below

Ep=lMeV, rather large nuclear radius parameter Ro = 21 fm was adopted. In other

cases, Ro = 135 fm.

Figure 6 shows results of the B(py)12C reaction analyzed with 12 resonances.

In the energy region below Ep=0.3MeV, experimental data would exist, but not

available presently, so, in this region, cross section was calculated using resonance

parameters given in ref. 5).

Figure 7 shows results of the 2C(py)13N reaction analyzed with 11 resonances.

The experimental data in the energy region of Ep=1.5-3 MeV are deduced from the

differential cross sections of (pyo) at 00 and 900 measured by Rolfs and Azuma6). And
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the data of Ep>9MeV are (pyo) cross section measured by Measday and Hasinoff7),

which almost agree with the (py) activation cross section measured by Hill et al.8)

Figure shows results of the 14N(py)150 reaction analyzed with 22 resonances.

There are experimental data of the (pyo) reaction in some energy regions above

Ep=lMeV Taking into account the structure of these data, cross sections were

reproduced adjusting the resonance parameters given in ref. 5).

Figure 9 shows results of the 160(py)17F reaction analyzed with resonances

including a negative resonance which corresponds to the excited state of 17F

Ex=0.4956MeVJr, =1/2+.

4. Conclusion

Low energy proton capture cross sections were reproduced well with simple formula

for Deuteron, and with resonance formula for 6,7Li, 913e, 0,1113, 12C, 14N and 60. In some

hteratureSO,9), smooth parts of cross section were explained to be caused by direct

capture reaction, however, there are many cases which show interference with some

resonances, and it was found that the smooth parts and the interferences were

explained also by tails originated in some distant resonances of broad width, say giant

resonance, and/or by negative resonances.

Thanks are due to Dr. T. Nakagawa JAERI) for his kind preparation of related papers.
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Fig. I Proton capture cross section of D Fig.2 Proton capture cross section of 6Li
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Fig. 3 Proton capture cross section of 7Li Fig.4 Proton capture cross section of 9Be
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Fig.5 Proton capture cross section of 0B Fig.6 Proton capture cross section of 11B
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Fig.7 Proton capture cross section of 12C Fig.8 Proton capture cross section of 14N
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Fig.9 Proton capture cross section of 160
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Abstract

Approximately 100 mg of solid thonum (IV) nitrate tetrahydrate (rh(NO3)4 - 4H20; thorium. nitrate) was

irradiated together with neutron fluence monitors of 0.11430/oAu-Al and 0.483%Co-Al alloy foil, in the Kyoto

University Reactor KUR). he Th was chemically purified aer irradiation and measured using high-punty

germanium detectors (IHPGes) including a low-energy photon spectrometer (LEPS), in order to obtain the gamma ray

spectra of Th-234. On the other hand, the thennal neutron flux and epithermal index, i.e., the strength of the epithennal

component relative to the density of neutrons including both thermal and epithermal neutrons, were determined by the

Westcott convention using the multiple foil activation method in which the Au(n, y Au-198 and Co(n,,y Co-60(g+m)

reactions were used. The eective cross sections were determined for various epithenml indexes.

1. Introduction

ln the thonurn cycle, although the experimental value of the Th-233(n, -/ Ih-234 reaction cross section is

closely linked with the evaluation of the generation of U-233 oly two reports on obtaining experimental values,

including an unpublished paper, exist, as far as the author knows [1 2. Moreover, no one has ever used HPGe in the

detcrtnination of the cross section. Therefore, in order to verify the widely used value of the cross section and to

improve its accuracy, measurements of the eflective cross sction have been carried out.

2. Experimental

The experiments were performed three times using irradiation facilities of Hyd Hydraulic conveyor: at the

center of the core) and Slant (Slant exposure tube: outside the reflectors) In the ase of using the Slarrt� experiments

were repeated twice: Slant " and Slant 2 nd In this paper, unless otherwise noted, we describe the case of the

experiment using Hyd, where the neutron flux is the most intense. Configurations and characteristics of the facilities

have been presented in Re 3 Figure I shows the placement of the irradiation samples. Irradiation was applied at 5000

kW for h hi order to wait for Ih-233 and T-23 1, produced by the reactions of Th-232(n, y ) and Th-232(n,2n),

respectively, to decay out� chemical purification was performed more than 13 days after the irradiation. The flow

diagram and details of the punfication procedure are shown in Fig. 2 and in previous paper 4 6 The final

precipitate was cemented with glue; this was the Th sample. The recovery rate ofTh-232 was roughly 50%.

Theactvityof'Ih-234wasdetenninedfromtheareaofthepeakat92.57keVinthe -y-rayspectrawhichisa

doublet of 92.35 and 92.78 kcV with intensities 2.73 ± 0.05) and 2.69 ± 0.05)%, respectively 7] (see Fig. 3. The

activity of Th-234 inimediately after madiation was (1 1200 2500) Bq Activities of Au- 1 98 and Co-60 were also

determined using the calibrated HPGes.

3. Determination of the effective cross section in the case of double neutron capture

The activity of Th-234 imediately after mediation A 33 is determined by solving the differential equations

(1) and 2), wluch represent the processes of the production and destruction of Th-233 and Th-234, respectively [8]
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dN,
dt nv (� N -,I N

dN,
dt nv er N - N (2)0 23 2 3 3

Here, N1, N2 and N3 are the numbers of nuchdes of Th-232, Th-233 ad T-234, respectiVelY (� 12 and �T 23 are the

effective cross sections for the reactions of Th-232(n, y )Th-233 and T-233(n, y Th-234, respectively- A 2 and A 3

are the decay constants of Tb-233 and Th-234, respectively. n is the density of neutrons including both thermal and

epithermal neutrons. vo is 2200 m/s, and t is irradiation time. The solution is formulated as

,i 6 (nv Y N,�N = 12 2-O/ (3)
3 '� (A2 3

wheretis5h.Therefore, 623canbecalculatedwhenffiefollowingisknown: A31M, t�12,amountofrecovered

Th-232 after the chemical purification NI) and Westcott conventionality thermal neutron flux (nvo).

3. -1 Westcoft conventionality thermal neutron flux determined using multiple foil activation method 9, 10]

This method of using the Au(n, y Au- 1 98 and Co(n, Co-60(g+m) reactions as been reported in detail in

Ref 3 therefore, in this section, the explanation is restricted to the essential points and the results.

nvo and epithermal neutron flux nvo rrTITo are, respectively, equivalent to the intercept and slope of the linear

equation

nv + nv (4)
60 gG, 0 0 gG,,

where R is the reaction rate of the Au(n, -y ) or Co(n, -y reaction. Gth and G,, are self-shielding factors within the foil

for thermal and epithermal neutrons, respectively, and they are approximately unity, because Au and Co can be

considered to be infinite dution. rrTITo is the epithermal index, T is neutron temperature and To is 293.6 K. g and s o

are measures of the departure of the cross-section law from the 1/v form in the thermal and epithermal regions,

respectively. The former factor is the Westcott g-factor, which has been tabulated by Westcott [I I] and Gryntakis and

Kan 12]. If the cross section obeys the 11v law, g = I and s = 0. Furthermore, s is defined by [ 1 3]

= 1 j '
S (5)

Co 

where is the reduced resonance integral which is obtained by subtracting the IN-term, from resonance integral Io,

which is given by = Io - 045 cr when the cadmium cutoff energy EU is 0.5 eV.

The same Eq. 4) with a common intercept and slope will be formed for the Au(n, y Au- 1 98 and

Co(n, y )Co-60(g+m) reactions, if Au and Co are irradiated at the same time and at the same position The nuclear data

and parameters used are listed in Table I Figure 4 shows the plots of Eq. 4) and the results are shown in Table 2

3 - 2 Effective cross section of the Th-232(n, y )Th-233 reaction

The effective cross section is given by

e 12 UO(9+rVT1TO So)- (6)

Accordingly, using the evaluated cross section and resonance integral of JENDL 3 2 15], viz., or = 7 4 b and I 

84.4 b, s is defined to be 12.4. Therefore, (� 12 Can be calculated using rrTIT which is never determined without

experiment as listed in Table 2 when g is assumed to be unity.
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1-3 Recovered amount of Th-232

'Ihe thorium contents in the Tb samples were quantitatively analyzed using the ativation method. T samples

for which the measurements of Th-234 and Pb-212 activities have been completed, were irradiated together with lb

foil of known weights and 10 pieces of mg Au foil in order to detemune neutron fluences at the positions of the Th

samples and Th foil, using the heavy-water neutron in-diation facility (D20 facility [1 6]), where uniform neutron flux

is available to a certain extent The targets were attached on a 5 X 7 cm piece of corrugated cardboard and then

fastened onto the Bi layer of the D20 facility; irradiation was performed at I 0 kW for 26 h. Relative neutron flux, i.e.,

relative reaction rates of the Au(n X Au-1 98 reaction, on the cardboard is shown in Fig 5. In the figure, 3, 0 and 3 cm

on the abscissa are the positions of the Th samples, and 6 and 6 cm are those of the fb foil. rhe irregularity of the

neutron flux was taken into account in the correction of induced activities of Pa-233 produced by the beta decay after

the Th-232(n, Th-233 reaction. Recovered amounts of Th-232 were 23 4 19.7 and 43.7 mg in the cases of Hyd,
ndSlant Is'and Slant 2 ,respectively.

4. Results and discussion

Results of the expeninents are listed in Table 2 Johnston et al. [I] determined the effective cross section to be

(1470 ± 100) b and the thermal neutron cross section to be 1450 b, and Hyde et al. 2] determined. the effective cross

section to be 1350 b (quoted from Ref 1). The effective cross section vanes mainly according to the epithermal index

and effective cross section of the Ih-232(n, y )Th-233 reaction. 'therefore, although, the comparison of the eective

cross sections cannot be made unconditionally, our results are slightly smaller than those obtained by Johnston et al. 1]

and Hyde et al. 2]. More irradiation experiments using Slant and Pn-2 (pneumatic tbe No 2 are being carried out.

Table Nuclear data and parameters used in the determination of the neutron fluxes

Reactions UO (b) a) Io (b) a) g (at 40'C) G th G CP

Au(n, y ) Au- 1 98 98.65±0.09 1550±28 1.005 b) 0.999 0.996

Co(n, y ) Co-60(g+m) 37.18±0.06 74±2 1 1 1

a) Ref 14]. b) Ref [1 2]

Table 2 Results

h-radiation facilities: Hyd Slant 1`4 exp.) Slant 2 nd exp.)

nvo (n/S/CM2) (1.08±0.03)X 1014 (1.07±0 03) X 10" (9.90 ± 0.03) X 1 012

rv-TITI 0.0322 0 0023 0.0129 0.0009 0.011 + 008

(�12 (b) 10.34 0.21 8 59 0.17 8.48 17

(�,, () 1340 90 1330 90 1270 90
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Fig.2 Flowdiagramofthecherrdcalpurificationandthephotographs.Itbeginswitbthedissolutionofthe

irradiated thoriurn nitrate into I M nitric acid saturated with Fe(NO3)3 more than 13 days after irradiation.
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1.2
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X
Aluminum

1 .1 5 ..............................capsule
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mg each Fig. Distribution of the reaction rates of the
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Fig. I Irradiation samples in an aluminum cardboard, which corresponds with that of neutron

capsule of Hyd. fluxes at the Th samples and'lb foil positions.
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Abstract

The neutron deficient nucleus 228pU was produced in the reaction of "S+"8Pt and

the half-life was determined to be 1.1+2.0 s. The half-life follows the Geiger-Nuttall-05
curve for even-even Pu isotopes, which shows that a decay is the dominant decay mode.

In this reaction, a decay of 228Np was observed for the first time. The evaporation

residue cross sections of 28Pu(4n), 28Np(p3n) and 225U(a3n) are reproduced by a

statistical model calculation.

1 Introduction

Plutonium-228 was produced and identified for the first time by Andreyev et al.[1] in the

fusion reaction of 24Mg+218Pb. However, they were not able to determine the half-life of

228pU. We produced 221pU in the fusion reaction "S+"'Pt[2] (compound nucleus 232pU)

and the half-life was determined. For the actinide nuclei with proton number of Z90-94

and neutron number of N=134-138, a-particle emission and electron capture (EC) are two

competing decay modes, suggesting the dominant a-decay mode. For 228 Pu a calculation

suggests that the a-decay partial half-life, T,1/2 =0.42 s 3 is two orders of magnitude

shorter than that of EC-decay TEC,1/2 =44 s [41-

In addition to 228pU, we have produced 12'Np in the same reaction and the a-decay was

observed for the first time. The first production of 22'Np was made by Kuznetsov et al.

[5], who determined the half-life of fission activity as 60 s in the reaction 2'Ne+2"Bi. The

EC-delayed fission properties of 228 Np was studied by Kreek et al. 6 in detail. So far there

is no report on the measurement of the decay of 28 Np.

2 Experiment

The "S ions were accelerated to Ebean,=170 and 172 MeV by the JAERI-tandem accel-

erator and irradiated a 98Pt target. The target with thickness 390yg/CM2 was made by

sputtering an enriched ... Pt material 98%) on a 1.2pm thick aluminum (Al) foil. The

above bombarding energy corresponds to the center-of-mass energy (E,,.,,.) of 141 and 143

MeV, respectively, at the half-depth of the target layer.

The evaporation residues emitted in the beam direction were separated in flight from

the primary beams by the JAERI-RMS 7 The JAERI-RMS was set to transport fusion

products with 16+ charge state, which has the the probability of 0.18 in the charge state

distribution. The total transport efficiency [81 for 4n, p3n and a3n channels are determined
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Figure 1: Energy spectra obtained from the PSD in the reaction of 4S+1118Pt at EC =141 MeV.

to be 0086 0074, and 0.050, respectively. The ERs transported through the JAERI-RMS

were implanted into a double-sided position-sensitive silicon detector (PSD; 73 x 55 mm2)

located in the focal plane. The identification of the nucleus is made by constructing an -

decay chain and finding the known a-particle energies (and also life-times) of descendants,

whose decay position agrees with that of the recoil implantation. The position resolution

were 0.15 mm and 026 mm in FWHM for X and Y, respectively. Typical eergy resolution

of the PSD was 75 keV (FWHM).

The a decay in the PSD is distinguished from the transported particle by determining

that no tirite-of-flight (TOF) signal is present, and TOF is measured by two timing detec-

tors separated by the distance of 30 cm and placed upstream the PSD. In the off-line data

analysis, the ERs were separated from the scattered beam particles on the two dimensional

spectrum of the TOF versus energy. This process considerably reduces the chalice coinci-

dence in finding a recoil-a correlation. Here, recod means the event of the ER to hit the

PSD.

3 Results and Discussions

Figure shows the energy spectrum obtained from the PSD. The spectrum (a) shows the

events which do not generate TOF signals and includes all events taken during a 41-hour

run at the reaction energy of E,.,,,. =141 MeV. The large peak at 54 MeV is a-particles from

the external a source ("'Am) which irradiated the silicon detector during the measurement.

The broad 26 MeV spectrum is formed by scattered beam particles transported through

the JAERI-RMS. As the detection efficiency of the timing detectors was not 100 %, such

background particles are not fully rejected and appear in the spectrum (a). There are

several a lines in Fig.1 (a) including a decays of 2"Th(7921keV,28ms) 2Ac(7604,0.17s),
2 212 21 211 207"Th(7524:7395,1.2s), Ra(6899,13s), 'Ra(6.910,13s), Fr(6534,11min), Rn(6131,

9.3min) and 20'At(5758,1.8hr). These nuclei are produced, for the calibration purpose, by

the reaction of the beam with 18'W nucleus contained in the 198Pt target.
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The correlation between the recoil implantation and the subsequent a-decays were searched
for within the time interval At(recoil-a) of 10 s. We only selected chains in which the recoil
implantation is followed by two or more a-decays. We obtained 18 chains and the corre-
sponding a-particle energy spectrum is shown Fig.1 (b). In this process, the condition was
imposed that the recoil event generates the TOF and energy signal corresponding to the
ERs on the two dimensional spectrum to reject chance events associated with the scattered
particle.

Among the chains in Fig. I (b), we searched for one that is followed by a long-lived uclues
with the help of position agreement. The searching time is 120 min, long enough to observe
the decay of 112 Rn ( T/2=23.9min 9 as the descendant Of 221pU. In this process, we
found two decay chains, and the &-spectrum is shown in Fig. I (c). They are both attributed
to the 221Pu-chain based on their decay character as shown in Table.l. The half-life of 228pu

was determined to be 1.112-0 s. The obtained average a-particle energy of 221pu, 7772±35-0.5
keV, reasonably agrees with the data [1]. The present E and half-life are compared with
the prediction of the Geiger-Nuttall law. n order to determine the a-decay Q-value, Q, for
221pU, we assumed that the detected a decay is from ground-state to ground-state transition,
and the electron screening effect 10] is corrected for. The Q(7948±36 keV) and T/2 are
plotted in Fig.2 together with the other data 9 In this figure, the Geiger-Nuttall curves
for elements Th, U, and Pu are drawn by using the expression and constants in [10]. Our
data Of 221pU follows the characteristics of Pu isotopes. This means that the 228Pu decay is
dominated by the a decay.

In order to find the a-decay of 22'Np with half-life of 61.4 s 6 the recoil-a chain was
searched for in the time span of 10 s < At(recoil-a < 300 s. We set the condition that
the recoil implantation is followed by two or more a-decays in this time region. Five chains
starting from 22'Np are obtained at &m = 143 MeV, and the decay properties are listed in
Table. 2 From the mass table of Audi and Wapstra [1 1 ], the a-decay Q value Q of 22'Np is
obtained to be 7415 keV. This results in the a-decay energy of 7285 keV for the ground-state
to ground-state a-decay of 22'Np. This is 100-220 keV larger than the experimental data.
A possible reason is that the decay predominantly produces the excited states of 224Pa.

The obtained ER cross sections for 228pu, 228 Np and 221U are shown in Fig. 3 The
errors are in the margin of the statistical error. The data were compared to a statistical
model calculation. For this purpose, the partial wave cross section for the fusion 34s+198pt

was calculated by using the CCDEF code 12], which was then inputted to the HIVAP
code 13] to calculate the surviving probability and the ER cross section of the specific
channel. In the CCDEF code, we took into account the couplings to inelastic channels
of the projectile and target. For "S, deformation parameter (excitation energy) of the
quadrupole and octupole vibrations are 02=0.252 2.13 MeV) [I 4 and 3=0.330 4.62 MeV)
[151, respectively. P3=0.05 1.68 MeV) [15] was adopted for the octupole vibration of 18Pt.
We also took into account the static deformation of "'Pt (02=-0.060 16], 4=-0.030 17]).
The calculated fusion cross section (of,,,) is shown on the upper section of Fig. 3 by the
dashed curve. The dotted curve is the result of the one-dimensional barrier penetration
model, which gives the barrier height of 141.1 MeV. The ER cross sections calculated by
the HIVAP code are shown by the solid curve in each section of the figure. We have to adjust
the factor bf�, by which the fission barrier height of the liquid-drop part [18] is multiplied
to calculate the fission barrier, Bf = bfaBLDM - W from 103 19] to 1.00 so as to obtain
reasonable agreement with the experimental data. The W is the ground state hell energy
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Table 1: Alpha-decay energy (in keV) and life-time (given in parenthesis) starting from the recoil implan-
tation Of 1pU (4n channel). The literature value of kinetic energy of a particle and half-life (in square
brackets) for "'Pu [1] and the other nuclei 9 is shown in the first line The time with symbol <' represents
the time interval relative to the preceding a decay The signal with escaped event is indicated by 'esc' The
signal of pile up, 'pzl', is caused by the a decays of a mother and a short-lived daughter indicated by

No 228pu �224U 22uTh 21 "Ra :"'Rn

7810 8466 [0.9ms] 8790 [9.7l.Ls] 9349 18ps] 6264 [23.9min]
H-1 7807 (O 35s) - 10817,1 <O 77ms) 6309 (34min)
H-2 7736 (2 76s) 8446 (3.2ms) - 2960... (11min)

Table 2: Alpha-decay energy (in keV) and life-time starting from the recoil implantation of 128Np (p3n
channel). The literature value for 228N 6 and the other nuclei 9 is shown in the first line. See the
captions of Table for the detailed explanation

No 228Np 224 Pa 220 Ac 216Fr 212 At

- [61.4s] 7488 70% [0.79s] 7855 26% (26 4ms) 9005 [0.7/ts] 7679 82% 70450 45% [ 314s]
III-1 7183 (29s) 7529 (I 10s) 14048PZ1 (3.7ms) 3170,,,, (0.070s)
III-2 7062 (128s) 7543 (0.20s) 7794 (58ms) 7687 (2.4ms)
III-3 7126 (196s) 7495 56s) 13425pl 21nis) 7012 (0-12s)
III-4 7177 (35s) 7521 3 03s) 7658 (0.18s)
HI-5 7065 (15s) - 8969 (<3.39s) -

correction.
The experimental ER cross section 17 12 2 nb of the 4n channel at E, =141 MeV-1 

in the fusion reaction 3S+111pt was close to 42 nb of the 4n channel of 4Mg+21IPb

reaction at E,,. =118 MeV [1] which forms the same compound nucleu 2Pu. For the
24Mg+211 Pb reaction, we also calculated the cross sections Of 221pU with the same procedure.
In the CCDEF calculation, we used deformation parameters 2=0.606 (.37 MeV) 14]
and 3=0.250 762 MeV) [15] to take into account the couplings to the excited states of
21 Mg. For the excitation of 2Pb, parameters 02=0.054 409 MeV) 14] and 3=0.110

(2.61 MeV) [15] are adopted. The calculated result is 6 nb at E, m =1 8 MeV, reproducing
the experimental data in [1]. Since the excitation energy, Ex=43 MeV, of 4S+19"Pt at
E,,n =141 MeV is close to E,, =44 MeV of 4Mg+208Pb at Ec.m.=118 MeV, the survival

probability for both systems are nearly identical. The fusion cross section given by the
CCDEF code is cf,, = 69 nb of 34S+111pt, which agrees with fu = 184 mb of 4Mg+211 Pb

within factor of - 3.
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We calculated the average - and yray energies, Ep and Ey, for 44 short-lived isotopes of Rb, Sr, Y,

Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pin, Sm and Eu from the data by Greenwood et al, who measured the 0-feed in
the decay of these nuclides using the total absorption 'Y-ray spectrometer. These Ep and E were
incorporated into the decay data files from JENDL, JEF2.2 and ENDF-BNI, and the decay heats were

calculated. The results were compared with the integral measurements by the University of Tokyo,
ORNL and Lowell. In the case of JENDL, where the correction for the so-called Pandemonium effect

is applied on the basis of the gross theory, the very good agreement is no longer maintained. The y-
ray component is overestimated in the cooling time range from 3 to 300 seconds, suggesting a kind of
an over-correction as for the Pandemonium effect. We have to evaluate both the applicability of the
TAGS results and the correction method itself in order to generate a more consistent data basis for
decay heat summation calculations.

1. Introduction
Summation calculation is a powerful and versatile method, which is widely used to predict the

various aggregate behaviors of fission products (FPs) including the FP decay beat. In doing
summation calculation of the decay heat, attention has to be paid on the so-called Pandemonium

problem[l],[2] or missing of the P-strengths in the high-energy region of the daughter nucleus in the
published decay schemes of high Q-valued short-lived isotopes. Calculations based on the decay data
suffering from this problem tend to underestimate the yray component of the decay heat and to
overestimate the P-ray component. In order to compensate these lost strengths, nuclear-model
calculation based on the gross theory of P-decay[3] were performed and the calculated results were

adopted in the JENDL P Decay Data File 2000[4], the preceding version of which is known as the
JNDC P Decay Data Library[51. The American libraries, ENDF/B-V and VI[6], adopt the same kind
of correction to get rid of the Pandemonium problem. By virtue of this recipe the calculated decay

heat became highly consistent with the measured one. There still remains, however, small but non-
negligible discrepancy in the yray component in the cooling-time range from 300 to 3000S[7] In
order to remedy this persistent disagreement, an European group (Algora and Tain as spokespersons)
started the measurement of the P-feeding in the decay of some important Ps including the neutron-
rich Tc isotopes[8] by using the total absorption yray spectrometer (TAGS). At least in pnciple

TAGS is free from the 0-feed missing, which, for example, leads to the Pandemonium problem. In
1990s there had been an extensive program[9] in which the P-feeds in Rb, Sr, Y, Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr,
Nd, Pm, Sm and Eu isotopes were measured by this technique.

2. Decay Heat and TAGS

A typical TAGS system consists of a large NaI(TI) scintillation detector having a deep axial well
with the radioactive source in it[8],[9]. In principle all of the 7-rays emitted in a cascade accompanied
by the de-excitatioD of a certain level deposit their energy in the scintilltor giving te level energy to

which the 0-transition takes place. Therefore the TAGS gives the level energy as the pulse energy and
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the P-feeding rate as the pulse height simultaneously. These are the basic information required to

calculate the average P- and yray energies per one P-decay of the parent nucleus. If the TAGS
measurement is carried out ideally, the average - and y-ray energies (Ep and Ey) obtained in this way
are of the best quality and free from the Pandemonium problem. In reality, however, there exist
several difficulties which might makes the TAGS away from the ideal. These are the photon loss, the

P-particle contamination, the finite energy resolution and so on. Partly because of this, JENDL did
not adopt TAGS data as the basis of the Ep and E. calculation. It is certain, however, that TAGS data
are appropriate to yield the Ep and E. values in its intrinsic nature.

3. Calculation of the Average Energies
We calculated the average P- and y-ray energies for 44 short-lived isotopes of Rb, Sr, Y, Cs, Ba,

La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pin, Sm and Eu from the TAGS data obtained by Greenwood et al. 9]. The average
ray energy release per one P-decay Ep is calculated by using the 0-feeding intensities P as,

E 0 =jR(E,)-[fO(-E,)1fO(-E,)]

with

R(E,) Ip (E,) (2)

Y, Ip (E,)
r
1

(-E) fE1MC'+1 Mc 2(EO 1) pEO (-E IMC2 + - EO )2 F(Zd, E)dEO (3)

where

fo (-E) The integrated Fermi function. (4)

Here m is the electron rest mass, Zd the proton number of the daughter nucleus of the P-decay, E, the
transition energy measured from the parent state to the i-th energy level in the daughter nucleus. The
function F is the Fermi function. For simplicity, we adopted the integrated Fermi function of

allowed transition for all transitions in the calculation. The averagey-ray energy release per one -

decay E., is also expressed as

EY , R(E,) (Q +E,) (5)
1

The measured 0-feeding intensities of 44 l? isotopes mentioned above are given in Ref.[9]. These
FP nuclei have Qp-values ranging from 1MeV to 6MeV The values of Ena.,/Qp are between 69% and
97%, where E a,, is the maximum excitation energy in the daughter nucleus for which the 0-feeding
intensity is measured. We adopted these P-feeding intensities for the calculation of E§ and Ey with the
use of the above equations. However, sometimes only ambiguous data are given in the table of Ref.

[9]. In such cases, we treated them in the following manner in the calculation;

(1) When only the maximum or minimum values are given, we adopted these values as the -
feeding intensities of the energy levels.

(2) When only total b-feedind intensity of more than two energy levels is given, we share out the
total intensity equally among these energy levels.

The vales of Ep thus obtained are compared with those values adopted in JENDL FP Decay Data
File[4]. We found that the newly calculated values are, on an average, 09 times smaller than those
values in JENDL. As for the Ey values, they are 13 times larger than the values in JENDL on an
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average. The reason of the decrease of Ep and the increase of E. is that many new 0-feeding
intensities are found in the region of the high excitation-energy in the TAGS measurement. The vales
of E. are affected more directly by these high excitation-energy strength than the values of E0 as can

be seen in equations (1) and (5).

4. Decay Heat Calculations
The Ep and Ey values calculated in Sect. 3 were incorporated into the decay data files from

JENDL, JEF2.2[10] and ENDF/B-VI. JENDL and ENDF/B-VI are corrected for the Pandemonium
effect and JEF2.2 is not. Using these original and modified libraries, the decay heats after a burst
fission were calculated with the summation method and the results were compared with the integral

measurement from the University of Tokyo[111, Oak Ridge National Laboratory[12] and University
of Massachusetts Lowell[13]. In Figs. and 2 the results for the y-ray component of Pu-239 are
displayed for the original and the TAGS modified libraries, respectively, along with the integral

measurements. In the case of JEF2.2, where any theoretical correction is not made for the missing of
the P-strengths, improvement is remarkable (dotted curves). This implies that the TAGS detects the
high-energy 0-strengths as is expected and that the Ep and E., values derived therefrom correctly
reflects the contribution from the high-energy P-strengths. On the other hand, in the case of JENDL

(solid curves), where the correction is applied on the basis of the gross theory, the very good
agreement is no longer maintained. The y-ray component is overestimated in the cooling time range
from 3 to 300 seconds suggesting a kind of an over-correction. In this cooling time range, the

dominant miclides which increase the yray component (and correspondingly decreases the P-ray
component) from the JENDL original are Cs 141 and La- 144 as is seen from Fig. 3 which shows the
effect of the nuclide-wise replacement of JENDL E, by TAGS energy E,,. These 1 1 isotopes shown in
Fig. 3 are those which have relative contributions more than 0.5 in the cooling time range less than

100s.
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5. Discussion
As can be seen in Fig. 2 the y-ray component of the decay heats around 50s cooling for Pu-239

becomes overestimate by adopting the newly calculated Ey values. These overestimations, which are
probably found in other fissioning systems like U-235, Pu-241 and so on too, are mainly due to the
increase of values of many nuclides such as shown in Fig. 3 As for La-144, one of the largest

contributors, we should point out that 1.2 ± .1) is given for the 0-feed intensity to the ground
state of Ce-144 in ReQ91. However, this value is very suspicious because this transition is the third-
forbidden transition 3) > '. This reduces the reliability of their values for La-144. This value 12

± 01 is not adopted in the latest Nuclear Data Sheets[ 141. In this way we have to evaluate all of the
TAGS data nuclide by nuclide before drawing a definite conclusion.

6. Concluding Remarks
The fact that the JENDL calculation is deteriorated by the introduction of the TAGS energies is an

unexpected result. It is, however, still true that JENDL reproduces the short-cooling FP decay heat
extremely well[4] for almost all the fissioning systems such as Th-232, U-233, U-235, U-238, Pu-239
and Pu-241, measured at Tokyo, Oak Ridge and Lowell. Taking into the account the recent progress
in the TAGS measurements, we have to reconsider the correction method and to try to generate a
consistent data basis for decay heat summation calculations.
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The search for isomers of 156pm has been performed through the 0-decay of 156Nd. The

sources of the 156Nd were obtained from mass-separated fission products of 235 U at the Kyoto

University Reactor (KUR). Plastic scintillators, two HPGe detectors, and a Si(Li) detector

were used. In the present experiment, more than 30 yrays from the P-decay of the 156Nd

were newly observed. The 150.8 keV isomeric transition (I.T.) from 156mpM was

successftilly measured. This transition was assigned to the M3 multipolarity, from the result

of the conversion electron measurement. A spin and a parity of I -were reasonable for the

isomeric state based on the M3 multipolarity of the I.T. and the 4- 0-decaying state of the

156 PM.

1. Introduction

Nuclear data of neutron-rich isotopes are required for estimation of a decay heat of

nuclear reactors and studies for a utilization of radioactive waste. For odd-odd nuclei,

nuclear data are insufficient compared to neighboring even-even or odd-A nuclei, whose data

are preferentially acquired from the viewpoint of nuclear physics. For substantial nuclear

data, odd-odd nuclei must be studied as well as the other nuclei. Neutron-rich odd-odd

nuclei with the mass number around A=150 have a characteristic that many of them have

isomeric states. In this region, an isomer search is significant for substantial nuclear data.

We can expect isomers Of 156pM , because isomers have been reported at the mass number

2)of A=152, 154 in neutron-rich P isotopes" . Concerning excited levels Of 156pM, some
.35) ucture of the 156pM is not made clear and

authors have been reported n refs . But level str

isomers are not reported. In this work, we aimed at searching isomers of the 116pM through
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the P-decay of the 156 Nd by means of a decay spectroscopy.

2. Experiment
The sources of the 6Nd were obtained from fission products of 235U Uing the on-line

mass separator installed at the T I through tube of the Kyoto University Reactor (KUR-ISOL).

The amount of 50 mg of UF4target was irradiated by thermal neutrons with a flux of 3xl 0 12
2n/cm s Fission products were transported to a thermal ion source by the He-N2 gas-jet

system 6) . They were ionized and mass separated by an analyzing magnet, whose resolution

was AM/M-1/600. The mass separated fission products were collected on an

alminium-coated Mylar tape and moved to a measuring position after a predetermined time

interval of 12.5 s. This interval was estimated from the reported half-life of 5.47(l 1) s of the
156 3)Nd

In measuring conversion electrons, three detectors were used; a Si(Li) detector (500

mm 2x6 mm) for conversion electrons, a 31 GMX detector fory-rays and plastic sintillator

(80mmx9Ommxlmm)f6rP-rays. Inmeasuringy-rays,theSi(LI)detectorwasreplacedby

a LOAX detector 52 mm�x2O mm') for low energy y-rays. The plastic scintillator was

placed at the distance of near zero from the Mylar tape for covering large solid angle. The

small vacuum chamber for the Si(Li) detector was separated from the ISOL chamber by a .5

gm'polyester film to protect the cooled surface of the S(Li) detector against residual vapors.

Measurements on A=156 nuclei were performed during about 55 hours for both

conversion electrons and yrays. Singles and P-gated singles spectra for conversion

electrons, 7-rays, 7-,y and e-y coincidence data were taken. Singles spectra were measured in

the Spectrum Multi Scaling mode to determine the half-life of the '6 Nd.

To search isomers, we compared the P-gated spectra with the singles spectra'). The I.T.

from the long-lived isomer is expected that it is scarcely observed in the P-gated spectrum.

This expectation was backed up by the measurement of the 168.5 keV I.T. from

mass-separated 9mY. Thus, the present measurement system of the Si(Li) detector can

distinguish I.Ts from the other transitions. The efficiency and the energy calibrations for the

HPGe detectors were made by the standard sources of 13'Ba, 112 Eu and 117CS. These

calibration of the Si(Li) detector were made by the mass-separated sources of 93, Y, 93Rb,

"'Cs and 116 La. The Monte Carlo calculations (EGS4) were also used to estimate a peak

efficiency of the Si(Li) detector. The efficiency of the Si(LO detector was constant in the

energy range from 70 keV to I 00 keV.

3. Results

Gamma-ray singles spectrum for A= 56 nuclei measured by the GMX detector is shown

in Fig. 1. In the present experiment, we observed about 40 7-rays associated with the P-decay
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of the 156 Nd from coincidences with P X-rays. More than 30 y-rays were newly observed.

The 150.8 keV 7-ray was the most intense among measured 7-rays. The y-ray intensities

agreed with those of K. Okano et al.4). Using the 144.8-, 169.2- and 190.2 keV 7-rays we

determined the P-decay half-life of the '56Nd. Decay curves of thesey-rays are presented in

Fig.2. We tentatively obtained the half-life of 5.2(l) s as a weighted mean value of half-lives

of three 7-rays. This half-life is somewhat shorter compared to the result reported by

Greenwood et al.3).

A portion of electron singles spectrum around 100 keV is shown in Fg.3 together with

the P-gated spectrum. The 105.6-, 143.4- and 149.1 keV electron peaks were corresponded

to the K-, L- and M-conversion electron peaks of the 150.8 keV I.T. from I56,pM . The

following results confirmed that these electron peaks were originated from the I.T.; (1 no

coincidences with P-rays, 2) coincidences with X-rays from the P, 3) approximately the

same half-life as the y-rays from the P-decay of the 156Nd. In Fig.3, the K-, L- and

M-electron peaks of the 150.8 keV transition were scarcely observed in the P-gated spectrum.

From the e-7 coincidence data, the 105.6 keV K-electron peak was coincident with K,, and Kp

X-rays of PM. It means that the electrons were emitted from an excited level of the 156 PM.

The decay curve of the 105.6 keV K-electron peak is also presented in Fig.2. The half-life

of the electron peak was 513(2) s. This value agrees with the half-life of 5.2(l) s of yrays

from the P-decay of the 156Nd. If the radiative equilibrium is approved between the 156Nd

and the 156m PM, the half-life of 513(2) s of the electron peak leads to conclusion that the

electrons are emitted from the excited level of the daughter nucleus of the 1 56Nd, that is, the

156mpM . This assumption is correct from the mult' olarity of the 150.8 keV transitionIP
described later. From foregoing results, the 150.8 kV transition is the I.T. from the 156mpM.

Experimental K and L-intemal conversion coefficients (I.C.C.s) of the 150.8 keV I.T. are

presented in Fig.4 together with the theoretical valucs8). Experimental values were obtained

from the electron and te 7-ray singles spectra. We found the ratio of the interested I.C.C to

the well evaluated one and determined the value of the interested I.C.C.s. The normalization

of the conversion coefficients was made using the 267.8 keV known E2 transition following

the P-decay of the 156pM . Errors are estimated from the upper and the lower value of the

I.C.C.s, which are obtained from the different normalizations and at two measuring positions

of the GMX detector (8 mm and 46 mm). From the Fig.4, the 150.8 keV I T. was assigned

to be the M3 multipolarity Using Moszkowski formula, the half-life of the isomer is

estimated to be 253 ms. The radiative equilibrium is considered to be approved between the

"'Nd and the -PM because the half-life of the 156mpM is much shorter than the one of the

15'Nd.
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4. Discussion

A spin and a parity of the isomer were estimated based on a placement of the 150.8 keV

I.T. in the decay scheme, M3 multipolarity of the I.T. and the 4- P-decaying state of the

156pM5) . From the e-,y coincidence data, the 105.6 keV Kelectron peak was only coincident

with K.. and Kp X-rays of Pin and not coincident with the other y-rays. Then, the I.T.

directly populates the 4- state of the 156pM. In consideration for the M3 multipolarity of the

I.T., the isomer is likely to be Y state.

We tentatively propose a proton-neutron configuration for the Y isomeric state from

systematics of ground states in neighboring odd-A nuclei. In odd-A sotones with the

.neutron number of N=95, the v3/2[521] was reported for the ground states of 157 Sin and 159Gd.

In odd-A isotopes with the proton number of Z=61, the c5/2[532] for 153,155,157 Pm and the

7r5/2[413] for "'Pm were reported as a configuration of the ground state. From these

configurations, jn5/2[4l3]-v3/2[52 ] _ is the only probable configuration for the I - isomeric

state. If the 4 state is the ground state, the configuration of the I - state may be an example

of a violation of Gallagher-Moszkowski ules9). Concerning energy level ordering of the Y

and the 4- states, detailed analyses are now in progress.

5. Conclusion

The search for isomers of the 156 Pin has been performed through the P-decay of the 156Nd.

In the present experiment, we observed about 40 yrays associated with the P-decay of the

156Nd. More than 30 y-rays were newly observed. The P-decay half-life of the 156Nd was

estimated to be 5.2(l) s. The 150.8 keV I.T. from the 156mpM was successfully observed and

assigned to be the M3 multipolarity. This transition directly populates the 4- P-decaying

state of the 156pin. Based on these results, the spin and the parity of the new isomeric state is

likely to be Y. The proton-neutron configuration of jn5/2[4l3]-v3/2[521]jj_ for the 

isomeric state was tentatively proposed from the systematics in neighboring odd-A nuclei.
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Abstract

We examine relations among the parameters characterizing the phenomenological equa-
tion of state (EOS) of nearly symmetric, uniform nuclear matter near the saturation density
by comparing macroscopic calculations of radii and masses of stable nuclei with the experi-
mental data The EOS parameters of interest here are the symmetry energy So, the density
symmetry coefficient L, and the incompressibility K of symmetric nuclear matter at the
normal nuclear density in this study, we also examine the incompressibility of asymmetric
matter, which was fixed in a certain functional form in our previous study This parameter
could be important in the description of neutron-rich nuclei and neutron-star matter. In the
present study, we treat the incompressibility of the asymmetric matter as a free parameter
in fitting the masses and radii, obtain essentially the same EOS parameter values as those in
the previous study, and confirm the two important features for symmetry energy; a strong
correlation between So and L, and the upper bound of L which is an increasing function of
KO The present results strongly support the the prediction of the previous study that the
matter radii of neutron-rich nuclei depend strongly on L while being almost independent of
KO. This is a feature that will help to determine the L value via systematic measurements
of uclear size

1 Introduction

The equation of state (EOS) of nuclear matter is the key nuclear property that determines

macroscopic nuclear properties such as nuclear masses and radii. The saturation density and

energy of symmetric nuclear matter, which consists of equal numbers of neutrons and protons,

are determined rather precisely from masses and radii of stable nuclei, in which numbers of

neutrons and protons are not very different. n near future, a radioactive ion beam will enable

us to measure nuclear masses and radii of heavy nuclei with large neutron excess. order to

make full use of the future experiment for the empirical determination of asymmetric matter

EOS, it is important to clarify what kind of EOS properties can be determined from stable

nuclei, and what kind of EOS properties can not be determined from stable nuclei but from

neutron rich nuclei. In this paper, we focus on the empirical saturation properties of the EOS

to be obtained from stable nuclei.

The energy per nucleon near the saturation point of symmetric nuclear matter is generally
expressed as ]

W - W + Ko 2 (n - no) 2 __� [S + L (n - n) + "Y- (n - no )2 a 2.
18no 3no IN2
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Here wo, no and K axe the saturation energy, the saturation density and the incompressibility

of symmetric uclear matter. The neutron excess is defined as a = I - x using proton fraction

x. The parameters So (the symmetry energy), L (the density symmetry coefficient) and K,y,,,

characterize the density dependent symmetry energy S(n) at n � no;

So = S(no), (2)

L = 3no(dS/dn),,,=,j, (3)

Kasym = 9n 2(d2 S/dn 2) n=n, (4)

From Eq. (1), the saturation density n, and energy w, of asymmetric nuclear matter with

fixed proton fraction are given, up to the second order of a, by

n = no - 3n0L a2 (5)

Ko

2
w = wo + Soa (6)

One useful empirical parameter to characterize the saturation of asymmetric nuclear matter is

the slope, y, of the saturation line near ce 0 (x = 12) [1 ]. It is expressed as

KOSO (7)

3noL'

In this paper, we systematically examine empirical relations among the six EOS parameters

in Eq. (1). Specifically, we use a parametrized EOS, which is simple but flexible enough to fit

non-relativistic ad relativistic phenomenological EOS's at n < 2no. The parameter values are

chosen to fit masses and radii of stable nuclei in the Thomas-Fermi approximation.

2 Macroscopic description of nuclei

In constructing a macroscopic nuclear model, we begin with a simple expression for the bulk

energy per nucleon [5],

3h2 (37r2)2/3 5/3 5/3 + U2)V, a2V"
W 107nnn (nn n� (n)/n + (n)/n, (8)

where
v. = ain 2+ a2n 3 (9)

+ a3n

and

2 b2n 3
Vn = b1n + (10)

1 + b3n

are the potential energy densities for symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron matter, and m,

is the neutron mass. Here, replacement of the proton mass mp by Mn in the proton kinetic energy

makes only a negligible difference. Equation (8) can well reproduce the microscopic calculations

of symmetric nuclear matter and pure neutron matter by Friedman and Pandharipande 3 and

of asymmetric nuclear matter by Lagaris and Pandharipande 4 Furthermore the expression

can also reproduce phenomenological Skyrme Hartree-Fock and relativistic mean field EOS's.

We determine the parameters included in Es. 9) and (10) in such a way that they reproduce

data on radii and masses of stable nuclei. In the limit of n --+ no and a --* 0 (x - 12), expression

(8) reduces to the usual form (1 2.
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We describe a spherical nucleus of proton number Z and mass number A within the frame-

work of a simplified version of the extended Thomas-Fermi theory [5]. We first write the total

energy of a nucleus as a function of the density distributions n,(r) and np(r) according to

3rn 3 e2 3,r d3',np(r)np(r')
E d (r) w (n,, (r), np (r)) + F0 d T I Vn (r) I' + - d 4- Nn, + Znp,

2 ir - r/1

where the first, second and third terms on the right hand side are the bulk energy, the gradient

energy with an adjustable constant F0, and the Coulomb energy, respectively. The symbol

N A - Z denotes the neutron number. Here we ignore shell and pairing effects We also

neglect the contribution to the gradient energy from IV(n,(r - np(r))I ; this contribution

makes only a little difference even in the description of extremely neutron-rich nuclei, as clarified

in the context of neutron star matter [5]

For the present purpose of examining the macroscopic properties of nuclei such as masses

and radii, it is sufficient to characterize the neutron and proton distributions for each nucleus

by the central densities, radii and surface diffuseness different between neutrons and protons, as

in Ref. [5). We thus assume the nucleon distributions n,(r) (z = np), where r is the distance

from the center of the nucleus, as

m I - ( r )"I 3
rt� R, r < R,

n, (r = (12)

0 r > R1.

Here R, roughly represents the nucleon radius, t, the relative surface diffuseness, and n' the

central number density. The proton distribution of the form 12) can fairly well reproduce the

experimental data for stable nuclei such as 9Zr and Pb [5].

3 Optimization using smoothed nuclear data

The EOS parameters a-b,3 and 0 are determined from masses and radii of stable nuclei in the

same way as in Refs. 2 5] using the empirical values for nine nuclei on the smoothed 0-stability

line ranging 25 < A < 245 (see Table A. in Ref. [5], which is based on Refs. 6 7 In contrast

to Refs. 2 in which the b3 value was Bxed, the b3 value is also varied in the present study

to have a feeling about K,y,, dependence. For fixed slope y and incompressibility K, such a

comparison is made by a usual least squares fitting, which gives rise to an optimal set of the

parameters a-b3 and F. Here, we set y and K as 1800 MeV fM < y < 200 MeV fM3

and 180 MeV < K < 360 MeV; the numerical results for no, wo, So, L and are obtained

for about 200 combinations of y and Ko. All of them reproduce the input nuclear data almost

equally.

The b3 value, which is optimized in the present study, is found rather close to the value in

the previous study (b3 = 158632 in' 2 as shown in Fig. 1. The optimum relations among the

EOS parameters obtained in the present study is quite similar to those in the previous study

because the EOS parameters at n no are not sensitive to b3. The parameter b3 only softens

the asymmetric matter EOS at high densities.

As shown in Fig. 2 the present study confirms the empirical correlation between So and L

obtained in the previous study 2,

So B + CL, (13)
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Figure 1: The b3 value in Eq. (10). This value was fixed in the previous study 2.

with the same values of the coefficients (Bz�; 28 MeV and C� 0075). A similar result, 29

MeV and C = .1, was obtained from various Hartree-Fock models with finite-range forces by

Farine et al. [8]. As for the saturation of asymmetric nuclear matter, the above correlation is

the only information that can be obtained from stable nuclei. This is the reason wy there

is significant difference among empirical asymmetric matter EOS's although they reproduce

properties of stable nuclei.

The saturation energy of symmetric nuclear matter, wo, always takes a value of 16.1 ± 02

MeV. As shown in Fig. 3 the present study obtains the same weak correlation between no and

KO as the previous study 2 This is a feature found among non-relativistic phenomenological

Skyrme Hartree-Fock EOS's (see Fig. 4 of Ref 9.

In Fig. 4 the uncertainties in L and Ko is represented as a band, which reflects the constraint

on (y, KO). In this band, L increases with increasing y for fixed Ko. The upper bound (y = 200

MeV fm-3) reaches a large value of L, which increases with increase in K.

4 Summary

About 200 sets of the EOS parameters are systematically obtained from fitting to masses and

radii of stable nuclei using a simplified Thomas-Fermi model paying attention to large uncer-

tainties in K and L values.

As for symmetric nuclear matter, the saturation density density no has a weak KO dependence

while the saturation energy is wo is essentially constant.

There is a strong correlation between So and L : So �� 28 0.075L (MeV). However,

the L value can not be singled out from stable nuclei although the upper bound of L can be

estimated as an increasing function of K from the empirical constraint on the slope of the

saturation line. This is all we obtain from stable nuclei about asymmetric nuclear matter. As

a consequence, empirical EOS's for asymmetric matter can vary significantly in spite that they

reproduce properties of stable nuclei almost equally.

From the present study allowing a wider EOS parameter space, it is found that an artificial
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Figure 2 The empirical correlation between So and L obtained in the present study.
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Figure 3 The empirical correlation between no and K obtained in the present study.
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Figure 4 The optimum (L, Ko) values.

constraint in the previous study (b3 = 1586 f'3) makes little difference in determining the EOS.

Hence, the present results supports the following senario of our previous study; the L value

can not be determined from stable nuclei, but could be determined from neutron-rich nuclei.

ftom these results, we conclude that future systematic measurements of the matter radii of

.neutron-rich nuclei could help deduce the L value, which in turn could give useful information

about the presence of pasta nuclei in neutron star crusts.
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3.14 Time Periodic Behaviors of the Compound Nucleus Coherent
with the Incident Neutron Wave at Resonances

Makio OHKUBO
N.Resonance Lab, 1663-39,Senba-cyo, Mito-shi, Ibaraki-ken 310-0851 Japan

Abstract
For an isolated resonance, time periodic behavior or recurrence of the com-
pound nucleus is required by S-matrix theory, and the energies of the nor-
mal modes, which compose the state, are restricted to be commensurable
(integer ratios) with each other. Then the excitation energies E. are writ-

ten as a sum of inverse integers: E. = G : 1, where n=integers, and
n

G=34.5MeV. The time periods of the normal modes are integer multiples
of -To = 2-Th/G = 20 X 1-22S. Integer ratios in E,1S, are found for many of
160 +n resonances, the probability of appearance of which is proved to be
_ 12 if the levels are distributed randomly. This will be an evidence of
time coherency between the recurrence of the compound nucleus and the
incident neutron wave. Resonance reaction mechanism is discussed.

1. Introduction
In slow neutron nucleus reactions, many resonances are observed with an average level density
- lo, - lo,/MeV for light to heavy nuclei [1]. These resonances correspond to quasi-stable states
of the compound nucleus(CN) above the neutron separation energy S, -8MeV, where many de-
grees of freedom will be excited and mixed to form very complicated structures. Therefore, neu-
tron resonances are surmised to form a quantum chaos. In fact, statistical properties of the
observed neutron resonance data are in good agreement with the predictions of Random Matrix
Theory(RMT): Wigner(GOE) distribution for nearest neighbor level spacings, Porter-Thomas dis-
tribution for strengths, and A3 statistics for long range correlations.

However, several properties are observed which contradict the predictions of RMT. One of
them is the crystalline-like structure of resonance dispositions. Using a Fourier-like analysis and
D,, (spacings between two arbitrary levels) distributions, several level spacings can be found (here-
after called dominant spacings) which appear more frequently than expected from GOE in the
energy region considered. These position/spacing correlations are widely found in neutron reso-
nances of many nuclei in a wide mass region, with large deviations from GOE distributions of levels
[2-8]. Examples of dominant spacings are 4.4eV(177 Hf), 5.5eV("'Sb), 14.6eV(2311U), 17.6eV("'Er),
142eV (75As), 213eV (24OpU) .....

Moreover, it is very interesting to observed that the ratio of dominant spacings of different nuclei
are simple integer ratios: in the above cases 5.5eV( 123 Sb)/ 4.4eV (17'Hf) = 5/4,14.6eV (238U) /17.6eV
(168Er =/6, 142eV( 75 As)/ 213eV (24OpU) = 23, etc. For resonances of light nuclei in keV to MeV
region, similar dominant spacings and integer ratios are widely found [8]. For the neutron reso-
nances of light and magic e-e nuclei up to several hundred keV, many of the dominant spacings
are expressed as G/n ( G=34.5MeV, n: integer) 910]. These features are completely different
from the ordinary understanding of neutron resonances as quantum chaos.

These facts provided the motivation to reconsider the mechanism of neutron resonance reac-
tions, and we previously developed the "Recurrence model" of the compound nucleus for neutron
resonance reactions[II], in which time behaviors of M normal modes (M <0) excited in the com-
pound nucleus are treated in a semi-classical way.
In this article, time periodic behaviors of the CN are discussed, which are deduced from S-matrix
theory, coherent with the incident neutron wave at resonances. Simple integer ratios are found
between E. and S, for many of 60 +n resonances, the probability of appearance of which is calcu-
lated to be very small assuming random dispositions of resonance levels. This will be an evidence
of the time coherency between the CN and the incident neutron wave.
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2. S-matrix, response function and normal modes
For a sharp resonance of medium and heavy nuclei, resonance width is of the order of I' - 16V,
which means dumping or friction in CN is very small, and an almost closed system. Its excitation
energy E. - MeV is conserved during life time - h/r - 10-"s, extremely long compared to the
transit time of neutron in nuclear potential(_ 1-218 . Wave packet length of incident neutron is
very long compared to the nuclear size. For the lowest resonance of 238U at 67 eV with r=o.025eV,
wave packet length L - hv/r is estimated by uncertainty principle to be 10-8m, where v is velocity
of the neutron and h is Plank's constant. This value is in good agreement with the coherent length
of neutron -10run (10-8m) measured by neutron interferometer for thermal neutron.

As describe below, S-matrix theory provides time periodic behaviors of the compound nucleus
which is coherent with the incident neutron wave at resonance.
An S-matrix S(E) is defined for the neutron-nucleus reaction from which the cross section o,(E)
(7r/k 2) (21 1 I I - S(E) 12, etc. is determined. A relation between S(E) and the response function is
discussed after Sitenko, 12]. For an s-wave resonance, the incident wave �b- (r, t) and outgoing wave
0+(r, t) around the interaction region of radius R are,

0-(rt) fo dE'a(E')(1/r)exp(-zk'r - (z/h)E't), .................... (1)

O+ (r, t = f.- dE'a(E')S(E')(11,r)exp(ik' - (z/h)E't). .................... (2)
The response function F(-r) is defined by the causality principle, as,

?P+ r O = I drF(,r)O- (r, t - r). ........................................ (3)

Mulitping Eqs.(1L),(2),(3) by exp(-tEt1h) and integrating over t from 0 to oo, S(E) can be expressed
as a Fourier transform of the response function F(,r),

2,kR -7T-S(E)e f dTF(T)c'E' ................................. (4)

where is the time for the response to come back.

Eq.(4) is a basic relation on which the following discussions stand. In the continuum region,
S(E) has no peak, and F(7) is expected to be a non-periodic or stochastic function of infinitely long
time period. In contrast for an isolated resonance at E0, S(E) has a peak at Eo, then F(7) must be
a periodic function with a period -r.. = 27rh/EO during a life time - h/r, where r is the total width
of the resonance. That is, the scattered wave �b+(rt) is significant if F(,r) and the incident wave
are time-coherent with each other.

Because of time periodic boundary condition for an isolated resonance, the response function
F(,r) can be expressed by a Fourier series with higher harmonics of periods -F,=,r .. 1k, and fre-
quencies w, = 2r/T,, where k, are integers, ( = 2 M). For multiple components (M >2), the

ratios -r, I-r, must form integer ratios klk,, (z = 2 M). That is, frequency ratios as well as time

periods of the components are commensurable( forming integer ratios )with each other. Therefore,

a unit timero exist, and -r, is written as n,-ro, where n, is an integer. The recurrence tme'r- is the

least common multiple(LCM) for the ensemble (n, = 2 , M) multiplied by ro. The frequency

component w, is propotional to the inverse integers w,=(27r/TO)/n,.

An example of recurrence for multiple waves is shown in Fig.l.

The responce function F(T) for an isolated resonance is considered to be under the influence

of an ensemble of normal modes excited on the compound nucleus, the total excitation energy of

which is
M M

27rh I I
E. =(WI + W2 + + WM) = > , = G - (n, integer). ......... (5)

TO 3=1 n, J�l n.

Though G and are not necessarily constant for all resonances, there are many cases where G

and To seem constant. In this case, level spacings D take the form,

D = GJ: 1: 1) = G' (ik integers). .......... (6)
M n k

The normal modes, simultaneously excited in the compound nucleus at resonances, will formally

correspond to M eigen functions for M hamiltonians (M < 0). The total Hamiltonian is H =

Hi H2 + + M, and the compound nuclear states 4(X, ) are described as a direct product as,

'D(X, t = (XI, t) 04�2 (X2, t) 4 t). Though the detailed structure of 4), (X3, t) is not clear,

the requirement of time periodicity must be fulfilled; b, (x, t +,r, = 4), (x, t) 1 2 M) , where -r,

=To x n. The total system recurs with a time period 'r,,, as,
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A NAA,-�A -,A

T rec

5

Figure 1: An example of wave recurrence as function of time. Bold line Ea, CoSp3t))2, where
J=1

W = 27r/7 .. times 12,3, 5, and 7 with amplitudes a, propotional to 3,2,2, and 2 Fine lines: each
component acos(wt). At every time interval 7,, the system recurs to the initial phase.

-t (X, + 7,�, = P (X t, ................................................ (7)

where

-r,,, = ro x L CM (ni, n2, nm ................................ (8)

The unit time 7 is related to G = 34.5MeV) as,

2irh 10-22S
-ro = u- =1.20 x =36(fm/C). ................................. (9)

Time periods of all the normal modes are integer multiples of r, which will be the minimum

response time required to maintain the identity of quasi-stable states in the nuclear system. Fur-

thermore, 7 is similar to the nuclear reaction time or evaporation time measured in heavy ion

collisions at high energy.

G is nearly equal to the Fermi energy, above which no "fine structure resonance" is observed even

for light nuclei, and continuum or chaotic features are predominant.

Furthermore, G seems to be related to the energies of ordinary excited states[13].

3 Resonance Reaction Mechanism

The total excitation energy E= E is devided into M normal modes, the average number

of which is estimated by the "Recurrence model" [11] to be,

M I n(E�ID) (10)

ln(27r) 
where D is the average level spacing.

M values are in good agreement with the exciton numbers from the exciton model of a Fermi gas.

These normal modes will be fast deformations or particles in orbit with definite frequencies. At

every recurrence time, the phase of the compound nucleus recurs almost to its initial value. For a

simple case, F(r) behaves like a pulse array with a pulse separation like an intermittent pulse

as shown in Fig. 1. At the instance of recurrence, nuclear potential deformation becomes maximum

so that the neutron wave penetrates easily through the nuclear surface, and the interference takes

place between the pass-by component and the trapped component of the incident wave. This

behavior is similar to a time slit which opens periodically at r,�_

Assuming a constant G and several steps of integral furcation, we can expect integer ratios among

dominant spacings of different nuclei down to the eV region, as described in 28]. For a large M

the average recurrence time is extreemly extended by the LCM factor. It is observed that the

recurrence is time-coherent with the de Broglie wave frequency of the incident neutron wave

7-c=Q X 27rh ............. ( 1)
9

where E. is the recoil corrected neutron energy, and Q is a simple integer ratio Q = Tn/n(mn

: small integer). By varying the incident neutron energy E. for a fixed target nucleus, sets of

normal modes will be excited as resonance reactions ifr,,, fulfils Eq.(11), under selection rules not
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discussed here.
In the observed resonances of 'rO n up to 6 MeV neutron energy[14], we found that 5

resonances out of 37 fulfil Eq.(11) with high accuracy [15]. In the region 10< E < 36 MeV or
5.0< E <7.5 MeV, 11 resonances out of 13 situate on integer ratios, where the probability are
calculted to be 06 10-2 if the resonance levels are disposed randomly. Though the probability
0.6% is not very small, we think that the appearance of the integer ratios in many resonances
is not by chance, but by physical reason. This will be an evidence which indicates time periodic
behaviors of "O compound nucleus coherent with the incident neutron wave. Details of probability
calculation are described in Apendix. Similar integer ratios are found in the resonances of light
nuclei.

For resonances in the keV and eV region, the Eq.(11) will be fulfilled for each resonance with
long recurrence time -r,,c, which reflects many normal modes possible to be excited simultaneously.
According to the recurrence model[11], average recurrence time can be estimated as

27rh
(2,T)""- x ....... ... .. (12),

where M is number of normal modes coupled. As an example of possible furcations, the initial
energy E. can be decomposed into sets of two elements G1/m +I/n), three elements G(11i 1/j +
1/k), four elements, These decompositions will continue to a large number of elements M <10.
Each element corresponds to the normal mode that can be excited in the compound nucleus. But
the total number of elements will be limited. For each set (-I, n2,. , nm), the LCM and recurrence
time -r,- are defined. However, to be measured as resonances, multiple recurrences will be needed
during the passage of a wave packet of finite coherent length - 10-8m. Therefore sets of very large
LCM will be physically unimportant, or not observed. In contrast, observed resonances will have
relatively small LCM, therefore simple integer ratios may exist in energy/spacing among them.
This will be the reason of integer ratios among different nuclei described in section .

The discussions above are based on the properties of a semi-classical wave. In classical physics
and in laser physics, amplitude summation of many waves of different frequencies is a familiar fea-
ture. In contrast, this a much less common way to formulate the recurrence of many waves on the
compound nucleus in the framework of ordinary quantum mechanics. However, the time behavior
of the phase of matter wave is experimentally observed in ultra-cold atoms in Bose-Einstein con-
densates. In order to understand the precise mechanism of neutron resonances including strengths,
selection rules and level clusters in a wide energy region, a more sophisticated approach will be
needed including non-linear properties of matter wave.

Appendix.
Probability for the Appearance of Integer Ratios in E,,IS, in "O+n Resonances

It is interesting that simple integer ratios are found between E. and S. and E,* for many of
160+n resonances, where S, = 4143 36keV. For examples, E,1S = 11/10) xO.9987 for the 1st
resonace at E- 4551 9keV, 13/16) xO.9970 for 2nd resonances at 5084 2keV, 10/13) xO.9979for
third resonance at 5375 1keVetc.. , as shown in Table 1. Original parameters of 37 resonances in
E < OMeV are by Sayer et al.[14].
In Fig.2, resonance energies in E,1S., rational points m/n for n=2,3,4,..,13 are plotted. When
E�1& is close to an integer ratio m/n, relative error A is defined as,

A =(E./S,)/(m/n - ......... (AIL).
For most of the resonances, A gather around within a width of 00052, as shown in Fig.3.

We have calculated the probability of appearance of integer ratios x=m/n (n<13) for these
resonances assuming random distribution of excitation energies E. = S, E,* in the region.
To minimize end effect, the region near S. and 2S. are excluded. The probability calculation is
made in 5. < E < 7.5MeV, in which 14 resonances are observed. We regard two resonances with
very small energy difference (at E,=7378.2 and 7380.8 keV) as one resonance for the probability
calculation. Integer ratios (E./S,=m/n, n13) are found in 11 resonances out of 13, with =
0.0052 as shown in Table and Fig.2 and 3 In the region there are 36 rational ponts with
average width 32.5keV. For random sampling in this region, probability p to be on a rational point
is estimated as,

p = 36xO.O325/(7.5-5.0 = 0468 ................ (A2)
Average value of appearance is 13xO.468=6.1. Probability of 11 times apppearance in 13 trials is
given by the binomial distribution B11, 13,p) as,

B(11, 13, p) =13 C11P11 (I _ )2 = 0.51 X 1-2 .............. (A3)
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1.3

and E B(k; 13,p = 06 X 1-2. ................ (A4)
k=11

Though the sample number is small, random hypothethis on level dispositions can be rejected
with a level of 1% test. As an alternative hypothesis, integer ratio in E,1S, or EIE,' must be
accepted. That is, time behaviors of the 16 O+n compound nucleus are time coherent with the
incident neutron wave at resonances.

0-16 n Resonances

Sn=4143.3 keV

I H II I I 1 1 I I I 11 I I I 11 I I II I 1 1 I II I II I I I I II I I II I I I II I I I II I I IIII I H i ll I II I I I 11 I I I 11 1
UP13

2

Sn 2sn (MeW
Excitation Energy Ex

Figure 2 Distribution of excitation energies for "O+n resonances showing integer ratios E./S,,=m/.n,
classified by denominator n. In the region 5. < E, 75MeV, 11 resonances out of 13 are at integer
ratios EIS = m/n ;(n 13), as shown in appendix and Table 1. Small deviations from the integer
ratios are shown in Fig.3.

0.995 1.000 -1.005

A

Figure 3 Distribution of 1A (=(E./S,)/(m/n)) around 1.000 for the resonances in Table 1. The
squaxes correspond to the resonances of "A" in the Table. Dash lines show the boundary of errors with
a width 00052.
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Table I Integer Ratios E,1S, for resonances of "O+n up to E. <8MeV

F E. E� E�- E.IS� 1 A
(keV) (keV) (keV)

1 3/2- -4551.9 434.3 408.5 11/10 0.9987
2 3/2+ 5084.2 1000.2 940.8 16/13 0.9970 A
3 3/2- 5375.1 1309.4 1231.7 13/10 0.9979 A
4 1 7/2- 5696.7 1651.4 1553.4 11/8 0.9999 A
5 5/2- 5732.3 1689.1 1588.8 18/13 1 0.9992 A
6 3/2+ 5868.7 1834.1 1725.2 17/12 0.9998 A
7 1/2- 5932.0 1901.4 1788.5 10/7 1.0022 A
8 1/2+ 6380.2 2377.9 2236.7 20/13 1.0009 A
9 5/2+ 68 60. 7 2888.7 2717.2 5/3 0.9935

10 1 7/2- 6971.9 3006.9 2828.4 32/19 0.9991
11 5/2- 7164.6 3211.8 3021.1 19/11 1.0011 A
12 3/2+ 7239.1 3291.0 3095.6 7/4 0.9984 A
13 5/2+ 7378.2 3438.8 3234.7 16/9 1.0017 A
14 5/2- �7380.8 3441.5 3237.3
15 3/2- 7446.9 3511.9 3303.5 9/5 0.9985 A
16 7/2- -7686.9 3767.0 3543.4 13/7 0.9990
17 1 2- '7896.3 3989.6 3752.8 40/21 1.0005
18 2 -7963.3 4060.8 3819.8 gr /-i,4 n 

E�, E. are from 14]. ,=4143.3keV a)excluded to minimize end effect in probability calcu-
lation. b)excluded because of large deviation in S,1E, from 1.0. cexcluded because of too small
difference in E. to the neighbor. The resonances marked "A" fulfil the criteria: 50< E. <7.5MeV,
(E./S,=m/n , n13) and A in a width of 00052.
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We have developed a code system to evaluate nuclear reaction cross sections for the

nucleosynthesis. The system includes an interface to Reference Input Parameter Library

(RIPL), as well as some systematics to extrapolate the parameters into unstable regions. We

are focusing on neutron capture processes important for s- and rprocesses. The structure

of the system is reviewed, and calculated capture cross sections in the fission product mass

region are compared with experimental data available.

1. Introduction

The Hauser-Feshbach statistical model with width fluctuation correction has been widely

used for neutron nuclear data evaluations, and the input parameters have been improved ex-

tensively. In many cases this model calculation gives a satisfactory fitting to experimental

data, and this is regarded as one of the standard technique to evaluate nuclear data nowadays.

This model calculation is also applicable to calculate nuclear cross sections which are needed

for nucleosynthesis. One of the different aspect of the HF calculations for astrophysics is that

many of the target nuclei are unstable, and a quality of calculation strongly depends on the

model parameters We have developed a code system to evaluate nuclear reaction cross sections

for nucleosynthesis. The system includes an interface to Reference nput Parameter Library

(RIPL) [1], as well as some systematics to extrapolate the parameters into unstable regions. In

this paper the structure of the system is reviewed, and calculated capture cross sections are

compared with experimental data available.

2. HFM Code System

2.1 Program CoH

The code system to calculate reaction cross sections consists of the Hauser-Feshbach-

Moldauer code CoH and some databases. Since global parameterization is adequate for cross

section calculation of unstable nuclides, the code has built-in global optical potentials -

Koning-Delaroche Global Potential[2] for n and p, and Lemos' Potential[3] for ce-particle. For

-y-ray emission, an El transition is taken into account.
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2.2 Database for Input Parameters

Nuclear masses and reaction Q-values are calculated with the KUTY mass formula[5 if

the data is not found in the Audi-Wapstra mass table[4]. The KUTY mass formula is also used

to calculate level density parameters. Croud-state J values for many unstable nuclei are also

unknown quantities. Those values are estimated by the Nilsson-Strutinsky method.

Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPL)[1] was compiled at IAEA, which is a library

containing nuclear model parameters mainly for the statistical Hauser-Feshbach model cal-

culation. Nuclear masses, excited levels, optical potential parameters, level densities, GDR

parameters, fission barriers are stored in RIPL. The calculation system retrieves the excited

level data, level density parameters, yray strength function, and CDR parameters from RIPL-

2. This retrieval is automated by some small utility programs. The procedure of cross section

calculation is schematically shown in Fig. .

We employ a generalized Lorentzian-form for the -y-ray strength function given by

fEI(E7) 7 C0,0170 Eyr(Ey, T) -+ 07 r(E = T)
W2 2) 2 E2 r2 (Ey, T) EO'Y 0 'Y � I

where te constant C can be obtained by an experimental 27r�]Fy)/Do value taken from RIPL
-2if available, otherwise C = 868 x 10-8 mb-1 MeV the GDR parameters oo ]O, and Ey are

calculated with the systematics given in RIPL-2.

We adopt the Ignatyuk type level density parameters which includes shell effects,

a = a 1 + JU (1-e-11, (2)

where a* is the asymptotic level density parameter, U is the excitation energy, W is the shell

correction energy, and -y is the damping factor. The asymptotic level density parameters a*

was estimated based on the Gilbert-Cameron type level density parameters in RIPL-2 and the

shell correction and pairing energies taken from the KUTY mass formula. The systematics

of a* parameter can be expressed by a smooth function of the mass number A, as shown in

Fig 2 The dashed and dot-dashed lines axe similar systematics but they used different shell
2and pairing energies. We obtained a* = 0.140A + 265 x 1-5A which is shown by the solid

line.

3. Calculated Capture Cross Section

Capture cross sections of Gd isotopes were calculated with this system. The model pa-

rameters used were "default" to show a quality of evaluation with our input parameters. The

calculated capture cross sections ,, are compared with experimental data of Wisshak et a.[6]

in Fig. 3 Evaluated cross sections in ENDF/B-VI and JENDL-3.3 are also shown in this

figure. The evaluated cross sections fall down to zero at certain energies because unresolved

resonance parameters are given below there. The comparison shown here is, of course, in the

case of stable nuclides, and those agreements with the experimental data do not necessarily

ensure that the system gives us reasonable cross sections for unstable nuclides. However, if we

anchor the cross section calculations to the experimental data available, extrapolation of the

parameter systematics to te unstable region becomes more reliable.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of calculated capture cross sections, ,,, with those in JENDL-

3.3 in the fission-product (FP) mass range - from Ga to 204Hg. We have calculated the

capture cross section (at I MeV) of 195 nuclides without any adjustment, and these cross

sections are expressed by ratios to the JENDL-3.3 data. Many of calculated s were from
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0.1x(JENDL) to 2x(JENDL), but the CoH calculation tends to underestimate. One of the

possible reasons is level densities. When we have a few discrete level data, the calculation

becomes more sensitive to the level density parameters, because the level density representation

is used for the compound excited states even the excitation energy is low. We need to improve

the level density systematics for unstable targets to obtain a reasonable agreement with the

evaluated cross sections.

4. Conclusion

Our goal is to generate cross sections of more than 3000 uclides for astrophysics applica-

tions. We have developed an automated cross section calculation system which consists of the

optical model and the Hauser-Feshbach-Moldauer theory. The system links to modern theories

of nuclear mass and ground state J value estimation, and links to RIPL level density parame-

ters, discrete level data, and photo reaction data. We have shown some examples; capture cross

sections for Gd isotopes, and comparison with JENDL-3.3 FP data. Our HFM calculation still

tends to underestimate capture cross section for some cases. We need to improve the level

density systematics for unstable targets.
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A Ge crystal dimension of a pair-spectrometer system was optimized to improve its performance for

the prompt gamma ray spectroscopy. To demonstrate the performance of the pair-spectrometer system, it

was applied to the measurement of prompt gamma rays which are emitted from 15N produced in thermal

neutron capture reaction, in the energy range up to 10.8 MeV

1 Introduction

For the transmutation study of radioactive wastes, it is important to obtain precise thermal neutron

capture cross section of long-lived fission products and minor actinides. However, the capture cross

sections for some nuclides have not yet been obtained or are poor in accuracy, because they can not be

measured by conventional activation methods. Therefore, we have started the development of a

measurement method of the thermal neutron capture cross section by prompt gamma ray spectroscopy.

The cross sections are detennined on the basis of energy equivalence between Q-value and an energy

sum of cascading gamma rays per a neutron capture reaction. However, prompt gamma ray spectra of

isotopes in the medium and heavy mass region, even though measured wit a Ge detector, tend to be so

complicated that each peak of gamma rays can not be resolved. To deduce the sum of gamma ray energy

from raw spectrum of gamina rays, unfolding is needed which enables to extract the full energy deposition

from continuum component of spectra. To minimize the error in the unfolding process, the

pair-spectrometer system is developed since it was expected that double escape peaks (DEP) were clearly

enhanced and then high DSP to total ratio obtained especially for high energy prompt gamma rays

In this work, a coaxial Ge crystal dimension of the pair-spectrometer system was optimized to

improve its performance for the prompt gamma ray spectroscopy To demonstrate the performance of the

pair-spectrometer system, it was applied to the measurement of prompt gamma rays emitted from 15N
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produced in thermal neutron capture reaction using a Ge detector with a similar shape as the optimized one.

2 Optimization of crystal shape using EGS-4 code
A pair-spectrometer consists of a Ge detector and multisected BGO annulus surrounded by the Ge

detector. When an energy of incident gamma ray exceeds pair creation threshold, an electron-positron pair

within the central Ge detector can be created. The two 51 1 -keV gamma rays from annihilation of the

positron are emitted in opposite directions. When these gamma rays are detected simultaneously in each

of opposite BGO detectors, the event in a Ge detector is recorded. By using this method,

peak(DEP)-to-total ratio is improved dramatically which strongly affects the accuracy of spectrum

unfolding method. Peak-to-total ratios were calculated by using the EGS-4 code [1] in the case of a

pair-spectrometer using a bisected BGO annulus, 17 cm in length, 11 cm in inner diameter and 21 cm in

outer diameters. A schematic view of the pair-spectrometer is shown in Fig. .

The dimension of the Ge crystal affects on the peak-to-total ratio strongly. In case of

pair-spectrometer mode, peak-to-total ratio is defined as ratio of DEP counts to total counts. The

calculated peak-to-total ratios are shown in Fig.2 as a function of the length of Ge crystal for three

operation mode: pair-spectrometer mode, Compton suppression mode and singles mode. A diameter of

Ge crystal was fixed at cm and an energy of incident gamma ray was fixed at 10 MeV. As its length

increasestheratioincreases. Theratiointhepair-spectrometermodeisaboutlOtimeshigherthanthatin

singles mode, about times higher than that in Compton suppression mode. The correlation of

peak-to-total ratio relative to diameter of Ge crystal is shown in Fig. 3 In this calculation, a length of Ge

crystal was fixed at 12 cm and an energy of incident gamma ray was fixed at 10 MeV. The ratio reaches

its maximum at a diameter of cm. The dependence of an energy of incident gamma ray on peak-to-total

ratios are shown in Fig. 4 When irradiated with 10 MeV gamma rays, in the case of 5-cm diameter and

12-cm length, peak-to-total ratio of about 80 is achieved in the pair-spectrometer mode. The ratios in

the singles mode and in the Compton suppression mode are 7 and 14% for the same crystal size.

Ge BGO Paii spectrometbr
0.8 ........ ...... ......

5cm

0.6 -------- ....... ...............

I 1cm Diamete
gamma ray 0.4 .... .. . ..... ...-

L th
5cm comkon

0.2 - - ------ supi$96� res"n-

17cm

0

Fig. I The schematic view of pair 0 4 8 - 12 16

spectrometer. Ge crystal leni!th (cm)

Fig. 2 The correlation peak-to-total ratio

relative to Ge crystal length.
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3 Experiment
To demonstrate the performance of the optimized pair-spectrometer system, it was applied to the

measurement of prompt gamma rays emitted from 15 N produced in thermal neutron capture reaction using a

Ge detector with a approximately dimension as the optimized one. The irradiation by thermal neutron was

carried out using the B4 neutron guide tube facility in the Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute. The

neutron flux at the irradiation position was about 2x 107 n CM-2 . s-1. The irradiated sample was

D-substituted melamine (C3D6N6) 2 to reduce the strong background gamma-ray from the 'H(n,7)

reaction. The setup of the experiment was shown in Fig. The pair-spectrometer system consists of an

n-type Ge detector and the BGO detector described in chapter 2 Relative detection efficiency of the Ge

detector is 90% of that of 3 inch X 3 inch Nal. The neutron flux at the sample position was measured by

detecting a decay gamma ray emitted form 28 Al produced in the 27 AI(n,7) reaction. To subtract the

contribution of background gamma rays oginated from scattering neutrons, gamma rays generated by

irradiate Carbon foils were measured.

The prompt gamma ray spectra were obtained in singles mode, Compton suppression mode and

pair-spectrometer mode, simultaneously. These spectra were shown in Fig. 6 Closed ircles show the

position of full-energy peaks. The peak-to-total ratio for 10.8 MeV gamma ray was about 4 in

pair-spectrometer mode, 0.1% in singles mode and 02% in Compton suppression mode. The

pair-spectrometer system was demonstrated to have the high ability to measure high-energy gamma rays

with high peak-to-total ratio.
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Fig. 6 The spectrum of prompt gamma ray emitted from 15 N. Closed circles show the
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4 Response of the pair-spectrometer

The response of the pair-spectrometer was studied by comparing the calculated spectra with

experimental one. The comparison between calculation and experiment in pair-spectrometer mode is

shown in Fig. 7 Solid and dashed lines in the figure represent the calculated spectra and experimental

one, respectively. The calculated spectrum agrees with the experimental one above 7 MeV, however, the

calculation is lower than the experimental one below 7 MeV Further study of the response function is

required.

4
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Exp.
10 3

Cal.

2
10

to

0
10

2 4 6 8 10
Gamma ray energy (MeV)

Fig. 7 Comparison between calculation spectrum and experiment ones.

5 Conclusion

In the course of the development of a method of thermal-neutron capture cross section measurement

by unfolding prompt gamma ray spectra, a coaxial Ge crystal dimension of the pair-spectrometer system

was optimized to. improve the pair-spectrometer's performance for the prompt gamma ray spectroscopy.

The pair-spectrometer system was demonstrated to have the high ability to measure high-energy gamma

rays with high peak-to-total ratio.
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We demonstrated that Qp-values were measured by using a well-type HPGe detector
(142 90 42

with a BGO detector based on the total absorption method. Four P-sources Pr, , K,

38CI) were measured. In the analysis, following four process were discussed; random pile-up,

electron response functions, y-ray response functions and a folding method. We consider

that our detector may decide the Qp-values within accuracy of 10 keV, even if there is no

information about decay schemes.

1. Introduction

Mass data of nuclei far from stability are one of the most important nuclear data.

One of the ways to determine atomic masses is to measure endpoint energies Qp). The

P-,y coincidence method was mainly used. The method needs precise information about

decay scheme and intense sources. The total absorption method isn't under these restrictions

(Fig. ). The BGO total absorption detector, which had a high efficiency, was used by

Shibata et al. [I] and determine the Qp within an accuracy about 200 keV. In this work, we

aimed at demonstrating a HPGe total absorption detector, has a good resolution in addition to

a high efficiency, and achieving precise Qp measurement about 10 keV.

2. Experiments

Our detector consisted of a well-type HPGe detector (85 mm�x89 mm') and a BGO

scint'llator 25 mm1x150 mm') for Compton suppression Four nuclides (142 Pr, 90, 42 K, 38a),

which had a simple decay scheme, were prepared by a thermal neutron irradiation at the

Kyoto University Reactor. By controlling total counting rate, less than I k CPS, random pile

up was inhibited as low as possible. Singles spectra of the HPGe, the BGO detector and

their coincidence data were taken.
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3. Analysis methodology

In the ideal case, full energy of P-rays and y-rays were completely absorbed. For a

real detector, there are some distortions caused by energy losses, energy struggling,

scatterings, escapes etc. Response functions enabled us to analyze experimental spectra.

Experimental data, subtracted background, were analyzed following four steps.

(I)Subtraction of random pile-up

Random pile-up spectra were generated by the Monte Carlo calculations. Random

pile-up spectra were made by using spectra, which didn't contain the pile-up, and amplified

to fit intensity. Then they were subtracted from experimental spectra (Fig.2).

(2)Calculation of electron response function

Response functions for electrons were calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation code

(EGS4), at the energy region 1-8MeV These response functions were divided into three

elements; peak, escape and scattering (Fig.3). However, they did not exactly fit single

P-component spectrum such as 9Y, we modified a ratio of these elements to agree with

experimental spectrum.

The P-rays were detected after passing an Al window 0.4 nm) and a dead layer of

Ge detector. Energy losses from these effects were described later.

(3) Subtraction of distortions caused by 7-ray response functions

Because of not considering the information about the decay schemes, we could not

use the information such as Ip, F., etc. Following approach shows that we didn't need

7-ray response functions. In 7-ray response functions, Compton scattering parts

contributed to distort sum spectra. Some events including the scattering were

distinguished; they were just coincidence spectra. Sum spectra subtracted coincidence

spectrum didn't include the distortions.

The BGO detector covered only side of the HPGe detector. If we amplified the

coincidence spectrum by 14, incomplete BGO detector can be regard as ideal BGO

detector covering Ge with solid angle of 47i (Fig.4). The value of 14 was lead by

simulation involved various 7-ray cascades.

(4)Folding-Method

The folding method was used. If folding spectrum agrees with experimental

spectrum, a slope of a "ratio of experiment to the folding" equaled zero (Fig.5).

We also simulated that even if there were no nforniation about 0-transitions, the

folding spectrum gave a nearly true Qp within I OkeV.
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are not covered by the BGO, there are some photons that escape through the

region (B). Lost photons are compensated by 14 timed coincidence spectrum.
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4. Results

A comparison of experimental values with evaluated vales was shown in fig.6. Line

for the P-ray measurement was uniformly shifted from the gamma one within fluctuation of 

keV for the region 25 MeV A difference between two lines indicated energy losses for

electrons. 5 kV uncertainty was satisfied the demand (10keV). An energy loss of 164

keV is consistent with the thickness of Al window (0.4mm) and the dead layer (1 5�tm).

5. Conclusion and Future Plans

We can demonstrate the Qp measurement using a well-type HPGe detector based on

the total absorption method. We consider that our detector may decide the Qp-values within

accuracy of keV for the nuclides, which have precise information about decay schemes.

Even if there is no information about decay schemes, from simulation, our detector may

decide Qp-values within accuracy of 10 keV

For the precise estimation of energy losses and check of the analysis way against

nuclides, which have more complex decay schemes, we must measure many nuclides. Then

we will determine the Qp of neutron-rich isotopes far from stability, using the isotope

separator on-line.
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Fig.5 Experimental and folding spectrum for 38CI. If aQfold, which is obtained by

folding method, nearly equals p a slope of the ratio becomes zero.
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3.18 REACTOR PHYSICS TESTS FOR THE JOYO MK-111 START-UP CORE
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Experimental Reactor Division, Irradiation Center, 0-aral Engineering Center

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute
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The performance test of the JOYO M-111 core was conducted to fully characterize the
upgraded core. The measured data of reactor physics tests were accumulated and compared
with the calculation results. These data will be used as the benchmark data for validating
nuclear data library and testing reactor calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION
JOYO had been operated from 1983 to 2000 as the MK-II fast neutron irradiation facility. In order to meet

various requirements for irradiation tests, JOYO was recently upgraded to the NM-111 design. The four main
components of the NM-III upgraderil are 1) increase in fast neutron flux and enlargement of irradiation space 2)
improved irradiation test subassemblies, 3 modified heat transfer system for the 40% power increase, and 4)
improved plant availability. M-111 performance tests began in July 2003 to fully characterize the upgraded
core and heat transfer system. Results of the tests, which focus on the neutronics characteristics, are presented
here.

2 CHANGES IN THE SUBASSEMBLY LOADING FOR THE MIK-111 UPGRADE
Figure and Table I show the core configurations and main parameters of the M-11 and IK-111 cores

The fuel region is divided into two radial enrichment zones in the N-111 core to flatten the neutron flux
distribution. The maximum number of driver fuel subassemblies was increased from 67 to 85. The equivalent
diameter of the initial M-111 core is approximately 80 cm This increases the fraction of the core volume
where test irradiations can be done in a high neutron flux. The core height was decreased from 55 cm to 5 cm
to obtain a higher neutron flux with smaller power peaking. With these core modifications, the maximum fast
neutron flux (E > 0 I MeV) increased from 3.2x IO' 5n/cM2_S to 4.OxIO" n/cM2 -s and the reactor power increased
from 1 00 NI\Vt to 140 MWt.

Two of six control rods were shifted from the third row to the fifth row to provide high-fast-neutron-flux
loading positions for instrumented-type irradiation subassemblies. The outer two rows of radial stainless steel
reflectors were replaced by the shielding subassemblies, which contain 45 enriched boron carbide. This
reduces the total neutron flux at the in-vessel spent fuel storage rack to about 30 % of the NIK-11 core value.

3. APPROACH TO CRITICALITY AND EXCESS REACTIVITY
3.1 Measurements

Because of the many reactor loading changes, the approach to criticality was carried out cautiously. Biases
based on calculations of the last MK-11 operational cycle were used along with the calculated predictions of
excess reactivity and control rod worths to predict the critical rod bank position of the initial K-111 core. At
each rod withdrawal step, counts of source-range monitors were measured and compared to check for reasonable
agreement. Inverse count rate was plotted versus the calculated reactivity insertion, as shown in Fig. 2.

The isothermal core temperature during the excess reactivity measurement was about 250 'C. Based on the
measured critical rod bank position and the measured rod worths as described below, the zero power excess
reactivity was estimated to be 299 ± 009 %Ak/kk'. The measured excess reactivity was within a safety
requirement limit

3.2 Calculation
Excess reactivity was predicted by five methods in preparation for the initial NIK-III approach to cticality.

- The "MAGI" method was the standard method used for NM-II analyses. [21 The base MAGI calculation
uses finite-difference diffusion theory with one mesh per subassembly and cm mesh intervals axially. It
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uses 7-group homogeneous neutron cross sections based on JNDL-3 2 A difference between the measured
and calculated excess reactivity for the last M-11 operational cycle is 0.69 %Ak/kk' which is applied to the
base-calculation prediction for the MK-111 core as the bias correction factor.
- The "HESTIA" method was adopted as the standard method for MK-III core management analyses
Consequently, it was used for the approach to criticality. It features finer detail in space 24
triangles/subassembly and 25 cm axial mesh in the fel) and energy (18 groups for neutron and 7 groups for
gamma-ray) to improve calculation accuracy. The bw; correction factor for the excess eactivity is

+1.89 %Ak/kk' In other respects, the approach is the same as MAGI.
- The "JUPITER" method applies mesh, transport, heterogeneity and three other corrections to a 6 tangle per
subassembly diffusion theory calculation. The bias correction factoi is 67 %Ak kk'.
- The MCNP code was used to model the reactor components pin by pin, with continuous energy JENDL-3.2
cross sections The bias correction factor is +0 25 %Ak/kk'
- The "JUPITER Adjusted" method is the same as the "JUPITER" method except the AJ200OR adjusted

[3] cross section set is used instead of the bias correction for the base alculation.
A comparison of the excess reactivity results, measured and predicted by each of the calculation methods, is

shown in Fig. 3 The range of calculated values brackets the measured value. The approach described in Ref
[4] was used to derive the uncertainties in the calculated values using the covanance and sensitivity coefficient
All of the calculated values are within two standard deviations from the measured value.

4 CONTROL ROD CALIBRATIONS
All the six control rods have the same poison-type design. The poison section contains B4C enriched to

90 in 10B. The poison section is 650 m long, which is also the axial distance the rod can move. As noted
above, two of the rods, No. 2 and 5, are in the fifth row in the NM-III design. Each of these rods is worth about
40 % as much as any of the four rods in the third row.

4.1 Priod Method
4.1.1 Measurement

Reference calibrations use a period-like method with uniform rod bank positions. The measured rod is
moved ftom mm to 650 m in steps about 9 each. An example of a differential rod worth profile ftorn te
reference calibrations is shown in Fig. 4 It can be seen that the random error at each calibration step can be
significant. However, the effect on the full-travel rod worth is very small.
4.1.2 Calculation

The base calculation uses transport theory, 7 group cross sections and an XYZ geometry representation of
the core in the TRITAC code [51 considering the actual rod bank positions at the measurement. The bias factors
are based on the period measurements in the last M-11 operational cycle.

Experimental and calculated control rod worths of the reference calibrations are compared in Table 2 The
rod worth uncertainty has an estimated random component of 03 and an estimated systematic component of
1.0 %, which add in quadrature to 1.0 %. Converting reactivity unit from cent to Ak/kk', adds the 3 
uncertainty in kff, for a total uncertainty of 32 %. The biased calculated worths are smaller than the measured
ones by 3 to 4 % for rods in the third row but are I for rods in the fifth row.

4.2 Juggling Method
Juggling calibrations are more dynamic measurements, in which exactly ctical condition is not required

once the calibration begins This is the routine calibration approach at JOYO for calibrating control rods in the
thirdrow. Atthebeginning,tworodsareat295mm(poisoninsertedto3Ommbelowtheftleleenter)andother
two rods are at 650 mm (fully withdrawn). These four rods are calibrated over the 295 mm to 650 m range by
alternately moving one rod up and another rod down in steps The eactivity and power traces during several
steps of such a calibration are shown in Fig. .

The reference and juggling calibration measurement results are compared in Table 3 In order to make this
comparison, the effect of the different rod shadowing in the two approaches was removed by calculation verified
with measurement data described in 43. Both measurement results agree within 9 As the juggling
method is performed in a short time, it is practical as a routine control rod calibration procedure and can be used
as the alternative for the period method.

4.3 Shadowing Measurement
Shadowing measurements were performed to test the ability of alculations to account f shadowing

effects. Accordingly, one of the shadowing experiments consisted of calibrating Rod No. I two times, once
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with Rod No. 4 half inserted 325 mm) and once with Rod No 4 fully withdrawn 650 nun) as illustrated in Fig.
6. The results from all four shadowing experiments are shown in Table 4 For example, in the first case of
the table, Rod No. I was calibrated first with Rod No 4 half down and then with Rod No. 4 up. According to
the measurement, the worth of Rod No I increases by 6 when Rod No. 4 is down, while the calculation
estimates 4 increase. Thus, it is confirmed that calculated adjustments that account for shadowing are
accurate.

5. ISOTHERMAL TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
5.1 Measurement

To begin the isotherinal temperature coefficient measurement, a uniform temperature of approximately 250
T was established throughout the primary system isothermal), and the excess reactivity was determined. Next
the reactor power was increased in 20 T steps, measuring excess reactivity at each step, until the primary system
reached approximately 350 T The next day, the reactor temperature was brought back to 250 T by cooling
the coolant sodium by the natural air circulation in the dump heat exchangers with the temperature decreasing in
20 'C steps. The ascending and descending measurements were repeated, providing four measurements of the
temperature coefficient.

The measurements results are shown in Table 5. There is a clear difference between coefficients measured
with the temperature increasing and decreasing. This difference is considered to be related with a time lag of
control rod dve shaft expansion during the measurements.

5.2 Calculation
The calculated isothermal temperature coefficient has two main components, Doppler broadening of neutron

cross section resonances, and therinal expansion of the fel and core The values of these components are
-0.00053 and -0 00315 k/kk'/'C, respectively A ultra fine group correction [61 was used in the computation
of Doppler broadened cross sections. The items contributing to the thermal expansion include the coolant
density reduction, the core radial expansion and the fuel axial expansion The ratios of the calculated
coefficient to the experimental ones are shown in Table 5. The average C/E is 0994 for the ascending
temperature measurements, 0954 for the descending temperature measurements.

6 POWER COEFFICIENT
During the MK-111 performance test, the reactor power was repeatedly increased and decreased, and the

bum-up and power dependence of the power coefficient was measured with the same reactor inlet temperature
condition The measurement results are shown in Fig. 7 The measured power coefficients were negative in
all the power range The absolute value of the power coefficients were decreased, when reactor power reached
120 MWt for the first time. This is considered to be caused by the restructuring of the fuel pellet. Further
investigation will be perfort-ned to understand the change of the power coefficient.

After that, power coefficient was measured 7 times. The measured results of November 4h and 8th are
shown in Fig. 7 These values became about a half of the ones measured at the low bum-up of the MK-III
performance core mostly considering fresh fuels, and were same in the IK-11 equilibrium core.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The core performance of the upgraded JOYO MK-111 was successfully evaluated by a series of reactor

physics tests. The NM-III design predictions are consistent with the performance test results obtained to date.
Most of the C/Es are within 5% of unity. The measurements provided benchmark data for nuclear data library
and testing reactor calculations. The JOYO NM-HI will be ready to serve as a powerful irradiation test facility
for the fast reactor development needs of JAPAN and the world.
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Table 1. Main Core Parameters of JOYO MK-11 and MK-111

Specification MK-111 Core MK-H Core

Reactor Thermal Power (mwt) 140 100
Max Number of Driver Fuel* 85 67
Equivalent Core Diameter (cm) 80 73
Core Height (cm) 50 55

235 UEnrichment (wt%) 18 18
Pu Content Pu/(Pu+U) (wt%) 23/30** 30

Fissile P u Content 239 Pu+ 241 Pu)/(PU+U) (wt%) 16121** 21
Max Linear Heat Rate of Fuel Pn (W/cm) 420 400
Max Bum-up of Fue](Pm Average) (GWd/t) 90 75

2 15 5Total Neutron Flux (n/cm S) 5 7xI0 4 5xlO
Fast Neutron Flux (n/CM2 S) 4 xIO 15 32xlO"

Number of Control Rod In the 3rd Row 4 6
In the 5th Row 2 0

Reflector/Shieldmg SUS/134C SUS/SUS
Flow Rate of Primary Sodium Wh) 2,700 2,200
Primary Coolant Temperture (Inlet/Oudet) CC) 350/500 370/500
Operation Period per Cycle (day) 60 70
*Includemg Number of Irradiation Test Fuel"
"Inner Core Outer Core

Table 2 Period Method Results of the Total Worth Table 3 Rod Worths (295-650mm)
Biased Measurements from Two Approaches

Rod Exp. Worth Base Cale Bias Cale C/E Period Juggling
(%Ak/kk') (%Ak/kk') Fact (%Ak/kkl) Rod Method

1 2 09 ± 07 2.01 1 00 2 01 0 96 (% A k/kkl) (% A k/kk')
1 113 14

2 0-80 ± 03 0.80 0.98 0.79 0.98
3 Ill 1.12

3 2.03 ±.07 1 97 1.00 1.99 0.97
4 1.13 14

4 2.08 ±0.07 2 01 I 00 2.01 0.97 -

5 0 78 ± 03 0.80 0.98 0 79 1.00 6 F 114 1.15

6 2 06 ± 07 1 97 1.00 1.97 0.96

Table 4 Shadowing Experiment Results Table 5. Isothermal Temperature Coefficient

Measured Shadow Change in Rod Worth Temperature Isothermal Temp. Coef.

Rod No. Rod No Exp. Cal. Direction (%Ak/kk'/ C) C/E

1 4 +6% +4% Exp. Cal

1 6 -7% _7% 1 ascending -0.00370 0.995

5 3 +6% +6% 2 ascending -0 00375 -0.00368 0.981

5 6 -14% -14% 3 descending -0 00386 0 952

4 descending -0.00385 0.955
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Numerical tests were performed about an effect of a neutron anisotropic scattering on critical-

ity in the Sn transport calculation. The simplest approximation, the consistent P approximation

and the extended transport approximation were compared with each other in one-dimensional

slab fast reactor models. JAERI fast set which has been used for fast reactor analyses is in-

adequate to evaluate the effect because it doesn't include the scattering matrices and te slf-

shielding factors to calculate the group-averaged cross sections weighted by the higher-order

moment of angular flux. In the present study, the sub-group method was used to evaluate the

group-averaged cross sections. Results showed tat the simplest approximaton is inadequate

and the transport approximation is effective for evaluating the anisotropic scattering.

I Introduction

A neutron transport equation in a whole core has been usually solved by the discrete ordi-

nate method (Sn method) in the fast reactor analyses in Japan. In the Sn method, a neutron

anisotropic scattering has been considered by the transport approximation, in which the to-

tal cross sections are replaced by the transport cross sections. The transport approximation

makes it possible to evaluate the Pi effect of an anisotropic scattering without an increase of

computational burden in comparison to a calculation with an isotropic scattering. When higher-

order anisotropic; scattering is necessary to be considered, the simplest approximation, in which

angular flux is assumed to be separable into the energy-dependent and the angle-dependent

functions, is used It has not been shown clearly that the these appoximations are adequate for
the evaluation of the neutron anisotropic scattering.

In the present paper, we reviewed the method to evaluate the neutron anisotropic scattering

with some apers(l 2 and extracted a problem caused by a limitation of the JAERI Fast Set

which has been used in fast reactor analyses in Japan. After that, we showed another approach

to evaluate the anisotropic scattering and carried out numerical tests in simple fast reactor
models.

II Review of Theory

For simplicity, a one-dimensional slab system is considered. A static neutron transport equa-
tion is described as below

IL dO(x, p, E) + Et x, E) (x, y, E)
dx

I dljl jdE'O (x, p', E) E, (x, IL' -� IL, E' E) + Q (x, p, E)

Scattering cross section can be shown as

Y, (x, [t' E' E = E, (x, p, E' E) (2)
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where po means the cosine of the scattering angle. After scattering cross sections and angular

flux axe extended by the Legendre polynomials, Eq (1) is transformed to

do (x, y, E)
�� t x, E) 0 (x, It, E)

dx

21 I
47 Pi o) IdE'01 (x, E') E,,, (x, E' -� E) + Q (x, A, E). (3)

1=0

When Eq. 3) is averaged within an energy group, total cross section is defined as

JEF C Et(x, E)O(x,,u, E)dE

Et,, (X, ) (4)

IrEg 0 x, A, E) dE -

This means that the group-averaged total cross section should be dependent on the angle Since

it is difficult to apply the angular-dependent total cross section to reactor calculations, several

methods have been described in Ref.(1) and 2).

In the first method, it is assumed that the angular flux can be separated into the eergy-

dependent and the angular-dependent functions Then group-averaged total cross sections can

be calculated by using neutron flux as a weighting function and the cross sections become

independent on the angle. Under the assumption, Eq 3) can be rewritten as

dog x f + E0 00 21 I G
E- 1: 0,g, (x)dx t,, (X) og (X, P) 47r pi P) S -,, (x) + Qg (x, p) (5)
1�0 _Q/�i

where E (x) means the group-averaged total cross section calculated by using the 0-th momentt
of angular flux as a weight and El means the 1-th order of scattering cross section calculated8, Ig,-g
by using the 1-th moment of angular flux. In the present paper, this method is refered as "the

simplest approximation".

The second method is to extend angular flux in left hand side of Eq.(3) by the Legendre

polynomials. After the extension, Eq.(3) can be rewritten as
I

do. (x, p) "O 21 I El-1 -�g(x) Eg(X)jgg'1 + wx''U) (6)E - pi 9) 01,9 (X) S,1,Y'
dx 1=0 4,Tr 91=1

After adding Yg(x)og(xy) to both sides of this equation, Eq 6) can be rewritten as

dO_q (x, /) 00 21 G
+ E (X) og (X, it = T - pi (A) E 9 (X)

dx 1-0 47r 9/=j

X Y11 - tI S ,Ig,-g(x + Y"g(x) g(x))�ggd + Qg(x"u) (7)

When Eg(x) is defined as Eog(x), it is called as "the consistent P approximation" If g(x ist, t,
assumed to be equal to E1,9, Eq.(7) is coincident with Eq (5).

If we consider the anisotropic scattering up to the PL, order in Eq.(7), an ignorance of the

higher-order than P+j causes an error. The term of PL+j is

I EL+1 ,)(X _ rL+I(X))6gg
_(2L + 3)PL+I(A) OL+Ig I +Ig,-g(x) �- (E tg (8)47r

9

To minimize the term, an approximation is used.

G G
Y_OL+Igl EL+1 g,_,g(X) ':Z� YOL+ 1,gEL+l gg,(X) (9)

sL+ sL+
9/ 9/
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The cross section E. x) can be defined to minimize the error as below.

G
q(X = +I(X) L+1 (10)tq sL+lg

91=1

This is the third method, called as "the extended transport approximation".

In the present paper, these described methods, the simplest approximation, the consistent P

approximation and the extended transport approximation, were used to evaluate the anisotropic

scattering in Sn calculations.

III Application

Usually, JAERI Fast Set(JFS) has been used for fast reactor analyses in Japan. HS in-

cludes the infinite-dilution cross sections, the scattering matrices of the Po component and the

self-shielding factors. The self-shielding factors are implemented to calculate the flux-weighted

group-averaged cross sections. In addition, the current-weighted group-averaged cross section

can be calculated for only the total reaction because it is necessary to define the transport cross

section in the transport approximation. When we evaluate the anisotropic scattering with the

described methods, it is necessary to evaluate the group-averaged cross section weighted by the

higher-order moment of angular flux. The scattering matrices of the higer order components

were given in the new type of the JFS library under a development in JNC. Therefore, we have

to add "the higher order moment-weighted" self-shielding factors to the new JFS. But it needs

much works to calculate the self-shielding factors and to reconstract the format of the new JFS.

This problem can be overcome easily by introducing the sub-group method(3). In the sub-

group method, a descritization is carried out with not energy but total cross section. The n-th

order moment of angular flux On(E) can be expressed as below in the large homogeneous medium

by the BN method.

O (E) oc I[E,(E)]n+l

Group-averaged cross section weighted by the n-th order moment, u' is calculated as�0,9

dEo,� (E) O (E) dEo,: (E) dEa� (E)fEEg In+, fE E g + -O]n+lorn - ECg [rt(E) lut (E)

dEO (E) dE dE I
fEeg E g lut(E) + ao]'+1

(12)

o-O means the background cross section. A descritization of Eq.(12) is carried out with the

sub-group method as below.
B A

E-", (O'tb + 90)n+1
b-1

X19 B Pb (13)
E + 0,O)n+1
b-1 (utb

The sub-group parameters, P, Oxb and Etb, can be prepared by the MOMENTOF code(4) de-

veloped by Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute. The parameters are defined to preserve

the cross section moment(5) in the code. In unresolved resonance energy region, TIMS-1 code(6)

is utilized to make a "ladder" of resonance.
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IV Numerical tests and results

To evaluate the effect of the anisotropic scattering, one-dimensional slab fast reactor models

were constructed. We prepared three homogeneous mediums, fuel, blanket and reflector, whose

number densities are shown in Table I and constructed three models using these mediums as

shown in Table 2 Model is a conventional fast reactor, model 2 is a plutnium burning reactor

and model 3 is a heterogeneously blanket-loaded reactor

Sub-group parameters were prapared with the MOMENTOF code from JENDL-3 2 and a'

was evaluated. An energy group structure was defined the same as JFS. Scattering matrices

implemented in JFS were used One-dimensional trasport calculations were performed by the

ANISN code(7). One mesh per 25 cm was given and the Sn order was set to be 1.

At first, we evaluated a sensitivity of a weighting function used for calculations of group-

averaged scattering cross sections to kff. We used different methods for the calculations. The

"correct" functions described in Eq (11) were used in one method and the neutron flux was

used commonly in the other method Results obtained with the simplest approximation and

the consistent P approximation are shown in Table 3 The sensitivity is the largest in a result

of model 2 with the consistent P approximation and a difference between two weight funtions is

100pcm. These results mean that it is adequate to use a neutron flux as a weighting function

approximately for calculation of the higher-order scattering cross sections.

Next, comparisons between the simplest approximation and the consistent P approximation

were carried out. Results are shown in Table 4 Differences are 300pcm in model 1, 130pc in

model 3 and 10OOpcm in mode12. These were caused by the approximation to separate angular

flux into energy-dependent and angular-dependent functions and the results showed that the

error should not be ignored The effects to consider the higher-order aisotropic scattering, a

difference between the results of PI and P3 calculations, were observed about 50pcm in model

2 and it was ot so large.

Comparisons between te consistent P approximatio ad the extended transport approx-

imation were also carried out Results are shown in Table Convergences of kffs were

observed in both the approximations as an increase of considered P order and the converged

values agreed with each other Differences between kff obtained by the transport approxi-

mation and the converged one are 40pem in model 1, 60pcm in model 2 and 20pcin in model

3 This results show that the transport approximation is adequate to evaluate the anisotropic

scattering in the analyse of these simple models

V Conclusion

Several papers were reviewd and numerical tests were performed about a neutron anisotropic

scattering. The simplest approximation, the consistent P approximation and the extended

transport approximation were compared with each other in one-dimensional slab reactor models.

The results showed that the transport approximation, which has been used for fast reactor

analyses in Japan, is adequate for considering the anisotropic scattering In the present study,

the evaluations were performed in the simple reactor models Therefore it is necessary to evaluate

the effect in the more realistic model and we are going to perform it.

If the higher-order anisotropic scattering must be considered, the higher-order moment-

weighted group-averaged cross sections are necessary. In the present paper, it is shown to

be adequate to use a neutron flux as a weighting function approximately for calculations of

the higher order scattering cross sections However, higher-order moment-weighted total cross
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sections are necessary because the simplest approximation should not be used. Therefore "the

higher-order moment-weighted" self-shielding factors for the total reaction should be added to

JFS library Another candidate to overcome the problem is an introduction of the sub-group

method. Te sub-group method is very useful because of the flexibility in an evaluation of an

in-group fiux.
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Table I Number densities of homogeneous mediums (Unit. 1024 atoMS/CM3)

Fuel Blanket Reflector
U-238 8.4 x 10-3 1.4 x 10-2

Pu-239 9.6 x 10-4

Fe-Nat. I X 10-2 6 2 x 10-3 3 x 10-2

Cr-Nat I X 10-3 7 x 10-3 1.5 x 10-2

Ni-Nat 6.7 x 10-'

C 1. X lo-,
0 1.6 x 10-2 2.3 x 10-3

Na 9.5 x 10-' 4.7 x 10-3
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Table 2 Model configuration (Unit:cm)

Model I Model 2 Model 3

Reflective boundary 0 0 0

Fuel region 0-42.5 0-35 0-22, 27.5-50, 55-77.5

Blanket region 42 557.5 35-65 22 527.5, 50-55, 77 592 

Reflector region 57.5-72.5 - 92.5-107.5

Vacuum boundary 75.2 65 107.5

Table 3 Sensitivity of weighting function of scattering cross section on kff

Model I Model 2 Model 3

00 01 00 01 00 01
Simplest PO 1.02321 1.01773 1 01263

Simplest PI 1.00488 1.00502 0.99904 0.99981 1.00341 1 00346

Simplest P3 1.00514 1.00528 0.99941 1.00017 1.00356 1.00362

Simplest P5 1.00514 1.00528 0.99941 1.00017 1.00356 1.00362

Consistent PI 1.00188 1.00204 0.98899 0.98996 1 00209 1 00215

Consistent P3 1 00217 1.00233 0.98944 0 99040 1.00225 1 00231

Table 4 kffs obtained by the simplest and the consistent P approximation

Model I Model 2 Model 3

Simplest Consistent Simplest Consistent Simplest Consistent

PO 1 02321 1.01773 1.01263

PI 1.00502 1.00204 0.99981 0.98996 1.00346 1.00215

P2 1 00528 1.00234 1.00020 0.99041 1 00364 1.00233

P3 1 00528 1.00233 1.00017 0 99040 1.00362 1.00231

P3-PI (pcm) 26 29 36 44 16 16

Table kf f s obtained by the consisntent P and extended transport approximation

Model I Model 2 Model 3

Consistent Ext rans. Consistent Ext rans, Consistent Ext. Trans.

PO 1.02321 1 00275 1.01773 0 99101 1 01263 1 00251

PI 1.00204 1 00224 0 98996 0 99036 1.00215 1 00224

P2 1 00234 1 00233 0 99041 0 99037 1.00233 1 00231

P3 1 00233 1.00233 0.99040 0 99037 1.00231 1 00231
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3.20 Validation of JENDL-3.3 for the HTTR Criticality

Minoru GOTO, Naoki NOJIRI and Satoshi SHINLAKAWA
Department ofHYTR Project, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

36070arai-machi, Higashi-iharaki-gun, baraki-ken 311-1394

e-mail: mgotoh�oaraijaeri.gojp

Validation of JENDL-3.3 has been performed for the HTTR criticality using the W code

with a lattice-cell" of infinite models and a "whole-core" of finite models. It was found that the

keff values calculated with JENDL-3.3 was decreased about 0.2-0.4%Ak from one with

JENDL-3.2. The criticality prediction was closed to the experimental data in the critical approach

situation of the HTTR.

1. Introduction

Benchmark calculations for several water-moderated reactors had been performed with

JENDL-3.3 which is the latest version of the Japan Evaluated Nuclear Data ibrary JENDL)

and the keff values are obtained good agreements with the experimental data rather than

JENDL-3.2 which is the previous version of JENDUIL

Concerning to high temperature gas-cooled reactors, obtaining good calculation results with

JENDL-3.3 are expected as mentioned above, too. To improve the MTR core calculations with

high accuracy, the JENDL-3.3 has been attempted in this study.

This report describes the applicability of JENDL-3.3 to the HTTR criticality and the

comparisons between the calculation results with JENDL-3.2 and the experimental data.

2. General descriptions of the HITR

2.1 Core structure

The HTTR is a graphite-moderated, helium-cooled thermal reactor which has M of

thermal power and 95OU of outlet coolant-gas temperature. Radial and axial views of the HITR

are shown in Fig. L The center of the core is constructed with fuel assembly blocks with different

12 kinds of enrichment (3.4-9.9wt-%U), control rod guide blocks, reflector blocks and irradiation

blocks, and is surrounded by the permanent reflector. There are two types of the fuel assembly

blocks with 33 and 31 fuel rods which composed 14 fuel compacts. Each fuel compact composes

about 13,000 coated fuel particles of 0.92mm diameter.

2.2 Critical approach

The critical approach of the HTTR was carried out by the fuel addition method at room

temperature. In this situation, the dummy graphite blocks were replaced to the flesh fuel blocks

from outer core region and then the annular core was made with 18 fuel columns. Each fuel

column consists of five fuel blocks. The iitial critical state was ahieved with 19 fuel columns and

the full core with 30 fuel columns, i.e. 150 fuel brocks, was successfully constructed.
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3. Calculation methods

Calculations for the HTTR criticality were performed by the continuous energy Monte Carlo

code MVP[21 with the neutron cross section sets based on JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2. In the

calculations, there were two different geometrical models which were "whole-core" and

"lattice-cell" for ollowing issues.

(1) the discrepancy between the calculated Devalue and the experimental data of the

critical approach

(2) the contribution of each nuclide data on the keffdiscrepancy between JENDL-3.3 and

JENDL-3.2

(3) the major cause of the kznfdiscrepancy on temperature dependency

The calculation conditions are shown in Tablel. The fst two issues were performed with the

if whole-core" odel, and the last issue was performed with the "lattice-cell" model. The standard

deviations of the calculation results with the "whole-core" model and the "lattice-cell" model were

less than 003% and 0.01%, respectively. The history numbers of the each calculation were

8,000,000.

4. Calculation results and discussions

4.1 Critical approach

Calculated Devalues for the critical approach are shown in Fig.2 and the initial critical state

would be achieved by 18 fuel columns loaded. In the experiment that was achieved by 19 fuel

columns loaded. The keff line with JENDL-3.3 is under the one with JENDL-3.2 and its

discrepancy is 0.2-0.4%Ak, therefore JENDL-3.3 gives sghtly better keff value rather than

JENDL- 3.2. However, an overestimation to the experimental data about 0.8%Ak is remained.

4.2 Nuchde contributions to the critical calculations

The keffdiscrepancy caused by the difference of JENDL's version and the contributions of the

differences of each nuchde data to the discrepancies were shown in Fig.3. For 18 and 30 fuel

columns loaded cores, JENDL-3.3 gives 030 and 0.40%Ak smaller Revalue than JENDL-3.2,

respectively. Here, the U-235 data of JENDL-3.3 gives 035 and 0.45%Ak smaller Revalue than

one of JENDL-3.2. The keffdiscrepancy caused by the difference of another nuclide data was less

than 0.10%Ak. As the results, the discrepancy caused by the derence of JENDL's version is

dominated by the difference of the U-235 data.

In order to treat S(ccp) data, the MVP neutron cross section sets based on JENDL-3.3 and

JENDL-3.2 were taken it form ENDF/B-VI and ENDFIB-Ill, respectively. With the improvement

from ENDF/B-III to ENDF/B-VI, upper energy limitation of the S(CCP) data of Graphite was

extended. However, it was confirmed that the influence of this difference on the kinf values is

negligible.

4.3 kinfand Devalues with JENDL-3.3

The ratios of the kinfor the Devalues with JENDL-3.3 to JENDL-3.2 for the HTTR at high

and room temperature conditions and the water-moderated reactors at room temperature were

plotted by uranium enrichment in Fg.4[11. There is a difference between the distribution pattern

of the ratios for all reactors at room temperature and the HTTR at high temperature.

To reveal the reason of the difference in the distribution pattern mentioned above, the

temperature dependencies of the ratio of the HTTR kinfvalues were examined. As shown in Fig.5,
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the ratios decreased according with the rise of temperature.

Furthermore, to examine the temperature dependency of the kinf values in detail, the

analysis was performed by using the four-factor formula. Each of the factors is defined following

equations and each of their right hand factors wich means reaction rate can be obtained directly

from the MW calculations 3].

[V.Yf O.V]Ie +[V.Yf. 0 . VI fuel
fast fuel thermal

[V Yf VItast

hole
11. V1w (2)

whole whole
N. Afast + y-a VIthermal

fuel
ly- a VIf -thermal (3)

hole
[la O'Vlwtermal

. I fuel
[v.zf thermal (4)

filcl
l-a Athermal

where,

F,: first fission factor, p: resonance escape probability,

f. thermal utilization, 'q: thermal regeneration rate,

v: number of neutrons per fission, 1: macroscopic cross section,

�: flux and Vvolume.

In the equations, the neutron energy range was divided into the thermal and the fast range

with a boundary value 4.5eV. From Fig.6, the discrepancy between the kinf values with

JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 at room temperature was dominated by discrepancy of the p and l

values. The temperature dependency of the kmfvalues was dominated only by the -q values

discrepancy. By considering the nuclide contributions to each reaction rate in the equation 2) and

(4), it was found that the discrepancies of the p ad'q values mentioned above were caused mainly

by the difference of the U-235 fission data.

The ratios of the'q values with JENDL-3.3 to JENDL-3.2 and the neutron spectra at 300K

and 1200K are plotted by neutron energy in Fig.7. In the equation 4 the value is

approximately constant and Yu... >> " , therefore the il values are in proportion to the ratio of

microscopic fission cross section data of U-235 to microscopic absorption cross section data of

U-235. Figure7 suggests that the neutron spectrum is shifted to the right by the rise of

temperature and this shift causes decreasing the il values ratio. This effect makes the iscrepancy

of the kinfvalues increase. This wl be an important for the calculations of the temperature

coefficients at high temperature.

5. Summary

For the HTTR criticality analysis, the calculations by the MVP code with JENDL-3.3

provides some improvements as follows,

For room temperature conditions;

(I)JENDL-3.3 gives 0.4%Ak better keff value than JENDL-3.2 and 0.8%Ak

overestimation to the experimental data, however, is remained.

(2)Discrepancies between the Devalues with JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 are
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caused mainly by the difference of the p andq values of the U-235 data.

For high temperature conditions;

(3) Discrepancies between the kinfvalues with JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 become

large according with the rise of temperature.

(4) This is because that the magnitude of the temperature dependency of the kinf

values with JENII)L-3.3 is grater than one with JENDL-3.2 and

(5) it is caused by the difference between the values with JENDL-3.3 and
-3.2 thermal energy range.

JENDL In

The calculations with JENDL-3.3 will be employed successfully in the future works.
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Table Calculation conditions

System Calculation Critical Comparative History Standard
ature model index data number deviation 1(7)

300,600,900 lattice-cell kinf Cale. with J32*** 8,000,000 < 0.01%
and 1200K with STG**

300K, 1200K* whole-core keff Cale. with J32 and 8,000,000 < 003%
with STG Exp. data (30OW

at FULL power condition
statistical geometry
JENDL-3.2

Fuel assembly block

Control rod guide block

Reflector block Core Center

Irradiation block

.................
.......... ...................

580rom
.......... .. ........

3 60mm 2900mm

3258mm

...................
.4 _�

...................

Permanent refl ctor

Radial view of the HTTR core Axial view of the HTTR core and

arrangement of fuel enrichment

Fig.1 RadialandaxialviewoftheHTTReoreandarrangementoffuelenrichment
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3.21 Some Comments to JSSTDL-300
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The effects of the problems (weighting function independent on Legendre order and f-table of

JSSTDL-300 for self-shielding correction were examined through a simple benchmark test. The follow-
ing results were obtained;

1) he effect of inappropriate transport approximation originating from weighting function indepen-

dent on Legendre order is large if the self-shielding correction is large.

2) The effect of incomplete f-table is dependent on each nucleus. Particularly it is very large for
copper.

1. Introduction

The self-shielding correction in multigroup libraries is essential in order to obtain appropriate

results in S calculations. The Bondarenko method 1 by using f-table is often used as the self-shielding

correction and gives good results. Recently it is pointed out that the transport approximation with a

weighting function (VVT) dependent on Legendre order is important for appropriate self-shielding cor-
rection.[2]

JSSTDL-300 3 a common multigroup library of neutron 300 groups and gamma 104 groups

for shielding applications produced from JENDL-3.2 4 with the PROF-GROUCH-G/B [5] code by

Japanese Nuclear Data Committee, is widely applied in Japan. However, the self-shielding correction in

JSSTDL-300 is probably inadequate due to the following two reasons.

1) The weighting function independent on Legendre order is adopted.

2) The f-table of elastic scattering is used as that of scattering matrix for elastic scattering.

Effects of the above problems are examined through a simple benchmark test in this paper.

2. Review of ransport Approximation

The transport approximation (consistent-P approximation) 6 for a group g with the Bondarenko
method is the following approximation;

UJSNg� = PA'g< PN PN
__g __g U;,g go,, (1)

SN PN
G CT

9 t9 (2)

PN f ,(E)W(E)dE

lig fW(E)dE (3)

PN fg dE f dEa, (E E)W, (E)

I V f9 dE W(E (4)

WI E) QE) - (5)[Oro or,(E)1'7'
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where PN means PN cross sections, SN means SN cross sections, I is Legendre order, o�(E) is the energy-

dependent total cross section, orl(E'4E) is the energy-dependent scattering cross section, W/E) is a

weighting function, CE) is a smooth function of neutron energy E, and so is te background cross sec-

tion. It should be noted that the denominator of the weighting function in Eq. (5) is not ((70+q (E)), but

(cyo+o; (E))'+', i.e. dependent on Legendre order. Thus the term in parentheses in the right side of Eq. (1)

is not always zero, though it is zero if the weighting function is independent on Legendre order. The

NJOY 7] and TRANSX 6] code system adopts the following weighting function,

W (E) C(E)
[Co + a, E)] (6)

C(E)

[go + a, E)I' (7)

Reference 2 shows tat the transport approximation with this weighting function gives appropriate self-

shielding correction, though the weighting function is different from Eq. (5) for Legendre order of 2.

The weighting fnction of Eq. 6) is used independently on Legendre oder in JSSTDL-300.

Hence the term in parentheses in the right side of Eq. (1) is automatically zero. As described later, this is

not appropriate.

If the self-shielding effect is small, the term in parentheses in the right side of Eq. (1) is very

small,whichleadtonoproblem,sinceW,(E)isasmoothfunctionofneutronenergyEand Nisalmost
PNthe same as U6'g.

3. Simple Benchmark Test

A simple benchmark test was carried out in order to examine whether the self-shielding correc-

tion in SSTDL-300 is appropriate or not. The calculation model of this benchmark test consisted of a

natural aluminum, iron, nickel or copper sphere of I in in radius with a 20 MeV neutron source in the

center. Neutron spectra and integrated neutron fluxes in the sphere were calculated with the Sn code

ANISN [8]. The following multigroup libraries of neutron 175 groups (VITAMIN-J 9]) with self-shielding

correction were adopted for ANISN,

1) multigroup library generated from JSSTDL-300 (abbreviation: JSSTDL),

2) multigroup library with the weighting function of Eq. 6) independent on Legendre order gener-

ated from JENDL-3.2 by using the NJOY99.67 and TRANSX codes (abbreviation: NJOY,

WFL�=WFi_j,

3) multigroup library with the weighting function of Eqs. 6) and 7) dependent on Legendre order

and no transport approximation (the term in parentheses in the right side of Eq. (1) is neglected)

generated from JENDL-3.2 by using the NJOY99.67 and TRANSX codes (abbreviation: NJOY,

WFLI#WFL.0, No transport approximation)],

4) multigroup library with the weighting function of Eqs. 6) and 7) dependent on Legendre order

and transport approximation [Consistent-P] generated from JENDL-3.2 by using NJOY99.67 and

TRANSX (abbreviation: NJOY, WFI,.,,,#V;FI'=0, Transport approximation [consistent-PI).

The difference between ANISN calculations with the fist and second libraries indicates the effect due to

incomplete f-table in JS STDL-300. That between ANISN cculations with the second and third libraries

corresponds to the effect due to weighting function only except for transport approximation. That be-

tween ANISN calculations with the third and fourth libraries eflects the effect due to transport approxi-

mation. These calculated results were compared with those obtained with MCNP4C [10] and FSYLIB-

J3R2 [II] generated from JENDL-3.2.

Figure I shows calculated neutron spectra at 10 cm from the center in aluminum, iron, nickel

and copper spheres. Since the self-shielding effect is small in aluminum, all the ANISN calculations for

the aluminum sphere show almost the same results, which agree with the MCNP calculation well. On the

contrary, the ANISN calculations are different each other for the iron, nickel and copper spheres.
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In order to investigate the difference among the ANISN calculations in details along the dis-

tance from the center of the sphere, ratios of integrated neutron fluxes calculated with ANISN to those

with MCNP are plotted in Figs. 2 - for aluminum, iron, nickel and copper spheres, respectively. All the

ANISN calculations for the aluminum sphere show almost the same results up to 90 cm from the center,

which agree with the MCNP calculation within 30 %. The effect of the inadequate f-table in JSSTDL is

small in iron, while it is large for integrated neutron flux from 10 to 100 keV in the nickel sphere and

neutron fluxes below I MeV in the copper sphere. The effect of the weighting function not including

transport approximation is small. The effect of the transport approximation is large in the iron, nickel and

copper spheres. The ANISN calculations with the fourth multigroup library, which adopted appropriate

transport approximation, agree with the MCNP calculations best. However, the agreement between the

ANISN calculation with the fourth multigroup library and the MCNP calculation is not so good in the

copper sphere. The reason of this disagreement is probably due to group structure as described in Ref. 12.

The Pi coefficients of in-group scattering matrix of the four multigroup libraries are plotted in

Fig. 6 for natural aluminum, iron, nickel and copper. It is demonstrated that they are very different

between JSSTDL and the fourth multigroup library, which leads to the difference of neutron fluxes in

Figs. 2 - .

4. Summary

The effects of the below problems of JSSTDL-300 for self-shielding correction were examined

through a simple benchmark test.

1) The weighting function independent on Legendre order is adopted.

2) The f-table of elastic scattering is used as that of scattering matrix for elastic scattering.

The following results were obtained.

1) The effect of inappropriate transport approximation originating from a weighting function inde-

pendent on Legendre order is large if the self-shielding correction is large.

2) The effect of incomplete f-table depends on each nucleus. Particularly it is very large for copper.

The JSSTDL-300 library should be modified for the weighting function (appropriate transport approxi-

mation) and f-table.
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3.22 Comment to Unresolved Resonance Data in JENDL-3.3

Chikara KONNO
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Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-1195 JAPAN

e-mail : konno�cens.tokaijaeri.gojp

It is found out that the self-shielding correction for the unresolved resonances of many nuclei in

JENDL-3.3 is too large around the upper energy of the unresolved resonance region. Probably the aver-

age reduced neutron widths or the upper energy of the unresolved resonance region in many nuclei in

JENDL-3.3 are not appropriate. All the unresolved resonance data in JENDL-3.3 should be rechecked

and revised by considering self-shielding correction in the next version.

1. Introduction

JENDL JENDL-3.1 - JENDL-3.3) tends to use unresolved resonance data more than other

evaluated nuclear data libraries. Not oly heavy nuclei such as uranium, but also fission products such as

niobium in JENDL include unresolved resonance data. However, these unresolved resonance data were

not often used in neutronics calculations since the previous MCNP code Could not deal with unresolved

resonance data so far.

At ND2001, the international conference on nuclear data for science and technology in 2001 it

was pointed out that the leakage neutron spectrum from a niobium sphere of 0.5 in in radius with a 20

MeV neutron in the center, which was calculated with ANISN [ 1 ], MCNP4C 2] (this version can treat

unresolved resonance data) and JENDL-3.3 31, had a large strange bump around 100 keV as shown in

Fig. 1, which originated from self-shielding correction for the unresolved resonance data. 4] It is consid-

ered that the unresolved resonance data of 91Nb in JENDL-3.3 have some problems. Causes of this

phenomenon are examined in this paper.

2. Self-shielding correction for unresolved resonance region of 3Nb in JENDL-3.3

In order to check cross section data of 3 Nb in JENDL-3.3, the following multigroup libraries

of pure 13 Nb in JENDL-3.3 were produced with self-shielding correction of the resolved resonance re-

gion;

1) multigroup library with self-shielding correction of the unresolved resonance region,

2) multigroup library without self-shielding correction of the unresolved resonance region.

The first multigroup library was generated with the TRANSX code [5] from MATXSLIB-J33 6]. The

second multigroup library were made with the TRANSX code from a MATXS file which was produced

from JENDL-3.3 with the NJOY99.67 code 71 modified for JENDL-3.3 61 in the same condition as

MATXSLIB-J33 except for skipping self-shielding correction for unresolved resonance data. These

multigroup libraries include response data such as elastic scattering cross section and (n,,y) reaction cross

section. Since the unresolved resonance data are given for elastic scattering and (ny) reaction, self-

shielding correction for the elastic scattering and (n,7) cross section data was investigated in the unre-

solved resonance region. Figures 2 and 3 show the elastic scattering and (n,,y) cross section data deduced

from the above multigroup libraries, respectively. It is found out that the elastic scattering cross sections

of Nb with self-shielding correction have a large ramp at the upper energy of the unresolved resonance

region. The self-shielding correction of eastic scattering in the unresolved resonance region is too large
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around the upper energy [I 00 keV] of the unresolved resonance region, while that for (n,7) reaction is

small. It is considered that this large self-shielding correction around the upper energy [100 keVj of the

unresolved resonance region for elastic scattering causes the large bump around 100 keV in Fig. .

3. Unresolved resonance data of 'Nb in JENDL-3.3

Then why is the self-shielding correction too large around the upper energy of the unresolved

region of "Nb in JENDL-3.3? Next the unresolved resonance data, particularly average reduced neutron

widths, of "Nb in ENDL-3.3 were checked. The average reduced neutron widths of "Nb in ENDL-3.3

are the following,

0.0085323 eV at 7 - 100 keV,

0.006981 eV at 7 - 100 keV,

1-10 nj=0j=4 = 0 1832 eV at 7 - 1 00 keV,

17 ""-O'=4 = 0 14249 eV at 7 - 00 keV,
TO nj-0j=4 = 0. 1658 eV at 7 - 100 keV,

r = 0.098646 eV at 7 - 00 keV.

The average reduced neutron widths are the same at both the lower energy 7 keV1 and upper energy

[100 keVj of the unresolved energy region. Probably the average reduced neutron widths are too large

around the upper energy of the unresolved energy region. The larger average reduced neutron widths are

required to reproduce average elastic scattering cross sections in the unresolved resonance region, but

they case larger self-shielding correction.

Another view is also considered. The upper energy of the unresolved resonance region for all

fission products is impartially set to 100 keV in JENDL. The upper energy [100 keVj of the unresolved

resonance region may be too small.

The average reduced neutron widths and/or the upper energy of the unresolved resonance re-

gion of "Nb in JENDL-3.3 should be revised.

4. Other nuclei with unresolved resonance data in JENDL-3.3

Do other nuclei with unresolved resonance data in ENDL-3.3 have the same problem as 93 Nb?

The elastic scattering cross sections with self-shielding correction for each nuclei [100 % abundance]

with unresolved resonance data in JENDL-3.3 were deduced with TRANSX from MTXSLIB-J33 and

plotted. As a result, it is found that elastic scattering cross sections in many nuclei have a similar strange

ramp at the upper energy of the unresolved resonance region as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Table summa-

rizes all the nuclei with unresolved resonance data in JENDL-3.3 and the nuclei which have the same

problem as Nb.

5. Summary

Causes for a strange bump around 100 keV appeared in calculated leakage neutron spectra

from a niobium sphere of 0.5 in in radius with a 20 MeV neutron in the center were examined. As a result,

it is found out that the self-shielding correction for the unresolved resonances is too large around the

upper energy of the unresolved resonance region in Nb of JENDL-3.3 . The following reasons for this

problem are pointed out.

1) The average educed neutron widths are larger around the upper energy of the

unresolved resonance region.

and/or

2) The upper energy of the unresolved resonance region are smaller.

The above problem appears for many nuclei with unresolved resonance data in JENDL-3.3. All the

unresolved resonance data in JENDL-3.3 should be rechecked and revised by considering self-shielding

correction in the next version.
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This time I focused on JENDL-3.3, but probably other nuclear data libraries such as ENDF/13-

VI also have the same problem for unresolved resonance data as JENDL-3.3. In the near future unre-

solved resonance data of other nuclear data libraries will be investigated.
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Fig. I Calculated leakage neutron spectra from a niobium sphere of 0.5 in in radius with a 20 MeV
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Abstract: A cross section model for cold neutron scattering in light water is developed, which de-

scribes various molecular motions inherent to hydrogen-bonded water molecules especially in terms

of jump- and rotational-diffusion processes. Inter- and intra-molecular vibrations are also included

A systematic analysis is performed of a velocity autocorrelation function, a generalized frequency

distribution and double-differential and total cross sections. Good agreement with the results of com-

puter molecular dynamics and neutron scattering experiments is found. A wide range of cross section

evaluation for neutron energies from 0 I peV to IO eV and liquid temperatures between the melting

and boiling points is performed. This permits us to generate such low-energy neutron cross section

libraries as group constants set and scattering law for ultra-cold, very-cold, cold and thermal neutrons.

Together with the libraries for liquid4 He, H2, D2 and solid and liquid CH4 a powerful too] for design

of an advanced low-energy neutron source is now ready for use.

Keywords: Light water, Molecular dynamics, Cross section, Scattering law, Cold neutron, Thermal

neutron, Neutron source.

1 Introduction
Cold (- I meV) and thermal (- 25 meV) neutrons are expected to be useful in studying microscopic

structures and molecular dynamics of various materials such as soft condensed matters, bio-molecules,

super-conductors and industrial products. To utilize these neutrons actually, a spallation. neutron source

is being constructed in Japan, USA and Europe. High-energy MeV) neutrons generated from a spal-

lation target must be moderated to thermal and cold neutrons with an optimized hydrogenous material

like light water (1420), liquid H2 and solid CH4- Hence neutronic properties of such moderators need to

be studied especially in terms of scattering and slowing-down processes. The present paper is devoted

in this direction. A cross section model for neutron scattering in liquid water is devolped, which is

applicable to a wide range of incident neutron energy from 0 I MeV (ultra-cold) to 10 eV (epi-thermal)

and all practical temperatures between melting and boiling points.

Another purpose of the present paper is to describe water-molecule dynamics in terms of ydrogen-

bonding properties and related various relaxation processes on the olecular translations and rotations

Corresponding author.
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in a wide time scale from -0.0 I to - I 0 ps A set of characterizing functions such as a velocity auto-

correlation function, an intermediate scattering function and a dynamical scattering law is systemat-

ically calculated. These are necessary for a physical and unified interpretation of neutron-scattering

and molecular-dynamics results.

In Sec. 2 a brief description is given of the double-differential cross section model of light water.

Sec. 3 discusses many cross-section results, both double-differential and total, by comparison with

available experimental results at various practical temperatures. Sec. 4 is devoted to the generation of

group-constants set and scattering law. Some concluding remarks are given in Sec. .

2 Cross Section Model
The physical properties of liquid water are especially anomalous at low temperatures, for instance, as

is the case with H20 showing the maximum density at 4 'C, the minimum isothermal compressibility at

46 'C, non-Arrhenius behavior of the self-diffusion coefficient, and so on. For this complexity of water,

a theoretical model of water dynamics remains to be developed. On the other hand, recent scattering

experiments with light, X-ray and neutron are being characterizing the structure and dynamics of

water at the microscopic level. In particular, neutron scattering is applied to study the translational

and rotational motions of water molecules in the hydrogen-bond network with a finite lifetime. More

recently, computer molecular-dynamics simulations have served for the interpretation of experimental

results in terms of effective potentials of water molecule and various transport properties of liquid

water.

The present paper aims at developing an accurate model of water based on the newly available

experimental data and computer simulation results. The main object is twofold, i.e. to interpret sys-

tematically the data in an energy-momentum domain and the results in a space-time domain, and to

generate a cross-section library for design of a low-energy neutron source. This requires the model

to be capable of quantitative treatment in a wide range of the above-mentioned domain. At present,

attention is paid to light water (H20) as an incoherent scatter showing individual motions of water

molecule The following features for molecule dynamics are taken into account:

• A water molecule is hindered in translational motion by a hydrogen-bond network formed in-

termittently with an average residence time having strong temperature dependence.

• Translational diffusion and vibration are repeated as a jump diffusion process 1] The former

is characterized with the self-diffusion constant at given temperature, while the latter vibration

is due to an intermolecular motion with bending and stretching modes.

• Rotational motions of molecule are consisting of two parts, i.e. a rotational diffusion process

with a large relaxation (reorientational) time having an Arrhemus behavior 2], and a hindered

rotation with the fibrational band centered around 65 meV on account of intermolecular cou-

pling with surrounding molecules

• Intramolecular vibrations with bending, stretching and asymmetric stretching modes are also

included

• These motions tend to behave as free gases of H and at a very-short time scale of, say, 0.0 I

ps, which is required to reproduce a free-atom cross section for an epithermal neutron.

All these dynamics are described in an explicit form by a velocity auto-correlation fnction 0(t)

and, equivalently, a generalized frequency distribution function D(&)). Their changes in liquid tem-

perature are involved with translational and rotational diffusion coefficients, a residence time, a reori-

entational time and so on. Once 0(t) or D((o) has been constructed, a space-time density correlation

function G,(r, t) for individual motions can be obtained readily by the Gaussian approximation. Also

the analytical Fourier transform of G,(r, t) with respect to r yields an intermediate scattering function
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Fr ,(Qt = eXp[_Q2 W(t)/2] where Q is the momentum transfer as h and W(t) is the width function

as a mean squared displacement of molecule during t. By the numerical Fourier transform of F,(Q, t)

with respect of t ranging from -0.0 I to - I 0 ps, various scattering cross sections can be determined:

a scattering law

S s(Q, )) = f F,((?, t) exp(-iwt) dt (1)
27r

2 2

= 2SHs(Q (0 + b Oonc + b'coh S O's Q, W), (2)
b 2 + 2

( H ,ne 11,coh

a double-differential cross section

d20-, 2 + 2 k
Kine H coh -S s(Q, (A (3)

d--dQ h ko

by the incoherent approximation, an angular distribution f(O) and a total cross section c-t(EO) where

= wh is the energy transfer and is the scattering angle, E is the neutron incident energy, ko and k

are the wavenumbers of incident and scattered neutrons, respectively.

3 Molecular Dynamics and Scattering Results
Fig. I shows D(cj) as a function of _-, together with the those by experiment 3] and molecular dy-

namics 4 The one for H has a dominant component around 60 meV by the hindered rotation of

molecule and a lower-energy component consisting of the translational diffusion near meV and the

translational stretching and bending vibrations around 6 and 20 meV. The one for 0, however, indi-

cates mainly the motions of center-of-mass in terms of translational stretching and bending vibrations.

Intramolecular vibrations with the characteristic energies of 200 and 463 meV are beyond the energy

range shown It is also to be noted that 0(t) and F,(Q, t) are found to be consistent with the recent

molecular-dynamics results [5] at many different temperatures.
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Fig. 2 shows d2c-,Id--dQ of light water at 293 K for = ' and 60' with Eo = I meV. They are

composed of two components a very high and sharp peak by quasi-elastic scattering due to the jump

and rotational diffusion processes and a relatively broad peak by inelastic up-scattering arising from

the de-excitation of intermolecular vibrations and hindered rotations. With an increase in 0, the quasi-

elastic peak becomes broad and small to overlap the inelastic peak. Comparison with the experimental

results 6 7 for water at 299 K with E = 151 and 304 meV is satisfactorily made.

Fig. 3 shows the half-width at half-maximum for the quasi-elastic peak of water at 293 K as a

function of Q2. Also shown is the experimentally-estimated results for the quasi-elastic component

extracted from the data [8]. The solid line includes all the dynamics modes while the broken line with

only the jump diffusion process. Consequently, the latter is relatively similar in saturation behavior

with the experiment. Such an analysis is performed successfully in comparison with those on neutron

scattering at many different temperatures 6 9.

Fig. 4 shows f (0) for the three different EO, compared with the experimental results I I I . For

a 10-eV neutron, forward scattering in a free H is significant. On the contrary, a l-meV neutron

scatters nearly isotropically though a backward up-scattering is slightly seen by the de-excitation of

intermolecular vibrations and librations. The result of a thermal neutron indicates a mid-behavior

between the above extremes.

4 Group Constant and Scattering Law
As a powerful too] for the design assessment of practical cold neutron sources, a set of group con-

stants for liquid water is generated. Light water at 5, 27, 52 and 77 'C is evaluated by using the cross

section model. The energy range from 0.1 MeV to 10 eV is divided at equal logarithmic (lethargy)

intervals into 80 groups. The angular distribution of scattering cross section is represented by the

Legendre expansion up to a maximum order 3 which is almost adequate for reproduction of forward

scattering in free atoms, H and 0, by an epithermal neutron The weighting flux is a Maxwellian plus

I E spectrum with the same temperature as water.
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Fig. shows the group-constant results of o-t and total absorption cross section (Ta for water at four

different temperatures. Also shown are the experimental results from BNL-325 12] and the ones by

the Nelkin model at 296 K 3 With an increase in T, up-scattering at lower energies below about

I rneV becomes significant, while LTt approaches a free atom cross section of 44.6 /H20 at energies

above about I eV. It can be seen from Fig. that there are good agreement with the experiment at

ordinary temperature and essential difference in o-t between liquid water and molecular gas. It may be

also noted that the calculated average cosine of 0 indicates a gradual transition from forward scattering

to uniform one with decreasing E, which agrees well with the experimental result 10].

Along with the group constant generation, a data file of S,(Q, W) is created in the ENDF/B-VI

format. A wide range of momentum and energy transfer is covered: Q = . I to 35 A-' and h = -10

eV (down scattering) to 100 meV (up scattering), which correspond to a = 2Q212mlkT) from 0001

to 100 and, ( ha)IkT) from 400 to 4 respectively, where m is the neutron mass and U = 25.24

rneV at 293 K. Fig. 6 shows a typical result Of SH,,(QW) for water at 293 K. At smaller Q, the

intermolecular dynamics inherent to liquid water are significant while, at larger Q, the intramolecular

motions and the recoil scattering in free H atom become effective.

5 Concluding Remarks
(a) The physical properties of hydrogen-bonded liquid water have still remained unsettled especially

from a microscopic viewpoint. Hence a neutron scattering study is planned to determine directly

F,(Q, t) by means of a neutron spin echo (NSE) technique 14]. Temperature dependences of

intermolecular modes and diffusion processes will probably be observed both for light and heavy

water. Among many variations of NSE spectrometers, the Mieze type would be most suitable for

this experiment, since high experimental efficiency is attainable by very short distance between

water sample and neutron detector: the NSE does not need an energy analyser after the sample

and instead uses the Larmor precession as an internal measure of neutron energy. At present, such

inelastic and quasi-elastic scattering is now being planned using a new Mieze spectrometer to be

developed at the C3-1-2-2 beam port of the JRR-3M reactor.
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(b) The pesent cross section model makes possible the systematic interpretation of neutron-scattering

and molecular-dynamics results on 0(t), D(co), W(t), G,(r, t), F,(Q, t), S,(Q, w), d(T�;I&dQ, f(O)

and crt(Eo) A wide range of usefulness is found for neutron energies from ultra-cold (0 I peV)

to epithermal (10 eV) neutron areas and liquid temperatures between melting and boiling points.

Furthermore, a set of group constants for light water at all practical temperatures is generated

Those for heavy water will soon be ready for use [15]. By the combined use of the already-

generated group constants on liquid 4 He, H2, D2 and CH4 and also solid CH4 16], we may proceed

to the preliminary study of an advanced low-energy neutron source on ultra-cold, very cold and

cold neutrons.
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2A cross-section database for neutron-induced reactions on 8Si was developed in the
energy range between 2 MeV and 3 GeV in order to analyze single-event upsets (SEUs)
phenomena induced by cosmic-ray neutrons in microelectronic devices. A simplified spherical
device model was proposed for simulation of the initial process of SEUs. The model was
applied to SEU cross-section calculations for semiconductor memory devices. The calculated
results were compared with measured SEU cross-sections and the other simulation result. The
dependence of SEU cross-sections on incident neutron energy and secondary ions having the
most important effects on SEUs are discussed.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the radiation effects known as single-event upsets (SEUs in

microelectronics have been recognized as a key reliability concern for many current and
future silicon-based integrated circuit technologies [1]. Cosmic-ray neutrons ranging from
MeV to GeV are regarded as one of the major sources of the SEUs in devices used on the
ground or in airplanes. A microscopic picture of the cosmic-ray induced SEUs is given as
follows. Energetic neutrons interact with materials used in the devices, and light charged
particles and heavy ions can be generated via a nuclear reaction with a silicon nucleus. They
can give rise to local charge burst in a sub micron-size volume, which results in upsets of the
memory cell information quantum. Therefore, nuclear reaction data to describe the interaction
of neutrons with the nuelides contained in the devices are highly requested as a fundamental
physical quantity necessary for SEU simulations. Thus, we have recently developed a cross
section database for silicon, using evaluated nuclear data files (JENDL-3.3 and LA150) and
QMD calculations for energies ranging from 2 MeV to 3 GeV [I]. So far, it has been applied
successfully to several SEU simulations 2][3].

In the present work, we propose a simplified model of calculating SEU cross sections
based on the Monte Carlo method as the first stage to apply our developed nuclear reaction
database to the SEU simulation, instead of our previous BGR model 2]. Using the present
model, we analyze systematic experimental data 4] for SRAM in the energy range up to 160
MeV and a simulation result 3 for DRAM up to I GeV, In the analyses, the dependence of
SEU cross sections on incident neutron energy is investigated, and the secondary ions having
the most significant effect on SEUs are specified. In addition, the effect of critical charge and
sensitive volume on SEU cross sections is discussed.

2. Cross section database for n28 Si reaction
The JENDL-3.3 library [5] was used to obtain the double-differential cross sections

(DDXs) for light charged particles (p and a) and all recoils(24,25Mg, 27,28 Al, and 27,21Si) in the
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n+ 28 Si reaction at neutron energies between 2 and 20 MeV. The data for energies between 20
to 150 MeV were taken from the LA150 library 6 in which the DDXs of all recoils are
included. We have calculated the cross sections for energies above 150 MeV using the QMD
[7] plus statistical decay model (GEM [8]) calculation.

3. A simple Monte Carlo model for charge generation and collection
We consider SEU events in a simplified spherical

device as shown in Fig. . The interaction and sensitive
volumes are concentric spheres with radii R and R, i neutron
respectively. A nuclear reaction with Si takes place in the
interaction volume, and secondary ions are generated and

n Imove in the device while slowing down. The energy ........
deposited by a secondary ion into the sensitive volume is
obtained by using SRIM code 9]. It is assumed that the
whole charge (Q) generated by the ions into the sensitive seco a%

volume is collected into the capacitor, and if Q is greater on eraction
than the critical charge, Q,, and then the SEU happens volume
eventually. In this model, the initial processes of the SEU
event, namely, nuclear reactions with the Si nucleus and Fig. Schematic illustration of

the following charge deposition by the secondary ions, simplified spherical device model

are taken into account properly, while the transport

calculation of the generated charge by drift and diffusion processes is neglected and the size
of the sensitive volume is introduced as a model parameter, R,.

Within this simplified model, the SEU cross section for incident neutron energy, E is

given by

o7sEu (E,, (TsEu (E,,� Ns� dT dE dK2
f"R, ff j

Q>Q, dE idK2I

wherej denotes the kind of generated secondary ion, Ns, is the number density of the Si

nucleus, and (d2(yjldEdQ,) is the double-differential production cross section of the secondary

ionj. In practical calculations, isotropic angular distribution is assumed for emission of the

secondary ion for simplicity, therefore (d2(Yj1dEdQj) is replaced by d(Yj1dE,14TC in Eq.(l).

This assumption represents approximately a situation where neutrons are incident into the

device uniformly from any directions. The three-fold integration over the interaction volume

and the energy and angle of secondary ion in Eq.(l) is made using a Monte Carlo method

under a condition Q > Q, . The size of the interaction volume, R,, is determined by a

condition where the calculation converges.

Usingtheneutronflux, (E,,),thecosmic-rayinducedSEUrateisfinallyobtainedby

SEU rate = fasEu (E,,)O(E.)dE, , (2)

where the IBM model [ 1 0] is used for the cosmic ray flux in the present calculation.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the calculation with measured data 4] for SRAMs with

256Kb or I Mb. The measured data are normalized to the data of Cypress. One can notice that

the energy dependence of the measured o7scu (E, ) is nearly similar and the magnitude alone

depends strongly upon the devices. Accordingly, two parameters, Q, and R,, were determined
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so that the energy dependence of the measured data is reproduced wll and the magnitude was
finally ormalized to the data of Cypress. The resultant best-fit values are Q,=53 and
R,=1.0 [im. The calculation with these values shows satisfactory agreement with the measured
data over the whole neutron energy range. The results with different Q, and R, are also shown
in Fig.3 to see the sensitivities of these parameters to the calculation results. All the
calculations are normalized at 40 MeV for comparisons.

In Fig.4, the ratio of each secondary ion to the calculated SEU cross-sections is plotted
as a function of the incident neutron energy. It is found that heavy ions such as Na, Mg, and
Al have a large contribution to SEU and light reaction products such as and N become
significant with increasing energy. One notices that Mg has the most significant contribution
at energies below 20 MeV. This can be explained by the energy spectra of secondary ions at
an incident energy of 20 MeV shown in Fig.5. The critical charge Qc=53 corresponds to
the energy deposit, EP=1.2 MeV. The energy spectra of Mg isotopes are distributed over
wider energy range beyond 12 MeV compared with the other isotopes, and thus the cross
sections of Mg integrated over the energy range become largest. This is the reason why Mg
plays the most significant role below 20 MeV in SEUs for the device with c=5 M In
addition, it is found that the contribution from Si is reduced with decrease in neutron energy.
This trend can be explained by the fact that the elastic and inelastic cross sections become
small and their angular distributions become more forward-peaked as the neutron energy
increases. It should be noted that the present results obtained by these analyses of SRAM are
similar to our previous results by the BGR model 2].

Our calculation based on the present simplified model is compared with a more realistic
SEU simulation 3 for DRAM with Q,=30 fC in Fig.6. Both results are normalized at 40
MeV for comparison. Our nuclear reaction database was also used in the latter simulation.
Both calculations show good agreement below 150 MeV, while our calculation is about 20 
smaller than the latter one above 150 MeV. This may indicate that it is enough possible to
investigate the energy dependence of SEU cross sections within the framework of this
simplified model, although it is limited to predict the magnitude correctly.

Figure 7 illustrates how lighter reaction products such as C, N and have the most
significant contribution at the highest incident energy of I GeV, while heavier reaction
products such as Na, Mg, and Al are dominant at 50 MeV To see the range effect of these
secondary ions, the radial distributions of SEUs are plotted for and Mg as a function of the
distance from the center of the device at E=50 MeV and I GeV in Fig.8. The contribution
from the outer region far from the sensitive region becomes important for light reaction
products such as 0. This trend is appreciable as the incident energy increases. Thus, it is
found that the generation of light raction products having the long range affects SEUs
predominantly in the high incident energy range.

Finally, the cosmic-ray induced SEU rates were calculated using Eq.(2) as functions of
R, and , The result is presented in Fig.9. The SEU rate is reduced as R, decreases. In the

2case of Q,, =0, the SEU rate is proportional toR 8, which corresponds to the geometrical cross

section of the sensitive volume having the spherical shape. As R, becomes smaller, the
dependence of the SEU rate upon Q, becomes strong and the SEU rate is reduced remarkably
as Q, becomes large. On the other hand, there is such a correlation that reduction of the
sensitive volume size leads to that of 0, in realistic devices. Therefore, it is expected that the
slope of reduction of SEU rate against R, does not become so steep. More realistic simulation
will be necessary to discuss the device scaling effect on SEUs in details.
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5. Summary and conclusions
The nuclear reaction database suitable for the neutron-induced SEU simulation was

developed for incident energies ranging from 2 MeV to 3 GeV by using the evaluated nuclear
data files (JENDL-3.3 and LA150) and the QMD calculation. A simplified spherical device
model was proposed to simulate the initial processes, i.e., nuclear reactions and the following
charge deposit by secondary ions, in the SEU phenomena. The SEU cross sections were
calculated using the Monte Carlo method, by introducing the assumption that SEU occurs if
the initial charge deposited by secondary ions in a sensitive volume exceeds the critical charge.
The calculated results reproduced well the energy dependence of the measured SEU cross
sections for energies and the other simulation result. From the analyses, it was found that
heavy reaction products (Na, Mg, Al, etc.) have crucial contributions at low-incident energies
but light reaction products (C, N, 0, etc.) become dominant as the incident energy increases.
This can be explained by the differences in the range and linear energy transfer of ions.

Nuclear reaction data for the elements except Si included in the devices (e.g., B, N, 0, Al,
P, Ti, Cu, As, Ta, etc.) will be also required for more detailed SEU simulations. To meet the
requirement, one of our future tasks related to SEUs is an extension of the present nuclear
reaction database. It is expected that this task will be accomplished in the JENDL high-energy
file project [I I] that is now in progress.
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Fig.4 Ratio of each secondary ion to total SEU Fig.5 Energy spectra of all secondary ions for an

cross sections as a function of incident incident energy of 20 MeV.

neutron energy.
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Fig.6 Comparison of calculated SEU cross sections with other simulation result 3] for a DRAM device
with Q,=30 fC. Both results are normalized at 40 MeV
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Fig.7 Ratio of each secondary ion to total SEU cross sections at E= 50 MeV, 100 MeV and I GeV for
the device with Q�=30 fC shown in Fig.6.
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Abstract

We have performed a neutron-induced soft error simulation using the PITS Monte Carlo
simulator. We validated our technique by compaiing the MBGR (Modified Burst Generation
Rate) values estimated by our simulation and a well known MBGR table by Fujitsu Labora-
tories, Ltd We also evaluated a neutron-indUced soft error rate of a SRAM cell as a func-
tion of the critical charge as well as a representation using a generally used unit, FIT rate
[error/109 hour/device]

I Soft error

A charge deposition in a semiconductor memory cell by a cosmic-ray radiation causes a temporary

bit information upset. This phenomenon is known as a soft error or also called as a single event

upset. Cosmic-ray neutron is one of the most important source of the soft error on the ground.

A neutron-nucleus interaction generates ions, protons and other particles. These ions and protons

induce electron-hole pairs in a memory cell. Soft error occurs when the charge is greater than

a critical charge. Figure I shows an image view of a soft error process. By the evolution of

semiconductor manufacturing processes, soft error problem is expected to be more serious in future

because of the required charge decrease for storing a bit information

2 Cosmic rays

Protons are the main source of cosmic-rays outside of the earth. Cosmic-ray neutrons are generated

by interactions between cosmic-ray protons and atmosphere The neutron flux on the earth has

been measured by IBM [I ]. The measured neutron flux in Tokyo is around 12 n/cm2/hour. Figure 2

shows the theoretical calculation of the energy distribution of cosmic-rays in New York. The best

fit of the measured neutron flux distribution by IBM is shown in the equation (1) and 2 2.

These equations are used for the neutron energy distribution input of our simulation. The flux is

normalized to the neutron flux in Tokyo

Flux(E = 1.5 x exp(F(1n(E))) (1)

F(X = 5.2752 - 2 6043X + 0 5985X - 0 08915X + 003694 X4 (2)
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Figure 1: An image view of a neutron- lo-, I -
induced soft error process. 0001 0 01 1 1 10

ParUcle energy (GeV)

Figure 2 Theoretical energy distribution of cosmic-

rays in New York city.

3 Simulation method by the PHITS Monte Carlo simulator

The soft error simulation requires high energy neutron transport up to at least I 00 Mev, neutron-

nucleus reaction models, and transportation of generated heavy ions by the spallation. The PHITS

Monte Carlo simulator 3] has all those functions. Especially, the implementation of a QMD (Quan-

tum Molecular Dynamics) model is a great advantage.

PHITS is the first general purpose heavy ion transport Monte Carlo code over the incident en-

ergies from several MeV/nucleon to several GeV/nucleon. For the heavy ion transport calculation,

Shen's formula, the SPAR code, and the JQMD 41 code are included. We show a concept view

of the soft error simulation flow chart by the PHITS simulator in Figure 3 Neutron flux, the en-

ergy distribution, the direction, and the geometry infori-nation are the principal inputs of the PHITS

simulator. PHITS outputs deposit energy distribution in the specified sensitive region. Deposit

energy distributions caused by a specific particle type are also available. The induced charge is

transformed from the deposit energy using the average required energy to produce an electron-hole

pair, 36 eV/(e-h pair) [5]. For example, if the critical charge is IO fC, corresponding deposit energy

is 0225 MeV.

4 Validation

As a validation of the PHITS simulation, we compared the MBGR (Modified Burst Generation

Rate) values calculated by the PHITS and the well known MBGR table by the NISES simulator

(Fujitsu) 6]. The MBGR value is an error rate of the unit volume of a sensitive layer in a memory

cell as a function of the sensitive layer depth, d, and the critical charge, QC. The QC dependence

of the soft error rate, SER, of the memory cell with depth d is derived as follows[6],

SER(d, QC) = MBGR(d, QC) N V, C (3)

where MBGR(d, QC) is the burst generation rate, N is the neutron flux, V, is the sensitive volume,

and C is the collection efficiency which must usually be determined by experiment. We list the
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Figure 3 The concept flow chart of the soft error simulation by PHITS.

input geometry below and the schematic view is shown in Figure 4.

Geometry Silicon bulk I mm x I mm x3Opm

Neutron direction Incident vertically in random place.

Neutron energy Random following the IBM model. (IO MeV - I 00 MeV)

Sensitive layer I mmx I mmx 0.35 ym 07 ym, 1.41im, 2.8pm, 5.6ym).

Number of incident neutrons 0.5 billions (5.6ym thick) to 40 billions (0.35ym thick)

The PHITS outputs deposit energy distribution in the sensitive region. We convert the deposit

energy into the induced charge and calculate probability of events where the induced charge is

greater than a critical charge. The MBGR value is derived by normalizing the error probability in

a unit volume of the sensitive region. Figure shows the critical charge dependence of MBGR

values in every depth of the sensitive volume. Results by PHITS simulation and the MBGR table

by NISES simulator are shown in the same plot. Two results by different simulators agree well and

the difference is as much as only about a factor of two. Currently, publicly available MBGR value

by NISES simulation is limited within the critical charge between IO fC and 50 W. However, in

the state of the art semiconductor processes, the critical charge reaches a few fC mark We extend

the lower limit of the critical charge to I W

In Figure 5 a crossing point is seen in the MBGR plots by PHITS simulation. Plots of thicker

sensitive layer and plots of thinner sensitive layer cross around the critical charge of 20 fC. This is

because the major contributing particles are different depending on the deposit energy.
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MBGR by NISES and by PHITS
(Si depth=30Ym, Sensitive depth=O 35-5 6am)
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NISES(O 35 ym)

Figure 4 Schematic view of the 1 o16L

MBGR calculation. 0 50 100 150

Critical charge [fC]

Figure 5. BGR comparison between two methods: by

PHITS(CSD) and by NISES(Fujitsu).

If the critical charge is large, only heavy ions with large LET contribute energy deposit and

the heavy ions stop close to the place of the nuclear interaction. The MBGR value is bigger if the

sensitive layer is thicker, because 1: the probability of a nuclear interaction in the unit volume does

not depend on the sensitive layer depth, and 2 the mean trajectory of heavy ions in the sensitive

region is longer when the sensitive layer is thicker.

If the critical charge is small, protons are the main source of the energy deposition. The range of

a pf oton is much longer than that of ions. For instance, the range of a 2 MeV proton is about 40 /1m

in the silicon. This means that the protons traveling from interactions away from the sensitive layer

also contribute to the error rate. After normalizing in the unit volume, since the probability that a

proton penetrates the sensitive layer does not much depend on the sensitive layer depth, the MBGR

values with thinner sensitive layer is bigger when the critical charge is small. The detail of the

contributing particles are shown in the next section.

5 SRAM simulation

We perfon-ned a more realistic soft error simulation by assuming a simplified SRAM cell. The

geometry and the simulation conditions are as follows. The schematic view of this geometry is

shown in Figure 6.

Geometry Silicon bulk 40pm x 40ym x4Oym

Neutron direction Incident vertically in random place. -

Neutron energy Random following the IBM model.(] 0 MeV - I 00 MeV)

Neutron flux 12 n/cm 2/hour

Sensitive region 1.72ym x 1.72pm x 1.42ym

Number of incident neutrons 40 billions.
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Figure 6 Schematic view of the soft Deposit Energy [MeV]

error simulation of a SRAM cell. Figure 7 Deposit energy distribution in the sensitive re-

gion of a SRAM cell.

As a result of the simulation for a SRAM device, Figure 7 shows deposit energy distributions
caused by some typical types of Ions as well as the distribution by all particles including heavy
ions. Heavy ions dominate above the deposit energy greater than 06 MeV(-30 fiQ. Helium ions
dominate around the deposit energy of 02 MeV( I W). Below 0 I MeV(-5 W), hydrogen nuclei
are more important, especially, protons are the critical source because of the longer range. This
effect is also shown in Figure 8, an inflection point is seen at the critical charge is around IO M
to 20 W. In future, estimating proton behavior would be much more important for devices with
smaller critical charge. Taking into account further materials around the cell will also be important
because of the longer proton range.

We evaluated the error rate of a SRAM cell using similar method as MBGR calculation. In this
simulation, the probability is not non-nalized in a unit volume. Figure shows the critical charge
dependence of the error rate of a cell. The unit of left axis is the error rate of a cell. The unit of
right axis is the FIT rate [error/109 h/device] of a device with I M cells For example, in case of
a device with I M cells, tf the critical charge of the device is 10 W, the device has an error rate of
3300 FIT. If we assume that eight cells are used for storing one byte information, the result shows
that a personal computer with 256M bytes memory encounters a soft error every months.

In the same plot, eror rate of a cell evaluated simply from MBGR values are also shown. We
used equation 3 and MBGR values of the 1.4pm depth calculated by the PHITS. The collection
efficiency is assumed to be one. These two plots agree well around the critical charge is smaller
than about IfC. Above 1OfC, the difference extends as the citical charge increases. This can
be explained as follows. In the MBGR calculation, there is no boundary of the sensitive region
in the direction parallel to the silicon surface. If the direction of the trajectory of a generated ion
is parallel to the silicon surface, the output of the deposit energy is large. Therefore, the MBGR
method tends to overestimate the probability of large deposit energy
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Figure 8: Soft error rate as a function of the critical charge. The unit of left axis is the error rate of

a memory cell. The unit of right axis is the FIT rate [error/ 09 Wdevice] of a device with I M cells,

6 Summary

We successfully performed a soft error simulation sing the PHUS Monte Carlo simulator. As

a result of the validation, our MBGR calculation result agrees with a famous MBGR table by

Fujitsu NISES simulator. The soft error rate simulation for a SRAM device shows a critical charge

dependence of the error rate. The result shows that the soft error rate increases sharply as the

critical charge decreases. We understand that the proton influence increases dramatically below

0 I MeV deposit energy which corresponds to the critical charge of about W. Since the soft error

critical charges of cutting edge technology devices are already below 5 fC, estimating effects of

neutron-induced soft error would be very important for future devices.
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